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Introduction

THE LAST FRONTIER

139 million square miles or approximately 71.4 per cent
the earth's surface (of nearly 197 million square miles), the vastness of
I he ocean is sometimes difficult to comprehend.
Viewed from outer
space, the earth, containing less than 29· per cent of landmass, is a
vast globe covered with water. Used for centuries for transportaI ion and commerce, for food, fuel, and minerals, for recreation, waste
disposal, and security, the sea is still shrouded in mystery. Man has never
I'cally conquered the sea as he has conquered the land. Although it lies as
dose as the nearest beach, the sea in its mystery is much farther than the
hcavens. Man has visited the fringes of outer space; but he is yet to explore
and investigate the depths of what might be called the inner space. Indeed, it is still largely an unknown, unexplored, and unconquered frontier.
I t is this unknown frontier, said the US President Richard M. Nixon, "the
sea with its inexhaustible riches-that will be the scene of the next great
adventure of man." He predicted:
COVERING SOME

III'

The fifties were the start of the Outer. Space Age; the seventies will be the start of the
Inner Space Age, an age that will be unmatched in history for challenge to man's
ingenuity, benefits for the people of the world, and the sense of wonder that many have
feared is lost in the modern age. 1

Beneath the surface of the sea, a myriad wonders are concealed. There
are trenches, the floors .of which are >as much as seven miles below sea
kvcl. Mountains higher than Mt Everest rise up from the ocean floor.
H(~<1iments in the ocean deeps contain detailed records of the earth's history
11,\ II I the history of life.
The more-than-331-million cubic miles of water
\ Richard M. Nixon. "The Sea:

Our Last Unexplored Frontier", Preface to The

11;111I//~ Ahead published by the Marine Technology Seciety (Washington, D.C. 1969).
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contain a fantastic variety of life. As our technological civilization
increases in its complexity, as the world's population grows more and more
rapidly, as problems of military defence become ever more difficult, as man
in his relentless quest for knowledge pushes further forward and deeper to
understand his environment, his origin, and the universe in which he
lives, probing of the sea and its content will become ever more important.
A VAST RICH UNKNOWN AREA

Even with the scanty knowledge that man has acquired of the Ocean
deeps so far, the picture that emerges is fantastic. The ocean floor is no
longer a bottomless basin but an underwater world with a beautiful 'landscape', a world hitherto unknown and hostile to man, but lying virtually
at his doorstep.
This vast area, covering nearly five-sevenths of the globe, has been
found to contain untold riches and abundant resources of food and minerals.
Although no one knows as yet how much, of what quality, and exactly
where all these resources are, and many of the assertions in this regard
will remain guesses until a more serious and thorough exploration of the
sea-bed is made, even a preliminary survey and exploration have left no
doubt that the wealth that can be ultimately obtained from this area is
beyond comprehension.
PROMISE AND CHALLENGE

How this underwater world and its wealth are and should be
exploited in an orderly manner for the benefit of man is one of the most
important issues before us. It is generally recognized now that the sea
offers the greatest promise anel poses the gravest threat to the world of
tomorrow. The promise lies in the economic opportunities that it offers
feJr the benefit of all mankind. With the necessary international cooperation, the living resources of the sea can make a significant contrihution to the efforts being made to combat world-wide malnutrition and
disease. The exploration and exploitation of the mineral resources of
t he ocean floor can offer equally significant opportunities for the benefit
oj' all nations, large and small, and promote international peace and order.
IIHked, these new-found resources provide the best means possible to
illlpl'Ove the living conditions of poor countries and reduce the growing
/:a p between rich and poor countries, which has been a SOurce of treIIll'JHIous tension in the present interdependent world community.
II is important to note that in these vast ocean areas few, if any,
11111 joual economic interests have been vested so far, and most nations of
Iltp world do not as yet have any fixed political positions or attitueles
lowards the legal-political framework within which such exploration
IIl1d l~xploitation ought to be conducted.
There is still time, therefore, to
df'rlign a framework which will eliminate international conflict from this

3

".rea and help the international society to achieve one of its most imporlant objectives of reducing, if not eliminating, poverty from the family
of man. 2
On the other hand there is the threat of unbridled international compelition sparking off serious international conflicts. At stake is a large part
oj' the earth's surface, an unknown area that could suddenly become the
prize for a struggle among the Great Powers. The importance of the area
is already being realized. Thus a distinguished scientist is reported to
have said: "The nation that first learns to live under the seas will control
I hem and the nation that controls the sea will control the world."
Another oceanographer is of the view that the capability and value of
"occupying a piece of the deep sea-bed would ... make the placement of
colonies on Antarctica, or even on the moon, pale by comparison."3
Further, any unchecked exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed
IIlight benefit only a few countries, which are already rich and ruin seveml poor countries, dashing all their hopes in their future and thus increasillg'the tension between the rich and the poor. There is also the threat of
large parts of the coastal environment being destroyed and economically
illlportant ports, recreational facilities, coastal shell fisheries, and fisheries
Oil the high sea being ruined.
In order to avoid the terrible conflict and confusion that might follow a
I'lice to grab the new area, President Lyndon B. Johnson of the United
~,Iales suggested on 13 July 1966:
I) ncler no circumstances, we believe. must we ever allow the prospects of rich harvest
alld mineral wealth to create a new form of colonial competition among the maritime
I,alions. VVe must be careful to avoid a race to grab and to hold the lands under the
Iligh seas. We must ensure that the deep seas and ocean bottoms are, and remain, the
I"gacy of all human beings.'

l'IIESENT LAW INADEQUATE AND CONTROVERSIAL

The traditional law of the sea was developed, or left undeveloped,
or revised, according to the needs of the international society at
dilll'l'cnt times. The law relating to territorial waters was developed for the
I'll II ('cl ion of the coastal state, and its breadth was determind by the
I

hllll!\'l~d

" S"e !vIarine Resources and Legal-Political Arrangementsfor their Development (Vol. 3 of
1"1111'1 H"!)OI'IS of the US Commission on Marine Science. Engineering and Resources)
1\Vllllhillp;II)l), D.C., 1969), pp. VIIl·2-VIII-3.
\ ,,'-\ llouse of Representatives, 88th Congress, Subcommittee on International OrganiIlIld Movements of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, I~terim Report on the United
V,I 111111 \ 1/1/1/ tlte Issue qf Deep Ocean Resources together with Hearings on International Organi.,,/11111\ 1/1/1/ Movements (Washington. D.C., 1967). p. 7. The hearings were held
Ilil I'll III III III Resolution 179 of the House of Representatives.

,'IIIIlIIM
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power of the coastal batteries. The doctrine of the freedom of the seas, devised during the seventeenth century, was later developed to fulfill the needs
of the expanding international society in the age of industrial revolution
and European expansionism. The law of the sea during war, especially the
rules relating to maritime blockade and contraband control, was changed
beyond recognition during the Second World War. The Continental Shelf
was not claimed, and law relating to its exploration and exploitation was
not developed, because there was no need for it before the Second World
War. But" as soon as it was found to be useful and rich in minerals and
became exploitable, states started claiming jurisdiction over it, and it did
not take long for the law to develop on the subject. The Continental Shelf
Convention of 1958 merely codified the existing taw and practice. It recognized sovereign rights of the coastal state over its Continental Shelf
"for the purpose of exploiting its natural resources." [ART. 2 (1)J
But the definition of the legal Continental Shelf which the 1958 Convention adopted has become a subject of intense discussion and bitter
dispute among scholars and statesmen. Article 1 of the Convention
declares the Continental Shelf to mean the sea-bed or subsoil "adjacent to
the coast ... to a depth of 200 m·etres or, beyond that limit, to where the
depth of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural
resources of the said areas." Since exploitation beyond a depth of 200
metres was unimaginable at that time, there was no need to be more
precise. Now that exploitation has become possible at practically any
depth, there is utter confusion as to where the outer limit of the legal
Continental Shelf lies.
Owing to the attractive prospect of getting vast resources right at their
door-step, most of the coastal states have evinced a keen interest in
protecting it. Even if they are unable to exploit these resources
immediately, they do not want to write off the opportunities of exploiting
them at some future period when they might have the financial resources
and technological capability. It is chiefly for this reason that most of
the coastal states are extending their national jurisdiction in the sea-bed
to wider areas-wide enough to include all the important mineral and
fishery resources. Whatever the reasons, a race to grab wide areas of
the sea-bed has already begun.
LEGAL VACUUM IN AREAS BEYOND
NATIONAL JURISDICTION

If some parts of the law relating to the Continental Shelf as codified in
the Law of the Sea Conference in 1958 have proved to be utterly inade.
quate, or have become .out of date and need to be reconsid(Wf'd and
revised, there has been practically no law for the exploitation of 1\11' Hf:a·
bed and its resources beyond th~ limits·of the legal Continmltal KIIl'II', As
late as 1956, the International Law Commission condlldrd Iltllt flll~ law
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extraction of minerals in the deep sea did not require study
because such mining was technologically not feasible "and was likely to
remain so for some considerable time."5
Although most of the riches being exploited at present are in the
Continental Shelf, deposits of untold riches have been discovered beyond.
NumerouS companies in the technologically advanced countries are
already engaged in exploring this area with a view to its commercial
exploitation. Although there has been no law in regard to the exploration and exploitation of this area, it cannot be ignored for too long and
left to be exploited according to the chaotic play of selfish interests.
'rhe world will not and should not permit a legal and political vacuum
here. If the area and its resources are a common legacy of all human
beings, a machinery must be set up for their orderly exploitation for the
bcnefit of mankind.
TIME FOR ACTION

There is little doubt that the time for action is noW. Multiple pressures
are forcing states to turn to the sea, and multiple opportunities await the
~ntward turn. But this last frontier on earth cannot be conquered by any
IlIIC state, or by a few states to the exclusion of others.
The planet's
dllminant element cannot be understood, utilized, enjoyed, or controlled
lly diffuse and uncoordinated efforts.
PLAN OF WORK

In order to understand and appreciate the importance of the new
1'1'llillicr to be conquered, we shall start with a quick look at the new
IIl1derwate world and explain in Chapter 2 some of its important geograr
phical features. 'lYe shall also see here what a vast storehouse ofreIII "Irees the sea is, what things are already ,?eing extracted, and what
the
pili f:ntialities of the sea are, as far as they can be visualized with our preHI'III inadequate knowledge.
\ J nknown till yesterday, there is now an overwhelming desire and a
11 '('(\ 10 penetrate and conquer the new frontier.
We shall see in Chapter
1
:I \low this desire and need of the international society has expressed it'11'11' ill claims over the sea-bed and its resources. 'lYe shall examine the
"tif.:ill :wll development of the Continental Shelf doctrine and its culmina111111 III the Continental Shelf Convention of 1958.
Critically examining
Iltl' V:lf~IlC and uncertain definition of the legal Continental Shelf adopted
III II till COllvention, we shall see what area it includes within the national
\11 1:itl kl ion of the coastal state for its exclusive exploitation..
1
\ II Chapter 4 we shall discusS the nature and basis of the rights of the
"1111'11:"\ state over its legal Continental Shelf and how they affect the tradiII, 'Ilid freedoms of the sea and the rights of the distant-waters states.
,\\Ihough no law can last forever and every law needs must change and
ft

T"lI1book of the International Law Cammission (Geneva, lO.';6), vol. 2, p. ll.
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be adapted according to the ever-changing circumstances, we shall see
how inadequate the law codified in 1958 has proved to be. Looking at the
interplay of conflicting interests of the diverse groups of states, we shall try
to assess what should be, and what are expected to be, the limits of national jurisdiction.
Yet, whatever the limits of national jurisdiction, there is an area beyond
these limits in the sea-bed, hitherto unknown but rich in resources, which
has come to be accepted as a 'common heritage of mankind'. Chapter 5
is devoted to a study of this area of 'no law' so far and how this legal vacuum is sought to be filled. Examining various proposals in this connection,
we shall also see what kind of international machinery can be established
For its early and orderly exploitation.
One of the greatest threats to the present international society arises
from the wide and widening gap between the rich and the poor, the
satiated and the hungry, the satisfied and the dissatisfied. While the
poor and underdeveloped countries could be easily ignored, by-passed,
and suppressed in the early centuries, their emergence as full and independent members of the international society has now given them a
new influence. Indeed, a vast majority of the present extended international society consists of these poor, underdeveloped, turbulent states,
well aware of their miserable condition and deeply concerned to do something about it. Mankind stands today at the threshold of a new
frontier and a new source of untold wealth. We shall see in Chapter 6
how this wealth can be used to meet the challenge of poverty and how
international law can be developed into a law of co-operation in this new
field.
In the last chapter, Chapter 7; we shall try to recapitulate the various
issues involved in the development of the new law relating to the sea-bed
and suggest what can and should be done to develop a law which may be
adequate and acceptable to all.

Ocean: The
StO'rehouse of
Vast ResoU rces

PROBING THE OCEAN

marine resources, both marine life and mineral deposits,
dl:ep in the ocean floor and even near the surface is virtually endless.
I,('arning to use these deposits to feed the hungry, clothe the naked, and
provide other necessities for the needy could simplify, if not solve, many
III' t he problems that now concern us.! But man's current knowledge of
I Itl: sea is meagre indeed, especially when compared with its importance
1'111' him.
Thus, we are told in a UN study that our maps of the ocean
1111111' are as approximate to the reality as were the land-surface maps of
I Itl'ee centuries ago. 2 At a chart scale of 1 : 1,000,000 only 15 to 20 per
1',('lll of the sea area is adequately covered by bathymetric data at present.
'I'I\{: data are definitely insufficient for 35 to 40 per cent of the area, and
1'111' the remaining 40 to 50 per cent we have hardly any data to go by.3
II is only recently that man has given serious attention to the sea and
ilt :tried probing the vast, dark, but penetrable depths of water which
I'over so much of the earth's surface. But as some essential and exciting
Illl'ormation started coming in, and the unimpeachable evidence of the
rll',il's riches came to light, it became certain that the sea was a vast
1IIIll'chouse of resources ready to be explored and exploited for the benefit
Ill'mankind. This gave the necessary impetus to ocean research, and
\It Iring the last few decades more' and more countries and international
Ill'ganizations have spent considerable sums of money on oceanographic

'1'111': SUPPLY OF

I
See Chapter 6,
• Report of the Secretary-General on Marine Science and Technology, UN Economic and

tI'lI:inl Council Doc, No. E/4487, 24 April 1968, p. 12.
II
Report of the Secretary-General on Resources of the Sea, pt. 1, UN Doc. No. E/4449/
Add, I, 19 February 1968, p. 87.
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research. In a survey report published in 1967, giving details of' ClIl'rent
world-wide activity in marine science and technology, the UN SecretaryGeneral pointed out that 40 of the 48 countries reporting operated
research vessels of over 15 metres in length. Of these, 1\) 'statcs possessed fleets of five or more such craft. The United States had 188
vessels; the Soviet Union, llO vessels; and Japan, 42 vessels. Fiftythree countries reported that they were engaged in basic 01' applied
research in the ocean sciences. Nineteen countries suppOl'ted marine
research in excess of $500,000 a year. Twenty countries reported having
more than 50 professional scientists engaged in ocean science activity,'1
Generally, the initial efforts undertaken in marine scicnce, espccially
in the less-developed countries, were concerned. with marine bio!OfIY and
fisheries research. But 36 countries reported programmes ill ph.ysieal
oceanography; 18, in air-sea interaction; 24, in chemical oceanography;
20, in marine geology; 18, in marine geophysics; and at least 12, in
ocean engineering concerned with the design and constructioll of' IIl1dcl'water structures, habitats and submersible vehicles, t.Ilf: <!(:sign of'
instruments, tools and fishing gear, and the development of' data-collcetion systems. 5
Apart from these national efforts, numerous international o!'Wlni:liat ions,
both non-governmental and governmental, regional and wol'1d-wide,
have been concerned with marine affairs ancl engaged in eO-OI'dination
ancl promotion of marine activities. Within the United Natiolls syst(:.llI,
in addition to the United Nations itself, certain organilmtions and :;pecialized agencies, such as the UNESCO, the FAO, the WMO, the rAEA,
the IBRD, the IMCO, the ITU, and WHO, have taken ac!iv(: and
specialized interest in marine problems. 6

Ii.,\'(,'

"

INTERNATIONAL DECADE OF OCEAN EXPLORATION

All these are of course steps in the right direction, but they al'e IlOt
enough. There is little doubt that the sea will yield its bounty only in
proportion to our vision and boldness, our determination and our kllowledge. 7 Recognizing a rapidly growing world-wide interest in exploit ing
ocean resources, the necessity of understanding ocean processes, and tlte
importance and value of conducting ocean invcstigatiollS as it trlnlti4 The United States was first with 2,000 scientists, the Soviet Union and ,)111':111

came next with 1,600 scientists each, and the United Kingdom had (\:;0
p.37.
5

~cknli.II~,

fbi.I.,

Ibid., pp. 37-41.

For activities of these and other organizations, both regional and world-wid." i/J id"
pp. 50-59.
6

, President Lyndon Johnson, A{arine Science Affairs.; A Year of Plwl.l' {/Ild l'/tl/i/{],IS
(Second Report of the President to the Congress on Marine Resources and EnHitl"(~I'ilig
Development) (Washington, D.C., 1968), p. iii.

I
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national enterprise, President Johnson of the United States of America
proposed, on 8 March 1968, the launching of "an historic and unprecedented adventure-an International Decade of Ocean Exploration for the
1970's." He urged all nations to join together in a concerted, long-term,
co-operative programme of ocean exploration on a world-wide basis which
could:
--expand cooperative efforts by scientists from many nations to
penetrate the mysteries of the sea;
--increase our knowledge of food resources, so that we may usc
food from the sea more fully to assist in world-wide threats of malnutrition and disease;
--bring closer the day when the people of the world can exploit new
sources of minerals and fossil fuels. 8
The General Assembly of the United Nations, in a resolution adopted
on 21 December 1968, strongly endorsed and -welcomed the President's
"concept of an international decade of ocean exploration to be undertaken
within the framework of a long-term programme of research and exploration, including scientific researeh and exploration of the sea-bed and the
ocean floor," and invited "member states to formulate proposals for
national and international scientific programmes and agreed activities to
be undertaken during the international decade of ocean exploration with
due regard to the interests of the developing countries."9 The decade is
envisioned as a period of intensified planning among nations and
expansion of exploration capabilities, followed by execution of national
and international programmes of ocean research and resource exploration
so as to collect a far more comprehensive knowledge of the sea in a
reasonably short time. The need for co-operation among nations can
hardly be overemphasized as the problem is too vast to be tackled by one
nation alone. The resources of the high seas are the common property
of all nations, and their rational utilization on a scientific basis demands
international co-operation. Such a co-operative effort should be particularly helpful to the large number of developing countries which have a
maritime geography, but which have not been able to explore the oceans,
even near their own shores, for want of trained manpower and technological capabilities.
GEOLOGIC AND GEOPHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE OCEANS

Thus we find that a lot of enort has been and is being made to achieve
, See quoted in Marine Scierlce Affairs: A Year of Broadened Participation (Third Report
of the President to the Congress on Marine Resources and Engineering Development)
(Washington, D.C., 1969), p_ 123. See also n. 7, p. IV. See also President Johnson's State
of the Union Message to Congress on 17 March 1968, in Public Papers of the President of the
United States; Lyndon B. Johnson 1968-1969 (Washington, D.C., 1970), bk, 1, p. 27.
" See GA Resolution 2467 (XXIII), 21 December 1968.
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EXTENT OF SHAllOW WATER AREAS

The flat submerged shallow water areas of the Continental SlIdr Ill'l~
important in the economy of the sea. In their shallow, sUlIlit Wflt(~I'S
most of the life of the sea is concentrated, so that a large propol'tiOIl or t1l(~
fish and other useful creatures are caught there. Most or Ilw lIIillCl'llls
are also being extracted from there at present. But many plalll sand
animals live beyond the Continental Shelf, and, as we shall S(~(·. t hc
deeper portion of the sea is vast mine of inestimable vahlc, unknowu,
unexplored and unexploited so far.1 5
About 7.5 per cent of the world ocean is of a dept h less than 200
metres (109 fathoms), and the depth of another 8.8 per cent of it ranw:s
from 200 to 2,000 metres. Of the latter, nearly half is (lcep(~I' Ihan 1,000
metres. The distribution of shallow water is, of coursc, not unilln'ul.
40.6 per cent of the Arctic Ocean is less than 200 mcl.t·cs in d(~pth.
Only 3.6 per cent of the Indian Ocean is shallow to tlw sallw dr.gl't~(~.
As for the lie of the sea off the United States (including Alaska), thel'(~ is
an area of about 640,00.0 square nautical miles of the sea at depths less
than 100 fathoms; another 150,000 square nautical miles is at <kpths
ranging from 100 to 500 fathoms; and yet another 150,000 square nautical miles has depths between 500 and 1,000 fathoms.
Off the coast of India, which has a coastline of about. 2,700 nautical
miles, there is an area of nearly 80,000 square nautical miles at less than
100 fathoms; an area of about 20,000 square nautical miles has a depth
between 100 fathoms to 500 fathoms; and yet another area or about
30,000 square nautical miles has a depth ranging from 500 fathoms to
1,000 fathoms. The average width of the Continental Shelf is about:W
miles. The shelf off the West Coast, particularly at the Ilorlhern end
where it exceeds 180 miles in a few regions, is wider thall the OIW that
lies off the East Coast.1 6 Other countries with long coastlines alld eXlt:nded shallow-water areas include Australia, Brazil, Canada, Indonesia,
.'vlexico, New Zealand, and the Soviet Union. (See Appendix 1).17

a

J
~'

>\';'

15

Report of the Secretary-General on Resources of the Sea, Part II, Food Resoll/'cDs 11f II/(!

Sea, UN Doc. E/4449!Add 2, 7 February 1968, p. 5,
16
S. DUlt, "Indian Fisheries" in Frank E. Firth, En(yclopedia of NIarille
(New York), pp. 315-16.
17 Heselton, n. 14. Cf. President Third Report, n. 8, p. 19.

UI/,wlm:I!,'

It is scarred by deep gorges called trenches, and is studded with ridges,
sea mounts, and guyots. The mean depth of the superjacent waters of
the entire ocean is 3,800 metres. More than 75 per cent of the ocean
floor lies at a depth of less than 5,000 metres and more than 98 per cent
at a depth of less than 6,000 metres. IS
Deep-sea trenches or ocean-bottom troughs frequently flanking the Continental Margins sometimes reach to depths as great as 11,000 metres,
roughly twice the depth of the deep-ocean floor. The Continental Slope
may sometimes continue down into these trenches, as indeed it does ofT
the coast of Peru and Chile.
Mid-ocean ridges, covering 32.7 per cent of the sea-bed, are broad
mountain chains which rise from the abyssal plains and extend for many
thousands of miles. Isolated eievations of the deep-sea floor, varying
from relatively small peaks to huge mountains, are known as the seamounts; such structures, if deeper than 200 metres, the top of which is a
comparatively small platform, are called guyots.1 9
THE ENCLOSED OR THE MARGINAL SEAS

.~;:r.L.,'

Along the margins of the continents, shallower than the ocean basins,
and more or less separated from them, are some 40-50 relatively small,
often semi-enclosed, or nearly land-locked bodies of marine waters, which
are often referred to as the enclosed or the marginal seas. 1\1aximum
water depths in these seas may range from less than 200 metres to several
thousands of metres. Some of the basins occupied by these seas· are
closely related geologically to the adjacent continents; others are underlaid by oceanic crust; yet several others have crustal densities intermediate
between those of continents and ocean basins. 20
TREASURES FROM THE SEA

The sea is 'water' only in the sense that water is the dominant substance
present therein. Actually, it is a solution of gases and salts and contains
a vast number of living organisms. Besides, since the very birth of this

THE DEEP SEA

Apart from the Continental Terrace (including shelf and slope) and rise
which cover a little more than one-fifth of the ocean floor (20.n per cent),
the submarine landscape encompasses vast topographic features, including
the abyssal plains, ridges, trenches, and other features of the deep-ocean
floor. The abyssal plain is the extensive, generally flat, area of the deepocean floor at about 3,300 to 6,500 metres below the surface of thc s(~a.

13

18 John L. Mero, Mineral Resources of the Sea (New York, 1965). p. 106.
See also
Report of the Secretary-General on the Mineral Resources qf the Sea beyond the Continental
Shelf, UN J?oc. No. E/4449/Add. 1, 19 Febuary 1968, p. 5.

r
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19
Ibid. See also Report of the Ad Hoc Committee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the
Sea-bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits qf National Jurisdiction. UN Doc No.A!7230,

Annex 1,(1968) p. 23.
20
For these and other geomorphic and geologic definitions of the ocean-covered portions of the earth, see National Petroleum Council's Report, n. 13, pp. 105-6; SecretaryGeneral's Report, n. 18, p. 5; Ad hoc Committee's Report, n. 19, pp. 22-23; McKelvey and
Wang, n. 11, pp. 5-6; and Jerzy Sztucki, ed., Proceedings of the Symposium on the
International Regime of the Sea-bed (Rome, 1970) pp. 33-36. See also Andries Van de
Ree, "Geological Oceanography," Science and the Sea (Washington, D.C., 1970),
vol. 2, pp. 1-8.
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planet, numerous substances and minerals, carried by riverH, have 1Je(~n
deposited in the sea. Compared with its potential, the Hca hils I>(~cn
little exploited. This has been so not only because of a lack of knowledge concerning what is in the ocean and of the advantages of exploiting
marine mineral deposits, but also because of the absenc(~ of a tet:1ulOlogy
which might help exploit the deposits economically. .Iksidcs tlwre
has been no pressing need, either economic or political, to (~xploit
them. As the world population outraces its food supply, and world
requirements for energy and minerals grow h,ster than population, there
arises a challenge to human ingenuity to find and develop lIew 80111'c:es.
Thus food production must increase at least by 50 per cent over the I'll: x I
two decades to keep pace with the growing world population, Food lI(~cds
will double in India, China, and most other underdeveloped COlllltdcs.
Consumption of metals in the next thirty-five years is expected to (~xee(~d
that of the last 2,000 years. Energy use in the next 20 ymu's i,~ estilllaled
at three times that of the last hundred years. 21 Fortunat.ely, man eall look
to the sea, which holds promise of all these needed resources and 1l1Ol't~.
Taken as a whole, the quantities of materials available from the s(~a
are so gigantic that they can hardly be computed. Thus one cubie mile
of sea water is estimated to contain 125 million tons of sodium chlol'i(k,
about 6.5 million tons of magnesium, 300,000 tons of bromine, :lH,OOO
tons of strontium, 280 tons of iodine, 14 tons of arsenic, onc ton of silver,
0.02 tons of gold, and 14 tons of uranium. 22 Multiply thesc ligures I>y
324 million cubic miles of sea water found in the world's oceans and the
current market price of these chemicals and metals and you get a staggering figure.
The red clay, covering half of the floor of the Pacific Ocean, and a
fourth of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, is supposed to contain \l20
trillion tons of aluminium, 650 trillion tons of iron, 73 trillion tons of'
titanium, and more than 1.5 trillion tons of vanadium, cobalt, nickel,
copper, lead and ziroconum. 23
Thus the oceanic waters and sea-floor sediments contain more mincrals
than have ever been mined by man. :tv10reover, when mincrals are
taken from mines on land, they are not replaced. And, as this orc is
used up, industry is forced to use lower and lower grades, making extraction more difficult and expensive. Such is not the case with the sea.
It is a great reservoir constantly receiving the products of erosion, dccay,
and run-off, The amount of aluminium that is accumulating in the red

'I
i..1I,'
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clays each year is estimated to be about ten times the annual world consumption. Calcereous oozes cover about 128 million square kilometres
and are said to be forming at the rate of about one and a half billion
tons a year-nearly eight times the rate at which limestone, for which
the oozes are a substitute, is being mined the world over. 24 Thus, the
sea is a source of an almost limitless amount of all the minerals and
metals we use.
It is important to remember that the resources are not evenly distributed. Nor are they evenly developed, whether on land or in the ocean.
The most important part of the ocean, from the point of view of resource
value, is the Continental Margin, including the Continental Shelf, Slope
and Rise, which contains the greater part of the potential sub-sea mineral
resources that are likely to be recovered within the next few decades.
All the chemical resources (metals contained in solution in sea waters),
all the geological resources (sub-surficial deposits buried under the sea), and
about 90 per cent of the biological resources recovered so far, have come
from the Continental Shelf. Thus the world's Continental Shelves with
their area of 26.4 million square kilometres supplied $9.9 billion worth
of resources during 1964. 25 The Continental Shelves potentially contain the
same large array of minerals that are now mined from the land. The rocks
of the Continental Shelves are usually similar to those of the adjacent land
and are expected to have similar mineral deposits both in character and approximately in quantity.26 By contrast, the large ocean basins contain a
much smaller number of minerals found mainly in the form of surficial
deposits lying upon or immediately under the ocean floor. These include
metals in the manganese oxide nodules and such related metals as zinc,
mercury, gold, platinum, and chromium, which may occur in other kinds
of deposits. The total amoun.t of these metals in the ocean basins may be
very large, far larger than in the continents, but much technological
advance will be required to find them and make them economically
available.
INESTIMABLE ESTIMATES

Despite the fantastic figures of minerals said to be found in the sea and
their potential value, it must be pointed out that most of these estimates
are hardly more than wild guesses and are extremely imprecise. Definite
knowledge of the minerals has been obtained for only a few hundred sites
which together make up a very small part of the sea-bed. Similarly,
very few holes have been drilled for oil in waters more than 200 metres

'I,!
21
Our Nations and the Sea (Report of the U.S. Commission on Marine Science, I'~ngi ..
neering, and Resources) (Washington, D.C, 19(9), pp. 83-84.
22
Sec J.VV. Chanslor, "Treasure from the Sea," Science and the Sea (WllHhinf{l.on,
D.C., 19(7), p. 9, Also, see John L. Mero, n. 18, pp. 26-27.
23

24

Mero, ibid, p. 111.

Paul M. Fye, Arthur F. Maxwell, K. O. Emery, and Bostwick H. Ketchum,
"Ocean Science and Marine Resonrces," in Edmun A. Gullion., The Uses of the Sea
(New York, 19(8), p. 32.
26
Mero, n. 18, p, 55.
25

Mero, n. 18, p. J 26.
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deep. The estimates of the total quantities are projected from these few
and scattered points of definite knowledge, and the range of error may be
wide indeed. 27
Furthermore, whatever the quantities of minerals present, only a sman
part of them are likely to be recoverable within the next few decades and
an unpredictable part may never be recoverable. In many cases the costs
of extracting and processing the minerals may be much greater than the
revenues that could be received. It is estimated, for instance, that there
are trillions of tons of aluminium on the floor of the ocean and five
million tons of gold in the sea water. But costs of their separation would
be incomparably higher than the prices at which they may sell, and the
metals cannot, therefore, be regarded as exploitable resources of the sea. 28
However, some countries may still decide to encourage and support an
otherwise uneconomic industry exploiting the resources of the sea for
national security or various other non-economic and strategic reasons.
Furthermore, technological innovations may reduce the costs of
exploitation. Ocean technology has reached no plateau; if anything,
the pace of change is accelerating. These technological advances during
the last few years have made the sea more attractive. In 1958, the seabed more than 200 metres deep was thought to be unexploitable in \he
foreseeable future and hence unimportant. Today its importance has
come to be very much realized. Within another decade it may become
vastly more important. The certainty of change in this, as in any other
field, cannot and should not be ignored.
MAGNITUDE AND PRODUCTION OF SUB-SEA RESOURCES

There is little doubt, therefore, that the presently recoverable proved
reserves of the living and non-living resources of the sea are relatively small compared to the resources that may eventually be found by
exploration or become economically recoverable as a result of technological advances.
But although much of the endless resources of the sea are not yet recoverable, mining the ocean is no longer a nebulous hope. It is a growing
actuality with continued expansion with the developing technology.
FOOD RESOURCES OF THE SEA

From time immemorial man has depended upon the living resources of
the sea for his food supply. As his numbers on land increase, hunger, the
oldest and strongest urge, will drive man to greater effort and more ingenuity to harvest the seas to feed the population which already crowds
"
Francis T. Christy, Jr., "Marigenous Minerals: Wealth, Regimes and Factors of
Decision," in Sztucki, n. 20, p; 115.
ts
Christy, ibid., p. 115 Also ibid., p. 217.
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this planet.. World food production has barely kept pace with a rapidly
expanding population. Protein malnutrition afflicts more than one-half
of the world population-one and a half billion people. There is little
doubt that marine food resources offer high promise of meeting at least a
part of the worldwide need for protein. They offer all nations the promise of a richer, more varied diet.
The ultimate potential for food from the sea is a matter of speculation.
The total annual production of fish and shell-fish at present is in the
neighbourhood of 57 million metric tons. Fish provide about three per
cent of man's direct protein consumption, but because fish meal is fed to
land animals, fish are the basis of about 10 per cent of all animal protein
food production. The annual world-wide fish harvest has been growing
at a rate of about six per cent since the Second World War. Thus from
20 million metric tons in 1950, it jumped to about 57 million tons in 1966.
It is said that even if man's fishing activities continue to be confined to
the species now utilized, to the locations now considered exploitable, and
to the equipment now available, the production can be increased to three
or four times the present level. If man's activities were not so confined,
far greater quantities of useful products could be harvested to meet the
increasingly urgent world demand for protein foods. Without incurring
excessive expamion costs, with the present technological means, annual
fish production can be increased to 400 or 500 million tons. Significant
technological breakthroughs in the ability to detect, concentrate and
harvest fish on the high seas and in the deep ocean may increase this production manifold. 29 Already, a new science of farming the sea, or aquaculture, is being developed which may lead to cultivating and managing
the ocean's resources in much the same way farmers and fore~ters husband
the land's resources. 30 The aquacultural concept has led scientists and
oceanographers to speculate on the methods to herd fish, increase and
improve the stock, and increase the richness of water. Fishermen, it is
suggested, should become herders, not hunters. Some astonishing results,
particularly for shell-fish of the higher commercial qualities, have been
achieved through aquaculture in Japan and some other countries. 31
SEA PLANTS

Oceanographers have found out that approximately nine times as
much vegetation is available in our seas as is cultivated on land. Sea
,Plants have already proved to be of value as a source of chemicals.
2. See Our Nation and the Sea. n. 21, p. 88; and Commission on Marine Science,
Engineering, and Resources, Marine Resources and Legal-Political Arrangements for Their
Development (Panel Reports, vol. 3) (Washington, D.C., 1969). pp. 7 ff.
30
See Fye and others, n. 25. pp. 59 ff; and ].W. Chanselor, "Treasure from the
Sra", Scien~e and the Sea (Washington, D.C., ]967), p. 14.
31
See US Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. Subcommittee on Ocean Space,
Il<:arings on S. Res 33 (Washington, D.C., 1969), p.58; and "Sonar will be used for herding
lIflhh", New York Times (July 24,1969).
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Potash and iodine have been extracted from seaweeds for .many years.
A liquidized form is currently used as a potent organic fertilizer. They
have also been used for many convenience foods, and in baby food products, instant cake-mixes, gelatine desserts, jams, jellies, candies, toothpastes, pharmaceuticals, and cosmetics. Industrial applications include
ink, paint, and automobile tires. Research has shown that marine
plants also contain useful fractions of many other chemicals, including
vegetable oils and vegetable proteins. 32
DRUGS

Plants and animals of the sea have been found to be useful for products
with pharmaceutical applications by the people bordering the seas.
Although the present use of these products is small, contemporary
experimental marine biology has indicated the potential of many other
newer pharmacologically active substances being obtained from marine
organisms. 33
SEDENTARY ORGANISMS

Apart from these resources, numerous other species of animals are
found in deep waters or on the sea-bed. These are sedentary species
defined by the 1958 Convention on the Continental Shelf as "organisms
which, at the harvestable stage, either are immobile on or under the
sea-bed or are unable to move except in constant physical contact with
sea-bed or subsoil" (ART 2) and include oysters, mussels, shrimps, prawns,
lobsters, and crabs. These are highly regarded in many parts of the
world, and consumers are willing to pay relatively high prices for them.
It must be said that neither the quantity nor the value, even to an order of
magnitude, of the living resourCes lying in depths greater than 200
metres is known so far. However, judging from the exploration in a
few areas the stocks of shrimps are likely to be important, and they
have a high value in world markets. There are several other species
that are also found closer to shore, and the species found so far only in
deeper water. 34
NON-LIVING MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE SEA

Ores, minerals, and fossil fuels are the basic sources of energy.
Metals, construction materials, chemicals, and fertilizers are required
by all the advanced or advancing industrial economies. As both the
32

See Marine Resources, n. 29, p. 37.

33

Ibid., pp. 37-39.

34
See MIlner B. Schaefer, "Some Considerations of Living Resources Associated
with the Deep Sea-bed", in Sztucki, n. 20, pp. 155 ff; and Sidney J. Holt, "The Living
Resources qf the Sea-bed", ibid., pp. 185 ff. See also UN Doc. E{4449{Add. 2, n. 15,
pp. 28 ff.
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dcwcloped and the developing countries step up their industrial eco1I(1lnies, demands for these minerals will increase several times more,
lind the competition for low-cost mineral raw materials will intensify.
'fhe sea provides an unexplored mine of an almost unlimited potentiality.
PETROLEUM

One of the most important, and economically the most valuable
subsea resource, is petroleum or oil and gas. The significance of energy
in the world economy needs no elaboration. Nor is it essential to
emphasize the role of oil and natural gas as a major source of energy,
or the growing demand for these resources. It is estimated that within
another two decades the world petroleum consumption will be three
or four times the present level. It is also clear that a growing proportion of the supply of oil will come from offshore areas. At present,
offshore fields are producing about seven million barrels a day or about
seven per cent of total world oil output. This makes up nearly 90 per
cent of the total value of current sub-sea mineral production. 35 The
development of petroleum fields beneath the sea has been 'remarkably
rapid in recent years. The industry had barely got its feet wet in 1946
and in the late 1950s there were only three or four countries with offshore oil interests. 36 Now it is reported that "geologic or geophysical
exploration is already under way off the coast of more than 75 countries
and drilling is in progress off 42 of them."87 In fact, it is said that at
least 88 countries have awarded offshore exploration and/or production
concessions, of which 35 countries have granted concessions beyond 200
metres and in some cases even beyond 3,000 metres (Canada). Moreover,
32 countries have been identified as having offshore producing (or producible, i.e. drilled but capped) wells. 3S Some 10,000 wells have been
drilled offshore, and production is coming from as far offshore as 70
miles and in waters OVer a hundred metres deep.8g It is anticipated

35
McKelvey and Wang, n. 11, p. 8. The world-wide production or oil and gas from
the ocean floor during 1969 was reported to have a value of 86 billion constituting 86
per cent of the total mineral production from the sea. Marine Sdence Affairs (Report of the
National Council on Marine Resources and Engineering Development) (Washington,
D.C., 1970), p. 67.
36
Frank J. Gardner, "Huge Offshore Growth Set for 1970's," Oil and Gas Journal
(Tulsa, Oklahoma), March 16, 1970, p. 126.
37
McKelvey and Wang. n. 11, p. 8.
38
See Ocean Science News' (Washington, D.C.), vol, 13, no. 14,2 April 1971, p. 4.
3'
Milner B. Schaefer, "The Resources of the Seabed and Prospective Rates of
Development as a basis of Planning for International Management," in Lewis M. Alexlinder, The United Nations and Ocean Management (Proceedings of the Fifth Annual
Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute June 15-19, 1970) (Kingston, R.I., 1971).,
p. SIl.
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that by 1980 the offshore oil output will double to 14 million bid (or
perhaps to 20 million bid) providing 30-35 per cent of the world's oil
production. 40 Lewis G. Weeks, a petroleum consultant and~ an accepted authority on offshore drilling, predicts an offshore yield of 25 million
bid in 1980, or nearly one-third of the total world flow of 70 million
b/d. 41
Most of Petroleum resources, we are told, are
confined to the Continental Shelves, continental slopes, continental rises, and the small
ocean basins. Because these areas in general contain a greater thickness of marine
tertiary sediments, from which most of the world's petroleum production comes, than
do the lands, taken as a whole the shelf and slope areas are more favourable for petroleum than the exposed parts of the continents. Environments favourable for petroleum are highly localized; and...only a small part of the broadly favourable areas
actually contain producible petroleum accumulations. Among the geologic provinces
considered broadly favourable, the Incidence of petroleum accumulations in the shelves,
slopes, and the small ocean basins may be greater than in the continental rises bordering
the large ocean basins. The rises contain great thickness of sediments... but in many
places they may not contain suitable reservoir rocks. 42

The total length of the Continental Margins favourable for petroleum
accumulations, is nearly 200,000 miles with an area of twenty-five to
thirty million square miles, about one-half of the world's land (57.5
million square miles). The Continental Shelves alone-where most of
the offshore exploration is going on today-constitute about eight per
cent of the total ocean area. 43 It may be mentioned, however, that
the possibility of petroleum occurring in other parts of the ocean basins,
and even in abyssal plains, cannot be ruled out altogether: 44
Although complete estimates of the potential world sub-sea petroleum resources have not been m~de so far, it is well established that
they are large, perhaps even larger, than those of the continents.
According to Weeks (1969), the world's offshore petroleum resources,
including proved reserves, beneath a water depth of as much as 1,000
feet (300 metres) amount to 700 billion barrels of petroleum liquids,
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"Ills 350 billion barrels recoverable by secondary methods, and the
equivalent of 350 billion barrels in natural gas. The area covered by
Weeks is 28 million square_kilometres, of which 16.1 million square
kilometres is considered favourable. The area beyond 1,000 feet or
:100 metre isobath to the toe of the Continental Terrace (about 25 million
flqllare kilometres), though unexplored so far, is thought to be potentially
rich in hydrocarbons. 45
It is important to note that the current. offshore petroleum production
comes from depths of less than 105 metres and from areas within 120
kilometres of the coast. Although the industry is already drilling exploratory wells in waters as deep as 1,600 feet,46 and the technological
limit may be extended to water depths of 6,000 feet (1830 metres) by
]!l80, deep-water production is much more expensive. Thus, an oil
field at a depth of a hundred feet of water costs about three times as
much as onshore; a field at a depth of 600 feet of water may cost six
times more; and a field at a depth of a thousand feet of water 12 times
more. 47 Because of the higher cost of deep-water production, and the
wide availability of oil and gas in shallower waters, most production
is likely to be restricted to an area within the 200-metre isobath during
the next decade or SO.48
Almost 63 per cent of the current offshore petroleum comes from
Lake Maracibo (Venezuela), the shelf off Louisiana (USA), and the
Persian Gulf. 49 Production from the other countries will increase as
ncw discoveries are made and as new countries are added to the
list of offshore producers. Areas for the local occurrence of potential
sub-sea petroleum resources lie adjacent to nearly every coastal nation.
Wide shelves where petroleum may be recovered in large quantities
occur off the coasts of Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China,
Greenland, Guyana, Korea, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, the Soviet
Union, Taiwan, Trinidad-Tobago, Venezuela, the United Kingdom,
the United States and Uruguay. The Continental Rise is especially wide
in the Arabian Sea,· in the Bay of Bengal, in the Indian Ocean off
Eastern Africa, and in the Atlantic Ocean of Western Africa ang off
the eastern coasts of North and South America. Offshore activities,
already going on in more than seventy-five countries, are bound to be

40
Gardner, n. 36, p. 126; and Mckelvey and Wang, n. 11, p. 8; some other
estimated run even higher. See_Gardner, ibid.

41

Quoted in Gardner, ibid., p. 127.
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McKelvey and Wang, n. 11. p. 8. See also UN Doc. A/7230, n 19, p. 24.; UN Doc.
A/AC. 138/87,4 June 1973, pp. 16-17. 42
Gardner, n. 36, p. 127.

.. McKelvey and Wang, n. 11, p. 8. See also "Mineral Resources of the Sea," "Report
of the Secretary-General, UN Doc. E/4680 (1969); Petroleum Resources of the Ocean Floor,
n.13, p.22; and T.F. Gaskell, "Oil and Natural Gas: Evaluation, Exploration and
Exploitation of Deep Water Petroleum", in Sztucki, n. 20, pp. 75 ff.

.6 McKelvey and Wang, ibid. See also Alvin Kaufman and Maribeth Handsman,
"Ocean Mining-Today and Tomorrow", in The Decade Ahead, n. 1, p. 475.
46 See Gardner, n. 36, p. 127; Schaefer, n. 39,~p. 93; and Kaufman and Handsman,
II. 45, p, 479.
Gardner, ibid., Walter R. Hubbard, Jr., "Offshore Petroleum and Natural
(ll\~ : A Marine Resource of Increasing Importance", in Lewis M. Alexander, ed., The
I,ml) of the Sea: The Future of the Sea's Resources (Kingston, R.I., 1968), pp. 52-53.
4S McKelvey and Wang, n. 11, p.9. UN Doc.A/Ac. 138/87,4 June 1973, pp. 17-18.
See Kaufman and Handsman, n. 45, p. 477.
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extended further, and some people believe that by 11)80 almost
every country with a coast will have seen offshore testing for oil.
The only limitation to offshore prospecting at present is (:conomic
rather than technological. But unless deep drilling becomes much
cheaper, through further technological innovations, there will be little
drilling beyond 1,000 feet isobath during the next decade. 50

Iron-ore of commercial grade has been mined off the coasts of Japan,
Newfoundland and Finland. About $17 million worth of ore was mined
j II I!lu8. Metalliferous muds found in the deeps of the Red Sea contain
i I'On-oxide. Iron-precipitates have also been identified from a submarine
volcano in Indonesia. 55
More than 10 per cent of the world's tin production is being obtained
I'l'Om off the coasts of Indonesia, Thailand, and Malaysia. 56
Most of these operations, it should be mentioned, have been confined
10 shallow portions of the Continental Shelves. The present technology
and economics do not permit the extraction of minerals (except oil, gas,
and sulphur) from beyond the shallower parts of the shelves. Moreover,
our knowledge of the hard mineral potential of the Continental Shelves and
Slopes is very slight. Good bathymetric mapping and charting and geological analysis are essential if we are to know more about mineral
deposits. 57
Exclusive of oil and gas, the total value of offshore mineral production
in the world was estimated in 1969 at $1 billion. About 35 per cent of it
was coal recovered through tunnels from the shore, and about 40 per cent
was chemicals recovered from sea-water. Less than $200 million worth of
mineral products were mined directly from the ocean floor. 58 The world
sub-sea mineral production represents less than two per cent of the onshore
production of these minerals. Although no estimates of the subsea reser~
ves and the resources of these minerals have been made, they are not
likely to be as large as the land deposits. In any case, during the next few
decades the economic development of these deposits is likely to be limited
to shallow waters (less than a hundred metres deep) for deposits in the
ocean floor minable by dredging, and to near-shore areas (less than five
kilometres from land entry) for large bedrock deposits mined by underground methods. Moreover, for both technological and economic
reasons, land sources will continue to be preferred for most of these
minerals in many areas during the next few decades except when offshore
deposits (1) are extremely large; (2) are of high grade and of easy access
(like, for example, tin deposits off Thailand and Indonesia); (3) contain
minerals that are in short supply (such as gold and platinum); (4) are
desired by countries for strategic reasons; or (5) are in local demand
owing to the high cost of transport. 59

OTHER MINERALS

Common salt, magnesium, bromine, and fresh water arc at present
being recovered from sea~water, and their total world-wide value is
estimated to be $385 million. The source is, for all practical purposes,
inexhaustible, and production is limited only by demand and the competition ofland-based sources. However, the expenses of extracting other
metals and chemical compounds from sea-water are so high that there is
little commercial opportunity for their production in the foreseeable
future. 51
Throughout the world, more than 65 dredging and mining operations
are currently exploiting such diverse products as sand, gravel, iron, coal,
sulphur, tin, diamonds, gold, shells, ilmenite, rutile, zircon, and monazite
from the marine areas with a total annual production of about $534
million.
Sand and gravel form the second most valuable o~ean-floor resource.
They are being dredged up mostly in the coastal regions of the United
States and England. However, production is expected to be extended to
many other coastal nations reaching from the present $0.16 billion to
$0.5 billion by the end of this decade. 52
Sulphur is at present being recovered from offshore salt domes in the
Gulf of Mexico, where the known resources are estimated to be 37 million
tons with an additional undiscovered source of 50 million tons.
Coal deposits have been mined off the coasts of Canada, Japan, Taiwan
and the United Kingdom either through inclined access tunnels driven
from shore-based coal-mines or from vertical shafts drilled through artificial islands constructed in the sea. In 1968, coal-miries beneath the
ocean floor are said to have produced $335 million worth of coal or 2
per cent of the total world production. 54
50
Gardner, n. 36, p. 129. See also the unpublished paper presented at the Symposium on the Exploration and Exploitation of the Sea-bed and its Subsoil of the Council
of Europe at Strasbourg, 3-5 December 1970 by Francis T. Christy, Jr., entitled
"Economic Problems for Exploitation of the Resources of the Sea-bed and Its
Subsoil".
51
Our Nation and the Sea, n. 21, p. 130. See also Chanslor. n. 22, pp. 9 Jr.
52
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DEPOSITS ON THE DEEP-OCEAN FLOOR

The most important deposits of potential economic importance found
on the deep-ocean floor are phosphorites, mangancse nodules, and
surficial deposits of red clay.
Phosphorite deposits occur widely as nodules, flat slabs, roek coatings,
and sand in depths of 50 to 400 metres on the Continental Shelves and
upper slopes. They have been found off the coasts of North and South
America, Australia, Japan, Spain, and South Africa. 60 Phosphorous, as
one of the important components of fertilizers, is in large and growing
demand. However, no offshore deposits are being mined at present because
of the availability of lower-cost alld higher quality deposits on land. Land
deposits are said to be large enough to meet world demands for many
decades. But subsea production may prove to be economic in areas far
removed from land deposits (such as the countries of South East Asia or
Australia), or for the developing countries facing difficulties of foreign
exchange. 61
Surficial deposits of manganese-oxide nodules and crusts, covering
vast areas of the floors of all oceans, and high in contents of valuable
minerals such as manganese, nic;kel, copper and cobalt, have attracted
the greatest interest during the last few years. Scattered like so many
eggs waiting to be gathered, these manganese-rich lumps or nodules, ranging in size from less than a centimetre to over 20 centimetres with an
average of five centimetres, are largely confined to the deep-ocean floor,
generally at depths of 3,500 to 4,500 metres, and to the se~-mounts within it. Extensive in many areas, both their abundance and composition
vary from place to place. They are largely composed of manganese and
iron-oxide, typically containing eight to 41 per cent manganese ; three to
26 per cent iron; 0.1 to 2.3 per cent copper; 0.1 to two per cent nickel;
and 0.1 to 1.6 per cent cobalt. 62 The content of anyone of the metals may
be much higher in individual samples.
The nodules constitute a huge resource, covering great areas of the
earth's submerged surface and continuing to grow in extent and depth.
According to one observer, "one per cent of the ocean bottom could be
expected to satisfy the world's needs for manganese, nickel, copper, and
cobalt for about fifty years, in terms of the demand in 1967."63 Mero estimates that beneath the Pacific Ocean the metals aggregate 1.7 trillion tons,
and contain 400 billion tons of manganese; 16.4 billion tons of nickel; 8.8 .

billion tons of copper; and 9.8 billion tons of cobalt. 64 Even if a bare
olle per cent of the nodules in the Pacific Ocean alone prove economic
to mine, says Mero, "the reserves of many metals in the nodules will
Htill be measured in terms of thousands of years at the present rates of
world consumption."65
However, whatever the gross quantity or value of these minerals, the
amount of deposits of suitable quality and abundance, the environmental
setting to warrant dredging is likely to be much smaller. Differences in
the value of resources sites may be considerable, depending upon a number of factors, such as density of nodules, their metal contents, depth of
water in which they lie, proximity to land, and several other factors. 66
Some scholars, such as John Mero, believe that these nodules are capable
of being harvested profitably at the present time,67 but others are less
optimistic. Some believe that they may be commercially harvestable
within a decade or so. Several companies, including Deepsea Ventures,
Inc., of the United States, have not only done considerable prospecting
but are currently preparing to collect nodules on a commercial basis. 68
Some exploratory work is being done in some other countries as well.
The production of manganese nodules may not be economically feasible at present because of the high cost of dredging from such great depths
on the one hand, and the lack of suitable refining methods on the other.
The availability of large and relativdy cheap sources of these minerals,
said to be adequ~te at least for several decades, is another obstacle in
their development. Furthermore, it is generally admitted that deep-sea
mining cannot take place at all unless it is on a very large scale. The
initial investment cost necessary to bring a deep-sea mining operation
plus associated onshore processing facilities are expected to cost more
than $lOU million. 69 Production of large quantities of one essential metal,
say copper, may also produce so much nickel and cobalt contained in the
nodules mined, that it may be difficult to sell them, and the prices may
fall. Brooks estimated that from a single large operation recovering
metals from 2,000 to 5,000 tons of nodules per day, the price of manganese may drop by 45 per cent, of nickel by seven per cent, and of
cobalt by a third. Sorensen and Mead estimated the effects to be less
significant: manganese by three per cent, nickel by four per cent and

Quoted in McKelvey and Wang, n. 11, p. 11 See also Mero, n. 18, p. 235.
Mero, ibid., p. 234.
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cobalt by 27 per cent. 70 This may affect several developing countries
which depend upon income from exports of the various minerals now produced on land. Thus in 1962, Ghana, Gabon, and Morocco received
five per cent of their export earnings from manganese-orc. Some other
countries also, such as India, Brazil, and British Guiana, depend upon
manganese-ore for some part of their foreign earnings. 71
If technology is sufficiently developed to provide low-cost production
and refining methods to make nodule-mining feasible, only a small fraction of the sea-bed would be enough to satisfy the world's needs for each
of the component metals. Production of nodules would be a gathering
operation with no permanent installation at the mining site. Thus,
according to McKelvey and Wang, an operation designed to supply the
world's requirements of nickel in the year 2,OOO-about 1. 7 million. tons
-from nodules of average nickel content (one per cent) would need to
sweep about 11,000 miles (or 28,500 kilometres) a year if only 50 per
cent of the nodules were recovered. Of the 281 million kilometres
that . make up the ocean floor beyond the continental rise, this
would be trivial, and the producers might be very few and widely
separated. 72 LaQue, consultant to the International Nickel Company,
points out that if oue were to satisfy half the world's demand for
cobalt, he would need to harvest only 108 square miles of sea-bed, i.e.
an area of nine miles. by 12 miles, representing 0.00008 per cent of the
ocean bottom. All the nickel demand, he believes, could be satisfied by
harvesting less than 2,000 square miles. 73 But if nodules were to be
recovered to meet the entire present Western world demand for nickel,
according to LaQue's calculations, there would, simultaneously, be produced nearly three and a half times as much manganese and seven times
as much cobalt as the present world market could absorb, affecting the
world prices of these minerals. 74
Most writers agree that succeessful large-scale mining of nodules is
unlikely at least for a decade or perhaps more, pending greater depletion
of land resources and the development of ocean-mining technologies. 75
/
METALLIFEROUS BRINES AND MUDS

Recently (in 1965), copper, zinc, silver, lead, tin, and gold were found
to occur in significant quantities in hot brine and metal-rich sediments in
Quoted by Christy, n. 50, p. 28. See also Brooks, n. 66, p. 35.
Christy, ibid; and UN Doc. E/4440/Add. 1, n. 3, p. 91.
72
McKelvey and Wang, n. 11, p. 13.
73 . Quoted in Schaefer, n. 39, p. 84.
See also K.R. Simmonds, The Resourc8s
of the Ocean Bed (Report of a Conference at Ditchley Park, 26·29 September 1969)
(Oxfordshire, 1969), pp. 16-17.
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Schaefer, n. 39, p. 83.
76
See K. O. Emery. n. 57, p. 215; Schaefer, ibid., p. 87; UN Doc. A/7230, n.
19. p. 28; and Kaufman, n. 47, pp. 61-65.
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one of the deeps of the Red Sea. Subsequent studies have revealed
Himilar deposits, as well as iron and manganese, in large quantities
in two adjacent deeps. The largest of these 'hot deeps', eight miles long
and four miles wide, held pools of water about 650 feet deep with temperatures as high as 133 0 Fahrenheit. The value of these minerals in
one area alone was estimated at $1.5 billion. 76 There is reason to believe
that deposits of these and other metals (e.g. barium and mercury) may
occur in similar surficial depOSits or in relatively shallow bedrock deposits
associated with rift or fracture zones in other parts of the deep-ocean
basins.??
It has been estimated that the upper 10 metres of mud in one of the
'hot holes' in the Indian Ocean contains 2.9 million tons of zinc, 1.1 million tons of copper, and smaller amounts of other metals. Metals in
undiscovered surficial or bedrock deposits elsewhere might be much more.
But whether or not these deposits can be economically recovered, processed, and marketed is an open question. According to McKelvey and
Wang:
Their recovery from muds or other surficial deposits might prove to be easier than
from the nodules, but the technology for mining bedrock deposits at abyssal depths is
not in sight and may not be available for many decades or longer.... Some of the metal
bearing muds may prove to be minable within a decade or SO.78

PERSPECTIVE FOR THE FUTURE

We are only beginning to realize the promise of the ocean. In the preceding pages we have tried to see, in a rather sketchy manner, the riches
that are being extracted from the sea today, with a glimpse of what we may
get tomorrow. The potentials of Neptune's treasure are vast. Minerals
and chemicals exist beyond one's comprehension. Food is available in
quantities more than sufficient to fill all the world's wants. Furthermore, if the power of the ocean's currents, tides, and waves could be
converted for use, it would be considerably more than all the power
currently produced.
One general disadvantage of the land~ore deposits of the world is
their inequitable distribution. Although there are said to be sufficient
mineral resources in the earth's crust to support a world population of
any reasonable predicted number, they are unevenly distributed.
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The political subdivision of the world and different political and economic systems, along with strong nationalistic feelings, immeasurably
complicate the non-uniform distribution of ore deposits. One great
advantage. of many of the mineral deposits of the sea is that they are
generally equitably distributed throughout the oceans of the world and are
available to most nations which acquire the capability and the will to mine
them. 79 Furthermore, while most areas of the earth have been exploited,
and sometimes over-exploited, this major region, which could serve as a
source of many industrial minerals, has been more or less ignored. Many
prominent mineral economists have expressed alarm at the rate at which
mankind is using up the mineral resources of the earth. It is interesting to
learn that many marine deposits are accumulating faster than we could
consume them. For example, manganese is accumulating three times as
fast as it can be consumed throughout the world, and cobalt and nickel
are growing four times as fast. 80
It must be said, however, that in an environment where so little is
known, and where technologies are still elementary, it is difficult to give
any long-range and accurate prediction. The only resource about which
a substantial body of data exists is petroleum. Very little is known about
other minerals. Before development can proceed, methods of determining the location, extent, shape, and character of the deposits are needed.
New geophysical mapping and sampling techniques are required. Moreover, nature is a most formidable adversary. The ever-changing moods'
of the sea present a continuous challenge to the miner who wants its
secrets and its riches. Waves, unchecked winds, and salt-water corrosion
present ever-mounting problems. Thus, between 1963 and 1966, the
petroleum industry sustained hurricane losses of well over $57 million.
About half of such losses were attributed to damaged and destroyed
mobile units.
Petroleum output of the ocean is well advanced. Sub-sea petroleum
produced offshore by twenty-five countries constitutes nearly 90 per cent
of the present sub-sea mineral production. For the remainder of the
present century it will continue to be the princ;ipal mineral produced from
the sea-bed, and may provide about 25 per cent of the world's output by
1980.
Production of other minerals is limited. Current technology is essentially onshore dredging transplanted to the ocean.
Consequently, it is
limited to relatively shallow waters and placid water conditions. Sand,
gravel, shell, lime-mud> concentrates, coal, iron, copper, limestone, tin,
sulphur, diamonds, gold, phospherite, potash, magnesium, and fresh
ground water, are all being produced in limited quantities. Potential
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I'('sources of these minerals are large, but because of the availability of
I( Iwer-cost land resources for most of them, sub-sea production is likely to
provide only a small portion of their world output. Further, the estimated capital investments are so large, and the risks (both technical and
economic) so great, that in many cases, they would act as disincentives.
The manganese-oxide nodules and metalliferous deposits on and beneath the deep-ocean floor are enormous potential sources of manganese,
copper, nickel, cobalt, zinc, and other metals. But the production of
these metals is not economically feasible at present. There is little doubt
that all this will be altered eventually by technological development.
It should be emphasized, however, that although the sea-bed is of considerable existing and potential importance as a source of minerals and
chemicals, it would be too much to expect it to supply within a short
period any large portion of the world's total mineral needs. Thus,
according to Schaefer, "such statements as 'metal extraction from the
oceans may provide up to 80 per cent of the world's metal consumption
within the next 20-50 years' are completely without foundation." Large
quantities of important metals required by our civilization, such as
iron and aluminium, he says, will continue to come almost exclusively
from the continents, at least until the next century.
Significant quantities of some minor metals, such as tin, are extracted from beneath shallow
waters on the continental shelves, -but these deposits, he points out, "are
fundamentally continental deposits, even though they happen to be covered shallowly by sea-water." Oceanic deposits of some minor metals,
such as copper, nickel, and cobalt, may be potentially important, and
they may become economic in the near future, "but the ocean is not a
great cornucopia of minerals and chemicals that will soon provide a large
share of mankind's needs. "81 Preston Cloud also concludes:

The ocean basins beyond the Continental Margin are not promising places to seek
mineral resources ... It is ... by no means out of the question that materials of substantial
value will be won there. What we must avoid is to succumb to the misleading notion
that a great variety of resources are available in large volumes, such that when wp
run out of the terrestrial resources we can simply turn to the sea. 82

Considerable technological development is required offshore if we
are to exploit the riches of the sea. There is'little doubt, however, that all
t he effort and money spent for this purpose is worth our while. Our
conquest and understanding of inner space may well prove to be much
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more important and useful to our existence than the greatest of achievements in the outer space. Activities in the sea inherently promise far
greater rewards in economic, military," and prestige terms than those in
other frontiers. While we should not overestimate short-term progress,
we should not underestimate the long-term potential. Any nation which
aspires to have a better way of life can ignore the sea only at the grave
risk of being left far behind.

The Legal
Continental
Shelf

resources of the sea, especially to the resources of what we
call the Continental Shelf are not unknown to history. Indeed many
countries have made such claims,l and some of the claims have been made
1'01' centuries.
But most of them were confined to pearl and sedentary
li~heries. There were hardly any disputes regarding these claims, and
HIICh disputes as did arise, were resolved fairly easily. It is important to
Hole, however, that historically states have generally recognized the
priority of the coastal state to exclusive rights over the sedentary fisheries
I'l~sources of the sea-bed beyond the limits of territorial waters, particularly
when there has been an effective and continued use of them.

Cl.AIMS TO THE
1I0W

CLAIMS TO THE SEA-BED RESOURCES IN THE PRE-1945 ERA

Apart from these historic claims to the resources of the sea, several
claims to the subsoil resources (particularly coal) of the Continental ShelVC'H, although seldom extending beyond the territorial waters, were made
dming the nineteenth century, and these claims were exercised through
First claims to these resources are said to have been made as early as the sixth
""lIllll'y n. c. P. C. jessup, The Law of Territorial Waters and Mari1ime Jurisdiction (LondOli, 1!l27) , p. 15. See also Cecil Hurst, "Whose Is the Bed of the Sea?", British' Tear
IIIIIIA: (If International Law (London) Vol. 1 (1923-24), p.24. The British Colonial Act
"I' ifill asserted dominion over the Ceylon pearl banks fal' beyond the three-mile
Il'l'l'ilol'ial waters. and Australia took legislative action on several occasions from 1881
10 I HilS for the protection and regulation of its sedentary fisheries in Western Austra1111, Sec Carl M. Franklin, The Law of the Sea: Some Recent Developments (US Naval
Will' College Intertational Law Studies 1959.60) (Washington, D. C. F, 1961), pp. 30-31;
111111 .1>. P. O'Connell, "Sedentary .Fisheries and the Australian Continental Shelf",
,I",nri,:(/n Journal of International Law (Washington, D. C.), vol. 49 (1955), p. 186.
• See Hurst, n. 1, pp. 40·41.
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under-sea mines. Relying upon the recognized right of a coastal state
to occupy the subsoil under the high seas by the extension of mining installations whose 'entrance was located on the costal state or in its territorial
waters, several such ore-mines were dug in Australia, Canada, Chile,
England, and Japan. 3 It is needless to emphasize that most of these
nineteenth century claims were modest because the knowledge of the
resources of the sea-bed and subsoil was meagre, and the technology for
their exploitation had not advanced enough.
.
The first real interest in the Continental Shelves and their resources was
expressed unofficially. by the Spanish oceanographer, Odon de Buen, who
suggested, at the National Fishery Congress in Madrid in 1916, that the
territorial sea should be extended to encompass the whole of the Continental Shelf since, in his view, that was the only effective means of
conservation and protection of fisheries from destructive and competitive
exploitation. 4 After this fleeting appearance on the legal stage the concept of Continental Shelf was all but forgotten.
It was only in 1942 that states once again returned to it. An important landmark in developments with respect to the Continental Shelf was
the treaty between the United Kingdom and Venezuela of 26 February
1942. The treaty related to the submarine areas of the Gulf of Paria
located between Venezuela and Island of Trinidad. Without mentioning
the term 'Continental Shelf', the submarine areas of the Gulf, denoting
"the sea-bed and subsoil outside of the territorial waters of the High
Contracting Parties," were divided in.to two parts by a dividing line, each
party to the treaty recognizing the sovereignty of the other party over the
sea-bed and subsoil adjacent to that party's coasts and up to the dividing
line. It was the first instrument mentioning works or installations which
might be erected for the exploitation of the resources of the sea, and
declared that "fue status of the waters of the Gulf of Paria or any
rights of passage or navigation on the surface of the seas outside
the territorial waters of the parties" would not be affected. The works
or installations should be such "as not to constitute a danger or obstruction to shipping." (Article 6).
TRUMAN PROCLAMATION

Notwithstanding the importance of this treaty, the classical enunciation
of~he doctrine of the Continental Shelf was the well-known proclamation
made by President Harry S. Truman on 28 September 1945. Justifying
the exclusive claim by a coastal state to its Continental Shelf, the proclamation declared (1) 'the awareness of a long-range, world-wide need for
UN Doc. A/CN. 4/17. p. 33; and Franklin, n. 1, p. 33.
UN Doc. A/CN. 4/17 (1950), p. 34.
Quoted in Marjorie M. Whiteman, Digest of International Law (Washington,
D. C.), vol. 4 (1965), pp. 789-91.
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IWW sources of petroleum and other minerals; (2) the existence of these
lillich-needed resources under the ContInental Shelf and the technological
feasibility of their exploitation either immediately or in the near future;
(:1) and the need for some recognized jurisdiction over these resources in
11t(~ interest of their conservation, and prudent utilization when developIlwnt was undertaken. It then went on to say that in the view of the US
(iovernment,
I he

exercise of jurisdiction over the natural resources of the subsoil and sea-bed of the
Continental Shelf by the contiguous nation is reasonable and just, (1) since the effectiveness of measures to utilize or conserve these resources would be contingent upon cooperation lind protection from' the shore, (2) since the Continental Shelf may be regarded as
lin extension of the land mass of the coastal nation and thus naturall,y appurtenant to it, (3)
since these resources frequentl,y form a seaward extension of a pool or deposit laying within
the territo~Y, and (4) since self-protection compels the coastal nation to keep close watch
over activities off its shore which are of the nature necessary for the utilization of these
resources. [Emphasis and numbers addedJ

For these many reasons, the proclamation declared that the United States
regarded "the natural resources of the subsoil and sea-bed of the Contin('llIal Shelf beneath the high seas but contiguous to the coasts of the
United States as appertaining to the United States, subject to its jurisdiction and
('ontrol. "
In cases where the Continental Shelf extended to the shores of another
Klate, or was shared with an adjacent state, the proclamation announced,
I hat the boundary would be determined in accordance with equitable
principles. It specifically pointed out, however, that this assertion of jurisdiction and control over the Continental Shelf in no way affected "the
character as high seas of the waters above the Continental Shelf and the
right to their free and unimpeded navigation."6
/\lthough the proclamation did not define the term 'Continental Shelf', a
White House Press release of the same day ti.e. 28 September 1945)
declared: "Generally, submerged land which is contiguous to the
('olltinent and which is covered by no more than 100 fathoms (600 feet)
of' water is considered as the Continental Shelf."7
WIDESPREAD ACCEPTANCE OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF DOCTRINE
.'

Not only was the US assertion of 'jurisdiction and control' over its
( :olllinental Shelf accepted by the international community without any
o".i(~clion, but several other statesfoUowed suit and issued proclamations
IllIiwl'ling claims over their respective Continental Shelves and
I'l'unving to themselves exclusive rights to exploitation of the
'H1",~oil outside their coasts. By 1958, some twenty states, and the United

1
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Whiteman, ibid., pp. 756-7.
Ibid., p. 758.
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Kingdom with respect to a dozen dependent territories, had claimed
sovereign rights over their respective Continental Shelves. S The content
of these proclamations and the nature of the rights claimed under them
varied considerably. While some of the proclamations and' enactments
invoked the claim to exclusive jurisdiction and control, others spoke of
sovereignty and of unqualified incorporation into the national territory
of submarine areas. While some referred to the Continental Shelf, others
mentioned the sea-bed and its subsoil (or only sea-bed) adjacent to their
national territory. Some defined the area of the Continental· Shelf by
reference to the depth of the sea or otherwise. Others were silent on the
subject or left the extent of the areas in question to be determined by
future agreements. Furthermore, while some declarations were limited
in claim, over the Continental Shelf or submarine areas, others combined
such announcements with a claim to jurisdiction or sovereignty over the
superjacent waters and air space.
Thus the proclamation of the United States was followed by a Declaration of Mexico on 29 October 1945, which, after describing the Continental Shelf as "delimited by a two-hundred metre isobath," said that the
"Republic claims the whole Continental Shelf adjacent to its coasts and
all and everyone of the riches, known or still to be discovered, which are
found in it."9
On 9 October 1946, Argentina declared the "Argentine Epicontinental
Sea and the Continental Shelf subject to the sovereign power of the
nation. "10
Similar, but more far-reaching were the declarations of Chile (25June
1947), Peru (1 August 1947), and Costa Rica (27 July 1948). The Chilean
declaration, after stating "that an international consensus recognizes that
each country has the right to consider as national territory the whole
extent of the adjacent epicontinental sea and Continental Shelf," continued:
"The Government of Chile confirms the national sovereignty over the
sea adjacent to its coasts, whatever their depth may be, to the full extent
necessary to reserve, protect, conserve, and utilize the natural resources
and wealth of whatever nature, found on, in, or under said seas ... "
The announcement further declared: "Protection and control. ..immediately over all the seas contained within the perimeter formed by the coast
and.., the mathematical parallel projected into the sea at a distance of 200
naudcal miles from the coasts of Chilean territory." The same maritime
zone was reserved for the isla'nds as well. But it was made clear that
it would not affect the rights of free navigation on the high seas. n
8
Max Sorensen, "Law of the Sea," international Conciliation (New York), No. 520,
November 1958, pp. 226-7.
• Quoted in M. W. MOllton. The Contillental Shelf (The Hague, 1952), pp.73
and 253.
10
Ibid., pp. 74-75.
11
Whiteman, n. 5, pp. 795-6.
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( :oRta Rica and Peru, having narrow Continental Shelves like Chile,
flillowed the Chilean form of proclamation and claimed sovereignty over
t Iif~ scas adjacent to their coasts up to a distance or 200 miles. IS EI
Nilivador and Honduras were not far behind. While the former claimed
~W() miles of territorial Jurisdiction,13 Honduras decreed an amendment
10 its constitution declaring that its sovereignty extended to "the sub·
marine platform, or continental and insular shelf and the waters which
cliver it, whatever be its depth and however far it extends, without affect·
ing the right of free navigation in conformity with internationallaw."1&
Within a few months, Brazil, Ecuador, Guatemala, Nicaragua, and
Panama-all made declarations claiming national juri"ldiction over their
l'C'spective Continental Shelves and their resources. Some, like Ecuador
lind Nicaragua, defined the Continental Shelf as extending to a depth of
:lOO metres; others left it vague as Honduras had done. 16
On 29 May 1949, Saudi Arabia, in a Royal Proclamation, and without
mcntioning the term Continental Shelf declared its sovereignty over the sub·
Moi I and sea-bed of areas in the Persian Gulf, seaward from the coastal sea
Ill' Saudi Arabia but contiguous to its coasts. The boundaries of such areas
wcre to be determined in accordance with equitable principles in agree~
III('nt with other states having jurisdiction and control over the subsoil and
iH~a-bed of the adjoining areas. 16 Article 1 of the Iranian Bill, approved by
t Ite Council of Ministers and laid before Parliament on 19 May 1949,
laid down that "the natural resources of the sea or under the bottom of the
N(:a up to the limits of the Continental Shelf of the Iranian coasts" belonged
(0 Iran17 • In June 1949. nine Sheikhdoms in the Persian Gulf under the
British protection-namely, Abu Dhabi, Ajman, Bahrain, Dubai, Kuwait,
CVttar, Ras al-Khaimah, Sharjah, and Dmm Al Qaiwain-declared their
"absolute authority and jurisdiction" over the sea-bed and subsoil of the
ltiRh seas of the Persian Gulf bordering their territories. 1s Similar proclaIllations were issued by Great Britain in respect to the Bahamas, British
Ilonduras, Falkland Islands, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago. 19 On
\I March 1950, Pakistan made a declaration stating that "the sea-bed
1I10ng the coasts of Pakistan extending to the one hundred fathom con~
111111' into the open sea should, with effect from the date of this declara11011, be included in the territories of Pakistan!'20
III
See Peru's declaration in VVhiteman, ibid., pp. 797-8; and
rvlollton, n. 9', pp.81-82.
III
Mouton, n. 9, p. 87.
I"
Ibid" pp, 85-86.
III
Ibid., pp. 255-7 ; and Whiteman, n. 5, pp. 799-800.
III
Mouton, n. 9, pp. 9-10.
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Ibid" p. 10.
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Ibid., p. 258.
III
Ibid., pp. 258·60.
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Whiteman, n. 5, p. 806.
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On 3 August 1952, Israel proclaimed that the territory of the state included "the sea-bed and subsoil of the submarine areas contiguous to the
coasts of IsraeL.to the extent that the depth of the superjacent waters
admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of those areas. "21
Finally, on 18 January 1952, South Korea proclaimed its sovereignty
over the Continental Shelf and over the adjacent sea to a distance of 170
miles at one point, indicated by a demarcation line, for the purpose of
protecting, preserving and utilizing natural resources, although it denied
that it amounted to an extension of its territorial waters. 22
Despite these variations in the language and nature of the rights claimed under these pr?clamations, one common feature of them all was
that they disclaimed any intention or authority to interfere with the
freedom of navigation over the superjacent waters. It is also important
to note that most of these declarations and assertions of authority over
the Continental Shelves were accepted without a murmur. Some protests were made by the United States and the United Kingdom against
the declarations of some of the Latin American countries which sought the
extension of their sovereignty to wide areas of the seas, and control their
superjacent waters. Thus, in more or less identical notes sent to Argentina, Chile, and Peru on 2 July 1948, the United States said:
The U.S. Government notes that the principles underlying the Argentine Declaration
differ in large measure from those of the United States Proclamation and appear to be
at variance with the generally accepted principles of international law...in particular,
( I) the Argentine Declaration decrees national sovereignty over the Continental Shelf
and over the seas adjacent to the coasts of Argentina outside the generally accepted
limits of territorial waters, and (2) the Declaration fails, with respect to fishing, to
accord recognition to the rights and interests of the United States in the high seas off
the coasts of Argentina."

On 12 December 1950, the United States protested to EI Salvador
against the latter's extension of its authority over the seas adjacent to it
up to a distance of 200 miles. It stated that the provision of EI Salvador
law would,
if carried into execution, bring within the exclusive jurisdiction and control of El
Salvador wide ocean areas which have hitherto been considered high seas by all nations.
It would in these extensive waters and in the air spaces above supplant the free and
untrammeled navigation of foreign vessels and aircraft by such controls as El Salvador
in the exercise of the sovereignty claimed, might apply. This is true despite the disclaimer of the second paragraph of Article 7, (24) since, consequent upon the assertion
of sovereignty, freedom of navigation in these areas might be claimed to be a
.1

Mouton, "The Continental Shelf", Academie de Droit International: Recueil des
(Leyden), vol. 85 (1954-1), p. 378.
•• Ibid.
•• Whiteman, n. 5, pp. 793-9.
.. This paragraph declared that the extension of EI Salvador's jurisdiction "shall
not affect the freedom of navigation in accordance with the principles recognized
under international law".
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I',.jviledge granted by EI Salvador rather than based on a right deriving from intcrnaliollallaw.

The United States declared, therefore, that it would "not consider its
1I11lionals or vessels or aircraft as being subject to the provisions of Article
'7 Ill' to any measures designed to carry it into execution."25
On 7 June 1951, a similar note was sent to the Government of
1';1 :uador. 26
In protest notes of 6 February 1948 to the Governments of Peru and
(:hilc, the United Kingdom stated that their action "in claiming that
Hilvereignty may be extended OVer the large areas of the high seas above
I he Continental Shelf appears to be quite irreconcilable with any accept('d principle of internationallaw."27 The United Kingdom also protested
III the Governments of Ecuador, EI Salvador, and Honduras, against
I:xtending their jurisdictions to wider areas of the seas and superjacent
waters over the Continental Shelves. 28
NASCENT INTERNATIONAL CUSTOM

I t is important to note, however, that these protests by the United
Kingdom and the United States, took exception primarily not to the claims
made with respect to the submarine areas, but to the rights asserted over
adjacent seas and superjacent waters. 29 On the other hand, they gen.erally accepted, at least tacitly, the claims concerning the subsoil and the
:H:a-bed of Continental Shelves. On the basis of this practice, several
jurists started arguing that it had given rise to a customary rule of interlIationallaw.
It is interesting to note that already in 1947, citing the
Argentinian, Mexican, and US declarations, the Chilean pronouncement
Htated, "that international consensus recognizes the right of every count ry to consider as its national territory any adjacent extensions of the
t:picontinental sea and the Continental Shelf."30
Peru (1947) also referred to the former declarations, and found
I hat "the right to proclaim sovereignty and national jurisdiction over the
I:lltirc extension of the submerged Shelf... has been claimed by other
countries and practically admitted in international law. "31

3'

See Whiteman, n. 5, p. 802.

3.

Ibid., pp. 800-1.
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•• See R. Young, "Legal Status of Submarine Area beneath the High Seas",
.1/1wiean Journal of In ternational Law, vol. 45 (1951), p.283.
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The proclamation by the United Kingdom relating to Bahrain (1949)
said that "the right of any coastal government to exercise its sovereignty
over the natural resources of the sea-bed and the subsoil in the vicinity
of its shores has been established by international practice through the
action taken by other governments.... 32
Referring to these proclamations of some rulers of the Persian Gulf
area, Lauterpacht said as early as 1950 :
Four years in international relations is on the face of it too brief a period to make
possible the creation of a new rule of customary law....A 'consistent and uniform usage
practised by the states in question-to use the language of the I.C:J. in the -Asylum
case-can be packed within a short space of years. The 'evidence of a general practice accepted as law'-in the words of Article 38 of the Statute need not be spread over
decades.

He. thought that the period of time was not important in this matter.
He continued :
....assuming that we are confronted here with the creation of new international law by
custom, what matters is not so much the number of states participating in its creation
and the length of the period within which that change takes place, as the relative
importance, in any. particular sphere, of states inaugurating the change. I~ a matter
closely related to the principle of the freedom of the seas, the conduct of the two
principal maritime powers-such as great Britain and the United States-is of special
importance 33

He· asserted :
Various proclamations and enactments relating to the Continental Shelf constitute, in
the language of Article 38 of the Statute of the International.Court of Justice, 'international custom as evidence of general practice accepted as law ....Unilateral declarations
by traditionally law-abiding states, within a province which is particularly their own,
when partaking· of a pronounced degree of uniformity and frequency and when not
followed by protests of other states, may properly be regarded as providing such proof
of conformity with law as is both creative of custom and coastituting evidence of it. 3 '

Speaking at the ·67th meeting of the International Law Commission in
1950, Yepes said:
It could be seen that the Proclamation of 28 September; 1945, might rightly be
regarded as one of the most important documents of our epoch and that it constituted
a veritable customary law to which the Commission should give recognition by incorporatingit in its code of international law. 35

Mouton, n. 9, pp. 257-8.
H~ Lauterpacht,' "Sovereignty over· Submarine Areas," British Year-Book oj
Interryational Law, vol. 27 (1950), pp.393-4.
M
Ibid., pp. 394-5.
35
See UN Doc. A/CN. 4/SR. 67, 13 July 1950, p. 6.
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A "Memorandum on the Regime of the High Seas" prepared for the
UN Secretariat by Gidel in 1950 said:
In point of fact, declarations like those of the President of the United Statcs 01' latcr
declarations are such as can have force of law in the international sphere since they
do not come under the head of declarations of purely domestic application....

It stressed that "under international law the unilateral act has a wider
significance. It is one of the means by which international custom is
formed" . 36
However, this opinion was not shared by several others. Thus, in
the famous Abu Dhabi arbitration (195i), the umpire, Lord Asquith,
said:
I am of the opinion that there are in this field so many ragged ends and unfilled blanl{s,
so much that is merely tentative and exploratory, that in no form can thc doctrinc
claim as yet to have assumed hitherto the hard lineaments or the definitive status of an
established rule of internationallaw. 37

In his Report for 1953 the rapp(Jrteur of the International Law Commission, Francois, said :
Though numerous proclamations have been issued over the past decade, it can hardly
be said that such unilateral action has already established a new customary law.
It
is sufficient to say that the principle of the Continental Shelf is based upon general
principles of law which serve the present-day needs of the international community.38

The Commission in its 1953 report stated that "it is not possible to
base the sovereign rights of the coastal state exclusively on recent practice, for there is no question in the present case of giving the authority of
a legal rule to a unilateral practice resting solely upon the will of the
states concerned". However, that practice itself was considered by the
Commission "to be supported by considerations of principle and COllvenience."39
Mouton stated in 1954 "that it is at this moment premature to say that
a generally recognized rule of customary law exists."4o He felt, however,
88 UN Doc. A/CN. 4/32, 14 July 1950. Also see Yearbook oj the International Law
Commission (Geneva), 1950, vol. 2, p. 104. The text is in French.
87 Whiteman, n. 5, pp. 748-9. See for a similar opinion, Lord Radcliffe in Qatarcase (1950), ibid., pp. 744 ff.
38 J.P.A. Francois, "Fourth Report on the Regime of the High Sea.. ;," UN Doc.
A/ON. 4/60, HI February 1953, p. 125.
39
Yearbook oj the International Law Commission, 1953, vol. ..2, p. 214. The Commission reaffirmed this opinion in 1956. See Yearbook althe International Law CommiSJion,
1956, vol. 2, p. 298. See comments to the same effect by the Governments ofIsl'ael,
Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom in Yearbook oj the International Law COtllmission, 1953, vol. 2, pp. 257, 261,263, 266.
'0 Mouton, n. 21, p. 436; idem, n. 9, p. 298; and Juraj Andrassy, International Law
lIIul the Resources oj the Sea (New York, 1970), p. 61.
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that "the rule is well on its way to develop into a recognized custom."41
Professor Kunz wrote in 1956 :
The so-called 'doctrine and practice of the Continental Self', hardly more than ten
years old, has, through many unilateral proclamations different in character and
contents, led at this time to a situation which only can be characterized as one of
confusion and abuse. 42

He concluded, however, that although the doctrine of the. Continental
Shelf had not yet become a norm of general customary international law,
in view of the practice of a number of states, the lack of protests and the general
consent of writers, with the exception of Scelle, ... it can be considered as a new norm
of general customary international law infleri, in statu nascendii there is clear tendency
toward the coming into existence of this new norm; in time, the doctrine of the Continental Shelf...will become a new norm of customary general international law.... 13

Hudson had also stated in 1950 that a rule of international law with
regard to the Continental Shelf was in the making, but that one might have
to wait for twenty-five years. 44 Of course, the international community
did not have to wait that long. At its very first session in 1949, the
International Law Commission included the regime of the high seas in
the provisional list of topics selected for codification, and decided that it
should be given priority. After several reports by the learned special
rapporteur, Francois, and long and extensive deliberations for several years,
the Commission recommended in 1956 a comprehensive draft convention
of 73 Articles. These Articles were, with some important modifications, incorporated into four conventions. Besides, a protocol was
adopted in the first UN conference on the Law of the Sea in 1958.
The Convention on Continental Shelf, comprising 15 ' articles, was overwhelmingly approved by a vote of 57 to three, with eight abstentions,
and was signed by 46 of the 86 states participating in the conference. 45
It is important to note that support for the first three articles, covering
the definition of the Continental Shelf, description of the sovereign rights
of the coastal state, and the explicit limitation of those rights to seabed and subsoil, was so strong that the conference excluded the possibility
of any state making reservations to those articles at the time of signature,
ratification, or accession. 46
The International Court of Justice, therefore, inferred that rules contained in Articles 1 through 3 were regarded in 1958, when the Convention
Mouton, ,n. 21, p. 435.
josef L. KGnz, "Continental Shelf and International Law: Confusion and
Abuse," American Journal of International Law, vol. 50 (1956), p. 828.
43
Ibid., p. 832.
44
UN Doc. A/CN. 4/SR. 40, 6 June 1950, pp. 4-5.
45
UN Doc. A/CONF. 13/SR. 18, (1958), p. 6.
46
UN Doc. A/CONF. 13/L. 55, (1958), Art. 12.
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waf! drafted, "as reflecting, or as crystallizing, received or at least
tancrgent rules of customary international law relating to the Continental
Shelf, amongst them the question of the seaward extent of the Shelf.... "47
Only three of the 46 States signing the convention filed declarations or
I'eservations to any of the articles other than the first three, and these
wcre of minor importance. 48 Forty-four states have by now ratified the
convention. 49 But apart from these, 62 nations and five non-self-governing territories have recognized the principle of coastal states exercising
jurisdiction over adjacent submarine areas and their mineral resources by
(l) domestic legislation, (2) by agreement with other nations, or (3) by
grant of offshore concessions. 50
There is no doubt, therefore, as Judge Tanaka declared in his dissenting opinion in the North Sea cases, that
Articles 1-3, which constltute the fundamental concept of the Continental Shelf, arc
mainly formulated on the basis of the state practice established since President Truman's
Proclamation of September, 1945, and that, accordingly. they have the character of
customary law. Therefore, even those states which have not ratified or acceded to the
Convention could not deny the validity of these provisions against them. Denying thc
principle enunciated in Articles 1-3 would deprive the non'contracting states of the basis
of all rights over their Continental Shelves."51

Noone denies today that the doctrine of Continental Shelf has become
a part of international law. As Franklin has noted, although it may be
debatable "as to exactly when the parade of proclamations on the Continental Shelf developed a path which was not only discernible, but welldefined and acknowledged, it seems clear and indisputable that the path
has now been established; the practice of the States in regard to the
Continental Shelf has become a part of customary international law." The
Geneva Convention was in effect declaratory of this customary law, or
perhaps we may say that' 'the Convention in general codified the newlyNorth Sea Continental Shelf cases, ICJ Reports, 1969, para. 63.
Federal Republic of Germany (Art. 5), Iran (Art. 4 and 6), and Venezuela (Art.
6). See Franklin, n. 1, p. 11.
49
These' are : Albania, Australia, Bulgaria, the Byelorussian SSR, Cambodia,
Colombia, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, the Dominican Republic, Finland, France, Guatemala, Haiti, Israel, jamaica, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Malta, Mexico, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Senegal, Sierra Leone, South
Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, the Ukraine
SSR, the USA, the USSR, Venezuela, and Yugoslavia.
50 See Appendix D to Statement of Northcut Ely in US Senate, Congress 91, session 1 and 2, Special Subcommittee on Outer Continental Shelf of the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs, Hearings, Issues Related to Establishment of Seaward Boundary
of United States Outer Continental Shelf (Washington, D. C., 1970), p.61. The hearings
were held on 17 December 1969, 22 January 1970, and 4 March 1970.
51 North Sea Continental Shelf cases ICj Reports, 1969, p. 179. Sea also W.T.
Burke in Issues Related to Establishment (If Seaward Boundary of United States Outer ContilIen/al Shelf, n. 50 p. 170.
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established law of the Continental Shelf. "52 It is significant te note,
however, as we shall see later, that not all states accepted, or are
even now ready to accept, the definition of the Continental Shelf adopted
in the Convention.
LEGAL DEFINITION OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF

A brief survey of the various proclamations and instruments relating to
the Continental Shelf and submarine areas shows that states do not always
refer to the term 'Continental Shelf' in the same sense. Indeed, in some
of them, it does not appear at all. Others refer to depths of a hundred
fathom or 200 metres, whereas still others claim very wide areas
of the sea. As Lauterpacht rightly pointed out, "the expression 'Continental Shelf' has become no more than a convenient formula covering a
diversity of titles or claims to the sea-bed and its subsoil adjacent to the
territorial waters of the state. "53
Geologists, geographers and scientists generally use the term 'Continental
Shelf' to mean the submarine extension of the 'continent' outward into
the sea or "a kind of pedestal on which the continents seem to rest in the
ocean."54 This base or pedestal on which the continent rests gradually
slopes towards the sea until it reaches a depth of about 200 metres or a
hundred fathoms (equivalent to 182 metres and 90 centimetres). Thereafter it dips sharply to the ocean floor. It is generally recognized, however,
that this depth of 200 metres is a mere approximation, and its adoption
is primarily due to the use of ocean charts which all bear the 100-metre,
200-metre, and 300-metre contour lines. "The only accurate method
of defining the Continental Shelf is," it is pointed out in one of the most
authoritative works, "to consider it as lying between the shore and the
first substantial fall-off-on the seaward side--whatever its depth."55
As we have noted in our previous chapter, the depth of the Shelf edge
varies from 50 metres to 550 metres, and the width of the Shelf may
range from less than one mile to 800 miles. The edge of Shelf does not
appear to be a simple phenomenon. It may lie in some regious at more
or less than a hundred fathoms; in others, it may be almost imperceptible; in still others, there may not be one but several shelves and edges;
or the submarine terrain may be so confused as to render the task of
locating any continuous line very difficult. 56
The 'substantial fall-off' begins in some cases (e.g., the western coast
of North and South America and practically the entire coast of Africa)
Franklin, n. J, p. 62. But cf. Andrassy, n. 40. pp. 64-69.
Lauterpacht, n. 33 p. 376.
54
See UN Memorandum on the Regime of the High Seas in Whiteman, n. 5, p. 814.
55
Bourcart, Geographie dufond des mers: Etude du lelief des O,eans, quoted in UN
Memorandum, ibid., p. 815.
68 UN Memorandum, ibid.
See also Richard Young, "The Legal Status of Submarine Areas beneath the High Seas," American Journal of International Law, vol. 45
(1951), pp. 233-5,
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at a small distance from the coast. Inother cases (e.g., Newfoundland, the
British Isles, and the central and western Indonesian islands) there are
very broad shallow areas. In the Persian Gulf, there is nowhere a 'substantial fall-off' depth exceeding 125 metres. In the geological sense,
there is no Continental Shelf in the Persian Gulf. Similarly, there is no
Continental Shelf, in the technical meaning of the term, between Great
Britain and Denmark, or between Great Britain and France. These
geographical variations explain why there is no reference to the Continnental Shelf in the proclamations issued by the Rulers of the Sheikhdoms
in the Persian Gulf, and also, why Chile and Peru use the term 'Contiental Shelf' without any reference to its geographical or geological
meaning. 57 The absence of the geological shelf has prompted some of
the Latin American states to make extensive claims to the resources of the
high seas adjacent to their coasts to 'compensate' for the lack of Shelves.
Furthermore, within the Continental Shelves, there are basins with
depths in excess of 200 metres. A good example of this type is the longitudinal trough along the coast of Norway, with depressions that connect it with the deep sea and split the Norwegian Shelf into an inner and
an outer part.
These geographical variations in the submarine areas show that all
Shelves do not follow the broad general pattern, and the task of fixing an
'edge,' even in the scientific world, involves to some extent an arbitrary
determination. 58 The general description of the Continental Shelf as the
platform or base on which the continent rests is also no more than a
figure of speech. Many times the structures of the submarine areas follow
the pattern of broken valleys and ridges. All these factors have been of
great concern to international lawyers, and particularly to the International Law Commission, in defining the Continental Shelf in legal teJ;ms.
Gidel's "Memorandum on the Regime of the High Seas", which the
International Law Commission had before it at its second session in 1950,
suggested that "it seems advisable for jurists to rely on the common concept of the Continental Shelf," which, it believed, was delimited by the 100
lathom isobath. It emphasized the virtues of uniformity, fixity, and certitutic in support of a depth of 200 metres (or a hundred fathoms) as the limit. 59
. •7
See Lauterpacht, n. 33, pp. 383-7; and also Percy Geographer, Department of
Slatc,"Geographical Aspects of the Law of the Sea," quoted in Whiteman, n. 5, pp. 817-18.
68
Young, n. 56, p. 235.
., Quoted in Franklin, n. 1, p. 19. Also see P. R. Feith, "Rights to the Sea-bed
1I11c1 its Subsoil", Report of the 44th Conference of the International Law Association (Copenbngen, 1950), pp. 126 fr. But cf. Report of the Committee on Coastal Waters and Appur\.rlll11nt Subsoil of the International Bar Association which recommended the definition
Ilflhe Continental Shelf in terms of "the geographical-geological conception of this
flll'lllalion. Although the end of the shelf beginning of the Continental Slope generally
IIl'pcal's to coincide with the 200 m. isobath, this naturally is not an exact figure. The
KnllHl'aphical-geologicallimit would therefore' seem preferable." International Bar Asso111,,1;,1/1 Report (Third Conference Report) (London, 1950), p. 191.
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In his first report to the International Law Commission on the Regime
of the High Seas, Professor Francois, after referring to different proclamations, noted that the greatest uncertainty existed regarding the extent of the
rights of coastal states. Although 200 metres represented the maximum
depth for practical exploitation, the adoption of the 200-metre limit, he
pointed out, would give different states very unequal areas of the sea-bed.
"There would thereby be established an unjustifiable inequality among
states." He wondered whether it would not be preferable to discard the
concept of the Continental Shelf, and substitute a fixed breadth beyond
the territorial sea in which the coastal state might enjoy special rights in
the mineral resources of the subsoil and in the protection of the wealth of
the sea. 60
The Commission began consideration of the Continental Shelf doctrine
and the Francois Report on 12 July 1950.
It was not long before it
became abundantly clear that the rights of coastal states over adjacent
submarine areas' would not be limited to the geological concept of the
Continental Shelf. 61 In its report to the General Assembly in 1950, the
Commission said: "The Commission took the view that a littoral state
could exercise control and jurisdiction over the sea-bed and subsoil of
the submarine area situated outside its territorial waters with a view to
exploring and exploiting the natural resources there."
There was no reference to the Continental Shelf or to an express outer
limit. The report added:
The area over which such a right of control and jurisdiction might be excercised
should be limited; but, where the depth of the waters permitted exploitation, it should
not necessarily depend on the existence of the Continental Shelf. The Commission
considered that it would be unjust to countries having no Continental Shelf if the
granting of the right in question were made dependent on the existence of such a Shelf. 62

In his second report, Francois explained that the reason for adopting
the exploitability criterion at the second session was the desire to include
shallow-water areas which technically did not constitute Continental
Shelves. He felt that there could be no objection to using the term,
Continental Shelf, if these shallow-water areas were included within the
term. He therefore proposed the following definition with a maximum
depth limit corresponding to the possibility of exploitation under technological conditions in the near future: "The Continental Shelf is constituted legally by the bed and the subsoil of the submarine regions, situated off
the coast, where the depth of water does not exceed 200 metres. "64
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Yearbook of the [nte-rnational Law Commission, 1950. vol. 2, pp. 50-51.
Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1950, vol. I, pp. 214 fr.
Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1950, vol. 2, p. 384.
Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1951, vol. 2, p. 101.
Ibid, p. 102.
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After an exhaustive discussion,65 however, the Commission rejected the
200-metre formula for defining the Continental Shelf and adopted instead
the exploitability criterion. This was because the 200-metre formula for
defining the Continental Shelf would be unjust to states with very narrow
Continental Shelves. 66 Article 1 of the 1951 draft provided:
As here used. the term "Continental Shelf" refers to the sea-bed and subsoil of the
submarine areas contiguous to the coast, but outside the area of territorial waters,
where the depth of the superjacent water admits of the exploitation of the natural
resources of the sea-bed and subsoil. 6 ?

In the accompanying commentary, the Commission explained that the
term 'Continental Shelf' used in the definition departed from its geological
concept. Said the Commission: "The varied use of the term by scientists
is in itself an obstacle to the adoption of the geological concept as a basis
for legal regulation of the problem. "68
Yet another reason for the rejection of the geological concept was "the
fact that the existence of a Continental Shelf in the geological sense might
be questioned in respect of submarine areas where the depth of the sea
would nevertheless permit exploitation of the subsoil in the same way as
if there were a Continental Shelf," and the Commission "could not justify
the application of a discriminatory legal system to these 'shallow
areas' ""69
It is also important to note that according to this legal definition, the
Continental Shelf did not begin at the shoreline of the dry landmass, but
outside the area of territorial waters because "submarine areas beneath
territorial waters are, like the waters above them, subject to the sovereignty of the coastal state."70 This legal definition is also at variance
with scientific facts since, geologically, the submarine area under the
territorial sea is as much a part of the Continental Shelf as is the submarine area beyond the territorial sea.
Instead of a fixed limit for the Continental Shelf in terms of the depth
of the superjacent waters, in 1951 the Commission adopted the exploitability test. The Commission said that although a depth of 200 metres
would at present be sufficient for all practical needs, and would coincide
with the normal geological shelf,
Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1951, vol. 1, pp. 269 if.
Ibid" p. 346. See also Bernard H. Oxman, The Preparation of Article 1 of the
Convention on the Continental Shelf (Prepared for ,the Commission on Marine Science,
Engineering, and Resources, Clearinghouse US Department of Commerce) (Springfield,
Va, n. d,). p. 39.
67
Yearbook oflhe International Law Commission, 1951 vol. 2, p. ]41.
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Ibid.
" Ibid. See also these reasons repeated in the ILC Report to the General Assembly in 1956. Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1956, vol. 2, p. 297.
70
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it would have the disadvantage of instability. Technical developments in the near
future might make it possible to exploit resources of the sea-bed at a depth of over 200
metres. Moreover, the Continental Shelf might well include submarine areas lying
at a depth of over 200 metres but capable of being exploited by means of installations
erected in neighbouring areas where the depth does not exceed this limit. Hence the
Commission decided not to specify a depth-limit of 200 metres in Article 1.

The Commission pointed out, however, that it did not intend "in any
way to restrict exploitation of the subsoil of the sea by means of tunnels
driven from' the mainland."71
:Noting that it was departing from the strictly geological sense of the
term' Continental Shelf', the Commission considered whether it should
not drop this term and instead, in conformity with the usage of scientific works and also of some national laws and international instruments,
refer to such areas as 'submarine areas'. It decided, however, "to retain
the term 'Continental Shelf' because it is in current use and because the
term 'submarine areas' used alone would give no indication of the nature
of the submarine areas in question."72 Repeating the same arguments
in 1956 for retaining the term 'Continental Shelf', it added: "The Commission considered that some departure from the geological meaning of
the term 'Continental Shelf' was justified, provided that the meaning of
the term for the purpose of this article was clearly defined."73
It also made it clear that "the word 'continental' in the term 'Continental Shelf' does not refer exclusively to continents. It may apply
also to islands to which such submarine areas are contiguous."74
FIFTH SESSION OF THE INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION

In the light of the comment~ submitted by some Governments on the
1951 draft proposed by the International Law Commission 75 and impressed
by the opinions of several writers 76 in favour of a 200-metre outer limit,
Francois, in his fourth report in 1953, rejected the exploitability test in
the delimitation of the Continental Shelf and once again recommended a
depth of 200 metres as the outer limit.
He expressed the fear that unforeseen technological developments might result in the abrogation of
exclusive rights by coastal states to unlimited depths and distances. He
thought that it might become possible in the near future "to bring precious
minerals of small volume to the surface, not with fixed installations, but
Ibid. See the same reasoning repeated in n. 69, p. 296.
'2
I.L.C. Report, 1951, n. 67, p. 141.
73
Report to the UN General Assembly, n: 69, p, 297.
"
LL.C. Report, 1951, n. 67, p. 141.
75
Eighteen Governments sent comments on the Hl5l draft of the Commission.
Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1953, vol. 2, pp. 241-69: At least, half the
Governments called for a fixed outer limit.
76
These included Gidel, Vallat, de Azcarraga, Driessen, Waldock, and Mouton.
71

Ibid" pp. 3-9.
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hy means of equipment installed on vessels." This could result in unlimited extension of the rights of coastal states under Article 1 of the
\{l51 draft. 77
In the face of the strong opposition of some members,78 the Commission, at its fifth session, defined the Continental Shelf as referring "to the
sea-bed and subsoil of the submarine areas contiguous to the coast, but outside the area of the territorial sea, to a depth of two hundred metres, "79
In the accompanying commentary, it explained that it had come to the
conclusion
that the previously adopted does not satisfy the requirement of certainty and that it is
calculated to give rise to disputes. On the other hand, the limit of two hundred
metres--a limit which is at present suffi cient for all practical needs- has been fixed
because it is at that depth that the Continental Shelf, in the geological sense, generally
comes to an end....The text thus adopted is not wholly arbitrary for, as already stated,
is takes into account the practical possibilities, so far as they can be seen at present, of
exploration and exploitation. sO

Elaborating its r~asons for adopting the 200-metre definition, it added:
It took the view that the adoption of a fixed limit would have considerable
advantages, in particular with regard to the delimitation of Continental Shelves between
adjacent states or states opposite each other. The adoption of 'different limits
by different states might cause difficulties of the same kind as differences in the breadth
of the territorial sea:

The Commission did realize "that future technical progress might
make explQitation possible at a depth greater than 200 metres."
In
such a case, it said, "the limit would have to be revised, but meanwhile, there was every advantage in having a stable limit. "81
While adhering as a general rule to a depth of 200 metres' as the
limits of the Continental Shelf, the Commission envisaged the possibility
and desirability of its reasonable modification "in special cases in which
submerged areas, of a depth less than 200 metres, situated in considerable
proximity to the coast are separated by a narrow channel deeper than
:!OO metres from the part of the Continental Shelf adjacent to the coast."
Thus, taking into account the Norwegian Shelf, the Commission declared
that "such shallow areas must ...be considered as contiguous to that part
of the Shelf. "82
77

Francois, Fourth Report on the Regime of the High Seas, 19 February 1953,

11.75, p. 38,
7<
See especially statements by Yepes, Sandstrom, and Scelle,
Illternational Law Commission, 1953, vol. I, pp. 73, 82, and 338 ff.
'"
Yearbook of the Ini,rnational Law Commission, 1953, vol. 2, p. 212.
s" Ibid., p. 213.
81
1 earbook of the International Law Commission, ) 956, vol. 2, p. 296.
"' Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1953, vol. 2, p. 214.
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THE CIUDAD TRUJILLO CONFERENCE

Concerned about their very narrow geographical shelves, several Latin
American states had, as we have seen above, chimed comprehensive
jurisdiction over wide areas of the sea. Apart from individual declarations, they had been asserting these claims at several inter-American
conferences. In the Inter-American Specialized Conference on Conservation of Natural Resources, t.he Continental Shelf and Marine Waters,.
which met a Ciudad Trujillo in the Dominican Republic in March
1\;156, the representatives of the 19 Latin American States and the United
States unanimously resolved as follows :
The sea-bed and subsoil of the Continental Shelf, continental and insular terrace, or
other submarine areas, adjacent to the coastal state, outside of the territorial sea, and
to a depth of 200 metres or, beyond that limit, to where the depth of the superjacent
waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of the sea-bed and subsoil
appertain exclusively to that state and are subject to its jurisdiction and controLBB

Garcia Amador later explained that this formula was
designed to place all coastal states on an equal footing with respect to the submarine
areas adjacent to their respective territories.... The geographical configuration of the bed
of the sea contiguous to the coast of continents and islands is sometimes so irregular
that it cannot be defined in terms of the shelf or terrace concepts. When this is so,
as in the case of some countries in the American continent and elsewhere, the coastal
state may exercise the same exclusive rights now enjoyed by those which have a continental or insular shelf and terrace, provided the depth of the superjacent waters admits
of the exploitation of the natural resources of the sea-bed and subsoil and that the
submarine area be adjacent to the territory of the coastal. B5

EIGHTH SESSION OF THE INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION

At the eighth session of the Commission, Garcia Amador suggested that
Article 1 should be redrafted as follows :
As used in these articles, the expression 'submarine areas' refers to the
of the submarine shelf, continental and insular terrace, or other
adjacent to the coastal state outside the territorial sea, to a depth
beyond that limit, to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits
tion of the natural resources of the said areas.

soil and subsoil
submarine areas.
of 200 metres or,
of the exploitli.-

He explained that the 1953 draft not only excluded continental and
insular terraces but also certain other submarine areas adjacent to a
state's territory which were already being exploited or were liable to
be exploited in the near future. He said that his proposal involved in
B3 See for a discussion of these conferences and several resolutions adopted at
them F.V. Garcia Amador, The Exploitation and Conservation of the Resources of the Sea
(Leyden, 1963), pp. 101-8; and Oxman, n. 66. pp. 66-76.
B< Quoted in Amador. ibid., p. 108.
85
Ibid., p. 108.
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I'caHty "not the introduction of a new principle, but a mere change in
presentation of ideas," since the Commission had already in its report
of the fifth session (paragraphs 65 and 66), like the Ciudad Trujillo
Conference, recognized 'the criterion of equality'. "The Commission
was aware that the concept of the Continental Shelf had been the
subject of criticism, because there were several states, such as the
countries on the Pacific coast of Latin America and the Domiriican
Republic, off whose coasts there was no Continental Shelf, which exploited other adjacent areas." In Chile, for instance, the sea-bed was
being exploited for coal-mining purposes up to a depth of 1,100 metres,
whereas the Commission had restricted the rights of a coastal state to
a depth of 200 metres. 'The element of arbitrariness' in this provision
had been mitigated to a certain extent in paragraph 66, which, like the
Ciudad Trujillo resolution, recognized the principle of equality and envisaged the possibility of reasonable modifications of the 200:metre figure.
IIis proposal was merely an explicit recognition of that principle which
was 'a matter of elementary justice. '86
While the Commission refused to change the term, 'the Continental
Shelf', because it was in current use 87 and generally recognized,88it accepted a modification of its definition to mean "the sea-bed and subsoil of the
submarine areas adjaceht to the coast but outside th~ area of the territorial sea, to a depth of 200 metres (approximately .100 fathoms), or,
beyond that limit, to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits
of the exploitation of the natural resources of the said areas."89
The Commission in its report explained that, while the limit of 200
metres was in keeping with practical needs, certain members had disapproved of a provision prohibiting exploitation of the Continental Shelf
at a greater depth eve·n if it was a practical possibility. "They thought
t hat in the latter case, the· right to exploit·> should not be made subject
to prior alteration of the limit adopted. While maintaining the limit of
200 metres in this article as the normal limit corresponding to present
needs, they wished to recognize forthwith the right to exceed that limit
if exploitation· of the sea-bed or subsoil at a depth greater than 200
metres proved technically possible." These members had also felt that
this modification would have the added advantage of not encouraging
the belief that up to 200 metres there was a fixed zone where rights of
sovereignty other than those of exploring and exploiting its natural
resources could be exercised. 90
BB Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1956. vol. 1, pp. 131 and 136. See
also Amador, ibid., p. 135, and Amador, n. 83, p. 111.
"
Yearbook· of the International Law Commission 1956, vol. 2, p. 297.
BB Francois, ibid., n. 86, p. 132. See also Salamanca. ibid., p. 133; and Pal,
ihid.• pp. 133-34.
BO
Ibid., p. 139.
Oll
Yearb08k of the International Law Commission, 1956, vol. 2, p. 296
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CONFERENCE ON THE LAW OF THE SEA. 1958

In the Geneva Conference on the Law of the Sea in 1958, several
proposals were made to change or amend the definition of the Continental Shelf as it came from the Commission. The different criteria
suggested were: 550 metres but not over a hundred miles from the
outer limits of the territorial sea, proposed by Yugoslavia; deletion of
the depth.of-exploitability test, proposed by France and the Lebanon;
550 metres test, proposed by India; the shelf edge or 200 metres, Canadian proposal embraced by Germany; the shelf edge or 550 metres,
proposed by Canada; the shelf and the slope or the continental terrace,
proposed by Panama; and exploitability test only, proposed by Korea. 91
The only amendment to the Commission draft accepted at Geneva
was a proposal by the Philippines to the effect that the rules
relating to Continental Shelf would be understood to apply also to
"similar submarine areas adjacent to and surrounding the coasts of
islands. "92 As finally adopted, Article 1 of the Continental 'Shelf
convention provided :
For the purposes of these articles, the term 'Continental Shelf' is used as referring (a)
to the sea-bed and subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to the coast but outside the
area of the territorial sea, to a depth of 200 metres or, be~ond that limit, to where the
depth of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of
the said areas adjacent to the coasts of islands.

OUTER LIMITS OF LEGAL CONTINENTAL SHELF

This sketchy history of the drafting of the definition of the Continental
Shelf makes it clear that irrespective of the geological meaning of
the term 'Continental Shelf', this shelf extends, as a matter of law, at
least to a depth of 200 metres in accordance with the definition of the
Convention of 1958, which has been ratified by as many as 44 states 93
and accepted by many more. 94 Indeed, it extends beyond that limit
"to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation
of natural resources." Although some members of the International
Law Commission (in ]965)95 and some delegates to the Geneva Confe-

.' Marjorie M. Whiteman, "Conference on the Law of the Sea: Convention on
the Continental Shelf," American JOllrnal of International Law, vol. 52 (1958), p.634;
and Official Records of the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, 1958. vol. 6.
pp. 127-30. See also quoted in Oxman, n. 66, pp. 105-9.
••

Whiteman, ibid.

.,

See n.49.

.4

At least eight other states have adopted the convention definition. and three
have accepted the exploitability criterion. See Ely, n. 50, pp. 61-64.
'5

See Pal. n. 86, pp. 133-4; Scelle. ibid., p. 136; and Francoi!, ibid., p. 138.
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l'ence 96 of 1958 did warn of the da nger of limitless expansion of the shelf
regime under this vague and flexible definition, it was generally believed
that it would not be possible to exploit the natural resources beyond
~oo metres 'for a long time to' come. '97
Exploitability was really
a compromise .concept. The states which wished to extend their jurisdiction hored that it would give them a right to continue to go out as
they developed their capacity to do so. The proponents of limited jurisdiction hoped that it would be efl-ough to stop the extension of jurisdiction
in the foreseeable future. 98 It is well known that much more technological progress has been made sinc y then than .was expected: depth of
water is now no obstacle to exploitation anywhere. Even if it is not
possible as yet to exploit the natural resources in the deep sea com mer.. cially, there is hardly any doubt that the depths to which one might
exploit the resources of the sea are increasing every day. Where, then,
is the outer limit of the Continental Shelf?
EXPLOITABILITY

According to one view, the definition adopted in this article is essentially elastic, capable of indefinite expansion in the wake of technological
progress. Literal interpretation of the conv<l:ntion makes it possible
to maintain, it is suggested, that the whole sea-bed may be partitioned
between the coastal states concerned. As Professor Oda asserts: "It
can be inferred that, under this convention, all the submarine areas
of the world have been theoretically divided among the coastal states at
the deepest trenches. This is the logical conclusion to be drawn from the
provision approved at the Geneva Conference. "99
It means that all seas would become 'national lakes' di\>ided by median
lines in the mid-ocean and governed by rules relating to the Continental

93
See Samad (Pakistan), 1958 UN Conference Official Records. vol. 6, p. 19; ObiolsGomez (Guatemala), ibid., p. 31; Fattal (Lebanon), ibid., p. 38; and Yugoslavia, Official
Records, vol. 2, p. 93.
., Report of the International Law Commission, J 956, n. 87, p. 296. See also discussion
ill the International Law Commission, n. 86, pp. 138 ff. in a paper prepared for the
11l1i8 Conference, W. M. Mouton noted that depths of 200 feet (61 metres) were the
Illaximum at which the then existing oil drilling platforms could be used. Even
other minerals (e.g. tin off Thailand) could not be exploited beyond 215 to 220 feet
(01).5 to 67.1 metres). He believed that exploitation at 200 metres would not become
possible in 20 years. See Mouton, "Recent Developments. in the Technology of Exploiting
the Mineral Resources of the Continental Shelf," A/CONF.13/25.
0'
See Herrington in Lewis M. Alexander, National Polic.v Recommendations,
(Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute, 23-26
.lillie 1969) (Kingston, R. 1.. 1969). p. 281.
00
Shigaru Oda, "Proposal for Revising the Convention on the Continental
Hhdf," Columbia Journal of International Law, vol. 7, spring 1968, p. 9. See also Oda,
"]o'uture Regime of the Deep Ocean Floor." in J. Sztucki, ed. Symposium on the International
Uel/ime of the Sea-Bed (Rome, 1970). pp. 345-6.
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Shelf, more than 139 million square miles of sea-bed thus appertaining
to one coastal state or another. 10o
There is hardly any doubt that this interpretation -of Article 1 has no
basis whatsoever. Even a literal reading of the article makes it clear that
the Shelf is limited "to the sea-bed and subsoil of the areas adjacent to the
coast". This interpretation, as the International Panel Report of the
US Commission on Marine Science and Resources said,
reads the definition of the Continental Shelf as if the adjacency criterion were not
there. It ignores the fact that the convention, after all, sought to define the Continental
Shelf and resorted to the exploitability test to effect some limited extension of sovereign
rightS}Ol

The International Law Commission, which drafted the convention,
.undoubtedly wanted only a limited extension of state authority over thesea-bed. This intention became abundantly clear in 1956 during the
discussions in the Commission102 and in its report to the General Assembly. While the Commission considered that 'some departure' from the
geological meaning of the term 'Continental Shelf' was justified, it refused
to accept the alternative term 'submarine areas' because it "would not
give a sufficient indication of the area in question" .103 Indeed, as it pointed out, to a certain extent, it adopted the "geographical test...as the basis
of the juridical definition of the term" .104
A general understanding of the limited extent of the Continental Shelf
also became clear at the Geneva Conference of 1958,105 After an
exhaustive study of the preparation of Article 1 of the Continental Shelf
Convention, Bernard Oxman found: "In the context of the travaux preparatoires of the convention, the inclusion of the entire terrace represents
the most! extensive universal limit that anyone ever had the temerity to
suggest." J06

See a map showing these divisions by Francis T. Christy, in US House of Representatives, Interim Report on the United Nations and the bsue of Deep Ocean Resources and
Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on' Foreign Affairs (Washington, D. C.,
1967), oppo$ite p. 89.
100

. 101 Report of the International Panel of the Commission on Marine Science Engineer
ing and Resources, Marine Resources and Legal-Political Arrangementsfor Their Development
(Washington, D. C., 1969), vol. 3, p. VIII-17. 'ee also Ian Brownlie, "Recommendations.
on the Limits of the Continental Shelf and Related Matters: A Commentary," in Lewis
M. Alexander, ed., National Policy Recommendations (Proceedings of the Fourth Annual
Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute 23-26 June 1969) (Kingston. R.I.). pp. 137-8.
102 See Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 19503, vol. 1, pp. 134 ff.
10' Ibid.. vol. 2, p. 297.
104 Ibid.
105
106

See Official Records, vol. 6, pp. 21ff.
Oxman. n. 66, p. 144.
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Even more important is the fact that in the debates and resolutions of
tile United Nations General Assembly and other UN bodies during the
last few years, this interpretation of Article 1 has been unanimously
rejected. In a number of resolutions, adopted either unanimously or by
overwhelming majorities, the General Assembly has declared that "there
is an area of the sea-bed or ocean floor; and the subsoil thereof, beyond
the limits of national jurisdiction," the precise limits of which are, of
course, yet to be determined. 107
Professor Henkin correctly asserted that "no government. .. would dare
propose this as the interpretation of the Convention; if one did, the other
nations would reject it. "108 The International Panel of the US Commission
on Marine Science and Resources reported: "This interpretation has
not been urged upon the panel by any international lawyer or industry
group with whom it has discussed the question. We are led to think that
it is generally discredited in this country and elsewhere" ,109
OBJECTIVE TEST OF EXPLOITABILITY

But even if it is accepted that the legal Continental Shelf cannot extend
to the mid-ocean, there is no answer yet to the question about its
present limits. It is generally admitted that the words "where the
depth admits of exploitation" should be interpreted in an objective way.
That is, the interpretation should not depend on the technical or economic capability of any particular coastal state lIO but on the question
whether exploitation is technically pdssible by the world's best devices.
Tests of actual exploitability in each case will naturally favour the
technologically advanced countries to the detriment of other coastal
states. lIl
107
See GA Resolutions 2340 (XXII) of 18 December 1967; 2467 (XXIII) of 21
December 1968; 2574 (XXIV) of 15 December 1969; and 2749 (XXV) of 17 December
1070. Francois Bellanger, "Legal Problems of Exploring and Exploiting the Resources
"rthe Sea-bed and Its Subsoil" (Report presented at the Symposium on the
Exploration and Exploitation of the Sea-bed and Subsoil, Strasbourg, 3-5 December 1070);
and "Discussion on Present Legal Regime of the Seab-ed," in Sztucki, n. 110, pp. 447
II'. and 455.
108 Louis. Henkin, Law for the Sea's Mineral Resources (New York, 1968), p. 19.
'''0 International Panel Report, n. 101, p. VIII-I7. See also Brownlie, n. 101, pp.
1:l1l £1'.
110 E. D. Brown, "Report on the Legal Regime of Deep-Sea Mining," Report of
II" Committee on Deep-Sea Mining of the British Branch of the International Law Association
(London, 1968); Brown, "The Present Regime of the Exploration and Exploitation of
141m-bed Resources in International Law and in National Legislation: An Evaluation," in
.I. S~tucki, ed., Symposium on the International Regime of the Sea-bed (Rome, 1976), p. 244.
III The US Senate Commerce Committee said that the Convention "conveys both
Npr.Gific and immediate rights and prospective or potential rights, the latter to be aequirnIl only as a result of national effort and achievement." See US Senate, Congress 80,
N~n"i()n 1, Report, (1965), p. II.
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Under Article 2, a coastal state's rights over its shelf exist irrespective of
any actual activity or occupation. Every state, therefore, "would
seem entitled to assert rights off its shores out to the maximum depth
for exploitation reached anywhere in the world" .112 In other words,
'exploitability' is a 'term of art' and imports the notion of activity, not
necessaril y of the coastal states, but 'by some state somewhere'. It is the
action of the technological man that determines the threshold of exploitability from time to time,11s Of course, if a coastal state wants to
extend its jurisdiction in an otherwise common domain, it is up to that
state to prove the exploitability of the area which it wants to place
within its jurisdiction. Even if it cannot adduce proof it can effectively
exclude others from exploiting the resources of the sea near its shores
even in areas where the depth is greater than 200 metres. A foreign
state desiring to explore a particular area might claim theoretically
that the area, being more than 200 metres deep, was not part of the
Co'ntinental Shelf or that it was not exploitable; but it would not be able
to exploit anything it might discover in that area since any effort on its
part to exploit the resources of the area would kill its own claim that
exploitation was not possible and also prove the right of the coastal state
concerned to exclude it. 114
It would also seem that in order to claim jurisdiction over an area, all
that is necessary to prove is that it is technically exploitable and that
resources can be extracted even if it cannot yet be done economically.
There is nothing in the language of Article 1 to suggest that exploitation
, must be commercially feasible or that it should be done at a pro fit. If,
however, exploitation is not possible in an area beyond 200 metres, for
whatever reason-depth or otherwise-it cannot be considered to be a
part of the Continental Shelf. 1l5 It may become extremely difficult to'

112
Richard Young, "The Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf: A First
Impression." American Journal of International Law, vol. 52 (1958), p. 735. See also Mouton,
n. 9, p. 42; Henkin, n. 108, pp. 16-17; and Arthur H. Dean, "The Law of the Sea
Conference 1951-50," in L. Alexander, ed., The Law of the Sea: Offshore Boundaries and
Zones (Ohio State University' Press, 1967), p.247. Young suggested that each party
should periodically file with UN a statement indicating the maximum depth at which it
was exploiting the resources of its shelf, and the greatest such figure would determine
the outer limits for all parties until the next succeeding report. Ibid., pp. 735-76.
112 Robbie Jennings, in Issues Related to Establishment of
Seaward Boundary of
Unired States Outer Continental Shelf, n. 50, p. 284. Emphasis added. See also Myers
S. McDougal and W. T. Burke, The Public Order of the Oceans: A Contemporary International Law of the Sea (New Haven, Conn., 1962), p. 690.
'
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See Henkin, n. 108, p. 17.

See Henki!J, n. 107, pp. 5-6; "Report of the Internation Panel of the U.S. Commission on Marine Science Engineering and Resources," Marine Resources and Legal-P,litical
Arrangements for Their Development (Washington, D. C., 1969), vol. 3, p. VIII-16; and
Andrassy, n. 40, p. 81.
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prove the depth of exploitability in each case since the maximum'depth
reached off one state mayor may not be reached off another. This may
lead to terrible confusion and controversy in the course of ascertaining,
verifying, and publishin ( the latest data about the extent of national
jurisdiction. 116
Apart from all this confusion and the continuing uncertainty about the
precise extent of offshore claims depending upon the stage of technology,
an important question that eludes answer is the ulimate outer limit of the
Continental Shelf, assuming, of course, that there is an ultimate or
maximum seaward limit to national jurisdiction. Since it may not be
long before all the sea-bed becomes exploitable, where can or should this
limit be drawn? This is particularly so because the term 'exploitability'
is not confined to drilling for oil and of permits and leases for oil, but
applies to all the resources, including nodules, which are already beginning to be gathered from the deep ocean ftoor.l 17
ADJACENCY

It is generally admitted that the legal Continental Shelf is limited to,
in the words of the Convention of 1958, "submarine areas adjacent to
the coast." Most state proclamations and international conventions and
other instruments define the Continental Shelf areas in such terms as
'near', 'close to its shores', 'off its coast', 'opposite', 'in front of the coast',
'in the vicinity of', 'neighbouring the coast', 'adjacent to', 'contiguous to',
etc. Despite the imprecise character of all these terms, they convey a reasonably clear general idea of the area concerned,I18 and decisively reject
the notion that the Usealls o£-the world might be divided into 'national
lakes' divided by median lines. ll9 As the International Law Commission
said in its 1956 report:
Neither is it possible to disregard the geographical phenomenon whatever the tcrm
-propinquity, contiguity, geographical continuity, appurtenance 01' identity-used
to define the relationship between the submarine areas in question and thc adjacellt
non-submerged land. All these considerations of general utility provide a sulIicient
basis for the principle of the sovereign rights of the coastal state as formulated by the
Commission. 120

During the discussions in the International Law Commission in 1958
and 1956, several members emphasized the 'contiguity' or 'proximity"
See Youngs, n. 112. p. 735.
]enn:ings, Issues Related to Establishment of Seaward Boundar..v of U,.ited States
Outer Conlinental Shelf, n. 50, p. 284.
ll8 I.C.]. Reports, 1969, p. 30.
ll. R. Y. Jennings, "The Limits of Continental Shelf ]ursidiction: Some Possible
Implication of the North Sea Case Judgment", International and Comparative Law
Q;tarter/,y, vol. 18.(1969), quoted in full in Hearings, n. 50, p. 274; Henkin, n. 107, p. 9.
120
Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1956. vol. 2, p. 298.
116
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of the shelf area to the coastal state,121 and pointed out that the term
'adjacent' in the text of Article 1 had a special significance. 122 Indeed,
Garcia Amador, at whose suggestion the Commission agreed to add the
test of exploitability in the definition of the Continental Shelf, asserted
that "the words 'adjacent to the coastal state' in his proposal placed a
very clear limitation on the submarine areas covered by the article. The
adjacent areas ended at the point where the slope down to the ocean bed began,
which was not more than 25 mills from the coast" .1 23
In hIS study of the travaux preparatoires of Article 1 of the Continental
Shelf convention, Oxman concluded that it "was not intended to embrace
areas at a substantial distance from the shore lying beyond the point
where the waters became deep" .124 He found that the notion of proximity
to the coast was accepted from the beginning and that the general intent of
the drafters in using the word 'adjacent' was to refer "to areas in reasonable proximity to the coast" .125
Professor Louis Henkin also believes that 'adjacent' in the context of
Article 1 means 'proximity' and that "the coastal state has no special
rights in the sea-bed (whatever its geographical appellation) that is riot
'near' the coast" .126 Relying on the above-quoted statement of Garcia
Amador, which insists that adjacent areas extended to not more than
25 miles,127he refers to the judgement of the International Court in the
North Sea Continental Shelf Cases, where it said that a point situated a
100 miles on the Continental Shelf, or even much less, could not be considered adjacent to the coast. 128 He, therefore, concludes that
the 'areas adjacent to the coast' in which the coastal states have exclusive mineral
rights are areas that do not take 'too big' a 'bite' out of
deep-sea bed; that do not
reach 'too far' from shore; where the coastal state has a legitimate interest in excluding
others; where economically and technologically-exploitation depends heavily on the
coastal state. There is some support, too. for an argument that the geological shelf
has not become wholly irrelevant, that a state c,an claim all of its geological shelf, but
that, overall and in general, 'adjacent' areas do not extend 'too far' beyond the geologi cal shelves of the world.!29
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See 'Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1953, vol. 1, pp. 76 ff.; pp. 133 ff.

122 See Garcia Amador and Sir Fitzmaurice, ,Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1956, vol. 1, p. 137.
123 Garcia Amador. ibid., p. 135. Emphasis added.
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Oxman, n. 66, p. 142.
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Ibid., pp. 145-6.

126 Henkin. n. 107, p. 10.
121 See n. 123.
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I.e.J. Reports, 1969, p. 30.

129 Henkin, n. 108, pp, 23-24. See also Louis Henkin,' 'International Law and the
'Interests' : The Law of the Sea-bed," Ameriaan Journal of International Law, vol. 63 (1969),
p. 507 ff.
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But what is 'too far' and 'too big a bite', Professor Henkin does not
Illake clear. Indeed he admits that under these indefinite and vague 'guidelines', "it would be difficult to argue the illegality ofleases in waters of any
c!(:pth if they are still 'adjacent' to the coast, and for this purpose, adjacent
waters may include those 25, 50, 100 or even more miles from shore".130
fn fact, according to Henkin, 'adjacency' does not provide "a firm rein on
I he claims of coastal states" and that the legal "Continental Shelf is without
an effective outer limit".131
Professors McDougal and Burke also point out that "although the term
'adjacent' indicates some general limit, the Commission failed to give
g-reater specificity to the degree of proximity required. "132
LEGAL CONTINENTAL SHELF EXTENDING TO CONTINENTAL MARGIN

Strictly speaking, the condition of 'adjacency' contained in Article 1
of the Geneva Convention would seem to apply to all the areas claimed to
be within the definition of the legal Continental Shelf, whether they are
within or beyond the 200-metre depth line. It is generally interpreted to
mean, however, that a coastal state can claim its sea-bed up to 200-metl'e
isobath, regardless of 'adjacency', and that this limitation applies only to
waters deeper than 200 metres. In other words, the submerged areas ufto the 200-metre contour are "per se 'adjacent' to the coast" and so
included in the legal Continental Shelf. The legal Continental Shelf also
includes areas beyond that depth if they are 'exploitable' and also
'adjacent'.133 In the North Sea Continental Shelf Cases, as we shall see below,
although the issue was not raised, the parties as well as the Court accepted
the view that the sea-bed of the entire North Sea (which is less than 200
metres deep) was the Continental Shelf although it extended to hundreds of
miles, and some of it could not be considered 'adjacent' to the coastal
states at all in the normal sense of the term.
Some other commentators believe, however, that the definition of the
legal Continental Shelf, contained in Article I of the 1958 Convention and
adopted by numerous states, can be interpreted, reasonably clearly, to
include the whole submerged portion of the continent down to the deepocean floor. Thus, the 1968 joint report of Sections of Natural Resources
Law, International and Comparative Law, and the Standing Committee
on Peace and Law through United Nations of the American Bar Associa130
131
132
lind the
p. 13.
133

Henkin, n. 108, p. 24.
Henkin, ibid., p. 69.
McDougal and Burke, n. 113, p. 686. See also William T. Burke, "Law, Science
Ocean" (Law of the Sea Institute Occasional Paper 3) (Kingston, R. I., 1969),
See Jennings, n. 119, pp.278-9; Richard Young, in Issues Related to Establishment

(!! Seaward Boundary of United States Outer Continental Shelf, n. 50, p. 178; and Henkin, n.

107, pp. 12-13.
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tion declared that the "exclusive sovereign rights of the coastal nations
with respect to the sea-bed minerals now embrace the submerged landmass of the adjacent continent down to its junction with the deep ocean
floor, irrespective of depth". 134
- Reaffirming their opinion, the American Bar Association's committees
again asserted in 1969 that
the concept of adjacency contained in the present shelf convention should properly
be interpreted to include the submerged continental landmass. In the view widely
held among our members, all of the submerged continental landmass is subject to
national jurisdiction over its natural resources. In the view of a significant number
of our members, any part of this landmass will come within national jurisdiction as
soon as it becomes accessible to exploitation. la •

The Interim Report of the Committee on Deep Sea Mineral Resources
of the American Branch of the International Law Association (1968)
stated:
As a general rule, the limit of adjacency may reasonably be regarded as coinciding
with the foot of the submerged portion of the continental landmass. There is strong
support for this view in the drafting history of the convention, although other interpretations have been advanced l3 •

This interpretation was adopted by a US Senate Sub-Committee on
Outer Continental Shelf in 1970.137
The National Petroleum Council of the United States stated the same
conclusion in more detail in its 1969 re'por:t entitled the Petroleum Resources
under the Ocean Floor. It said that under Article 1 of the Convention,
it can reasonably be concluded that the coastal nations' exclusive jurisdiction over the
natural resources of the sea-bed and subsoil was intended to, and does. encompass iri
general the continental mass seaward to where the submerged portion of that mass
meets the abyssal ocean floor (including the Continental Shelf, continental borderland,
continental slope, and at least the indaward portion ofthe continental rise overlapping
slope) ,'38

REASONS FOR INCLUDING THE CONTINENTAL MARGIN
IN THE LEGAL CONTINENTAL SHELF

These conclusions are said to be based not only on the language of the
convention, but also on its legislative history, the practice of states,
See full report in Issues Related to Establishment of Seaward Boutldaiy of Urdted States
Outer Continental Shelf, n. 50, p. 28. Emphasis added.
1 3 5 Appendix B to Report b.,v the Special Subcommittee on Outer Continental Shelf to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, US Senate, Congress 91, session 2, 21 December 1970,
p.52.
135
Appendix E to the Report of the Subcommittee, n. 135, p. 80.
137
See Report of the Subcommittee, n, 135, p. 3.
13S
National Petroleum Council, Petroleum Resources under the Ocean Floor, (Washington,
D. C., 1969), p. 57.
13<
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/l,cographical or geological factors, and the judgement of the InternaIt is
pointed out, as we have noted earlier, that the 1959 draft of Article 1
presented by the International Law Commission was essentially based on
I he resolution adopted by the American states at Ciudad Trujillo in W56,
as it was mentioned by the Commission even in its 1956 report. 139 In
I hat conference, representatives of twenty American states had unanilllously adopted a resolution declaring that the "sea-bed and subsoil of
I he Continent al Shelf, continental and insular terrace", up to depths where
natural resources were exploitable appertained exclusively to the coastal
states,140 The report of the conference, underlying that conclusion,
explicitly stated that

I jOllal Court of Justice in the North Sea Continental Shelf Cases.

The American states are especially interested in utilizing and conserving existing natural
resources on the American terrace (shelf and slope).
The utilization of the resources of the shelf cannot be technically limited, and for this
reason, the exploitation of the continental terrace should be included as a possibility in
the declaration of rights of the American states. Hl

At its eighth session in 1956, at the suggestion of Garcia Amador of
Cuba, the spokesman of the American states, the International Law
Commission agreed to modify its Continental Shelf definition to include
the expl6itability criterion, as we have noted earlier. Having won his
point, Amador withdrew his proposal for specific reference to the con·
tinental terrace in the definition. As the official report puts it :
He did not wish to press the part of his amendment introducing the concept of the continental terrace, since the adoption of the second point relating' to the depth at which
exploitation was practical would automatically bring that area within thc g<',ncral
concept. H3

Professors McDougal and Burke, in their authoritative work in 1962,
confirmed this conclusion of the Commission's action:
Some controversy attended the suggested elimination of the Continental Sh~lf term and
the references to the "continental and insular terrace", but this became muted whcn
it was rcalized that a criterion embracing both a 200-metre depth and the depth admitting exploitation would embrace such areas if they were in fact exploitable or camc to
be. H3

The G~neva Conference of 1958 rejected several proposals for the
amendment of the definition of the legal Continental Shelf and adopted
139

'Yearbook of the International Law Commission. 1956, vol. 2, pp. 296-7.

See n. 84, Emphasis added.
See quoted in Appendix C to Statement by Northcutt Ely, Issues Related to establishment of Seaward Boundary of Utlited States Outer Continental Shelf, n. SO, pp. 56-58.
142 'Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1956, vol. 1, p. 136.
U3 McDougal and Burke, n. 113, p. 683.
140
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the draft definition of the Commission with a minor modification. 144
Arthur H. Dean, Chairman of the US delegation at the 1958 Conference,
accepted the influence of Ciudad Trujillo inter-American resolutions on
the final definition of the legal Continental Shelf,l45 which was formally
approved be the US Senate-and ratified by the United States and 43
other states.
All this history leaves no doubt, according to these commentators, that,
in accordance with the inter-American conclusion at the. Ciudad Trujillo
Conference in 1956, the convention recognizes "exclusive jurisdiction of
the coastal state with respect to the resources of the sea-bed of the Continental Shelf and slope from the edge of the shelf to the greatest depths."
and that this is a part of the mineral estate 'now vested' in the coastal
state.146
PRACTICE OF THE STATES

This interpretation is sought to be reinforced by the practice of the
states. Thus, it is pointed out that of the more than a hundred coastal
states which have asserted their general jurisdiction over offshore
minerals, at least 39 have done it with respect to areas more than
200-metres deep. They have done it in most cases by issuing leases in
waters more than 200-metres deep,I47 and in others, by decree or by
agreement with neighbouring countries or by announcement of national
policy. us Some countries have explicitly asserted their position in this
regard. Thus, the Canadian representative on the UN Ad hoc Committee on sea-bed and ocean floor said on 11 March 1968: "In the view
of the Canadian authorities, the present legal position regarding the
_sovereign rights of the coastal states over the resources of submarine
areas extending at least to the abyssal depths is not in dispute. "149

144

See n. 92 and corresponding text.

14 5

See quoted in NPC Report, n. 138, p. 61.

NPC Report, ibid. See also Appendix C to Statement of Northcutt Ely in
Issues Related to Establishment of Seaward Boundary of United States Outer Continental
Shelf, n. 50, pp. 57-61.
145

H7 At least thirty-one states are reported to have granted off-shore concessions in
areas which include waters deeper than 200 metres. These include Australia, British
Honduras, Canada, Cuba, Denmark, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana,
Guyana, Honduras, Indonesia, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Malaysia, Mauritania, Norway,
Oman. Panama, Peru, Philippines, Senegal, Spanish Sahara, Sudan, Surinam,
Trinidad, Turkey, U. K., U.S.A., and U.S.S.R. Appendix D to Ely's Statement in Issuu
. Related to Establishment of Seaward Boundary of United States Outer Continental Shelf,
n. 50, p. 64.

( )11 21 March 1968, he reiterated this interpretation, and said that "in
hin view, the areas over which coastal states had sovereign rights includI'd, without doubt, the Continental Shelf and its slope."150
The· Presidium of the Soviet Union, in a decree, which was promulHated on 6 February 1968, declared: "The sea-bed and the subsoil of
dqwcssions entirely surrounded by the Continental Shelf of the U.S.S.R.,
il'l'<:spective of their depth, are part of the Continental Shelf of the
I J.S.S. R. "151
The United States has issued oil and gas leases authorizing exploration
ill areas up to some forty miles off the California coast in 240 to 4,000
reet of water, and leases off the Oregon coast in about 1,500 feet of
water. The US Department of Interior has published Outer Con tinmtal Shelf leasing maps indicating an intent to assume jurisdiction over
I he sea-bed for about a hundred miles off the coast of southern California
in waters as deep as 6,000 feet. 152
It is significant to note, it is reminded, that although there is no secret
about these assumptions of jurisdiction and control, there have been no
protests from other states,153

GEOLOGICAL BASIS FOR INCLUDING THE CONTINENTAL
MARGIN IN THE NATIONAL JURISDICTION

A line coinciding approximately with the outer limit of the submerged
continent as the limit of the legal Continental Shelf is further
supported by the fact that "this is the most distinct, the. most profound,
and the onry natural boundary which can be utilized for this purpose."lM
The surface of the earth, regardless of water cover, it is said,
can be broadly divided into two fundamentally di;;tinct geomorphic
units-the ocean basins and the continental platforms-which have
flwdamental lateral differences in their geological/geophysical rharaelers. The continental slope, the frontal edge of the Contir.e;ltal
Shelf, is "the sharpest and most persistent natural feature of the earth's
surface and its base corresponds closely in position with the most fund amental lateral variation in the character of the rocks of the earth's crust
---the change from oceanic to continental character." The base of the
continental slope, it is pointed out, is recognized by experts as the reflect ion of a far more fundamental feature than is the edge of the geological
Continental Shelf and should be used as a guide to the outer edge of the
l'ontinental block. 155
150
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This view was earlier strongly supported by the Committee on Deep
Sea Mineral Resources of the American branch of the International Law
Association.156 The representative of the United States stated as follows
in the Technical and Economic Working Group of the UN Ad Hoc Committee on the Sea-bed:
The composition of the continents, including their submerged parts, is basically different
from the oceanic crust of the deep ocean basis. The boundary between the two is one
of the most profound natural interfaces. It is gradational in many places and not easily
established by direct observation, but generally occurs near the base of the continental
slopes at a depth of about 2,500 metres.
The gradational interface between the submerged parts of the continents and the ocean
ba~ins naturally fixes the seaward limit of any continental feature, and is from the
scientific point of view the conceptual boundary between continental and oceanic seabed resources. It is important to recognize, however, that neither this nor any other
geologic or topographic boundary is sufficiently distinct and consistent to serve by itself
as the means of defining a precise juridical boundary.'5?

Richard Young also felt that
the concept of adjacency may be reasonably construed to extend in most cases to the
foot of the continental slope. This area is, indeed, no more than the side of the
continental landmass of which the physical shelf and dry land is the top. I have been
impressed by the geological and geophysical evidence which describes the change in
the structure at the foot of the slope as a fundamental geological boundary.I58

NORTH SEA CONTINENTAL SHELF CASES

It is pertinent to recall in this connection that, following the Truman
Proclamation,159 the International Court of Justice, in the North Sea Con.
tinental Shelf Cases, referred to the Continental Shelf as 'the natural prolongation' of the land territory of a coastal state. A dispute had arisen
between the Federal Republic of Germany on the one side, and the
Netherlands and Denmark on the other, concerning the boundaries of
their respective Continental Shelves in the North Sea. The waters of the
North Sea being shallow and the whole sea-bed consisting of the Continental Shelf at a depth of less than 200 metres (except for the Norwegian
Trough), it had been divided by a series of agreements between the
United Kingdom, Norway, Denmark, and the Netherlands on the basis
of median lines, as provided in the 1958 Continental Shelf Convention.
However, Germany, which had signed but not ratified the Convention,
refused to accept the 'equidistance principle', which Denmark and the
Netherlands wanted to apply for the division of their Continental Shelves

Wilh Germany. Since the coastline of Germany is stt'ongly ('III'vrd
inward, it contended that this principle, if applied, would unduly (llll'lnll
what it believed should be its proper share of the Continental Shell' l\1'M
and that the outcome would be inequitable. How the Court resolved/hI'
issue is not important here. But what is important is that in reac:hinH ltN
decision, the Court reflected upon the nature of the rights of the coastlll
~Iates over the Continental Shelves. It said that
the rights of the coastal state in respect of the area of the Continental Shelf that ~~oIlHtI.
tutes a natural prolongation of its land territory into and under thc sea exist ill.l() fllC/1l
ane! ab initio, by virtue of its sovereign rights for the purpose of explol'ing' the sC·Il.IJ~c,1
and exploiting its natural resources. In short, there is here an inhel'(~nt l'if.(hl. '11U

The Court described this as "the most fundamental of all rules of' Inw
relating to the Continental Shelf", which had been "enshrined in AI,tiele
~ of the 1958 Geneva Convention, though quite independent of it."
Article 2 of the Convention declares that "the rights of the coastal state
over the Continental Shelf do not depend on occupation, effective 0)'
notional, or on any express proclamation." In order, therefore,'" to
exercise these rights, said the Court, "no special legal process has to be
gone through, nor have any special legal acts to be performed. Its
existence can be declared (and many states have done this) but does not
need to be constituted."161 In other words, the Continental Shelf is an
'inalienable a ppurtenance' of coatal states. 162 The physical fact and re-"
In tionship of the Continental Shelf with coastal s"tates, or 'the notion of
appurtenance,' or 'natural prolongation', or 'continuation of the land
territory or domain', were emphasized by the Court several times ill th(~
judgement. 163 This idea of 'an extension of something already possessed'
was, in the Court's opinion, 'determinant' .lB4 It said :
The institution of Continental Shelf has arisen out of the recognition of a physical fact;
and the link between this fact and the law, without which that institution would nevcr
have existed, remains an important element for the application of its leg"al regime. The
Continemal Shelf is. by definition, an area physically extending the territory of mosl
coastal states into a species of platform which has attracted the attention first of gcog'l'Uphers and hydrographers and then of jurists. I65

St ..essing the same point, it further stated
The appurtenance of the shelf to the countties, in front of whose coastlines it lies, is
a fact, and it can be useful to consider the geology of that shelf in order to find

I herefore
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out whether the direction taken by certain configurational features should influence
delimitation because, in certain localities, they point up the whole notion of the appurtenance of the Continental Shelf to the state whose territory it does in fact prolong. lBB

It is important to note that the Court rejected any notion of 'proximity'
or 'absolute proximity', as a condition for a particular area being included
in the Continental Shelf of a coastal state.l 67 There was no complete
identity, according to the Court, between the notions of 'adjacency' and
'proximity'. The notion of 'adjacency', it said, "only implies proximity in
a general sense, and does not imply any fundamental or inherent rule."
"J\,lore fundamental than the notion of proximity", the Court insisted, was
the principle "of the natural prolongation of the land territory or domain,
or land sovereignty of the coastal state, into and under the high seas, via
the bed of its territorial sea which is under the full sovereignty of
that state." Nearness, or proximity, does not per se confer title:
Submarine areas do not really appertain to the coastal state because-or not only
because-they are near it. They are near it of course; but this would not suffice to
confer title, any more than, according to a well-established principle of law ... mere
proximity confers per se title to land territory. What confers the ipso jure title which
international law attributes to the coastal state in respect of its Continental Shelf, is
the fact that the submarine areas may be deemed to be actually part of the territory
over which the coastal state already has dominion-···in the sense that, although covered
with water, they are a polongation or continuation of that territory. an extensior. of it
under the sea. lB8

The Court said that although the vague and general expressions used
in different proclamations and conventions to suggest proximity of areaterms such as 'near', 'close to its shores', 'in the vicinity of' or 'adjacent
to'-convey a general idea, "they are capable of a considerable fluidity
of meaning." Referring to the most commonly used term, 'adjacent
to', for instance, the Court said that "by no stretch of imagination can
a point on the Continental Shelf situated, say, a hundred miles, or even
much less, from a given coast, be regarded as 'adjacenf to it, or to any
coast at all, in the normal sense of adjacency, even if the point concerned
is nearer to some one coast than to any other. "169

IBB

Ibid.

Denmark and the Netherlands argued that "the test of appurtenance must be
'proximity' " or more accurately, 'closer proximity': all those parts of the shelf being
considered as appurtenant to a particular coastal state which are (but only if they are)
closer to it than they are to any point on the coast of another state." Hence, they
suggested, the Continental Shelf should be divided on the basis of the equidistance
principle. Ibid., p. 29.
167
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Ibid., p. 31.

169

'Ibid., p. 30.
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And, yet, this may be so regarded depending on the 'geographical
Gouliguratioll' and "closer physical connection with the coast" . I n 'other,
words, adjac'~ncy "only implies proximity in a general seme, :and ,does
not imply any fundamental or inherent rule, the ultimate effect of which
would be to prohibit any state (otherwise than by agreement) from
c~x(:rcising Continental Shelf rights in respect of areas closer to the coast
of another state." To which of the opposite states a particula.r submarine area belonged depended on the fundamental criterion of "natural-or the most natural~extension of the land :territory of a. COastal
Htate", irrespective of the actual distance of this area from the coasts
or the two states.17O It is significant that on the basis of this criterion,
Ihe Court upheld areas as far as 190 miles from the coasts bordering
the North Sea as belonging to those . states on the ground that they
were a 'natural prolongation' of their land territories; and laid down
~\Iidelines under which the three states before the Court could divide
Ihe entire expanse ofthe shelf between themselves. l7l
The strong reliance of the International Court on the physical· cha.ractel' of the prolongation of the land-mass, i.e. on considerations of geo/'[\phy and geology, makes it reasonable to conclude that "'the continental
,~lope is just as much a part of the prolongation of the continental Iahd~
mass as the Continental Shelf is." This is so obviously because "the
IIl1derlying rock structure of the shelf and the slope is identical" and
"the only difference between shelf and slope is one of relative gra.~ient,
... Ihe difference is geomorphological, not geological."t72 It is,
t It(~l'cfore, suggested that "the resources of any area which is 'appurte~
HlInt' ,in the sense of being geomorph~logically or geologica.lly a part
ill physicalfact of the land-mass, must in general international law be
d('(~med already vested in the coastal state."1 73
,
By the same token, the Continental Shelf, being a natural prolonga;tion
of the mainland, "is limited to seaward and cannot extend beyond the
l'<1ilHonable meaning of physical prolongation.>' Article 1 of the Conv('ntion must also mean this since it was intended to codify existing
law :lnd practice. 174
.
.
'("lis jurisdiction, in this view, is already vested in the coastal sta,te
ill'col'ding to general law. The exploitability test in Article 1, it is
rlll~(/{(~sted, may not be a principle of law but rather a device for the
1'111

[/lid., p. 31.
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1'1'OI<:ssor LOllis Henkin," Am~rican Journal of International Law, voL 6i (l970), pp.
I)K-till.
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[hid., p. 280.
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purpose of regulating the application of the 1958 Convention among the
parties.175
Supporting Professor Jennings's interpretation, the British Branch of
the International Law Association stated:
There is a strong case for concluding that all submarine areas of a continental character are included in the territory 'appurtenant' to coastal states. In other words, the
geographical Continental Shelr'and the continental slope beyond it are comprised
within the notional legal shelf. The bed of the deep oceans which is underlain by
rocks belonging to the oceanic crust, is outside the legal shelf, irre~pective of any
technological advances which have rendered or may render any resources of this seabed and subsoil exploitable. H •

It is argued that once the edge of the physical or geological shelf is
passed-and it has already been passed in several cases-it is difficult
to find another logical limit until the foot of the continental slope is
reached. 177 The National Petroleum Council, indeed, suggested that
since the plunge of the slope is often overlapped extensively by the
sediments of the continental rise, the most natural and appropriate
boundary would be a little oceanward of the slope so as to include the
shelf, the slope, and the land ward portion of the continental rise. 178
PLEA FOR A NARROW CONTINENTAL SHelF

This interpretation of the extent of the legal Continental Shelf and the
view that it extends to the foot of the continental slope has been strongly
contested and criticized by some scholars. Such a position is said
to be "parochial and shortsighted; its legal position.. .indefensible"; and
the legislative history on which it is based ·selective'."179 The National
Petroleum Council (NPC), and several others. as we have noted earlier,
no doubt admit that petroleum technology does not as yet extend· beyond
200 metres, but they believe that the jurisdiction of coastal states already
extends up to the deep-ocean basin. There is no support for such
'potential exploitability' rights, according to Professor Henkin, in the
legislative history and "there are a hundred statements to contradict
it. "180 There is no basis whatever, he insists, "for the notion that future
115
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Jennings, n. 119, p. 280.
See "Report on a Regime for the Exploration and Exploitation of the Mineral Resources of the Ocean Bed," Report on Outer Continental Shelf, n. 135, p. 160•. See also
pp. 162-63.
See Young. n. 50, p, 178.
NPC Report n. 138, p. 67. See also Cecil J. Olmstead, Issues Related to Establishment
of Seaward Boundary of United States Outer Continental Shelf, n. 174, pp. 132 fT.
Louis Henkin, "A Reply to Mr Finlay," American Journal of International Law,
vo\. 64 (1970), p. 62.
Henkin, ibid. See also John G. Laylin in Issues Related to Establishment of Seaward
Boundary of United States Outer Continental Shelf. n. 50, p. 131-2 and 137.

';~I'''''lal>ility gives the state right now to claim an area as Continental
~1I11'11~" Although a coastal state may "con.ider the resources of that
1111'1111 potential asset," it cannot "now exercise rights to regulate navi"1,111111 or scientific research ... or claim special rights to establish defense
1III'IIil kS."ISI Professor Burke feels that "while the Convention might
h" i III(';rprcted to anticipate the possibility of the shelf extending to th(~
filltl "I' the continental margin, it does so only as Article 1 permits exl'illlHion of the boundary with advancing exploitation...
Hence it seems
,,,10 he impossible to accept the notion that the Convention presently
nll o/:IIIl:S sovereign rights to the extent the N.P.C. suggests."182
II IlIl1St he pointed out, however, that the test of •exploitability , in
f ht· Convention of 1958 cannot be said to be confined to drilling for oil
ollly, 'Exploitability' is not qualified to any particular resources in
I Ill' Convention. The literal language of the Convention clearly "gives the
IOIlNtal state sovereign rights to explore and exploit all the natural
I'I'MOIlI'CeS of a particular area of the sea-bed and subsoil beyond 200
1111'1 )'('.s, as long as any natural resource in the areas admits of exploita.
111111. "1M3 It would be unreasonable and terribly confusing to interpret
II 10 mean different extents of jurisdictions for different resources if the
drpdls reachable by technologies for exploiting the different resources
VltI'y.lS,1 Since nodules can be collected from any depth now, one may
1I1'I{IIC that this has extended the jurisdiction of coastal states almost
IlItlt'finitely, and thef(~ is need for its limitation. 1B5
In any case, there is much reason in the argument that the 'expI6ita~
hllil y' criterion, contained in the Convention of 19fi8, is not applicable
to the majority of states. It is important to note that in the Nor/h Sea
(,'olltinental Shelf cases, the International Court held that
Ilw Geneva Convention did not embody or crystallize any pre-existent or emergent rule

fir

Cllstomary law, according to which the delimitation of Continental Shelf al'l,as
IlI,tween adjacent stateS must, unless the parties otherwise agree, be carried out on an
"'I II idistance-speeial circumstance basis. A rule \\as of course embodied in Article 1\
fir the Convention, but asa purely conventional rule. II '
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Illternational Panel's Report, n.17,;, p. VIII-16. See also Hedberg, in Alexander,
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After reviewing the practice of states- since 1958, the 'Court concIud'el:l
that the rule contained in Article 6 had not become part of customary
law. 187
The same conclusion can ,be derived from 'the uncertain and varied
state practice in regard to the outer limit of the 'legal Cohtinental Shelf,
and it may be said'that the definition contained in' Article 1 of the Conveni'ionhas not gained acceptance univers-aily, Indeed, 'as it has been
suggested, "the formula-embodied in Article 1 was arbitrarily; chosen and,
as such, was not and did not, become part of the customary law."188
It may also be asserted that; according to the practice of states, the
Continental Shelf, in the'Iegal sense~ already extends far beyond what is
strictly the geological shelf and, perhaps, covers the whole' area which
is geographically a: parJ of the continental landmass:I8!1:,
.Professor Henkin further stateS that-the term 'adjacent' in the Conventioncannot be understood to mean all the submerged landmass, regardless
of its proximity to the coast. If that were the intention, it would - haVe
been easy to express it in the Convention. There is nothing in the legislative history of the Convention to support such a view. There is,not a single
reference to the entire submerged landmass, says Henkin, in the reports
of the International Law Commission. On the' other hand, - there are
numerous references to the geological shelf and to the requirement Of
adjacency in the sense of nearness to the coaSt. The correct interpretation is, in his view, that only so much of the submerged l3nd~ass "as is
'adjacent', near, within some maximum distance from the coast, can be
claimed as Continental Shelf." Further, a coastal state cannot claim too
far "beyond its geological shelf, where there is a substantial geological
shelf. "190
Whatever might have been the value of the Ciudad Trujillo
resolution in the drafting of the Convention, Professor Henkin argues, it
did not extend national jurisdictiQns as far as the 2,000-metre isobath.
At Ciudad Trujillo, he points out, there was one clear statement, that
the terrace reached the 500-metre isobath only.191 Garcia Amador, the
American spokesman in the International Law Commission, had stated
that "the foot of the terrace was generally at a depth of 500 metres:"
He had thus meant, according to Professor Henkin, to' include in the
"continental terrace" only a part of the slope.I92 'Garcia Amador had
also mentioned in the Qommission that the adjacent areas extended only
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Ibid., p. 45.
See Andrassy, n. 40, pp. 68·69.
_
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up to, 25 miles from the coast,l93 The,Commission,' in it~ 1956
report, had said that it had adopted "to a certain extent, the geographical
test {or, the 'Continental Shelf' as the basis of the juridical definition of
the term."194 Henkin, therefore, _argues that "'adopting to a certain
extent' does not mean 'not adopting at all': 'not -to adhere -strictly'
does not mean-to pay no attention whatever; 'some departure', 'departs
to some extent" do not mean abandoning it, tripling its size, or extending
it to gt'1ographically different areas-to the borderland, 'slope and rise."
He asse,rts that the framers in fact adoped the geographical test, "justifying
'some -departures' from it, when an area becomes exploitable, the coastal
state can claim beyond the shelf only so long as the area is still 'adjacent'
to thecoast,"195 There is no basis, Henkin asserts, except desire, which
is not wholly sufficient for interpreting a document, for suggesting that
the 1958 Convention would permit us to claim down to the bottom of the
submerged landmass."196 One needs 'more than legal scholarship' to
arrive at such a .cortclusionJ97
Oxman argues :
It is difficult to conclude that a Convention which confers rights to the 'Continental
Shelf,' which includes the traditional geological 200 metre limit of the shelf, which is
called -the Convention on the Continental Shelf, and whose definition of the term
'departs to some ,ext'€irt' from the geological definition, was intended to deal with an
area twice as large.

There is no support in the travaux preparaloires "for linking the terrace
concept with the word 'adjacent'. "198
Professor Friedman feels that the substitution of the concept of continental margin for that of the Continental Shelf in Article 1 represents a
"blatantly distorted interpretation of the Geneva Convention." If that
were the intention, he believes, this particular limitation would not have
been used. He, therefore, says.: "The gradual substitution of the wider
for the narrower concept can only be described as a thin legalistic disguise
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Quoted by Henkin, ibid., p. 67.
Quoted by Henkin, ibid., pp.68-69.
Henkin, .ibid. See also Louis Henkin, "International Law and 'the Interests' : The
Law of the Seabed," American Journal of International Law, vol. 63 (1969), 'pp. 506 ff.;
Alexander, n. 101, p. 172; Francesco Durante, "The Present Regime of the Exploration and Exploitation of the Sea-bed Resources in International Law and in National
Legislation," in Sztucki, n. no, pp. 283 and 285; Carl A. Auerbach, Issues Related to
Establishment of Seaward Boundary of United States Outer Continental Shelf, n. 50, p. 154.;
and Roger Denrowe, "The Seaward Limit of the Continental Shelf," in Alexander,
n. 101, pp. 268 ff.
Henkin, ,in Issues Related to Establishment of .Seaward Boundary of United States Outer
Continental Shelf, n.,50, p. 183.
Malcolm Richard Wilkey, in Hearings on S. Res. 33, n. 174, p. 88.
Oxman, n. 66, pp. 143 and 146.
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for the unilateral assertion of national claims in violation of an international treaty. "199
Senator Pell thinks "that the exploitability test was never intended to
permit the extension of coastal state jurisdiction over sea-bed resources
beyond the Continental Shelf."20o
The International Panel of the Marine Science Commission asserted that
"the draftsmen of the Geneva Convention were well aware of the distinction between 'shelf' and the 'slope'." If they had intended to include
the whole continental margin, they would have eliminated these terms and
the reference to 200 metres as well and defined the 'submarine areas' as
limited only by adjacency and exploitability criteria. 201 "The· fact is", the
Panel added, that "the draftsmen of the Convention did not anticipate that
advancing technology would make the exploitability criterion so central
an issue. "202
.
LEGAL CONTINENTAL SHELF INCLUDES CONTINENTAL SLOPE

It may be submitted, however, that while Professor Henkin and others
argue in favour of a narrow Continental Shelf and reject the continental
slope as the outer limit, they fail to mention any other reasonable limit
fixed by law. Henkin admits that the criterion of ex-rloitability could lead
to wide extensions 203 and justify national jurisdiction"- over "a shelf out to
the 600, 1,000, 2,000 or even 3,000 metre isobath"2o.j which may extend
to more than a hundred miles. 205 In this sense, the acceptance of national
jurisdiction up to the foot of the continental slope is "to limit, not extend,
the exclusive coastal jurisdiction. "206
Further, if the criterion of 'adjacency' in the sense of nearness or proximity was paramount, as Professor Henkin and other proponents of a
narrow Continental Shelf contend, there is no reason why it should not
apply even to areas up to 200 metres as much as to other areas. 207 They
believe, however, that 'adjacency' and 'Continental Shelf' become limiting
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Wolfgang Friedmann, The Future of the Oceans (New York. 1971), pp. 39-40.
Claiborne Pell, Issues Related to Establishment of Seaward Bounda~)J of United States
Outer Continental Shelf, n. 50, p. 395. See also Carl A. Auerbach, "Tentative Recommendations of the Commission on Marine Science Engineering and Resources,"
Proceedings of the Third Annual Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute, 19U8 (Kingston
R. I.), pp. 6, 18; and Andrassy. n. 40. p. 87.
!nternational Panel Report, n. IOJ, p. VIII-19.
Ibid., p. ] 8. See also Auerbach, in Alcxander, n. 10], p. 276.
See text relating to n. 131 above.
Henkin, n. 108, p, 46.
Ibid., p. 24; but cf. Henkin, n. 179, p. 72.
Comments by the Rapporteur and Chairman of the Committee on Deep Sca Minel'al
Resources of the American Branch of the ILA on Professor Henkin's Dissent, in
Report of the Subcommittee, n. 135, p. 92.
See also International Panel Report, n. 101, p. VIII-19.
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thclors "only where the waters become deeper than 200 metres. "208
There is no logical compulsion for the acceptance of such a view. Indeed,
as the International Court said, there is no complete identity between
the notions of 'adjacency' and 'proximity'. 209 The legal Continental Shelf
depends on geological factors, though it is not confined to the geological
shelf.
With regard to the legislative history of the Convention, one thing that
is certain is that it. was not intended to be confined to a depth of 200
metres. As Ely said,"it has neither geologic nor technologic nor legal
significance, being accompanied in the Convention by. the exploitability
criterion which explicitly gives coastal states exclusive rights beyond that
depth. "209a There is also little doubt that the Ciudad Trujillo resolution,
which provided the impetus for the addition of the exploitability criterion
in Article 1, did intend to include the whole continental terrace. It is
true that both the Ciudad Trujillo Conference and Garcia Amador
wrongly assumed the terrace to end at 500 metres. The latter was also
under the wrong impression that the continental terrace (including the
Continental Shelf and slope) extended only to 25 miles. But there is
nothing in the records to show that they intended to include in the
'continental terrace' "only part of the continental slope," as Professor
Henkin contends. 210 In a letter to Finlay on 12 March 1969, Garcia
Amador pointed out that his statement in the record to the effect that
submarine areas never extended beyond 25 miles, was "simply an error."
He wrote:
I could never have made a statement that presupposed an extremely restrictive position
at the very time wheil I had taken the initiative to proposc the broadest, most Hcxiblc
formula yet known, i.e., the formula approved by the Inter-American Specialized
Conference which bad been held ...scarcely two months prior to the ILC session.

He stated that it was with the 'unrestrictive, flexible criteria' of exploitability in adjacent waters to whatever depth was practicable, "most
favourable to the coastal state's special interest in the exploitation of the
resources of its adjacent submarine areas, that both the ILC and later
the first Geneva Conference on the Law of the Sea approved the definition
that appears in Article 1... "211
Questions of 'estoppel' apart, this statement leaves no doubt about the
interpretation put on Article 1 by a prominent spokesman of the Latin
American states.
208

200
2U~Ja

Henkin, n. 107, p. 13.
See IC] Reports, 1969, p. 30, See also ns. 167 and 168 and the text thereto.
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Regarding the geological 0'1' geogl'aphicalfeatures 'of !the Continental
Shelf, a fair reading of the records clearlysho,ws that' thcCominission,
as well as the 1958 Conference, were well aware of the vagaries of the
Continental Shelf. At some places the shelfwas extremely' narrow, while
at others it did not exist at all in the technical sense: While the Commission wanted to include within its definition of the Continental Shelf areas
like the Persian Gnlf, ,where the submarine areas never reached 200 metres, it did not want ta,'exclude areas beyond 200 metres "merely because
the area is riot a Continental Shelfin the geological sense."21 2 Therefore,
while it kept the term 'C6ntirrenial Shelf', because it was in 'current use,'
it recognized the rightto'exceed 'the 200-metre limit if it was technically possible to do so. arid considered:, that ~ 'some departure from the
geblogicalmeaning of the term'~ Was J&'stified; 21!l lnother words, the
expression 'Continental Shelf' was no more than a general indicationofa
title accorded to areas of indeterminate extent and was no more than
a 'historic relic'. 214," Far from accepting the geological' or geographical
definition, the Commission arid the 1958 Conference specifically rejected
it. There is hardly any reason why it should be revived and accepted
today. "After all, the attempts at exploitation of the sea-bed and
the subsoil are in themselves an assertion of the supremacy orman over
a purely natural phenomenon."215 The term 'Continental Shelf' need
not be regarded as necessarily bound up with its normal geographical
connotation. As Sir Hersch Lauterpacht said as early as 1950 :
That expression has served a useful function in the formative period of the adoption of
the 'idea of the exclusive control and jurisdiction of the state over the adjacent sea-bed
and subsoil. In So far as it supplies a graphic description of the essential unity of the
, . bed and subsoil of the adjacent sea and of the territory on which it rests, its usefulness
is not yet spent. But its continued utility will depend to a large extent on the degree of
its emancipation from the technicalities and the designation of its geographical prototype. 216

"NATURAL PROLONGATION"

The areas included within, the legal Continental Shelf, even if freed
from their' geographical moorings, must still be 'adjacent to the coast'
and must not include the deep-ocean floor. There is no reason, however,
why the whole continental terrace, which is merely an extension of the
continental landmass, should not be considered within the national
jurisdiction of coastal states. This principle of the extension of 'natural

prolongation'of the contin:entallandmass .Was, it is important toriote;
emphasized invariotis 'state proclamations,:al).cl: :declarations "in the form
of contiguity ~nd geographiCal unity:;:" Thus the> US·proclamation spoke
of the Continental shelf as ,"an extensioU' of the,' landmass of the coastal
nationa.nd thus naturally appurtenant't:o it," and of. the ractthat "these
resources frequently form' a :s'eawardextensionbf a pool ordeI>osit lying
within the territory. "217 The Mexican declaration' stated:, "As is well
known, the>.Iandswhich ccoilstitutre c6ntinimtarma~ses do not as a rule
rise steeply froin the great ocean depths; but rest· uponasubrharine base
called the continental platform...This p~atform obviously constitutes an
integral partof the continental countries."218
The Argentine declaration of 1946 'pointed out that "the submarine
platform, known as the submarine plateau or Conti.nent-al Shelf,:ois closely
united to themainlahd hoth ina, morphological and in a geological
sense. "219 The Peruvian" decree of 1947 said that "the continental
submerged shelf forms one entir<,:morphological :unit with, the continent. "220 The Brazilian decree of 1950, asserted that "the sea-bed
which borders continents arid exteridsunder the high seaS' is a veritable
submerged territory and constitutes, with the hmd: to which it is adjacent,
one single geographical unit."221. Furthermore, as Hersch Lauterpacht
pointed out as early as 1950, ,the doctrine of contiguity o't natural prolongation is not a doctrine wholly unrecognizedin international law, and
it has in fact "figured prominently in the practice of states."222. The principle of 'natural prolongation' receives' further .strength from the fact that
"the relation is one not only of contiguity or proximity, but also of physical identity... ."223 No wonder the International Court described it as
'determinant' and 'fundamental'. 224 The Court did mention, of course,
that a point on the the Contiriental Shelf situated a hundred miles,
or even much less, could not be regarded as 'adjacent'to the coast. 225
But the purpose of this statement was merely to reject the idea of dose
identity between 'adjacency' and 'proximity'. The Court was stressing
the superiority of the principle of 'natural prolongation' to 'proximity.'
Moreover, in this passage, the Court was not referring to the Continental
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Shelf as a physical entity, but was 'referring to a 'point' on the Conti.
nental Shelf, and was stating that whether it was within the jurisdiction of
this state or that depended not on 'adjacency' but on the question whether
it could be considered as a 'natural prolongation' of the land territory of
this state or that; A point not 'adjacent' in the normal sense of the term
might. still be a part of the Continental Shelf if it was a natural prolongation of the state and thus appurtenant to it. 226
However, strongly criticizing the 'natural prolongation' principle itself,
Professor Henkin remarks: "High seas are a natural prolongation
of territorial seas, and outer space is a natural prolongation of air space,
and Canada in many places is a natural prolongation of the United States;
'natural prolongation' never gave any state proprietary right."
The natural prolongation theory, he points out, is not a new discovery.
Yet, before 1945, the rights of coastal states over the Continental Shelf
were never accepted. Further, unlike full sovereignty over land, fuB sovereignty is not claimed over the snbmerged land. Despite this known fact,
the Truman Proclamation claimed rights only in the geological Continental Shelf, and the Convention of 1958 "insisted on using the term, the
Continental Shelf; insisted on limiting its reach to only so much of that
natural prolongation a~ is 'adjacent' to the coast; insisted on limiting
its reach to only so much of the natural prolongation as extends to the
200-metre isobath as modified by exploitability." 227
It may be said, however, that apart from the fact that 'natural prolongation' has been recognized in state practice in some cases as giving
proprietary rights, it is not, as Hersch Lauterpacht pointed out, "as theoretical and arbitary as may appear at first sight. "228 Said Sir Hersch:
Contiguity may b~. on occasion, a transparently eccentric figure of speech when made
the basis of claims to distant territories. It may have served in the past retrogressive
purposes und~r the guise of monopolistic claims to entire con tinents. This does not
mean that in a c ise such as that of adjacent submarine areas it does not represent the
only solution consonant with convenience. economic necessities, and requirements of
international peace. There is therefore no inconsistency in action of a state which
rejects it in one sphere and adopts it in another."·

law always strikes a halance between the inclusive and exclusive interests of its members. The whole lawrelating to territorial waters and
li-eedom of the seas developed in this fashion. The Continental Shelf
was not claimed as a 'natural prolongation' before 1945 because there was
no need for any power to make such a claim before that period. When the
need arose, the claim was made, and then it was recongnized and accepted
as law. The doctrine of the freedom of the seas also developed just when
it became essential. The Truman Proclamation claimed rights over
the Continental Shelf up to a hundred fathoms because there was no need
to claim more. With the recongnition of exclusive rights over the Continental Shelf, the inclusive rights of the international community were modified to accommodate the new interests. Full sovereignty of the coastal states
was not necessary for that purpose. It is needless to repeat that the Con.
vention of 1958, which codified existing law and practice, recognized the
growing interests of coastal states over the geological shelf and beyond.
It anticipated that waters more than 200 metres deep would become
exploitable before long. It, therefore, accorded to coastal states exclusive
rights over deeper waters, irrespective of the geological shelf. It accepted
the 'natural prolongation' doctrine of the Truman Proclamation and, as
the International Court pointed out, extended it further to include waters
more than 200 metres deep as they became exploitable. It could not
naturally extend it beyond the continental margin because there the
'natural prolongation' of the continent ended and a different kind of
area began. The term 'adjacent' may, therefore, be reasonably interpreted to mean the whole continental margin, which includes both the
Continental Shelf and slope, because "they are merely the top and front
of the margins of continental blocks."230 This may in some cases eXlend
to several hundred miles into the sea, as even the geological shelf somet il11es extends to several hundred miles.

Moreover, international law, like all law, develops and ought to develop according to the needs of the society to which it applies. Further,
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See text relating to ns. 170171; see also Finlay, n. 117, p. 58; and Jennings. Issues
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H.A. Smith,Walctock, and D.P.O'Connelkconsidered that sovereignty
could be acquired over the;:sea-bed, :as over larrd;'oy"efl'ective occupation',
without'the acquiescence
other 'states cand"s1.1bject:onlycto: no.unreasonahIe interference infhe free" use ofthe high seas ahdvei,;:iIJ;l. .'otherwords j
they treated the sea-bed··asres riitllius. A~ O'ConneH,lisserted:

of
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l:.'ii'nitS·hf-National Jurisdiction
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The condusi6ri must be that:the sea-bed, is ares nullius., 'susceptible cof a single 'act:.df
appropriation, and that· 'hmg usage:'i.i~advancedas:,an ~vi4entiary for,mula fortifying
the appropriation, and not as the criterion pJ itself l'rescriptio~,and the a.Iltiquity ..of
the interest,thus appear to be irrelevant totIie discl.lssion, and .occupation is left asthe
most s~ti5factol'Y ~xplanation of eXi~ting cla:iiTfs to t1Je'se~-b~d"" "
".

It w~s . adrllittecI;how"ever';that 'in :thg light";Cc£ the JSl"and of'Palrrias,5
East;j.~ Grtenland,6 and Clipperton Island 1 cases;"occupafion in the" sense of
actual display" of srateactivity 'hadh~60'rrie' noini'n'~l;~arid'.;ahno~t negligi-

ble ~nd valueless. As Wald6ck said, ."effecti~eassumptionofjudsdicti6n
over fairly ext~risive areas of sea-bed ca.n pr()b~bIY. beestabli~hed" without
necessarily~howing much
even any physical activity an the sea-bed
itself."s· In fact, he went onto say that he washlclined toHlink thai the
Truman Declaration and simpar proClamations' might "prbpe~Iy' be
regarded is effective first; acts of occupation."9
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LEGAL BA~E~OF <;;LAIMS TO THE .<::ONTIN!=~TAL SHELF: OCCUPATION

APART FROM T~~gen~fal recogniti~n in the pre.1945 era of the ancient
cla,ims re1~ting to s:edentary and pearl fisheries off the territorial waters
in the'Persian Gulf and off Ceylon, the Philippines, Malaya, and several
~ther countries as historic and pr~scriptive rights, it was argued by
several scholars that, while the ocean waters could not be occupied and
therefore could not b~ appropriated, 'the subsoil and perhaps the sea-bed
c()uld.-be occupied and lawfully appropriated by states for their exclusive
purposes. 1 Some writers, like Gide1, Higgins and Colombos, and Hyde,
took the view that the sea-bed had the same legal status as the high seas,
and that exclusive rights over it could be obtained only through prescriptive uses or express acquiescence of other states. However, this restriction
did not apply to the subsoil, provided that subsoil was occupied by operations which were begun on the coast or in territorial waters and were
carried beneath the high seas, wholly underground. 2 Occupation of
the subsoil which tended to endanger the free use of the high seas was
said to be impermissible.
On the other hand, some other scholars like Sir Cecil Hurst, Westlake,
1 See Chapter 3, n. 1. See also M.S. McDougal and W.T. Burke, The Public Orderof
the Oceans: A Contemporary International Law of the Sea (New Haven, Conn., 1958),
.p.648.
2
Gilbert Gidel, Le Droit International Public de la !vIer, vol. 1 (Paris, 1932), pp. 498501; A. Pearce Higgins and C. John Colombos, International Law of the Sea (London,
1967), p. 55; and C.C. Hyde, International Law Chiefly as Interpreted and Applied by
the United States (New York, 1945), ,vol. 1 PP', '167-&.

3
See Sir Cecil Hursl'"Whos!,: Is the B,;dof the Sea ?", STiti!!/ r~~r Booko/IllternaliOl;~l Law,' (L~ndon), v~i'. 'l L (192:i:24t pp. 34 ~n'd4l ~43; john \Ve~tl~k~, I~t~r~aiio~al

Law'(London, 1904), "v~i:' 1; pp. 18i~8; iLA. :S'mith; Greeit' Brit~in and- the'Law of
Nations (London; 193.",), ':"01. 2, p, 122; 'C.H.M. Weldock; "The' Legaj Basis of Claims
to the Continental Shelf," Transac~iQn5 of tfie Grotill~,SQi;ietyJorthe rear 1950 (Londj:m,
1951), pp-. 116-18.. and, 137; and, D.p,q'Conpell" "$edenta~y:,f,ishel'ie,s and the
Australian Continental S~elf", ;4merican .Jollrnal. of Internation:"lILaw (Washingtolj,
D.C.),voI. 49 (1955), pp.185 and 19(j~Set;al~0 9idal'Menwi'andum in'Marjo;'i~
White~ari, Digest of International Law (v\'asbington; D.d., 196~~), ·vol. 4;·p. 743: -,,:':
4
b'C6nnell, ibid., p. 190.
"'.
American Journal of International Law, vol. 22(1928), 867,
. ~ ·.In, this case the PermaneI:\t,C(;H.lrt said;. "Itis i)?possible to re\l~the ~ec<?rcls of the
decisions in cases as to territ9rial sovereignty with<?,vt observiIlg thil,t.in ',many cases
the triburial has b~en satisfied with very Jiui~'. in the w,ay' ofa~iual e~e;·c.i~~ ,'pt"
sovereig~ rights; p~ovid'eci that the oiher' state'cooid' -not 'mak~ " out a: 'supedor cbiim.
This is particularly true in the case of claims to sovereignty over areas in thinly populated
or unsettled countries." It considered as sufficient such manifestations or display of
sovereignty as acts of legislation concerning navigation intlie'seas arotlndi Greenllind 'and
the commercial agreements referring' to Greenland: Permimeni .. · COllrtof' Interndtiol'lal
Justice (PCIJ) series, AlB, no. 53 (1931), pp. 45 ff.
','
7
Even les'sexactihg in the'mafter of requirement of effectiveness was "thi: 'aWard in
this case.,. A proc1amatio~of French sovereignty, by a French Lieutenantafter h'is tl11SUCcessful' attempt" to reach the shor~, "the g~ograpfiical notes he took, and an 'mquii sent to
the United States as to the activities of certain American citizens in conne~lon with the
island were considered as sufficient proof of the actual display of state activity by'" France.
See American Journal Of International Law, vol. 26 (1932) ~ p. 390. '
. ,', '
B
Waldock, n. 3, p. ]41.
9
I~id., p, 142.
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Apart from the fictitious nature of occupation through proclamations,
it has been rightly pointed out that "a proclamation is a means by which
a title, claimed or acquired, is announced.
It is not a source of a title or
a means of acquiring it."lO Indeed, most of the states put forward claims
to their Continental Shelves without relying on any principle germane to
occupation-effective or fictitious.
The proclamations were merely
"declaratory in character in relation to what was considered to be a
title claimed or acquired by or belonging to the state by reference to a
legal basis other than occupation."l1
But the most serious objection against the theory of occupation is its
total disregard for the rights and interests of coastal states. Rights
would vest in the occupant no matter where he came from and what
his connexion with the region had been.I 2 Such a situation would be
intolerable, especially for the underdeveloped states which are unable to
develop immediately on their own. "Considerations of security, of trade
and navigation,· of pollution, and of customs and revenue, would all
militate against recognition of such a doctrine. "13 It provides no answer
to the problem to say that a coastal state by an earlier action may place
itself in the position of an occupant, or that it may perhaps make a
proclamation in lieu of occupation. If such 'notional occupation' were
sufficient, there would be nothing to prevent the distant and economically
powerful states from 'occupying' submarine areas adjacent to other states
by proclaiming their annexation. This would indeed be a fertile breeder
of controversy.u Realizing the weakness of this principle, therefore, the
proponents of the 'occupation doctrine' are forced to add refinements
which have the effect of limiting lawful claims to coastal states. Thus
Professor Waldock1 5 seeks to incorporate contiguity as one element-a
'difficult' one he cautions-in the doctrine of effective occupation by which,
he suggests, the Continental Shelf proclamations should be judged. But
he reduces occupation to a mere proclamation which can be issued only
by the coastal or contiguous state.
It is important to note that the International Law Commission decisively
rejected 'occupation' as the basis of the rights of coastal states over
the Continental Shelf. It said in its 1951 report to the General Assembly:

"It would seem to serve no purpose to refer to the sea-bed and subsoil of
the submarine areas in question as res nullius, capable of being acquired
by the first occupier. That conception might lead to chaos."16
It was natural, the Commission emphasized, that "coastal states should
resist any such solution. "17 It said that "effective occupation of the
submarine areas in question would be practically impossible", and insisted that recourse should not "be had a to fictional occupation. "18
PRACTICAL, POLITICAL, AND GEOLOGICAL FACTORS

Instead, the Commission mel)tioned several other practical, political,
and geological factors for accepting the rights of coastal states over
the Continental Shelf. In the first instance, the Commission pointed out,
"in most cases the effective exploitation of the natural resources will
depend on the existence of installations on the territory of the coastal
state to which the submarine areas are contiguous."19 In almost similar
terms, President Truman had stated in his Declaration in 1945 that "the
effectiveness of measures to utilize or conserve these resources (of the
Continental Shelf) would be contingent upon co-operation and protection
from the shore. "20 There is hardly any doubt that technological and
economic considerations make impracticable, or at least very difficult,
the exploitation of the resources of submarine areas without considerable
co-operation from the adjacent shore. Shore-based operations are
necessary not merely for the building of off-shore installations, but also
for their maintenan~e and supply. Shore-based pumping stations would
be essential for servicing pipelines from the off-shore drilling platforms
and for storing the most important product: oil. It is not unreasonable
to suggest, therefore, that the proximity of a coastal state to the Oontinental Shelf is more conducive to 'effective occupation' .21
SECURITY

"Self-protection compels the coastal nation," the Truman Declaration
said, "to keep close watch over activities off its shores which are of the
nature necessary for the utilization of these resources."22 No state would
Year Book of the International Law Commission (Geneva). 1951, Vol. 2, p. 142.
Year Book of the International Law Commission, 1953, vol. 2, p. 515; Year Book of the
International Law Commission. 1956, vol. 2. p. 298.
16
Year Book of the International Law Commission, 1951; vol. 2 p. 142.
19
Year Book of the International Law Commission, 1951. vol. 2. p. 142; ibid., vol 2, 1953,
p. 215, and ibid., vol. 2. 1956, p. 298.
20
Brunson MacChesney, International Law Situation and Documents 1956: Situation,
Documfnts and Commentary on Recent Developments in the International Law of the Sea (Washington. D.C., 1957), p. 411.
01
See Carl M. Franklin, The Law of the Sea: Some Recent Del'elopments (Washington.
D,C" 1961), p.·42; McDougal and Burke, n. 1. p. 633.
2lI
MacChesney, n, 20, p. 411.
16

H. Lauterpacht, "Sovereignty over Submarine Areas," British Year Book of Interna"
tional Law, vol. 27 (1951), p. 418. Emphasis in the original.
11
Ibid., p. 419.
12
A<;cording to Young, "it is conceivable that one state might occupy the sea-bed
and another the subsoil, with ensuing controversy." S~e Richard Young, "The Legal
Status of Submarine Areas beneath the High Seas," American Journal of International Law.
vol. 45 (105.1), p. 230.
13
Ibid.
U
Lauterpacht, n. 10, p. 420; Young; n. 12. p. 230; and McDougl and Burke, n,. I,
p. 651.
15
WaJdock. n. 3, p. 147.
10
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Or could·'suffernear its shores' m6re Of less perrIian'ent instalhttlons controlled by'a' foreign',Bowerand capabh:of bdngused for a variety of
purposes detrimental to,its:sechrity:ln the present internationaf' atmosphere, whenrIioststates are wary' of the continued presence of foreign
vessels in their adjacent-,waters; no state couldpetrnitt:he ernplacementof
platforms ..on:its 'doorstep~withoutJuHcontrol over thein. 23
On the"other:h~nd,oi1companies want security as'well.. No company
would be prepared to spend the large capital needed for the exploitation
of submarine resour'6es without ah adequ'lte guarantee ofprofection from
the ne'arest coas!alstate. 24
."',~.
The Intern:;t,tional L:;t,':V '" COII)missio,n "als.o recognized the . needs of
security,~nd it declared, as w.e .h,ave IH)ted earlier) that the Contjpental
Shelfcould not be co,nsidered,;is re~numus,and; aS~l!:ch, an area capable
of being acquiredbythy first oC,yupier, sipcetlw,twquld lead to 'chlilos' .2~
;: ..
NATUR~L APcP~BJ;E:Nf\I\JCJ;

,

The most importarilof the 'reasons advanced by states in support cif
their claims to a:djaceritsubrnarine~areasis'thai:, in the words of the
TrumanProcHimation, "the' Continental Shelf may be regarded as an
extension of the land-mass and' thus natu I' al1y appurtenant to it." This is
riot only repeated in numerotis proclamations, but as we have noted in
the last chapter, stroriglysupported by the-International Court of Justice
in the North Sea' Continental' Shelf cases .. ·The Court, in fact, called it
'determinant' and 'fundameIital";26 The: International' Law Commissi'on
also stated in its 1956 repOft: :"
Neither is it possible to disregard' ·the ,geographical phenomenon whatever the termpropinquity, contiguity, geographical continuity.. <tppurtenance ,or identity-used to
define the relationship between the submarine areas in question and the adjacent nonsubmerged land."

It isimportant to' note that the.,coneeption of unity or physical identity
'of the Continental Shelf area; as distinguishedJroffi mere contiguity, uJ;lderlies the principal geographical expla:n.atiQns of the phenomenon of the
Continental Shelf. The Truman Declaration said that the Continental Shelf
"resources fr,equently form a,seaw;lrd ex;tension of a pool qr deposit lying
within the territory." The International Court of]usticepointed out that
"the institution of Continental Shelf has arisen out of the recognition
McDougal and Burke, n. 1, p. 633.
'See M.W.·Mouton, "The"Ci:>rltinental'Sh~lf,"'Recueilaes Cour;Academie de Droit
international, (Leyden), vol. 85 (l95t-1'j';pp.380-1.
..
25
See text relating to n. 16 above.
26. InternationalCourt"of Justibe Reports; 1969; p: 3l;Seealsotext'relating to'notes lil1-6
of the previous chapter.
.
,.:
21
Year Baok of the lnternational Law Commission, 1956, voL 2,p.298.
23

24
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JURISDICTION AND CONTROL OR SOVEREIGNTY?

Either for internal political35 and constitutional reasons,36 01' to avoid
any possible accusation that it "was trying to become a submarine
imperialist,"37 the United States declared, in very guarded and carefully
selected language, that it regarded "the natural resources of the subsoil and
sea-bed of the Continental Shelf beneath the high seas ... as appertaining to
the United States, subject to its jurisdiction and control" (Truman Declara.
tion). It is important to note that the assumption of 'jurisdiction and
control' was preferred to assumption of 'sovereignty' and further even
this jurisdiction was confined to resources of the sea-bed and did not
extend to the sea-bed and sub-soil of the Continental Shelf. The State
Department insisted that that the Truman Proclamation did not extend
United States sovereignty beyond territorial waters. 3S The Gidel Memorandum took the same view. 39 Some legal scholars were also of the same
opinion. Young wrote that "President Truman's proclamation of 1945
made no claim on behalf of the United States to 'sovereignty', 'title', or
'ownership' of the Continental Shelf. "40
It was not long, however, before it came to be understood that despite
the cautious language of the Truman Declaration, there was really no
distinction between control over 'natural resources' and control over the
sea-bed and subsoil themselves. Anything of value might be included in
the 'natural resources', and any interference with sea-bed or subsoil might
be regarded as an interference with their resources. The claim, therefore,
essentially related to the sea-bed and the subsoil themselves. 41 In fact,

" There was a serious controversy raging between the Federal Government and the
States concerning the resources of the sea-bed under maritime belt when the Declaration
was issued. See U.S. 4.. vs. California, 332 {J.S., (1947), pp. 19 fr. Also U.S.A. os. Texas,
339 U.S., p. 707 (1950), 3W U.S., p. 448 (1950), and 3iO U.S., p, 907 (1950). See also
Whiteman, n.3, pp. 769-788.
86
According to the Constitution of the United States, formal annexation or acquisition of territory required legislative approval andan Act of Oongress and could not be
accomplished by Presidential proclamation. See Lauterpacht, n. 10, p. 388; and Waldock,
n. 3, p. 125.
87
Franklin, n. 21, p. 44. Denouncing the Truman Declaration, a Soviet jurist,
Koretsky, is reported to have said: "The U.S.A. wants to become 'ruler of the seas' and
'king of ocean floor' on its road towards world domination." Quoted· by Franklin, ibid.,
p.36.
88
See Department qf State Bulletin (Washington, D.O.), vol. 13, (1945), p. 484; and
Franklin, ibid.,
89
It said that: "It would appear wrong to identify with sovereign rights the rights to
the U.S. Oontinental Shelf claimed under the President's Proclamation." UN Doc. A/ON.
4/32, (1950), p. 81.
'0
Richard Young, "Recent Developments with respect to the Oontlnental Shelf",
American Journal of International Law, vol. 42 (1948), p. 850.
41
F. A. Vallat, "The Oontinental Shelf," British rear Book r!f International Law, vol.
23 (1946), pp. 336-37.
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the White House Press release issued the same day spoke only of "jurisdict i on over the Continental Shelf. "42
Further, most of the scholars suggested that the distinction between
'jurisdiction and control' and 'sovereignty' was 'merely one of wonls.'43
As Sir Cecil Hurst pointed out:
The distinction between the jurisdiction and the exclusive control which are claimed
and sovereignty is so small as to.be little more than a question of name... One cannol
read this Proclamation without feeling that within the area of its Continental Shelf, the
United States is claiming 'rights which are as large as sovereignty; that if the rights
claimed over the Oontinental Shelf and its resources were called sovereignty, they would
u
he no more extensive than what are claimed in the Proclamation.

Hersch Lauterpacht had no doubt that "an area which is under the
state's exclusive control and jurisdiction, not delegated by or accountable
10 a foreign government or authority, is under the sovereignty of that:
state. I t is part of that state... For exclusive jurisdiction and control
is sovereignty."45
Waldock stated that "the Proclamation looks very much like an act of
appropriation."46 Brierly was also of the opinion that 'jurisdiction and
control' was equivalent to sovereignty,47 Vallat concurred by saying
that 'jurisdiction and control' were tantamount to sovereignty.4sMouton,
Green, and Franklin agreed that the distinction between 'jurisdiction ane!
Control' and 'sovereignty' was "without a dijftrtnce" and that the use or
nOll-use of a word was not very materia1. 49
50
Be that as it may, most of the states which followed the United States
did not feel inhibited to claim 'sovereignty' over the Continental Shelf.
Even when they did not use this term, they left no one in doubt as to
what they meant. Thus, full sovereignty over the Continental Shelf was
explicitly claimed in the proclamations made by Argentina, Australia,
Chile, Costa Rica, EI Salvador, Honduras, Iran, Korea, and Nicaragua.
Brazil, in the Decree of] 950, proclaimed that, "part of the Continental

"
'8

"

See Whiteman, n. 3, p. 758.
Lauterpacht, n. 10, p. 389.
Sir Oecil Hurst, "The Oontinental Shelf", Transactions of the Grotiu. Soeiel;Y for lilT

rear .1948 (London), pp. 161-2.
" Lauterpacht,n. 10, p. 389.
.. Woldock, n. 3, p. 128.
<7
Brierly in UN Doc. A/ON. 4/SR. 68 (1950), p. 8,
·18
Vallat, n. 41, p. 337.
'" Franklin, n. 21, p. 4(j; M,W. Mouton, The Continental Shelf (19;32), p. 278; and 1..C:.
Green, "The Oontinental Shelf," Current Legal Problems (Lg»don), 1951, vol. 4, pp.
n-74.

Some states, such as the Philippines (1949) and Guatemala (1949), followed the
See Laws and
lIegulations on the Regime of the High Seas (New York. 1951), United Nations Legislative
'0

t Tnitcd States and claimed appropriation over the natural resources.

S"ries, pp. 10 and 19.
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IlCxiun with suppression of crime. 53
TIle text of the draft prepared by the International Law Commission
ill 1\)56, corresponding to Article 2 (1) of·the Conventio~, which was
identical with the draft prepared in 1953 and adopted for the same
reasons,54 became a subject of intense discussion and dispute.in the 1958
( :onference on the Law of the Sea. "Opposed to anything. which might
l'ven remotely cast doubt upon the status of the superjacent waters and
airspace," the United States,a:long with some· other states, wanteq to
'play it safe' by avoiding the term 'sovereignty? or even' 'sovereign
righls'.55 The United States, therefore,proposed the substitution of the word
'exclusive' for 'sovereign' in the text. prepared by.the Commission in
I\)56, so that the Article might read: "The coastal state exercises over
the Continental Shelf exclusive rights for the purpose .. of exploring and
exploiting its naturat resources."
While severa1.other more or less similar proposals, made by the Federal
Republic of Germany, Mexico. and the Netherlands, wei:e rejected in
Committee IV, the US proposal was approved by a narrow vote of 21 to
:W, with 27 abstentions.5 6 However, at the plenary session, in the light
of further discussions and it becoming evident that the :superjacent walers
and airspace above it would remain unaffected by these articles, the
United States changed its mind and agreed to support the term 'sovereign
lights' as used in the draft prepared by the International· Law Commission in 1956. It was then adopted by an overwhelming majority.57
Despite all the explanations given for preferring the wOrds 'SOVef'CIgll
lights' to 'sovereignty', there is hardly any difference between t.hem,
lZestricted in their thinking by the traditional connotations of sovereignl Y
a', 'vertical ownership'. and 'absolute and complete control' on the one
hand, and overly concerned about maintaining the traditional freedoms
of the high seas on the other, several. scholars and statesmen strongly
opposed the extension of 'sovereignty~ to the Continental Shelf. Thus,
Cecil Hurst was somewhat puzzled when, in 1949, he said:
Hitherto it has,. I believe, been generally assumed thitt'the limit of a state's sovcrcignty
is a vertical straight line stretching upwards arid downwards ad infinitum from tIle stmling point. Was the Continental Shelf policy intendecltointroduce a new syslem i' A
system under which the limits of state's sovereignty would be 'a line which made a
gigantic zigzag.

I-Ie was

'd~ubtful' if the system would or could work s'atisbctorily

[llactice,58
",
;,)

Tear Book of the Intematiol1al Law Commission, 1053, vol. 2, p. 214..
Year Book of the International Law' Commission, 1956, vol. 2, p 297 .
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Whiteman, n. 3. p. 036.
Ibid., pp. 636-7.
It was adopted by 51 votes to 14, with 6 p')stentions.

1>.

Hurst, n r 44, PP' 164-6.

Ibid., p. 637.
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Legal Regime of the Sea-Sed

In the 1958 Conference, the term 'sovereignty' was specifically rejected
to make it certain that the rights over the Continental Shelf did not
extend to superjacent waters and that the freedoms of the seas were not
hampered. Pointing out this fact, Miss Gutteridge, Assistant Legal Adviser to the British Foreign Office, explained, "it is true that the term
'sovereign rights' may have an odd ring about it, but it appears to leave
no doubt ... that the rights conferred upon the coastal state" were confined
to the exploration and exploitation of the Continental Shelf resources.59
It may be suggested, however, that apart from the fact that there is nothing wrong or inconceivable for sovereignty to be considered as both
vertical and horizontal,60 sovereignty over adjacent submarine areas, as
Lauterpacht pointed out, is not absolute and "like sovereignty over
territory in general-is not incompatible with restrictions imposed by
customary international law or undertaken by treaty."61 Sovereignty
over the Continental Shelf is certainly subject to reasonable requirements
of the principle of the freedom of the seas. 'Sovereignty' is 'an established
term of clarity', and "implies not only rights but also international
responsibility." It does not serve much purpose to replace it with 'terms
of studied vagueness and elasticity'. It is better to define the rights of
coastal states in a language which, "for the very reason that it has an
accepted connotation, lends itself to qualification and modification with
the view to meeting the exigencies of new problems. "62
NATURAL RESOURCES

Although sedentary fisheries always formed a part of the natural resources of the Continental Shelf, the most important resources which gave
rise to the doctrine of the Continental Shelf were petroleum and other
non-living mineral resources found in the adjacent submarine areas of
coastal states. The Truman Declaration specifically referred to the "longrange world-wide need for new sources of petroleum and other minerals,"
to the fact that these "resources underlie many parts of the Continental
Shelf," and to the requirement of recognized jurisdiction for their
"conservation and prudent utilization." The proclamations of Guatemala, Saudi Arabia, and some states of the Persian Gulf were chiefly
concerned with oil and other mineral resources. 63
It must be said, however, that not all proclamations and declarations
relating to the Continental Shelf were so confined to non-living mineral
resources. Most of the Latin American states claimed both living and nonliving natural resources. 1\1exico and Argentina made such claims soon after
50
J.A.C. Gutteridge, "The Regime of the Continental Shelf," Transactions oj the
Cratius Society Jor the,years 1958 and 1959, p. 86. See also Whiteman, n. 3, pp. 636-7.
•0
See Franklin, n. 21, p. 49.
6J
Lauterpacht, n. 10, p. 391,
62
Ibid. See also Franklin, n. 21. p. 48.
63
See Laws and Regulatiolls oj the Regime oj the High Seas, n. 50, pp, 10 and 22.30.
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lhe Truman Declaration. Some of them, in fact, went much further and
claimed full rights over the shelf and the seas above it. 64 Indeed, most of
the states laid claims in their assertions of authority to all the resources
found within the area claimed. Australia and Ethiopia, in 1953, felt sufficiently confident to claim directly sedentary fisheries beyond the territorial
sea. 65 At the third meeting of the Inter-American Council of Jurists
held in 1956, a resolution on the juridical regime of the sea was adopted,
which declared:
The rights of the coastal state with respect to the sea-bed and subsoil of its Continental
Shelf extend also to the natural resources found there, such as petroleum, hydrocarbons,
mineral substances, and all marine, animal, and vegetable species that live in a cons·
tant physical and biological relatIonship with the Shelf, not excluding the benthonic
species. G'

LIVING RESOURCES OF THE SEA-BED

Before referring to the controversy in the International Law Commission and the 1958 Conference, relating to the inclusion of living resources
of the Continental Shelf in the definition of 'natural resources,' it may
be mentioned that there are at least three species closely associated with
the sea-bed. . First, there are sedentary or 'benthonic' species,
which, after a brief larval phase, have an absolute physical association
with the sea-bed either by fixed attachment or by immobile incumbency
upon it, or by inability to move except in contact with it.
Such species include sponges, corals, oysters (including pearl oysters),
pearl shelf and chanks of India and Ceylon, the trochus and plants.
Second, there are 'demersal' species, such as the halibut, the cod, the
haddock, and the hake, which swim most of the time in close proximity
to the sea-bed. La3tly, there are 'crustacea', such as lobsters, crabs,
shrimps, and prawns, which, though closely associated with the sea-bed,
make limited seasonal migrations. 67
The International Law Commission, having decided at its earlier
sessions in 1950 and 1951 that sedentary fisheries should be treated separately from the Continental Shelf, adopted separate provisions for the two
subjects in its third report in 1951. While Article 2 in the Continental
Shelf draft gave the coastal states jurisdiction over the Continental Shelf to
exploit its 'natural resources', sedentary fisheries were excluded from
Ibid., pp. 3-19 and 299-303.
See MacChesney, n. 20, pp. 441-2 and 461. See also L.F.E. Goldie, "Australia's
Continental Shelf : Legislation and Proclamations," International and Comparative Law
Quarterly (London), vol. 3 (1954), pp. 535.75; and O'Connell, n. 3; pp. 185-299.
6G
MacChesney, ibid., p. 245.
6/
See J.A.C. Gutteridge, "The 1958 Convention on the Continental Shdf" British
rear Book oj International Law. vo:. 35 (1959), pp. 117-19. See also Milner B. Schaefer,
"Some Considerations of Living Resources Associated with the Deep Sea-bed," in Jerzy
Sztucki, Symposium on the International Regime oj the Sea-Bed (Rome, 1970), pp. 155 ff.
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The Commission considers that sedentary fisheries should be regulated independently of
the problem of the Continental Shelf. The proposals relating to the Continental
Shelf are concerned with the exploitation of the mineral resources of thc subsoil,
whereas, in the case of sedentary fisheries, the proposals refer to fisheries regarded as
sedentary because of the species caught or the equipment used, e.g., stakes embedded
in the sea-floor. This distinction justifies a division of the two problems. 68

the rightp of ,·coa,stalstates, ,to: :rninelral r-esom,ces" ,al one",I,whi,!e, others
wahtedt(j" exte'n'd' th'eni. 'toindtide i 'hb~tbm)"flsh3 "Lt:L ,those'"whi'di''' arc
widely migratory but c1os~ly related to the sea:bed;"e:g·."'tneIJ'rJ'taiCe, the
sok~,1;?id"thY)R-I~lipw,.~oththese proposals were overwhelmingly rcjecled. 72 The six-Power proposal, 'which was accepted as a compromise in
the Fourth Committee, provided:
The natural resources referred to in these articles consist of mineral and other nonliving resources of the sea-bed and the subsoil togcther with living organisms belonging
to sedentary species, that is to say, organIsms which, at the harvestable stage, either are
immobile on or under the sea-bed or are unable to move except in constant physical
contact with the sea-bed or the subsoil; but crustacea and swimming species are not
included. 73

In 1953, however, the Commission reversed its position and included
sedentary fisheries in 'natural resources'. It said that
The products of sedentary fisheries, in particular to _the extent that they were natural
resourees permanently attached to the bed of the sea, should not be outside the scope
of the regime adopted and that this aim could be achieved by using the term 'natural
resources'. It is clearly understood, however, that the rights in question do not cover
so-called bottom-fish and other fish which, although living in the sea, oceasionally have
their habitat at the bottom of the sea or are bred there. Nor do these rights cover objects stich as wrecked ships and their cargoes (including bullion) lying on the sea-bed
or covered by the sand 0 f the subsoiL"

It was suggested that the reasons for permitting to coastal states exclusive rights over mineral resources- namely, convenience and the undesirability of foreign exploitation-applied with equal force to the explonttion and exploitation of non-mineral resources as well. 70
At its eighth session in 1956, it was proposed that the condition of permanent attachment to the sea-bed should be specifically mentioned ill the
article itself. On the other hand, some other members wanted to include
species which were not regarded as permanently attached to the sea-bed
but lived "in constant physical and biological relationship with the seabed and the Cbntinental Shelf". The Commission, unable to reach an
agreement, decided to leave the text and the comments of the fifth session
unchanged. 71
1958 GENEVA CONFERENCE

Explaining the meaning of this proposal submitted by his own and
other delegations, Professor Bailey of Australia stated that it "was merely
a detailed expression of the principle laid down in the International Law
Commission's commentary on the Article." He pointed out that apart
from the mineral resources which comprised most of the non-living resource, of the sea-bed and the subsoil, "the words 'and other non-living
resources' had been added so that the article would apply to resources
such as the shells of dead organisms." As regards Ii ving resources, it was
considered that it was the permanent intimate aSSOCIatIOn of certain living organisms
with the sea Ind whieh justified giving the coastal states exclusive rights in regard to sueh
organisms. The word, "living organisms belonging to sedentary species" did not cover
all "the products of" sedentary fisheries, which was tbe term used by the Commission in
paragraph (3) of its Commentary. The permanent association of some living resourceS with mineral resources of the sea-bed and subsoil was such that it was best that bolh
these types of resources should b~ exploited jointly. They were harvested in such a way
that it was appropriate to give the coastal state exelll5ive rights in respect of both types.
Some sedentary living organisms were such permanent features of the sea-bed that it was
inadvisable to provide that they might b~ exploited by any state.
The living organisms or the sea-bed and subsoil belonging to sedentary species comprised
coral, sponges, oysters. including pearly oysters, p~arl shell, the sacred chank of India
and Ceylon. the troehus and plants.
It would be senseless to give coastal states exelus ive rights over mineral resources such
as the sands of the sea-bed but not over the coral, spollges and the living organisms
which never moved JI10re than a few inehes or a few feet on the floor of the sea.

He made it clear that

'To arrive at an acceptable legal cIelinition in the face of controversial
biological facts and to reconcile the differences' between distant-water
fishing states and the states whose people fished only off their own coasts
was no easy job in the 1958 Conference. Some states wanted to limit
Year Book of the International Law Commission, 1951, vol. 2, p. 143.
Year Book oj the International Law Cowmission, 1953, vol. 2. p. 214.
7.
See Sir Hersch Lauterpacht in the Year Book ~f the International Law C'll/lllli,'sio;l,
193J, vol. 1, p. 135.
71
Year Book oj the International Law Commission, 1956, vol, 2, pp. 307-1>.
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The sponsors of the amendment had agreed that no crustacea or swi mming species
shuuld be covered by the definition. Swimming species were obviously not sedentary.

"' UN Doc. No. A/Conf. 13/C. 4/L. 36, p. 6\). The Greek propolal to substitute
iI/era I for natural was rejected by 52 votes to 7, with 6 abstentions. The Burmese
proposal to inclnde bottom fish was defeated by 42 votes to n. with 11 abstentions. Ibid.
73
UN Doc. A/CONF. 13/C. 4/L.36, The proposal tabled by Australia, Ceylon, the
F"deration of Malaya, India, Norway, and the United Kingdom was adopted by 41 votes

//I

to J J, with 17 abstentions.

Ibid.• p. 70.
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It was true that the term 'crustacea' included all crabs, of which some species were
unable to move except in contact with the sea-bed or subsoil, but those 8p~cies could
move considerable distances. 74

The last phrase in the joint proposal-"but crustacea and swimming
species are not included in this definition"-was deleted in the plenary
session since it was considered' "redundapt" by some of the sponsors
themselvesY It is clear, therefore, that Article 2 (4) of the Convention
defines natural resources to include not only species permanently attached
to the sea-bed but also those which, when harvestable, are immobile or
move in constant physical contact with the sea-bed. The latter category
was explained to mean species which move but a few feet or inches from a
fixed location on the ocean floor.76
The treatment of 'sedentary fisheries) as a resource of the shelf was
criticized by several scholars both on scientific and on practical grounds.
Apart from the difficulty in defining 'sedentary' species satisfactorily, it
was pointed out that, in practice, the living resources of the sea were so
intimately dependent on one another that the regulation of some species
under one regime and of others under another was bound to create problems. Moreover, the unilateral regulation of any fishery in the high seas
created a serious hazard to the freedom of high seas fisheries in general. 77
In the exploitation of many of these resources, it is said, the methods of
fishing are not so unusual that coastal states could be considered to have
a unique interest in the activities concerned. Generally, no fIxed or
permanent installations are necessary. 78 Even when some gears are used
for some species, they are so close to the shore that they are no hazard to
navigation. 79 Further, unlike mineral resources, especially oil, living
resources cannot be said to form "a seaward extension of a pool or deposit lying Within the territory," as they have "usually only an accidental
l'elationship to the land-mass." Their exploitation is not dependent upon
'co-operation' from the shore, and the more-or-Iess casual presence of
foreign fishing vessels cannot be said to endanger the security of coastal
80
states.
Considering the general community policy "of encouraging the
highest possible productivity in the use of resources which is compatible
with equitable and orderly development," the outcome of the Convention
H

UN Doc. A/CONF. 13/C. 4/SR. 21 pp. 7-'---8.

,. See M. Whiternan, "Conference on the Law of the Sea: ConventIon on the Continental Shelf". American Journal of International Law. vol. 52 (1958), p. 638; and Gutteridge,
n. 67, p. 119.
76

McDougal and Burke, n.

t, pp. 660-1.

Richard Young, "The Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf: A First
Impression," American Journal of International Law, vol. 52 (1958), p. 736.
;6
According to Mouton, the sedentary species are never cought by using permanent
installations, Mouton, n. 49, p. 161.
". See Mc Dougal and Burke, n. I, pp. 643-4.
.0
Ibid., pp. 644-5.
77
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is, therefore, said to be unfortunate. 81
It may be said, however, that the exploitation of the living resources
of'the Continental Shelf would necessarily interfere with the exploitation
of the non-liVing resources and vice versa. 82 Therefore, it is both logical
and practical to confer jurisdiction on coastal states in regard to both
kinds of resources. 83 As Johnson said: "As a matter of practice it would
be difficult for a country to assert a claim to the mineral resources of the
Continental Shelf without also exercising control over all the natural
resources of that shelf. "84
But more important, the widely accepted need to conserve and manage
the living resources of the sea and to control foreigners engaged in overexploitation of these scarce resources requires that coastal states should be
given jurisdication over living resources near their shores. This jurisdiction is not only being claimed but increasingly recognized in the presentday world 85 . As the Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the
Living Resources of the High Sea~ stated: "A coastal state has a special
interest in the maintenance of the productivity of the living resources in
any area of the high seas adjacent to its territorial sea". [Art. 6(1)]
It is unfortunate that that the Continental Shelf Convention adopted a
vague and restricted definition of the living organisms which were included
in the 'natural resources) of the Continental Shelf. It covers only those
organisms which, at their harvestable stage, never get off the bottom and
cannot swim at all. Organisms that are capable of swimming at their
harvestable stage are not resources of the sea-bed, even though they may
spend some share of their time on or in the sea-bed86 . The workability of'
this definition has been challenged sinee the French-Brazilian lobster dis".
pute of 1963, in which the French Government argued that lobsters could
swim and were, therefore, not a true sedentary species or product of' Ihe
Continental Shelf, a view that was strongly challenged by Bra~il.87
Ibid., pp. 642 and 661,
See Milner B. Schaefer, "The Resources of the Sea-Bed and Prospective Rates of
Development as a Baois of Planning for International Managernent." in Lewis Iv!.
Alexander, ed., The Law of the Sea: The United Nations and Ocean Management (Proceedings of the Fifth Anual Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute, June liliO)
(Kingston, R.I. WiO), pp. 96-98.
63
See, for such effects on living resources, Schaefer, n. 67, pp. 180-81; and Sidney
J. Holt, "The Living Resources of the Sea-Bed," in Sztucki, n. 97, pp. 192-3.
8·1
I).H.N. Johnson, "The Legal Status of the Sea-Bed and Subsoil," ZeitschriJi .fllr
AuslandisCliiTs Offentliches Recht and Volkerrecht, vol. 16 (1956), p. 476. However, cf. ~'1c
Dougal and Burke, n. 1. pp. 645-7.
'5 See Francis T. Christy, Jr, and Anthony Scott, The Common Wealth in Ocean
Fisheries (Baltimore, Md, 1965), p. 177-87. But of McDougal and Burke, n. 1, 455 ff.
8G
See Schaefer, n. 67, pp. 156-7.
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On 19 February 1960, the Brazilian Government ordered French lobster boats
fishing over the COntinental Shelf in waters off the coast of Brazil to depart within fortyeight hours from the area extending 100 kilometres bej'ond the Brazilian coast. The
Government of France decided to send an armed escort to the area following expiration of
thc deadline. The vessel was, however, divcrted before it reached its destination. It should
hc mentioned, however, that since neither Brazil nor France had signed the Continental
ShclfConvention, its applicability was not at issue. See Whiteman, n. 3, P. 864.
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A dispute also arose in October-November 1964, between the United
States and japan in regard to king-crab fishing in the eastern Bering Sea.
japan claimed that the king-crab was a high-seas fishery resource and that
the japanese vessles were entitled to catching king-crabs in the eastern
Bering Sea. The United States was of the opinion that "the king-crab is
a natural resource of the Continental Shelf over which the coastal state
has exclusive jurisdiction, control and rights of exploitation." On 25
November 1964, the two Governments, "without prejudice to their respective positions", and having regard to the historical fact that the japanese
had for a long time been exploiting the king-crab resources in the eastern
Bering Sea area, agreed to let this historic practice continue, but they
made a provision of the level at 'which the japanese should catch kingcrab in the area, and also laid down conservation measures to be applied
to fishermen of both the countries. 88
SUPERJACENT WATERS AND AIRSPACE

With the exception of a few Latin American states, such as Argentina
and 1\.1exico,89 most of the state claims to jurisdiction over the
Continental Shelf, as we have noted in the previous chapter, were
\Vhiteman, Ibid., pp. 864-5, This agreement was extended and modified in 19G6,
1968, and 1970, reducing the Japanese quota from 18:5,000 cases (of 48 half-pound cans)
in 1965-66 to 85,000 for 1969 and 1970 and 37,500 for the years 1971 and 1972. See
US-Japanese Agreement of 23 December 1968 as published by the US Department of
State in the Treaties and Other International Ac~s Series, no. 6601. See also Agreement of 11 December 1970 as published by the US Department of State in the same
series, no. 7019. This latter agreement also applied to tanner crabs, Japan's quota of
which was fixed for 1971 and 1972 at 14,000,000 carbs. A Similar agreement was made
by the United States with the Soviet Union in 1965. Under this agreement the two
Governments recognized King Crab as a natural resource of the Continental Shelf but
permitted the Soviet Union to catch king crab for a period of two years provided that
the catch die! not exceed 118,600 cases of 48 half-pound cans in 1965 and 1066. This
Agreement was extended in 1967, 1969, and 1971 with reduced quotas. See Agreements
nos. 5752, li217, 6635, and 70a in the Treaties and other International Acts Series.
8'
Reaffirming ane! expanding the Presidential Declaration of:W October 1945, Mexico
proposed to amend its national Constitution to the effect that "direct dominion over the
Contincntal Shelf and submarine terraces belongs to the nation ... the watcrs of the sea
over the Continental Shelf and submarine terraces are also the property of the nation. "
See F.V. Garcia Amador, The Exploitation and Conservation of the Resources of the Sea
(Leyden, 19(3), p. 98. Argentina declared that its "epicontinental sea and Continental
Shelf are subject to the sovereign power of the nation." n. 50, p. 5. Both IVlexico and
Argentina declared, however, tbat freedom of navigation in "epicontinental" waters was
not affected. Chile, Ecuador, and Peru proclaimed in 1952 their "sole sovereignty"
over ZOO miles of adjacent sea, and said that this included "sole sovereignty and jurisdiction over tbe sea floor and subsoil thereof." See Santiago Declaration of 18 August 1952,
MacChesney, n. 20, pp. 266. Panama, Costa· Rica, Honduras, and El Salvador made
similar wide claims. See Amador, The Exploitation and ConservatiQn qf the Resources of the
Sea. pp.99-100. On the other hand, claims of Brazil; Venezuela, Nicaragua, Guatemala
and the Dominican Republic were confined to the' Continental Shelf and resources.
Arodor, ibid., pp. 97-98.
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freedom of the seas and of the airspace above them. No modification of or exceptions
from that principle are admissible unless expressly provided for in the various
articles. Do

In 1956, the Commission, combining the two articles into one
and repeatirS.g the necessity of .maintaining the "paramount" principle
of the freedom of the seas and the airspace above them, again
emphasized that the claim over the Continental Shelf could not "confer
any jurisdiction or exclusive control over the superjacent waters,
which are and remain a part of the high seas".9.4 The new draft
Article 69 read as follows: "The rights of the coastal state over
the Continental Shelf do not affect the legal status of the superjacent
waters as high seas, or that of the airspace above those waters."
Despite the cautious language of the Commission, and the clear
and unambiguous explanations of its intentions, several delegates in
the 1958 Geneva Conference were still concerned about protecting
the traditional freedoms of the ~ea and sceptical about the use of
the term 'sovereignty', or even 'sovereign rights', to define the
jurisdiction of the coastal states over adjacent submarine areas lest,
in their unguarded moments, they should lose this precious heritage.
Ultimately, when they did accept the International Law!Commission's
definition,9o over the strong objections of a few deIegates,96 they
also adopted the provision 'safeguarding the legal status of superjacent waters and airspace above them, as recommended by the
Commission. Attempts to modify this status of superjacent waters or
limit the freedoms of the high seas, were unsuccessful.
Thus an
Argentine amendment to draft Article 69 (Article 3 of the Convention) suggested the provision to read: "The rights of the coastal
state over the Continental Shelf do not affect the regime of freedom
of navigation on the high seas or that of the airspace above the
superjacent waters of the epicontinental sea."97
IV[oreno of Argentina explained that, of the four freedoms of the high
Sf'as expressly mentioned in the proposed Convention,
Only the freedom of navigation remained untouched by the provisions of Articles 70
and 71 [Allicles 4 and 5 of the Conventi~n]; consequently, the freedom envisaged in
Article oil [present Article 3] was substantially different from that proclaimed by
Article 67 [presen t AI ticle 1], a fact which should fino reflection in th e text.'"
Year Bonk of the International Law Commission, 1953, vol. 2, p. 2lii.
Year Book of the International Law Commission. 1956, vol. 2, p. 21l8.
DG
See n. 57 above and text thereto:
DG
Professors Ago and Gros of Italy and France respactively, stl"Cssed thet the characterization of coastal Slates' rights as sovereign would make the "whole provision defective"
and make the "whole text the object of ridicule." See UN Conference on the Law of
the Sea, Official Records, vol. 2, p, 14, paras 54 and 58.
"7
UN Doc, AjCONF. 13jC. 4jL. 6,
08
UN Doc. AjCONF. 13jC. 4jSR. 26, p. 5. See also Whiteman, n. 75, p. 6H,
D:J
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lIe pointed out that "the aim of his delegation's proposal was
to prohibit or restrict fishing in the superjacent waters, but to
ddine the rights of the coastal state to regulate its coastal fisheries
/ill' the purposes of conservation."99
The proposal was overwhelmingly rejected by a vote of 10 to 40, with
10 abstentions. loo
Another proposal was made by Yugoslavia to insert the following
1Jrfo~e the text of draft Article 6fl (present Article 3) : "Subject to the
restrictions referred to in Article 71 (present Article 5) of the present
Convention ... " However, this proposal was defeated by eight votes to
:n, 'with 19 abstentions as redundant.
The text, as drafted by the International Law Commission, was
approved in Committee IV and later accepted in the Plenary Session
unanimously.IOI
1101

EXPLOITATION OF THE CONTINENTAL SHElF AND PRESERVATION
OF TRADITIONAL FREEDOMS OF THE SEA

While maintaining the legal status of the superjacent waters as high
scas, and concerned about preserving the traditional freedoms of the seas,
states and statesmen were not unaware of the new inroads into the I raditional law in this respect. But it was generally believed that it would be
possible to reconcile the traditional freedoms with the new extension of
the jurisdiction of coastal states over the Continental Shelf. The concept
of sovereignty could be modified and adapted so far as it applied to the
Continental Shelf. It was suggested that "the sovereignty of the coastal
state over the adjacent submarine areas is fully compatible with ils
obligations in respect of freedom of navigation on the high seas and or
passage, on and through the bed of the sea, of cables and pipelines. "102
The exploitation of the sea-bed, the erection of installations, and the need
10 protect them were bound to affect, in varying degrees, and at different
I imes and places, the use of the sea itself. But it could not be ignored
that modern technology had led to an increase, both in number and in
variety, of the benefits to be derived from the sea, Of these benefits
navigation and fisheries were only two, "Uncritical insistence on the
'freedom of the seas'," it was argued, "should therefore not be permitted
10 force, without further analysis, the abandonment or a submarine
development merely because it is claimed to be an interfercnce with
1raditional uses. "103

D1

UN Doc, AjCONF. 13jC. 4jSR. 26, p. 10. Also sec Whiteman, n. 75T p. 611.
UN Doc. AjCO~F. 13jC, 4jSR,26, p. 11. Also see Whiteman, n. 75, p. 611.
101 The final vote in Committee 1 V was 34 to none, with 8 abstentions, and in the
I'knary Session 43 votes to none, with 3 abstentions. See ''''hiteman. n. 75, p. 642.
"12 Lauterpacht, n. 10, p. 392.
10:1
Young, n 12, p. 239,
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Commission, while recognizing the jurisdiction of the coastal states over
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the question was "complicated by the fact that it would often be
necessary to install pumping stations at certain points, which might
hinder the exploitation of the soil more than cables. It follows that the
coastal state might be less liberal in this matter than in the case of
cables.' '109
It was argued in 1958, however, that any difficulties which might arise
with regard to pipelines would be covered by the right of the coastal
states to take reasonable measures for the exploitation of the resources of
I he Continental Shelf. no
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NAVIGATION

Accepted for centuries as an undisputed rule of inter-state conduct,
freedom of navigation was sought to be protected by practically all the
states claiming jurisdiction over the Continental Shelf. Indeed, ~ome
scholars believed that "the common interest of humanity, the general
interest of the freedom of communication which is the general interest of
all states together, prevails above the individual interest of a single
coastal state, just as in the state itself, the public interest prevails above
the private interest of the individual."lll The Report of the International Law Association suggested in 1950 that
The exploration and exploitation of the resources of the seabed and subsoil of the
Continental Shelf outside territorial waters is permissible onl}' insojar as it does not
substantially inte~rere with shipping and fisheries, e.g., in so far as it does not constitute
an obstruction of traffic routes, a pollution of thhing waters, or their disturbance by
seismic operations.u'

!

Although the International Law Commission had recognized in 1950
that some priority should be given to the exploitation of natural resources
even when it interfered with the rights of navigation and fishing in
waters above the Continental Shelf,ll3 it reversed its position in 1951, and
laid down that the exploitation "must not result in substantial interference
with navigation or fishing." The Commission felt:
Navigation and fishing must be considered as primary interests, so that the exploitation
of the subsoil could not be permitted if it resulted in substantial interference with

rear Book of the International Law Commission, 1956, vol. 2, p. 299.
See Whireman, n. 75, p. 642. See the Netherlands' proposal to delete Article 70 and
Venezuelan proposal to modify it in Whiteman, ibid" pp. 642-3.
•
III
Mouton, n. 24, p. 391.
II'
See Report oj the Forty-jourth Conference qf the International Law Association held in
(;oj;enhagen, 1950 (1952), p. 134. Emphasis added.
1'3 It declared that "the exercise in (the waters over the Continental Shelf) of navigation
alld fishing rights might be impaired only in so far as strictly necessary for the exploitation
or sea-bed and subsoil." See Report oj the International Law Commission, 1950, p. 22,
para 200.
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Lautcrpaeht, n. 10, p. 403.
;Year Bo:o.k qf the !nten:/iltional,Law Com,m,issiol1, 1051" voL:' 2; ipr'14'2,(
(j;'10\, :Year: BQPt of t!le .!ntel:l,zaiional Law.Commissi.OIt;.l.953, voL 2;,pr 2li'j./.
(,
10'. :rew,B,ookojthe IntefTli:ltilJnalLawCommissiOIl" !D56:"vol..2, p" 2DD,
lOS Ib~d." p.,2D8. Emphasis,' added. Tile, 19.13:1: draft;"icLthat·coastal states.;"may,rJdt
prevent the establishment or maintenance of submarine '<lables~e) See' ,Year Booli oj' the
International Law Commission, 1953, vol. 2, p.213,
',;:"
llil
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them. For example, in narrow channels essential for navigation, the claims of navigation should have priority over those of exploitation. 114

Before, however, the traditional concept of the freedom of the seas
could become 'tyrannical', the Commission heeded the counsel of several
critics who warned it against exaggerations of the old doctrine. 115 In
1953, the Commission proposed that the exploitation "must not result
in any unjustifiable interference with navigation, fishing or fish production."116 The Commission· pointed out that "what the article prohibits
is not any kind of interference but only unjustifiable interference." It
explained:
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The 1958 Conference adopted, without any change and without much
debate, this part of the Commission's recommendation as Article 5(1).
With respect to fishing, the Conference added in Article 5, paragraph 7,
that : "The Coastal state is obliged to undertake, in safety zones, all
appropriate measures for the protection of the living resources of the sea
from harmful agents."
The provision requiring submission of disputes to the International
Court was not,however, accepted; and an op#onal Protocol concerning
the compulsory settlement of disputes was adopted instead. 120

The progressive development of international law, which takes place against the
. background of established rules, must often (esult in the modification of those rules by
reference to new interests or needs. The extent of that modification must be determined by tbe relative importance of the needs and interests involved. To lay down,
therefore, that the exploration and exploitation of the Continental Shelf must never
result in any interference whatsoever with navigation and fishing might result in many
cases in rendering somewhat nominal both the sovereign rights of exploration and
exploitation and the very purpose of the articles as adopted. Th e case is clearly one
of assessment of the relative importance of the interests involved. Interferer.ce, even
if substantial, with navigation and fi,hing might, in some cases, be justified. On the
other hand, interference even on an insignificant scale would be unjustified ifunreiated
to reasonably conceived requirements of exploration and exploitation of the Continental Shelf. ll7

Since any reconciliation between the exclusive and inclusive interests
of states would leave "room for a measure of elasticity and discretion"
and it would "remain a question for subjective appreciation," the Commission suggested arbitration procedure for the settlement of disputes
that might arise and could not be settled through negotiations,us
In 1956, the Commission substantially adopted the 1953 provision, but
recommended the compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of
Justice for the settlement of the disputes that might arise. It also gave
more concrete content to fishing rights, and recommended that exploitation "must not result in any unjustifiable interference with navigation,
fishing or the conservation of the living resources of the sea." Itwas
said that "everything possible should be done to prevent damage by
exploitation of the subsoil, seismic exploration in connection with oil
prospecting, and leaks from pipelines. "119
'Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1951, vol, 2, p. 142.
See Francois in UN Doc. No. A/CN.4/60, pp. 1l0-II. See also Lauterpacht, n. 10,
pp. 398-315; and Cidel, as quoted in Lauterpacht, Ibid., p. 408.
116 'Yearbook of the International Law Commission H)53 vol. 2, p. 213. Emphasis supplied.
117 Ibid., p. 215.
118
Ibid., pp. 216-17.
110 'Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1956, vol. 2, p. 299.
114

11.

120 The provision was approved in the Fourth Committee but failed to win a two-thirds
majority in the plenary session. See Official Records, n. 96, 1958, p. 55,.
121
'Yearbook of the International Law Cammission, 1951, vol. 2, p. 142.
122 'Yearbook oj the International Law Commission, 1953, vol. 2, p. 216.
123
'Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1956, vol. 2,. pp. 300-1.
lU See Whiteman, n. 3, p. 647.
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of narrow channels not" to limit the scope of that paragraph, but only to
make it more concise by removing a phrase which appeared too be unnecessary."125 It is clear, ho~ever, that the pr:ohibition is not absolute
and that installations may be erected even "in straits, narrow channels
and sea lanes 'essential for international navigation' as long as they do not
cause interference in the use of such areas for navigation. "126
Detailed rules have also been provided about the status ofinstallations,
establishment of safety zones, measures necessary for their protection,
notice of construction of installations, and warning of their presence. It
is clearly laid down in Article 5, paragraph 9, that "such installations
and devices, though under the jurisdiction of the coastal
state, do not
o
possess the status of islands. They have no t.erritorial sea of their own,
and their presence does not affect the delimitation of the territorial sea
of the coastal state."127
Subject to the overriding prohibition of "unjustified interference,"
Article 5, paragraph 2, entitles coastal states to "establish safety zones
around such installations and devices and to take in those zones measures
necessary for their protection." Although the Commission did not
specify the size of the zones, it. suggested that "a maximum radius of 500
metres is sufficient for the purpose. "128 Article 5, paragraph 3, adopted
this measure, probably, for the prevention of fires.l 29 It provides: "The
safety zones referred to in paragraph 2 of the article may extend to a
distance of 500 metres around the installations and other devices which
have been erected, measured from each point of their outer edge. Ships
of all nationalities must respect these safety zones·."
In order to make navigation through waters over the Continental Shelf
as safe as possible under. the circumstances, Article 5,paragraph 5, prescribes. that "Due notice must be given of the construction of any such
installations, and permanent means for giving warning of their presence
must. b.e maintained. Any installations which are abandoned must be
entirely removed."
The International Law Commission explained in its 19;'56 report that
this did involve a "duty to disclose in advance plans relating to contemplated construction of installations,"
But where the construction of
provisional installations was "likely to interfere with navigation, due
means of warning m\1st be maintained" and "as far as possible due notice
must be given." Recipients of notice were to be "not only governments
but also groups interestedjn navigation and fishing."13o
125 Official Records, n. 96, vol. 6, p. 83, para 22.
126 McDougal and Burke, n. 1, p. 711.
12' See also Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1956, vol. 2, pp. 299-300'0
128
Ibid., p. 299.
129 McDougal and Burke, n. 1, p. 712.
130 Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1956, vol. 2, p. 299. The latter
proposal about recipient of notiCe was once adopted in Committee IV in the 1958 Confel'ence but was later rejected. See ,,yhiteman, no. 3. pp. 646·7.

Since science is the principal means of man's achievement in the
ocean, and freedom of fundamental scientific research is essential foJ'
acquiring a better scientific understanding of the sea~bed, absence
specific reference to the freedom of scientific research in the draft articles
on the Continental Shelf, adopted by the International Law Commission
at its fifth session in 1953, caused considerable apprehension in the
scientific community. It was felt that the jurisdiction and control of
national state over the Continental Shelf might endanger the freedom to
conduct scientific research on the soil of the Continental Shelf as well as
in the waters above. Although the Commission did not adopt any
specific provision in this regard, it sought to allay some of this anxiety
by asserting in its 1956 report that

or

0

the freedom to cOllduccresearch in these waters-which still'from part of the high seasis in no way affected. The coastal state will not have the right to prohibit scicntific
research, in particular research on the conservation of the living resources of the sea.
The consent of the state will only be required for research relating to the exploration
of the sea-bed or subsoil. It is to be expected that the coastal state will only refusc its
consent exceptionally, and in cases in which it fears an impcdiment to its exclusive
rights to explore and exploit the sea-bed and subsoil.'31

This, however, failed to satisfy the scientific community. A dooument
comprising resolutions and a communication from· the International
Council of Scientific Union on this matter was submitted by the UNESCO
to the United Nations' Conference on the Law of the Sea. 132 In the
Geneva Conference in 1958, two somewhat conflicting provisions were
adopted in regard to scientific research. ln pursuance of a Danish propo"
sal, paragraph 1 of Article 5 was amended to provide that exploration and
exploitation of the Continental Shelf should not "result in any interference with fundamental oceanographic or other scientific research carried
out with the intention of open publication."133 But this provision was
modified by the new paragraph 8, adopted at the suggestion of France,134
which laid down the conditions and limitations of scientific ~esearch :
The consent of the coastal state shall be obtained in respect of any research concerning
the Continental Shelf and undertaken there. Nevertheless, the coastal state shall not
normally withhold its consent if the request is submitted by a qualified institution with
a view to purely scientific research into the physical or biological characteristics of the

131 Report of the International Law Commission, 1956, vol. 2, p. 298.
132 UN Doc. A/CONF. 13/23, 13 January 1958.
133 See Whiteman. n. 3, p. 644. It is interesting to note that this prohibition went even
l>eyond the restrictions on freedoms of navigation and fishing. The latter were subjected
only to "unjustifiable interference." McDougal and Burke, n. 1, p. 714.
184 See Whiteman, ibid, pp. 647-8.
13G Official Records, n. 96, vol. 6, p. 89.
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Continental Shelf, subject to the proviso that the coastal state shall have the right, if it
so desires, to participate or to be represented in the research, and that in any event the
results shall be published.

Fundamental (or pure) oceanograph research was defined by N.B.
Schaefer, in his capacity as an Expert in the 1958 Conference, as meaning
"scientific study intended to add to the sum of human knowledge about
the world, regardless of its application." "Oceanography" was said to be
"the scientific study of ocean basins, the ocean and its contents. It was
subdivided into four parts: (i) physical oceanography which dealt with
waves, tides, currents, magnetism, heat exchange, etc; (ii) chemical oceanography, which was the chemistry of the complex mixture of substances
in the waters of the sea; (iii) marine biology which was the study of
plant and animal organisms in the sea; (iv) submarine geology which included the geology of the sea bottom, the study of sedimentation processes
etc. Oceanography also included the study of phenomena outside the
oceans, such as meteorology."
It is important to remember, however, that it is very difficult to distinguish between 'fundamental' or 'pure' scientific research and 'applied',
'commercial', or 'military' research. Indeed, much of the geological
research is commercially of much help in the exploration of oil to the oil
companies, and marine biological research is of great use in fishing. Similarly physical oceanographical research is of immediate value in designing
military weapons and detection systems.
There is a dichotomy of interests here. No country or private academic or business organization would like to share with others the scientific
information it has collected at enormous expense without some quid pro
quo. On the other hand, no coastal state can sit idly by while foreign
countries or corporations conduct research off its shores about which it
knows nothing. 136
It is generally admitted that freedom of s.cientific research on, in and
under the high seas is protected by the doctrine of the freedom of the seas.
Although Article 2 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the High Seas
does not specifically mention the freedom of scientific research as one of
the traditional freedoms of the high seas, the travaux preparatoires of this
Article leaves no _doubt that it is presumed to be included in the traditional freedoms. The International Law Commission in its 1956 report
clearly stated :
.
The list of freedoms of the high seas contained in this article is not restrictive. The
Commission has merely specified four of the main freedoms, but is aware that there are
other freedoms such as freedom to undertake scientific research on the high seas-a

136 See Alan Beesley, in Proceeding of American Society qf International Law, 1971 (Washington, D.C., 1971), p. 120.
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freedom limited only by the general principle stated in the third sentence of paragraph
1 of the commentary to this article, Le., that states are ound to refrain from any acts
which adversely affect the use of the high seas by nationals of other states.l 37

By maintaining the legal status of superjacent waters over the Continental Shelf as high seas under Article 3 of the Convention on the Continental Shelf, an attempt was made to protect t4is freedom. The intention
to protect this freedom was clearly expressed in Article 5, paragraph 1.
Although coastal states have a right to. protect their interests of exploration and exploitation of the Continental Shelf, Article 5, paragraph 8,
went much beyond that and made all scientific research "concerning the
Continental Shelf and undertaken there" subject to the consent of the
coastal state concerned. It merely exhorted coastal states not to withhold their consent 'normally', if the request was submitted by a 'qualified
institution' for 'purely scientific research'. All these terms of studied
ambiguity gave almost unlimited discretion to coastal states.
The United States Commission on Marine Science, Engineering, and
Resources, referred to these ambiguities and raised many questions in this
regard:
What is research 'concerning' the Continental Shelf? When is such research "unclertaken there"? When are conditions "not normal"? What is "purely" scientific
research? What is the line between "exploring" the Continental Shelf, for the
purpose of which the coastal nation exercises "sovereign rights" under Article 2 of the
Convention, and "fundamental oceanographic and other scientific research" with
which, according to Article 5(1) of the Convention, neither the exploration of the
Continental Shelf nor the exploitation of its natural resources may interfere ?136

I t has been suggested that the intention of the drafters in using the
words 'concerning the Continental Shelf and undertaken there' was to
limit the requirement of prior consent to research concerning the Continental Shelf which involved physical contact with the sea-bed or subsoil of
the Continental Shelf. 139 Thus, the US Department of State believed that
"research on the Continental Shelf includes the removal of shelf samples
(such as by coring and dredging) and living resources which are unable
to move at th~ harvestable stage except in physical contact with the
shelf. Research on waters above the shelf or on swimming creatures is
not affected." An official of the Department further said "that research
which involves physical contact with or into the shelf is shelf research
and that which does not touch the shelf is not. Thus, magnetic fields
137 Tear Book of the International Law Commission, 1956, vol. 2, p. 278. See also I.O.C.IMCO Study of Legal Problems Associated with Ocean Data Acquisition System, I.O.C./INF108 (revised), January 1969, p. 9.
188 Our Nation and the Seo:
A Plan for National Action (Report of Marine Science,
I'~ngineering and Resources) (Washington, D.C., 1969), p. 203.
See E. D. Brown, "Freedom of Scientific Research and the Legal Regime of
IIydrospace," Indian Journal of International Law, (New Delhi), vol. 9, no. 3, p. 356.
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of gravity, or the taking of acoustic sub-bottom reflection measurements,
or water samples, would not be considered to be shelf research."140
It is doubtful, ho wever, if all states will adopt such a restrictive interpretation. In fact, Burke cites a report that the US Department of the Interior
requires permits for "exploratory vessels even though the vessels' activities do not make contact with the bottom."141 It is also argued that
research is undertaken on the shelf "if the investigative technique is aimed
at the surface or the subsoil of the shelf even though the physical instrumentality ehJ.ployed is on the surface or the water column. The end result
of using the instrumentality is to probe ... into the shelf."142 As Professor
Revelle also said:
A surface ship.making gravity measurements or an aircraft towing a magnetometer are
certainly investigating the properties of the sea floor and the sediments and rocks
beneath it, as is a ship making recording of echo-sounding or operating a sonic subb6ttom profiter, and it is likely that most states will interpret the Convention as
requiring their consent for such activities. u3

There are similar ambiguities in regard to fishery research which most
coastal states claim the right to prohibit in the exclusive fishery zone
adjacent to their territorial waters. Fishery research is defined as "the
study of the biology, environment, abundance, availability, and exploitation of fish or other aquatic organisms for the purpose of facilitating the
utilization of those organisms for sport or commercial purposes. "144
While such research in the fishery zone is said to require clearance, it is
sometimes contended that "research in the contiguous fishery zone for
other purposes, even if it involves marine organisms, does not require
clearance; this is true even if the research in question might be valuable
to fisheries research, although done for other purposes. "145
Schaefer rightly pointed out, however, that "this definition is not operationally very useful, because of the difficulty of determining the motives
of the scientific complement of any particula'r research vessel," and doubted-·if he could rely upon it for seeking permission from a foreign government for conducting research in biological oceanography, or related
fields. 146 Since every aspect of oceanography, including the biology,
140 Quoted by Milner B. Schaefer, "The Changing Law of the Sea: Effects on
Freedom of Scientific Investigation," in Lewis Alexander, The Future of the Sea's R.esources
(Proceedings of the Second Annual Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute, 1967)
(Kingston, R.I., 1968), p. 115.
141 Quoted by Brown, n. 139, p. 356.
142 Burke, as quoted by Brown, ibid.
143 Rober Revelle, "Scientific Research on the Sea-bed: International Cooperation in
Scientific Research.and Exploration of the Sea-bed," in Sztvcki, n. 67, p. 660.
144 See opinion of the US DepartmentofState as quoted bySchaefer, n. 140, p. 115.
145

ibid.

146

Schaefer, ibid., pp. 115-16..
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physics, chemistry, geology, and meteorology of an ocean area may help
in determining the availability of marine fish, and can .facilitate their
exploitation,in principle, "any kind of oceanographic research can be
prohibited in the contiguous zone. '?l47
The requirement of prior consent in every instance of research is bound
t.o create several unforeseen difficulties and unwarranted delays.148 As.
Schaefer observed :
It would appeal' that any honest scientist, engaged in fundamental research with the
intention of openpublication, should have no hesitation about this procedure. The
difficulty, of course, is that obtaining permits from governmental authorities is'usually
a time-consuming process, thus militating against rapid exploitation of scientific
opportunities as they arise in the mind of the investigator. Equally serious.is the
uncertainty in being able to forecast the time required for obtaining permission from
any particular state. The scheduling of large, expensive research vessels so as to
obtain the optimum return for the funds expended is already a difficult enotlgh problem, without throwing in this new element of uncertainty.u.

Anybody wit.h any experience of the way Governments function would
readily agree with these remarks. Apart from inordinate delays,therc
can be outright refusal on the part of a Government to conduct scientific
research. Indeed several such cases have been reported during the last
few years: 150 Furthermore, because of anticipated clearancedimculties,
in several instances the institutions are dissuaded from seeking ·clearance
and are forced-to abandon their projects. 15i Although manystateshave
not become parties to the Continental Shelf Convention, it is generally
felt that permission should be obtained to do research on the Continental
Shelf from allnations. 152
There is little doubt that a great deal of research is needed before the
resources of the sea, living and non-living, can be fully developed and
utilized for human benefit. The impediments to research ·efforts arc,
therefore, disadvantageous for the entire community of nations.
The
situation is all the more regrettable since there has been no agreement so
1ol7 Revclle, n. 143,pp. 660·1.
143 See William T. Burke, Marine Science Research and Intematiollal Law (Kingston,
R.I., 1970), I'lp. 3 ff.
149Schaefer,n. 140. p. 116. See also Revelle, no. 143, pp 659-60.
160 According to Revelle, there were, between 1963 and 1966, six instances of other
nations refusing requests from American flag vessels to conduct scientific research on their
territorial seas. Between January 1967 and September 1968, there were twelve such
refusals. Revelle, n. 1'43 p.659. Burke mentions six outright refusals 'between January
1969 and June 1970. See Burke, n. 148, p. 7. For some other cases of refusals and
delays and consequent abandonment of research projects, see "V.T. Burke, "Gontemporai'y'
Legal Problems in Ocean Development," in Towards a Better Use of the Ocean (Stockholm
International.Peace Research Institute Monograph) (New York, 1969), p. HO.
151 See Burke, n. 148, .p. 4.
152 At least the United States and the Netherlands are reported to have taken this v:iew..
Ibid., p. 120.
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far on the outer limit of the legal Continent Shelf. Although there is an
element of risk in permitting complete freedom of scientific research in
Continental Shelf waters, since such research might enable foreign interests to acquire commercially valuable information about the shelf resources, and also perhaps to some extent endanger the security of the coastal
state concerned, such dangers can always be reduced by laying down
some procedural safeguards, providing for the active participation of the
coastal state in the research work, and insisting that the results of the
investigations should be published. Several proposals have been made
for the facilitation of scientific oceanographic research without much
risk to the coastal states concerned.
Professors McDougal and Burke suggested that Article 5 (8) should be
deleted altogether, providing instead "notification of planned research in
terms of objects and methods ... , leaving it open for coastal objections if
the research appeared a disguised effort to explore the area for mineral
deposits or to engage in actual exploitation." They agreed, however,
that the possibility of such a repeal Was minimal and "perhaps unrealistic. "153
Apart from giving a rather restrictive interpretation to Article 5 (8),
as requiring consent only for research involving physical contact with the
sea-bed and subsoil of the Continental Shelf and not for research involving the waters above, even if the latter is directed ultimately at the sea5
bed,1 4 it is suggested that potential difficulties could be averted if states
made ita habit to grant consent for such research. The International
Council of Scientific Union (ICSU) resolved in November 1958 to request its member nations to signify, while ratifying the Continental Shelf
Convention, that they would grant general permission to any scientific
researchvessel to conduct investigations on the following conditions: (1)
The programme should be specifically approved by the ICSU. (2) The
ICSU should guarantee that the results of the investigations would be
openly published. (3) The coastal states concerned should be notified
sufficiently in advance so that they might, if necessary, designate their
representatives to take part in the work.
Such a certificate from the
ICSU or some other suitable international body, it was suggested, would
help the coastal states concerned to identify bona fide scientific research
and avoid diplomatic delays which would jeopardize many types of
~cientific investigation. 155
"However,when the President of the National Academy of Sciences of
the United States wrote to the Department of State, saying that it should
"McDougal and Burke, n. 1, p. 722. See also Burke, n. 148, p. 25.McDougal-and Burke, ibid. The learned" authors also suggest that undue weight
should not be given to the term qualifi,d institution. Purel,y Scientific" research should be
constructed broadly. Ibid., p. 723.
See Schaefer; n. 140, p. 116.

give favourable consideration to the ICSU resolution or offer to grant
pcrmission on a reciprocal basis to research vessels of all nations, the
I'ccommendation was rejected. He was informed that the United States
believed that it "should retain the power to permit, prohibit, or regulate
activities by foreign nationals on the 1!nited States Continental Shelf, and
that the delegation of this power to ICSU would be unwise."166
The United States Commission on Marine Science, Engineering, and
Resources proposed that a new convention on marine research should be
negotiated.l 57 Hewever, since this was bound to take some time, several
interim measures were recommended which would include, inter alia:
The United States might state that it will grant applications by foreign scientistsfol'
permission to conduct broad categories of research without requiring them to make
repeated requests for consent to engage in individual projects falling within an
approved category, stating that its prior consent is required only for research concerning the Continental Shelf which involves physical contact with it. Even if physical
contact occurs, as when an installation for scientific research is placed on the Continental Shelf, it could stress that its prior consent is not required if the research coneel'1ls
the superjacent waters and not the Continental Shelf.
Of course, the United States would retain its right ... to participate or be represented
in the research, and the results of investigation would still have to be published.
The United States could state that it will consent to the conduct of any proposed
foreign scientific investigation certified by the International Oceanographic Commission
(IOC) as meeting the requirements of the Convention on the Continental Shelf. In
performing this task, IOC should be guided by the criteria set forth in' the
Convention.
The United States might announce unilaterally that, upon prior notice, it will conscnt
to the conduct in its territorial waters and exclusive fisheries zone of scientific research
(including the limited taking of fish specimens) which is part of an international
cooperative project sponsored or endorsed by the IOC, provided that it may participate
or be represented in the l'esearch and that the scientists involved agree to publish "the
results of the research and to make available upon request the basic data required. 158

A similar unilateral action was also urged by the Committee of Oceanography of the US National Academy of Science on 28 April 1970. It tecommended that the US Government should announce its decision to permit
scientific research in areas subject to US jurisdiction, except in internal
waters, on the following four conditions: (1) Resonable advance notice
(say, of sixty days) should be given. (2) The United States should be
allowed the opportunity to participate in research and receive all data on
request. (3) The results should be published. (4) The United States
should be assured that scientific exploratory activities would present no
hazard to the resources or uses of the sea or sea-bed. 159

153
154

"1..
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Ibid.
See Our Nation and the Sea, n. 138, p. 203.
Ibid., pp. 204.5.
Quoted by Burke, n. 148, pp. 19-20.
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In the light of the above history of the ICSU resolution, it is doubtful
if such a policy would be acceptable to the United States. Indeed, a
State Department official, writing in his individual capacity, commented
that some of the suggestions of the Marine Science Commission were
"misleading orerroneous."160 He also said that the Commission had
"put too much reliance on the -lac." The laC was "simply,in no
position to make ... a certification" that a foreign scientific investigation
met the requirements of the Continental Shelf Convention. It had an
extremely small staff with which to undertake its already large and
complicated responsibilities. Even if the staff was increased,it was
simply not practicable. 161 Moreover, the laC projects were voluntary,
and the
Commission's suggestion would make the United States automatically a participant in
any IOC sponsored project which might include areas of the ocean off its coast. This
appears to go a bit too far, even in the interests of scientific research, since there are
other American interests which must be considered in such circumstances. 16 '

It is doubtful if any state will unilaterally agree to graht blanket permission to other nations to conduct scientific research in its territorial and
Oontinental Shelf waters. And yet, in order to be able to promote the
highest good of all nations, it is essential that a comprehensive programme
of marine science research should be developed and carried into effect in
close co-operation among all states. Such a programme should include
scientific research of the ocean floor and the development of the technologies relevant to the exploitation of its natural resources. Apart from
encouragement and co-ordination of scientific research on the national
level in each country, a'lot of effort is essential on the international
level, especially in view of the fact that marine rese'arch requires considerable investments which are beyond the means of anyone state. This new
frontier of knowledge should not be allowed to become the exclusive
preserve of a small group of technologically and economically advanced
countries. It is, therefore, essential to organize inter-state co-operation
in, and co-ordination of, rese'arch programmes. To some extent the
objective ,might be achieved,and research facilitated, by' bilateral163 or
multilateral agreements among states, especially those which are allied
with one another politically and economically. Alternatively, it might
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1)(' profitable to attempt to establish inter-state regional agreements
1M
g'llaranteeing free access to bona fide research vess~lsof member nations.
Vlost important, international bodies, such as the UNESCO and the
10C, should be more actively used to promote scientific investigation
with a view to learning more about the nature and resources of the
oceans through concerted action of its members. In fact, the laC was
(~stablished for this very purpose. This role of the Commission was
expressly recognized in GA resolutions of 6 December 1961, 28 Decem1>er 1967, and 27 December 1968. 165 It was also emphasized in GA
resolution of 14 January 1969,166 In 1969 the IOC passed a resolution
setting out a procedure by which it might help the efforts of individual
I67

slates to secure clearances for research.
While the usefulness and desirability of the fr~edom of scientific research
are undeniable, they have led to acrimonious debates. The underdeveloped states are full of suspicion as to the motives of the scientifically and
technologically advanced nations, and are afraid lest the freedom of
scientific research should be misused. In the 1974 conference on the
law of the sea, this is going to be a major issue to be decided. The Legal
Sub-committee of the United Nations Sea-bed Committee stated in 11170
that the principle of 'freedom of scientific research ... without. discrimination' ,vas grnerally acceptable. It also agreed that
States· shall promote international cooperation in the conduct of scientific research and that
th~re shall be no inte~ference with fundamental scientific research carried out with the intention
of open publication .,. on the understanding that it would be necessary to be able
to distinguish clearly scientific research from commercial exploration. One element
in this distinction was agreed to be the subsequent making available or COl1l1nllnical'iol1

of results.

..

But it added
Differences still remain as to the relation between frlee-dom of scientific research and
the possible obligations regarding priol' communication of programmes and subsequent
communication of results, as well as differences as to whether the notions of accessibilj~y
or availability on the one hand, or dissemination on the other, should be employed.
There is still no agreement on the inclusion of the idea that such research should not
be the basisJor claims for rights to exploitation. The suggestion regarding strengthening the research capabilities of the developing countries is still to be further
considered.

160 William J. Sullivan, Jr, "Freedom of Scientific Inquiry," in Lewis M. Alexander,
ed., The Law of the Sea: National Policy Recommendations (Proceedings of the Fourth Annual
Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute, 1969) (Kingston, R. 1.,1970), p. 375. Sullivan
is Chief, Oceanography and International Organizations Office of the Special Assistant
for Fisheries and Wildlife to the Secretary of State.
161 Ibid., p. 374.
162 Ibid., p. 375.
163 See, for some bilateral agreements, Burke; n. '148, pp. 18-19.

16<1
Schaefer, n. 140, p, 118, See, for so,ne eff0rts made in this direction by the Inte-rnational Council for the Exploration of the Sea, Burke. n. 148, p. 17.
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It will require a lot of statesmanship and some hard bargaining to
resolve these differences.~68
CREEPING JURISDICTION

In spite of all the precautions taken by the drafters of the Continental
Shelf Convention to maintain the status of superjacent waters as high
seas and to preserve the historic freedoms which went along with it, the
acceptance of the jurisdiction of coastal states over the Continental Shelf
necessarily led to a recognition of some limited rights in coastal states to
regulate navigation, fishing, laying of cables and pipelines, and scientific
investigation in the Continental Shelf waters. This interference with
the traditional freedoms has much disturbed some scholars, who see in it
the forebodings of a new and unfortunate trend. They are convinced that
When a state enjoys exclusive rights for some purposes, they tend to become exclusive
rights for other, perhaps all purposes. Continental Shelf, then, will tend to become
territorial sea, and a wider Continental Shelf will become a wIder territorial sea with
adverse consequences to other national and international interests in the freedom of
the seas. 169

ThIS is believed to be an 'undeniable law' of international life.
As early as 1955, Professor Scelle had predicted that the doctrine of the
Continental Shelf would lead to ever-increasing claims on the common
domain of the high seas, both upward to embrace superjacent waters and
outward to expand the territorial sovereignties of coastal states.170
Friedmann points out that "as exploration and installations multiply,
these pious reassertions of the conventional and customary freedom of
navigation and fishing obviously become increasingly empty, and we are
left with a question of priorities: the exclusive claims of the coastal
states or the traditional freedoms of international communication. The
answer can hardly be in doubt." He notes, for instance, that in the
Gulf of Mexico, where intense oil-drilling has been in progress, navigation
has already been pushed to a back seat by the provision of 'fair' ship-

ping-Ianes. l7l In 1967, John Craven described the trend of law as '~the
careful extension of municipal jurisdiction seaward along the seabed and
from thence to the vertical column above and the subterrain below."172
The tendency is understandable, it is said, because a state which has
jurisdiction for some purposes feels the need to extend it "in order to
safeguard what it has, or because it seems reasonable to do so and there
appears to be no reason not to do so." "There is no persuasive reason;"
it is asserted,
why a coastal state should have exclusive jurisdiction in the sea-bed for some
purposes-say, to expolit minerals and' crabs-but not for others-say, to exclude the
submarine tracking devices of other states. Indeed, there is no compelling reaSOn
why a coastal state should have exclusive rights in sea-bed but not in the adjacent
waters or its air space. '73

It is felt that as the exploitation of the Continental Shelf brings greater
wealth to a few fortunate states, it will soon become an 'unacceptable
anomaly.' States which are less fortunate in 1J1inerals or other resourceS
would be tempted to claim exclusive jurisdiction in respect of those
areas and this would further lead to the extension of the territorial sea.
This is the lesson of history. "The very notion of territorial sea began
because [some] nations [Scandinavian cOUIitries] claimed special rights
for some one purpose [for instance, fishing or neutrality]. Theextension
of the territorial sea from 3 to 12 miles began with states claiming a
12-mile contiguous zone for limited purposes," say, for the purpose of
curbing bootlegging and rum-running (as during the period of prohibition
in the United States) or for customs and immigration. 174 The limited
rights claimed in the Truman Declaration had to be extended in the 1958
Convention to wider areas, rights in sedentary fish, and some control
over navigation and scientific research. Some writers further suggest
that coastal states may erect defence installations and take other measures
to safeguard mining operations and perhaps also national defence. 176
Friedmann. n. 170, p. 38.
Quoted ibid., p. 49. See also to the same effect Craven, quoted in Marine Resources
and Legal-Political Arrangements for their Develo/'ment (Panel Reports of the Commission on
Marine Science, Engineering and Resources, Report of the International Panel) (Washington. D.C., 1969), vol. 3, p. VIII-23.
173
See US Senate, Congress 91, session I, Committee on Commerce, Hearings,
Special Study on United Nations Suhoceardc Lands Policy (Washington, D.C .. 1969) p. 67.
1'(
Louis Henkin's statement in US Senate, Congress 91, session I, Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs, Special Subcommittee on Outer Continental Shelf, Hearings,
Issues Related to Establishment of Seaward Boundary oj United States Outer Continental
Shelf, (Washington, D.C., .]969), pp. 184 and 191-2. .See I.. Brownlie, Principles oj
Public International Law (London 1965). Brownlie states: "What is certain is that claims
to jurisdiction (for neutrality purposes or fisheries) have always tended to harden into
claims to sovereignty." Quoted in Henkin, n. 173, p. 66.
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Franklin, n. 21, pp. 65-67.
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Prepilratory Conference on the Legal Framework and Continental Shelf, University
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Ratiner's statement before the Subcommittee on Sea Power of the Committee on
Armed Services oj the US House of Representatives on Territorial Sea Boundaries, on 25
June 1970.
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In fact, the Truman Declaration has already inspired the states of Latin
America to claim 200 miles territorial sea. It is warned, therefore, that
any further extension of the Continental Shelf will amount to an extension
of territorial seas all around the world. and a scramble for what has been
and should' be the common property of all nations. Acceptance of
'continental margin' as part of the legal Continental Shelf will mean
closing one-quarter of the oceans for defensive military activities, navigation, fishing, deep-sea mining, extraction of food resources, scientific
research, and other uses of the sea which had been subsumed in the
phrase 'freedom of the seas',176
DEMANDS OF EaUITY : A NARROW CONTINENTAL SHELF

Apart from the inherent danger of 'creeping jurisdiction' over an
('xtended Continental Shelf, it is argued that the tenets of equity and
justice require the coastal jurisdiction over the Continental Shelf to be
kept as narrow as possible. Let us examine the geographic locations of
different states. There 'lre :n landlocked and 22 shelf-locked states.
These would lose in this game of expansion since they cannot expand,177
Of the 91 states touching the open sea, some like Australia, Indonesia,
the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, and the United States have
long 'coastlines extending fmm 10,000 to 23,OCO nautical miles. Others
have very short coastlines. If one state has a hundred-mile· long coast
and another a 1,000.mile-long coast, for every single mile of extension
of sovereignty seaward, the first state gains only a hundred square miles,
whereas tHe second gains as many as a thousand square miles, thus aggravating the geographical inequalities already obtaining. 718 Furthermore,
most of' the states which have unusually long coastlines facing the broad
expanses of the open sea are developed states, and it would be unreasonable to allow them to make further gains,179
Thus, as Ambassador Pardo of Malta pointed out, if the whole ocean
space ",ere divided on the median-line principle, 13 states would potentially gct approximately two-thirds of the world ocean space. They are:
,\ustralia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Ecu1dor, France, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, the Soviet Union, the Union of SOUlh Africa, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. If another half a dozen countries are

"6

Henkin. n. 174, pp. 184·5; idem, n: 169, pp. 19 ff; idem, n. 173, pp. 66-67.
See these statistics in Lewis M. Alexander, "Alternative :\Jelhods for De-limiting
the Outer Boundary" (Paper prepared for the US Department of State, February 1970).
Table 2'after p. 24 of the author's typed copy.
178
John R. Stevenson. "The Search for Equity on the Sea-Beds" (Address before the
Indian Society of International Law on 9 February 197 t), Author's typed copy, p. 5.
170
Bernard H Oxman, "The World Outlook for the International Law of the Sea"
(Paper presented at the Marine Technology Society, Washington, D.C., 19 February 1971).,
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added (for instance, Argentina, Denmark, India, Japan, Mexico, and the
Philippines), they could take away three quarters of the entire ocean
space of the world. Some uninhabited Arctic' and sub-Antarctic islands
(such as Ellesmere, Heard, Jan Mayen, Macquerrie, Severuaya Zemliya,
and Zemliya Franstsa Josifer) and some tropical islands without
permanent inhabitants (for instance, Fernando Norouha, Martin Vaz,
Trinidade, and St. Paul's Rocks) could give their possessors the right to
claim jurisdiction over millIons of square miles of ocean space. Most of
the Asian and African states would be losers in this respect because many
offshore islands are not in the possession of the coastal states. 180
It must also be noted that of the coastal states, nearly 62 have narrow
continental margins, and only 28 have wide margins. A state with a
narrow continental margin, the only area which is rich in minerals and
fisheries, gains little even if its jurisdiction is extended. l81
A narrow Continental Shelf will, therefore, be in the interest not only
of land-locked states, but also of a majority of coastal states, especially
the developing countries, who would like to see as much of the sea-bed
and its resources as possible dedicated to international purposes and the
overwhelming goal of reducing world poverty and the chasm between the
rich and the poor. 182 It is now almost universally accepted, as we shall
see in another chapter, that the area of the sea-bed bl;yond national jurisdiction is the 'common heritage of mankind', which should be used as a
source of wealth for solving the problems of world poverty. It would
naturally be in the interest of the developing countries to keep this area
as wide as possible subject to an effective international regime in which
they may have some degree of control. This would also provide an
opportunity for new forms of international co-operation and a departure
from the selfish competition and conflict that has long troubled the world
society.183
PLEAS FOR WIDER CONTINENTAL SHELF

The proponents of a wide Continental Shelf more or less reject all the
above arguments for a narrow Continental Shelf. It is natural that the
ambiguous and uncertain language of Article 1 of the 1958 Continental
Shelf Convention should be interpreted to suit one's purposes. The
advocates of a narrow Continental Shelf interpret it restrictively, not
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necessarily 'on legal grounds', but 'more on a policy preference'.lS4 On
the other hand, those who favour a wide Continental Shelf make a reasonably strong case for it under the Convention, and see no reason why such
jurisdiction already conferred by the Convention and accepted in customary law should be 'renounced' without any justifiable reason. The
reasons behind the acceptance of the doctrine of the Continental Shelfnamely, the technological and economic need for the co-operation of
coastal states for exploitation and security-apply equally far beyond any
geological shelf. Furthermore, as the International Court of Justice has
confirmed, not only the geological shelf, but the entire submerged continental mass is a 'natural pr,)longation' of the continent and should belong
to coastal states. lS5 Indeed, it is ~aid that "the best geomorphic feature
on which to base any offshore boundary is the base of the continental
slope which approximately coincides with the separating line between
continents and ocean basins and is the most outstanding feature of the
ocean bottom."
Such a boundary, it is stressed, is much more natural and reasonable
than "an almost impossibly impractical boundary that is based on 200
metres of water depth," which is what is generally recommended by the
advocates of a narrow she1f.1 86
It is pointed out that it is unreasonable to expect coastal states to give
up such rights as they possess already to exploit the resources, particularly
oil and gas, on the slope and rise of the submerged landmass, for a small
share from a future probable 'common pot' which might be produced by
the exploitation of the sea-bed beyond national jurisdiction under some
international agency. A bird in hand is definitely better than two in the
bush even if there is a real possibility of finding some birds in the bush.
The whole problem of the so-called 'creeping jurisdiction', it is asserted,
has been exaggerated far out of proportion. Although it has occurred in
the form of an extension of the territorial sea (partly because there is at
present no accepted limit of territorial waters, and an extension can
be made without its legality seriously questioned), there are hardly any
important instances of creeping jurisdiction from the Continental Shelf
doctrine,1s7 There is Uttle support for the allegation that the coastal
states have overstepped their rights under the Geneva Convention by
claiming areas of exclusive national jurisdiction far in excess of those con-

lSi
See US Senate, Report by the Special Sub-Committee on Outer Continental Shelf to the
Committee on Interior and Insular Ai/airs (Chairman Senator Lee Metcalf: hereinafter
referred to as Report of the Metcalf Committee) (Washington, D.C., 1971), p. 15.
186
See n. 29 above and the text relating to it.
188
Professor Hollis Hedberg of Princeton University in L.l\1. Alexander, n. 82,
p.164.
187
See Richard Young in Issues Related to Establishment of Seaward Boundary of United
States Outer Continental Shelf, n. 174, p. 195.
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templated by that treaty, and that such claims qualitatively are in abrogation of the doctrine of the freedom of the seas. ISS Nothing of the kind,
it is said, has happened during the last twenty-five years of experience. 189
Claims of 200 miles of territorial waters also are confined to a few Latin
American states only.19O A United States Senate Subcommittee on Outer
Continental Shelf declared in its report:
We have found little evidence to support such allegations. The overwhelming
majority of coastal nations which have become parties to the Shelf Convention have
limited their jurisdictional claims both qualitatively and quantitatively to the terms of
that treaty. They have indeed honored their solemn commitments. 191

Only "a miniscule minority of nations," it pointed out, "has been reluctant to fully recognize and respect the freedom of the seas doctrine." It is
unreasonable to change the existing law, it felt, for the sake of a handful
of 'violators' of law. As the Metcalf Committee put it :
For the United States, or any other law-abiding nation, to offer to renounce its inherent
sovereign rights to the mineral estate of its continental margin in the hope that these
few recalcitrant nations would mend their ways and begin to adhere to the freedom
of the seas doctrine is like offering to pay ransom to bandits in order to encourage
them to stop stealing. When bandits receive ransom, they only grab for more.
Thus to renounce what constitutes the heart of our sovereign rights in response to illegal
demands by a handful of nations can only encourage greater violations of the freedom
of the seas doctrine. '92

A mere reiteration of the doctrine of the freedom of the seas and its
incorporation once again in a new treaty would hardly serve any purpose.
"There is no more logic in such a position" than there is "in re-enacting
the criminal statutes. The best means to insure that a law is obeyed is to
seek to enforce it, not to pass a new law redundantly stating an existing
crime to be unlawful. "193
In any case, even if it is admitted for the sake of the argument that
'creeping jurisdiction' is a real danger, one really wonders why it is dangerous only beyond the depth of 200 metres. Even the ardent advocates
of the narrowest Continental .Shelf accept coastal jurisdiction upto the
200-metre isobath, which, as is well known, sometimes extends to as
much as 500 miles, and in some cases covers large areas of the high seas,
e.g. in the North Sea and the Persian Gulf. Should these areas be accep-
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ted as 'territorial waters' of the littoral states and closed to all other
countries ?194
The solution to creeping jurisdiction, it is contended, does not lie in
limiting the access of coastal states to the resources of its own shelf, "but
rather in reaching international agreement on the limits of the territorial
sea." If that question is resolved, it will settle the matter of creeping
jurisdiction.195
Furthermore, it is said, there is always a possibility of what may be
called creeping jurisdiction in reverse. Apart from the inevitable interference with the activities of coastal nations in regard to navigation, fishing
and other uses of the high seas right on their door-step, there is the
danger that the acceptance of a narrow Continental Shelf may lead to
illegal tapping by a foreign nation or national, while exploiting the continental margin of a coastal state under the authority of a future international regime, into a resource pool which extends shoreward to a part of
the coastal state's legal shelf. Can individual nations be assured, it is
asked, that such production activities will be adequately controlled so as
to minimize pollution or other safety hazards involving men, ships, and
offshore platforms? To minimize reasonably all these dangers, complex
and comprehensive rules will have to be devised and incorporated into
the regime agreement; for such responsibility cannot obviously be left to
the whims of an international administrative organization. If such an
agreement cannot be reached, or if it is not impartially executed,
coastal nations will insist upon the right to decide as to who should
conduct operations in areas adjacent to the limits of their legal Continental Shelves and what ground rules there should be. In the light of all these
difficulties, it is suggested, it might be much more convenient to accept a
wider Continental Shelf, so that beyond the area of national jurisdiction,
only manganese nodules may be expected to be exploited in the foreseeable future. 196
It is felt that even the underdeveloped states-and most of the underdeveloped states are also coastal states-would be better off with a wide
shelf jurisdiction which ihey would be able to exploit or get exploited
for their own development. This may lead to much more rapid development of the underdeveloped countries than any uncertain worldwide
system. 197
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UNITED STATES PROPOSAL: A COMPROMISE
BETWEEN CONFLICTING INTERESTS

The United States is a classic example of a country with very conflicting interests in the law of the sea. The different pressure-groups in that
country pull in opposite directions and symbolize to some extent
the current pressures being exerted on the international level. The
controversy in that country over the limits of national jurisdiction Gall
help understand the current international debate on the subject.
RICH CONTINENTAL SHELF AREA

It is not surprising that with its long coastline of 11,650 miles and wide
Continental Shelf covering nearly 650,000 square miles up to the hundredfathom line, with its rich resources of petroleum and other natural deposits,
and with its unprecedented victories in the fields of science and technology,
the United States should have initiated the Continental Shelf doctrine, as
we have noted in the previous chapter, by the Truman Declaration in
1945. Although the Declaration did not establish an official width for the
shelf, the accompanying White House Press release set the limit at one
hundred fathpms (600 feet). The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act,
passed in 1953, to provide for the administration of the resources of this
area, also failed to define the extent of the Continental Shelf. However,
the Senate committee on Interior and Insular Affairs understood anq
defined the shelf as extending to approximately one hundred fathoms or
600 feet. 198 The 1958 Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf,
which the United States signed and ratified, extended this jurisdiction,
as we have examined in detail above, to the 200-metre isobath or
beyond that limit to where the depth of waters admits of exploitation.
This vague definition in the Convention was understood to mean that
the Continental Shelf limit was determined by the technological capability
of a state, and it facilitated the leasing of offshore areas rarin excess
of the200-metre depth off California, and as far from shore as 115 miles
off Louisiana. 199 The United States start ed producing vast resources from
submarine areas beyond its shelf.
Between 1953 and 1968 the total cumulative revenue to the U. S.
Treasury from the Continental Shelf activities reached $4.4 billion. In
1968, the United States produced $400 million of biological and $1.2
198
See "Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act", Report of the US Senate Committee 011
Interior and Insular Affairs, Senate Report No. 411, 15 June, 1953, 83rd Congress; lst
Session (Washington, D.C. 1953), p. 4.
199
See George A, Doumani, Science, Technology and American Diplomacy: Exploiting
the Resources of the Sea-Bed (A study prepared for the Subcommittee on National
Security Policy and Scientific Development of Committee on Foreign Affairs, US House
of Representatives) (Washington, D.C., 1971), pp. 14..15.
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billion of geological resources. 200 In 1969, more than 290 million barrels
of petroleum, one-sixth trillion cubic feet of natural gas, half a million
tons of salt, and one-and-a-half million tons of sulphur were produced,
with a total value of $1.3 billion. In addition, some $50 million worth
of construction materials, such as sand, graval, and shell, were dredged
from nearshore areas.
It was predicted that minerals including gold,
silver, platinum, iron, titanium, chromium, and tin might become exploitable within a decade or twO. 201 The potential value of the resources of
offshore areas is said to be very high. It is estimated that in the US continental margin between 200 metres and the seaward edge of the continental rise, there is contained an estimated 867 billion barrels of
oil, 68 billion barrels of natural gas liquids and 2,045 trillion cubic feet
of natural gas, not to speak of the inestimable quantities of other minerals
that might be found there. 202
DIFFERENT PRESSURE GROUPS:
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PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Convinced that the potential and increasing resources of the continental margin of the United States are absolutely essential for the growing
economy, that low-cost domestic energy resources have been the cornerstone of their nation's unprecedented growth, that the energy obtained
from oil and natural gas, being plentiful and reason'ibly priced, is vital
to their economic progress, industrial expansion, and national security,
several organized groups, such as the American Bar Association, the
National Petroleum Council (supported by the US Department of
the Interior), the American Branch of the International Law
Association, and generally the American industry, strongly favour
a wide legal Continental Shelf that would include the whole continental
margin of the United States. They believe that the jurisdiction of coastal
states under the 1958 Convention embraces "the submerged landmass of
the adjacent continent down to its junction with the deep ocean floor,
irrespective of depth. "203 The definition of the seaward limits of the
Continental Shelf contained in the Convention, according to this view,
is precise enough "to permit a positive, reliable, and adequate interpretation", and requires no amendment. 204 However, the importance of
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See William T. Pecora, Selected Materials on the Outer Continental Shelf (Memo.
randum by Senator Henry M. Jackson, Chairman of the Committee on Interior and
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the resources of the ocean floor to the nation's future economic growth
and security is so great that it is recommended that "the United States
should unequivocally assert ...its full rights as confirmed by that Convention."205 "Not to do so," said the National Petroleum Council, "in
the light of our present and future energy needs-is risking our vital
national interests and security and that of our allies as well." The
United States and other like-minded states, it felt, should promulgate
parallel uniform declarations on these lines stating the extent of their
rights under the 1958 Convention. 20o
DEFENCE INTEREST

But the United States, as perhaps the greatest military and industrial Power, has other equally, if not more, vital interests and even
more influential groups who argue that the above-mentioned suggestions
for a wide national Continental Shelf is parochial and narrow-minded.
Any claim by the United States under 1958 Convention to a Continental
Shelf which touches or includes the deep-ocean basin, according to this
view, would be wholly unreasonable and legally indefensible and "at
best a grab of what has been and should be the common property of all
nations.''207 There is no foundation for such a claim in the language
of Article 1 of the Convention, the trauaux preparatoires of this provision,
or the North Sea judgement of the International Court, and the geological
argument is said to be historically wrong and politically unsound. 2oB
But the principal reason for insisting on a narrow Continental Shelf, it
is frankly admitted, is that it is in the national interests of the United
States to keep national jurisdiction as narrow as possible and maintain
the freedom of the high seas-a policy which the United States has fol1o~
wed since the beginnings of its history. If the United States accept a
wide Continental Shelf, it is warn~d,
it will begin to find wide areas of sea-bed (and later the corresponding waters and
airspace) of 100 other coastal states closed to it for military navigation, for defensive
military activities, for scientific research, for fishing and for other uses; at best they
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will be open only by grace of often unfriendly or unstable governments and shifting
politics. 209

The advocates of wide shelf are accused of "arguing dubious law and
waving a flimsy flag of 'sovereignty'." But even if the legal basis for
claiming the resources of the entire submerged land mass is not 'flimsy' ,
as it is in this view, "the United States would still be foolish and shortsighted to fall to that temptation. The paramount interests of the United
States require maximum freedom in the maximum sea."210
The strongest naval Power in the world cannot afford wide areas of
the sea to be closed to the free movement of its ships and missile· carrying
submarines. It is pointed out that missile-carrying submarines are a very
important part of American nuclear arsenal, and its relative importance
is likely to grow rather than lessen. It is extremely important for the
US Navy to maintain maximum manoeuvrability, and this implies complete freedom of movement on the high seas, a narrow territorial sea and
a narrow Continental Shelf jurisdiction. 211 Apart from the freedom of
movement, on and under the high sea waters, the ocean floor is strategically important for the installation of detection devices on the sea-bed;
military mining and mine countermeasures; navigation aids, bottommoored sensors, salvage submersibles, and divers; and ranges for
research, development, and testing of habitats, diving equipment, vehicles, and ordnance. 212 It is well known that the US Navy is engaged in
extensive scientific research in the oceans, including the bottom, and
the data are collected and processed for military uses, although a large
part of them is also made available for non-military purposes. 213
The Department of Defense, concerned about the spillover or
creeping jurisdiction, wants to keep the Continental Shelf area as
narrow as possible, since it believes that it can create serious security
problems for the country.214 Unilateral extensions of national jurisdictions
(such as claims of 200 miles of fishing zone and territorial seas), the
tendency on the part of some countries to close large bodies of waters on
some pretext or other in order to monopolize the living resources con209
210
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tained in them, and a great variety of the Continental Shelf claims, are all
regarded as inimical to defence interests and as indicative of the growing
chaos in the law of the sea,
Some Americans are unhappy that their country took the initiative in
developing the Continental Shelf doctrine, for they feel that thereby it
jeopardized "its traditional interests in a narrow territorial sea for a mess
of mineral rights." Others say that the Geneva Convention on
Continental Shelf was a disaster, especially in view of its imprecision and
its preoccupation with troublesome questions. 215 They argue'that even if
the doctrine has an element of inevitability about it, its consequences
should not be compounded "by pushing for or accepting a wider shelf
and further sacrificing the various national interests that are favoured by
freedom. Rather, we should be expending every effort to contain the
shelf and to limit national jurisdiction within it. "216
The US Department of Defense has, therefore, been anxious to ensure
that all new claims' of sovereignty to the coastal waters or to parts of
ocean floor are established through international agreement rather than
through unilateral assertions, and that new definitions, if any, of the
Continental Shelf and other jurisdictions are as precise as possible.217
The United States, it is pointed out, simply "cannot afford to be
fascinated by the prospect ofa monopoly over additional mineral wealth
within increasing distances from its shores" at the cost of its other, larger
interests. As Professor Henkin asserted:
The very doctrine of the Continental Shelf has jeopardized our ll1ultivaried intercsts
in part of the seas; every inch of additional shelf sacrifices more. Is it not ludicrous
for the United States to maintain a narrow territorial sea but accept a wide Continental
Shelf that threatens before long to be tantamount to far, fal; wider territorial sea?
Some other coastal states, perHaps, can afford to be tempted to grab what they can,
and that indeed will be the tendency of some of them, which we ought to be
resisting. 218

It is further suggested that even the 'narrow' interests of the US
industry and the US oil companies would be served better by a narrow
CC'1tinental Shelf, especially if the deep sea-bed beyond the narrow shelves
is left open for exploitation on a competitive basis, giv:ing a definite
advantage to American capital and technology. The important thing is
that American industry and technology should be allowed to have, the
widest possible world to move and act in. Wide Continental Shelves will
give controlling rights to the coastal states all over the world, and

Pell, Activities of Nations in Outer Space, n. 208, p, 204.
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American companies will have to deal with national governments
"courting the proven and virtually inevitable dangers of expropriation,
crippling taxation, repeated renegotiations, extortion, and confiscation by
unstable governments subject to political upheaval and susceptible to
anti-American, anti-capitalist sentiments. "219 Limited coastal jurisdiction
will permit American companies to explore and exploit almost anywhere,
without regard to the coastal state, and subject only to rules which the
United States will help develop and an authority which the Uuited States
will help create. 220 It is, therefore, in the US interest, as well as in the
interest of American oil companies, 'to insist on a narrow Continental Shelf
and a modest regime permitting exploitation beyond that narrow shelf. 221
OTHER INTERESTS

Some other groups are concerned about their own interests and so
speak with different voices. The fishing industry is a case in point. While
the coastal fishery industry wants protection against increasing competition
from highly efficient boats from other nations and will be happy if
the US jurisdiction is extended to a point as far out iLl the sea as possible,
fishermen interested in tuna and gulf-shrimp fisheries contiguous to other
coastal states prefer national fishing zones to be as narrow as possible.
Since deposits of most of the hard minerals, such as tin, diamonds,
gold, and platinum have so far been found adjacent to landmasses in
depths of less than 200 metres, not much exploratory work has been
done in greater depths, technology is not much developed, and the
interest of the hard-mineral industry in the law of the sea has not been as
active as that of the petroleum industry. However, in a recently formulated position on undersea mineral resources, the American Mining
Congress made the following recommendation"':
The boundary between the area which by treaty is national jurisdiction (the 'Continental Shelf' of the 1958 Convention) and the area beyond (the deep ocean) should be
defined with precision and with due regard to the preservation of national interests to
the full extent permitted by the 1958 Convention on the Continental Shelf. Such
clarification might be accomplished by parallel declarations by the parties to that
Convention.'"

J:60,
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They emphasized that "more precise international arrangem~nts and
new legal concepts are needed at the earliest possible time in order to
provide the secure investment necessary for the development of deep
ocean mining. "223
As regards the extent of the Continental Shelf jurisdiction, it was felt
that the question "can properly be answered only after we know what sort
of regime is to be worked out for the region beyond the area of
exclusive coastal state jurisdiction."224
REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON MARINE
SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND RESOURCES

Faced with diverse interests and conflicting counsel, the President of
the United States appointed early in 1967 a Commission on Marine
Science, Engineering and Resources to formulate, on the basis of its
studies and assessment, "a comprehensive, long-term, national program
for marine affairs designed to meet present and future national needs in
the most effective possible manner. "225
The Commission said in its report in 1969 that there was no "reasonable way to interpret the Convention's definition that would place a
precise outer limit on the existing legal 'Continental Shelf'."226 Rejecting
the National Petroleum Council's (NPC) suggestion that the United
States, along with other like-minded states, should declare its intention
to exercise the Continental Shelf jurisdiction over the whole continental
margin, the Commission pointed out that it was "contrary to. the best
interests of the United States", becauseIt would benefit other coastal nations of the world proportionately more than the
United States and give them exclusive authority over the natural resources of immense
subsea areas, In light of recent history, it is shortsighted to assume that U.S. private
enterprise would be better off to deal with these coastal nations for permits to develop
these in the absence of any recognition of the interest of the international community
in them.' 27

Owing to the ever-present danger of the 'creeping jurisdiction' in
superjacent waters and the air above them, the Commission said that
such developments were against the US policy and interest of maintaining the '~maximum freedom essential to the multiple uses, including
military uses, which the United States makes of the oceans." It felt that
"national security and world peace would be best served by the narrowest
possible definition of the Continental Shelf for purposes of mineral
resources development."
.
223
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The NPC proposal was also said to be 'unfair to the inland nations of
the world' and to such coastal states as might not find important mineral
deposits on or under the continental slopes and rises. US action to
effectuate it "would be regarded as a 'grab', even if all the coastal nations
followed suit. "228
The Commission recommended, therefore, "that the United States take
the initiative to secure international agreement on a redefinition of the
'Continental Shelf' for the purposes" of the 1958 Convention. It suggested:
The seaward limit of each coastal nation's 'Continental Shelf' should be fixed at the
200-meter isobath, or 50 nautical miles from the baseline for measuring the breadth
of its territorial sea, whichever alternative gives it the greater area for purposes of the
Convention.

It advised further:
With the use of the best available bathymetric surveys, the recommended definition
should be translated into geographical coordinate for each coastal nation and not be
subject to change because of subsequent alterations in the coastline or revelations of
more detailed surveys. "9

The International Panel of the Commission explained that "this
200-meter/50-mile pairing is about as close together as pairings on
world-wide averages of the depth and width of the world's geological
Continental Shelves can reasonably be."230 It suggested that the 200metre/50-mile alternative would avoid "the inequity of a definition
in terms of the 200-metre isobath ...for those coastal nations which either
are not on a geological Continental Shelf, as in the Persian Gulf, or have
coasts that drop to great depths almost immediately as off the west coast
of South America. "231 It further pointed out that although logic of attempting to remove this inequity was questionable,232 "the coastal states in
question feel the inequity strongly and their claims in this respect cannot
be ignored. "233
THE INTERMEDIATE ZONE
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defence and other national interests of the United States, the Commission
sought to satisfy the petroleum industry and the expectations of some
coastal nations to have "preferential rights of access to the mineral
resources of a reasonable subsea area lying beyond the shelf;" Security
interests of coastal states also could not be ignored. As a compromise,
the Commission recommended the creation of intermediate zones,
encompassing the bed and subsoil of the deep seas, but only to the 2,500-meter isobath,
or 100 naulical miles from the base-line for measuring the breadth of each coastal
nation's territorial sea, whichever alternative gives the coastal nation the greater area
for the purposes for which intermediate zones are created. '34

It suggested that "only the coastal nation or its licensees, which mayor
may not be its nationals, should be authorized to explore or exploit the
mineral resources of the intermediate zone." In all other respects, the intermediate zone was to be treated as part of the high seas and its exploration
and exploitation made subject to the regime of the deep sea-bed
proposed by it. Although coastal nations would have exclusive
rights of access to the mineral resources in the intermediate zone, that
would not amount to acquisition of 'sovereign rights'. The Commission
suggested that claims to explore and exploit in the area should be registered with a proposed International Registry Authority and that they
should be limited in time.
I t also suggested that each coastal state
should pay a portion of the value of production from this zone into an
International Fund. Scientific research concerning the bed of the zone
would not require the prior consent of coastal nations. 235
The proponents and supporters 236 of the Marine Science Commission's
proposal about an intermediate zone commended it as the best compromise possible. A coastal state could exclude major operations by states
which might mask hostile operations. It could exploit (he resources of
the proposed international zone as on its Continental Shelf. The intermediate zone could serve as a buffer against hostile proximity without

After thus suggesting a narrow Continental Shelf in the interests of
Ibid., p. 145. See also Panel Report, n. 172, p. VIII-22.
Ibid.
230 International Panel's Report, n. 172. p. VIII-34. It noted that "the average
width of the geological Continental Shelf is about 40 nautical miles, but it varies from
5 miles to more than 700 miles. The average edge of the Shelf is at a depth of 132
metres, but shelves are known to terminate at depths less than 70 metres and greater than
600 metres. Very few, however, terminate at a depth of more than 200 metres." Ibid.
23t Our Natioll and the Sea, 138. p. 146~
.32 Professor Henkin remarked that "a doctrine based on a Continental Shelf wiII
obviously discriminate against those who have no shelf, as it does against those who have
no coast at all. It is a discrimination of geography, and deserves no compensation any
more than do other natural disadvantages." Law of the Sea's Mineral Resources (New
York, (1968), n. 62. p. 21.
•33 International Panel's Report, n. 172, p. VIII.34.
'28

m

234 Our Naiion and the Sea, n. 138, p. 1&1. These figures were again arrived at by taking
out the averages of the depth and width of the world's geological Continental Shelves. As
the International Panel states: "The average width of the geological continental slope is
about 15 nautical miles, but it varies from 10 to Hi miles. The average base of the slope
is at a depth which varies from 1,400 to 3,200 metres. \Aforldwide, about 7·~ per cent
of the total ocean area is of a depth less than 200 metres and another 8i per cent is from
200 metres to 2,000 metres. Of which about half is deeper than 1,000 metres. For the
United States, the ocean areas at a depth less than 200 metres exceed the areas at depths
from 200 to 2,000 metres." See International Panel's Report, n. 172, p. VIII-3o, n. 114.
'35
Our Nation and the Sea, n. 138, pp. 151-2.
236 Professor Henkin was perhaps the first to suggest the idea of creating an "intermediate". or as he called it, a "buffer", zone, and claimed to be "father" of it. See
Henkin in Issues Related to Establishment of Seaward Boundary ..., n. 174, p. 186. See also
Henkin. n. 232, pp. 46-48.
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incurring the dangers of a wide shelf. The power of a coastal state to
bar other uses by other states would be severely restricted. Indeed,
the United States would have best of all the worlds. It would have
exclusive access to all the minerals it would have had under a wide
shelf, subject only to some agreed international payment. American
security interests would be protected by a narrow legal Continental Shelf.
American companies could deal with foreign governments about the
exploitation of their zones in familiar ways but would enjoy international
protection against their abuse. The proposed intermediate zone would
have the additional interim advantage of encouraging exploitation there
without interruption. Coastal states could continue to issue leases
for mining in the intermediate zone and later settle accounts with the
international regime that would be established. 237
COMMISSION'S PROPOSALS ASSAILED

The American Bar Association, the NPC, and some scholars equally
concerned about American national intere3ts strongly criticized these
proposals. They argued that the United States already possessed 'vested
rights' to the foot of the continental slope. "To surrender these rights
to an international regime," they said, "would be an abandonment of
potentially vast resources and revenues which no Imaginable quid pro quo
could justify. "238
They also made light of the spectre of 'creeping jurisdiction' that had
been conjured up. They ridiculed the suggestion that the coastal states
which had made or intend.ed to make further claims to the superjacent
waters or to exclusive fishery rights would retreat merely because the
United States had opted for a narrow shelf.239 In any case, they pointed
out, that the Commission had provided for exclusive coastal rights in the
intermediate zone which might prove to be just as elastic as the' limited
sovereign rights in the Continental Shelf, and coastal states might stretch
them to bar other uses by other states. They, therefore, suggested that
perhaps the Commission was "reading far too much into the distinction
between the 'sovereign rights' recognized by the Geneva Convention and
the exclusive rights proposed for the intermediate zone."240 In fact, some
<
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Henkin, Issues Related to Establishment oj Seaward Bounda~'Y ... , n. 174, p. 207. See
also Auerbach's statement, ibid., pp. 152 ff.; Crutchfield, ibid" pp. 236 ff, and Henkin, in
Alexander, n. 160, pp. 171-8.
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Joint Report of the Section of International and Comparative Law, The Section
of Natural Resources Law, and The Standing Committee on World Order under Law of
the American Bar Association", August 1969, in the Metcalf Committee Report n.184, p.50.
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American Bar As.;ociation (ABA) Report, Ibid., p. 50.
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B.D. Brown, n. 247, pp. 26, 40-41 and 44. Professor Henkin, who believes that
"national 'sovereign rights' over mineral resources tend to expand, and threaten the right
of other states to use the area for other purposes," acknowledges that "this threat is not
substantially less.. .if nations are allowed to explore and exploit without claim of 'sovereign
rights'." Quoted in Brown, ibid.
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scholars suggested that "the intermediate zohe is nothing more than an
extension of the Continental Shelf regime. "241 The result would be that
not only would we have no assurance of greater freedom of military acton in other
nation's intermediate zones than we have under the Geneva Convention, ... we would
be faced with international inspection teams fifty miles from off our own coasts. Is
it for this we would surrender control over potential petroleum reserves of major
proportions which might well be essential to the future mobility of our military
forces ?242

Moreover, it was said that "one boundary on the sea bottom is bad
enough. The 'intermediate zone' idea of the Commission would not only
require two boundaries, but also would require both of these to be based
on such unstable and difficult determinable features as bathymetric contours and distances from shores" .243 An intermediate zone, it was further
pointed out, would be 'awkward' because "areas subject to divided responsibility are rarely viable, as the history of condominia and internationalized zones in international law indicates. "244
Further, assuming that an international deep-sea regime was established, which would not be an easy task, "this could lead to a system of
rationing and possible discrimination against American companies. Furthermore, the time lag before any international regime' can come into
effect means continued uncertainty and consequent discouragement to exploitation. "245
Some scholars questioned the wisdom of the Commission's suggestion
that the United States should take the initiative in securing international
agreement on a seaward limit for the legal shelf at the 200-metre line or
50 miles offshore, whichever was greater. "Both these limits," they
pointed out, "have now been exceeded in practice, and they must be
regarded as obsolete."246
The Commission's suggestion that the 200-metre/50-mile alternative
was a compromise and would be more equitable to narrow-shelf countries was also dismissed as misleading. Professor Brown said:
The 50-mile criterion is ... a curious choice and hardly likely to attract countries whose
off-shore boundaries are of greater depth than 200 metres. If the United Kingdom,
to take but one exampk, may enjoy the riches of the North Sea out to about 170 miles,
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the charitabl~ reeognition of 50-mile limits for states such as those on the west coast of
South America hardly seems a negotiable proposition.2'7

Some other scholars, however, questioned the need for such equity anyway and the 'compensation' provision to countries with a narrow geological shelf. They said that "some people live in nice hot climates and
some people have to suffer the sort of miserable weather we get in
England;. you can't always expect everybody to be equal, and you must
take the rough with the smooth in this life." There is no sense in giving
more legal shelf to South American countries because they have only a
narrow geological shelf. You just have to take what is given. Some
states have oil, others do not. That is too bad, but it does not mean we
have all got to have everything in equal measure. Nature's law of compensation works in many ways. Thus, most of the big oil-fields in
this world are either in some terribly hot deserts, or in some miserable
swampy jungles, or in the frozen north of Alaska, always in a place terribly unpleasant to work in. That is nature compensating again: a rotten
climate goes with substantial wealth. There are compensations for the
people who have no Continental Shelf. Thus, one need not waste one's
tears for people who have only a narrow Continental Shelf. One might
think of places like Switzerland, which has no Continental Shelf atal!.
Showing the utter absurdity of these so-called 'compensations', the International Bar Association said as early as 1950 :
It may be hard on Switzerland that it has no sea coast to base a fishing industry upon,
as well as it may be hard on Holland that it has no Alps to boost its tourist trade;
do the lack of such natural assets in itself justify the consideration of compensatory
measures ... 248

In formuLlting rules, it said, it would be better to accept what nature
had decided : continents were continents, and oceans were a different
geological regime, and on that basis we should make the division where
249
nature intended it.
In deciding about the outer limit of coastal national
jurisdicl ion, it was much better to follow the simple, natural, logical, timehonoured principle of natural prolongation which was also in keeping
with the Geneva Convention.250

It was merely an illusion, it was suggested, to believe that the American
petroleum industry could deal with an international regime off a given
foreign coast more advantageously than with the coastal nation regime

J

I

whose laws might be unstable. Apart from the fact that no foreign
nation, with good prospect for mineral resources off its coasts, would
renounce one iota of the rights vested in it by the Geneva Convention
whatever the United States might dO,251 "recent trends within the United
Nations give little reason for hope that American nationals would fare
better under a regime formulated by a 126-nation forum in which· the
United States has one vote, than they would fare dealing with individual
nations under their national laws. " In any case, eVen if it was accepted
that the industry would be better off under an international regime, the
NPC said, "the American petroleum industry, nevertheless, emphatically
refuses to endorse trading off to an international regime any US interest
in the American off-shore mineral estate in order to obtain advantages
for the industry abroad."252
The negotiation of a new convention and a new conference, it was
warned, would not be free from unforeseen dangers and would not be in
the United States interests. In the first instance, "it might well fail to
reach agreement, for political reasons unconnected with the legal merits
of the various proposals whieh would com~ before it. A result of this
kind could well convert present uncertainties into complete chaos."2511
Even if an agreement was reached, it might be even more ambiguous
than the 1958 Convention. The latter was a confused document, the
confusion being due to its being a product of 87 states attempting to
negotiate. Next time there might be 130 states, and it would not be possible to get a satisfactory agreement out of so many states. 254 Worse still, an
agreement might be carried by a majority made up of small, developing,
turbulent states embodying principles unacceptable to the United States,
and it would be very difficult for the United States to disregard it if
adopted by such conference. 255 In any event, no real legal gain
would result by a new conference. Possibly, there would be even a
retrogression cancelling some of the progress made in 1958. To avoid all
these hazards and to eliminate legal uncertainties which were believed
to constitute an impediment to utilization of undersea mineral resources,
it was suggested that "like-mind states should issue unilateral but
concerted declarations announcing their intent to observe a particular
limit as the boundary of their shelves under the 1958 Convention and
to decline recognition of any claims by other states to a greater limit,
Finlay, n. 242, p. 55.
National Petroleum Council, Petroleum Resources under the Ocean FloDr,(Washington, D.C., 1969), p. 72.
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From such a proceeding a pattern of common practice under the Convention could emerge and might well come to receive acceptance by the
world community."256

sed what are called 'grandfather arrangements ',257 and suggested that
leases and permits for depths greater than 200 metres should be issued
subject to the international regime to be agreed upon and that the regime
should include due protection for the integrity of the investments made in
the interim period.
As an equally important and allied matter, and in order to "assure
unfettered and harmonious use of the oceans as an avenue of commerce
and transportation, and as a source of food," the President also suggested the conclusion of a new treaty establishing a 12-mile limit for territorial waters and providing for free transit through international
straits. 258

PRESIDENT NIXON'S ANNOUNCEMENT OF A NEW OCEAN POLICY

Notwithstanding all these criticisms of the Marine Science Commission's Report and warnings against initiation of a new conference for the
negotiation of a new treaty, the United States, as the leading maritime
power and as the most advanced country in ocean technology, could
not ignore the fast changing law of the sea and the inevitable course of
events. Announcing a new ocean policy for the United States on 23 May
1970, President Nixon emphasized: "The stark fact is that the law of
the sea is inadequate to meet the needs of modern technology and the
concerns of the international community. If it is not modernized multilaterally, unilateral action and international conflict are inevitable."
He, therefore, proposed that "all nations adopt as soon as possible a
treaty under which they would renounce all national claims over the
natural resources of the sea-bed beyond the p Jint where the high seas
reach a depth of 200 metres (211).8 yards) and would agree to regard
these resources as the common heritage of mankind. J>
Beyond that limit he suggested that the treaty should establish an international regime for the exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed.
This regime should (a) "provide for the collection of substantial mineral
royalties to be used for international community purposes, particularly
economic assistance to developing countries;" (b) lay down rules to
prevent unreasonable interference with other uses of the sea; (c) protect
the ocean from pollution; (d) assure the integrity of investments; and
(e) provide for a peaceful and compulsory settlement of disputes.
Beyond the 200·metre isobath, he proposed two types of machinery
for exploitation of the sea-bed. First the
coastal nations act as trustees for the international community in an international
trusteeship zone comprised of the continental margins beyond a depth of 200 metres
off their coasts. In return, each coastal state would receive a share of the international
revenues from the zone in which it acts as trustee and could impose additional taxes
if these were deemed desirable.

Secondly, beyond the continental margins, "agreed international
machinery would authorize and regulate exploration and use of sea-bed
resources beyond the continental margins."
For the interim period, since the negotiation of such a complex treaty
was bound to take time, and it was neither necessary nor desirable to
halt exploration of the sea-bed during the negotiating process, he propo'
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US DRAFT CONVENTION ON THE INTERNATIONAL' SEA-BED AREA

1

As promised by the President on 23 May, the United States submitted
on 3 August 1970, a draft entitled "United Nations Convention on the
International Sea-bed Area" as a working paper for discussion purposes
to the UN Sea- bed Committee. 259 Prepared after a great deal of thought
and thorough study, 260 this draft laid down in great detail the President's
proposals and included many of the recommendations of the Marine
Science Commission in its structure. It designated 'all areas of the sea-bed
and subsoil of the high seas seaward of the 200-metre isobath adjacent
to the coast of continents and islands' as 'International Sea-bed Area'
[ART. 1(2)], an area which was "the common heritage of mankind" [ART.
1 (1)] "reserved exclusively for peaceful purposes." [ART. 4]. "No state
may claim or exercise sovereignty or sovereign rights over any
part of the International Sea-bed Area or its resources. Each contracting
party agrees not to recognize any such claim or exercise of sovereignty
or sovereign rights." [ART. 2], Further, "no state has, nor may it
acquire, any right, title, or interest in the International Sea-bed Area
or its resources except as provided" in the draft. [ART. 2 (2)].
The International Sea-bed Area was divided into two parts: One, the
International Trusteeship Area lying between the 200-metre isobath
and the seaward edge of the continental margin; and the other, the
Deep Ocean Area lying seaward of the continental margin boundary.
7
26
Elliot L. Richardson, Under-Secretary of State, in Issues Related to Establishment
of Seaward Boundary ... , n. 219, p. 432.
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[ART. 26 (1)]. Each coastal nation was a trustee for the international
community in the Trusteeship Area off its coast but "except as specifically
provided ... the coastal state shall have no greater rights in the ...Trusteeship An~a ... than any other contracting party." [ART. 27 (1)]. The
draft Convention also sought to establish the term, work requirements,
and payments applicable to all licences in the whole International
Area [ART. 13-21], with the proviso that in the -Trusteeship Area,
the Trustee state would be responsible, subject to the general provisions
of the draft Convention, for issuing, suspending, and revoking mineral
exploration and exploitation licences; for establishing work requirements;
and for ensuring that its licences complied with the draft Convention.
[ART. 27]. In performing these functions, the Trustee Party might
establish the procedures for issuing licences; decide whether a licence
should be issued; decid-e to whom a licence should be issued; retain
between one-third and orte-hctlf of all fees and payments required by
the Treaty; collect and retain additional licence rental fees to defray
its administrative expenses; and collect and retain between one-third
and one-half of other additional fees and payments related to the
issuance and retention of a licence. [ART. 28].
Beyond the Trusteeship Area, the administering authority would be
the International Sea-bed Resource Authority (Chapter IV, Articles
31-65), and all revenues derived from operations in this area, and part
of the revenues from Trusteeship Area, would be payable to it. The
revenues thus generated would be used for the benefit of all mankind,
particularly to promote the economic development of the developing
countries, to support research efforts relating to protection of marine
environment, to promote safe and efficient me of marine environment,
and to promote development of knowledge of the International Sea-bed
Area. [ART. 5].
In addition to providing for three standing Commissions261 (to
administer such matters as boundary determination, 'operations, and
rules ar d recommended practices) and a Secretariat, the Draft Convention also contained five appendices containing detailed rules for
licensing and operations in the International Sea-bed Area, as well
as principles for allocation of Authority Revenues and determination
of Council membership.
During the interim period, "due protection for the integrity of investments made in the International Sea-bed Area prior to the coming into
force of this Convention" was provided. Authorizations by a contracting
party to exploit the mineral resources granted prior to 1 July 1970 were
to be continued without any change; authorizations issued after that
should be either continued or renewed and new licences issued either

by the Trustee State or International Sea-Bed Resource authority and
compensation given for any investment losses that might have been
incurred. [ART. 73].
IN DEFENCE OF US POLICY

.)

It was explained by and on behalf of the US Government that the US
policy decision had taken into account a broad range of interests and
needs, both national and international. The ZOO-metre isobath, as the
limit of a coastal state's sovereign rights over the Continental Shelf
beyond the territorial sea "represents the point out to which coastal state
sovereign rights over the natural resources of the sea-bed are undisputed. "262
and many had exercised those rights. The only reasonable option, with
some chance of success, confining sovereign rights to a narrow limit and
to put the widest possible area under the new international regime was to
use the criterion of the 200-metre depth. 263 A broad extension of national
jurisdiction would have for the United States "indirect, but serious,
national security implications and would impede the freedom of scientific
research and other uses of the high seas." But it was "improbable" that
coastal states would accept such a narrow limit without some further rights
in the continental margin. It was for this reason that the international
trusteeship zone with a division of royalties and administration had been
devised. 264
The concept of an international trusteeship for coastal states, it was
admitted, was a "new one". But "it is not used .. .in the sense of AngloSaxon concepts of trustees. This is not an attempt to lift Anglo-American
law on trustees established for totally different purposes and suddenly
apply it to a settlement under international law. "265 Like the trusteeship system of the United Nations, it had not been derived from any
municipal jurisprudence as such. All it meant was that "the coastal
state would be exercising powers for the benefit of mankind."266
Like the United Nations system, the concept of trusteeship, it was
pointed Ollt, "is intended to reflect a sense of responsibility of the coastal
states toward the nations of the rest of the world, and pursuant to the
rules and regulations of an international regime, while recognizing all
the other hand a scope for their own legitimate exercise of responsibility." Trusteeship "implies a responsibility entrusted, and here
the coastal state would be entrusted by the rest of the world through
the international regime with responsibilities" .267 It was a 'descriptive
262
263
26£
266
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word' and the content of its meaning,. the legal rules affecting the trustee,
his rights and duties, should be seen only in the treaty and not in the
Anglo-American jurisprudence. 268 The powers of the trustee would
be safeguarded by treaty and would not be subject to revocation by the
proposed international regime. 269
Coastal nations under the treaty "would be authorized by the international regime to act as trustee for the international community;"
and they "would act pursuant to authority delegated to... (them) under
the treaty ... and would be responsible for assuring adherence to general
rules established by the treaty." Within this framework, and broad rules
laid down by the international regime for the exploitation of continental
margin, coastal states would authorize and regulate exploration and
exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed pursuant to their own laws and
regulations, including the application of their tax and criminal laws.
They would decide who should be granted leases and for how long,270
Coastal states would not, therefore, renounce their claims completely in
the trusteeship zone in the sense that "they would stilI ... , as trustees, exercise substantial rights and retain substantial interests."271 There would,
in effect, be a division of rights and responsibilities. The international
rules would be broader; the national rules would be more specific alld
would go beyond the international rules and supplement them; but
they could not run counter to the international rules. 272 The trusteeship zone was, therefore, neither entirely coastal nor entirely international in nature. While coastal. states have important functions, "the
international machinery has a supervisory role in the trusteeship zone,
including such powers as inspection and suspension of licenses and of
the trusteeship itself in certain cases."273
The great advantage of this type of a framework was, it was emphasized, that it provided "a flexible basis for accommodating coastal and
international interests with respect to the same types of activities and
use of the same ocean space." It protected the interests of the coastal
states without conferring exclusive sovereignty on coastal states. And
it assured "distribution of benefits on a basis other than geographical
accident. Such a benefit distribution system would not only give landlocked states some share, but would operate as a sort of insurance
policy for many developing coastal states. They would be sure of
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sharing in benefits whatever the size, nature or productivity of the areas
off their coasts. "274
But apart from an equitable sharing of benefits, there would be
"certain minimum regulatory standards (to protect the marine environ.
ment, for example) and technical requirements, a central store of
expertise and technical assistance upon which ·countries could draw.
security of tenure, protection against expropriation, and peaceful and
compulsory settlement of disputes." A coastal state would also have
the assurance and "recognized rights to determine the nature, rate,
and type of development off its coast. "275
With such an international regime and such clear rules of the game
and machinery for the settlement of disputes, it was suggested, American
technology, with its technological lead, would be much better off and
lose nothing. "276
CONTINENTAL SHELF AND TERRITORIAL WATERS

Since the extent of the Continental Shelf was closely related to the
problem of the width of territorial waters, the United States also proposed a 12-mile limit for territorial waters with unfettered freedom of
navigation and overflight through international straits for all states.
Article II of the Draft Articles on the Breadth of the Territorial Sea,
Straits, and Fisheries submitted by the United States to the Sea-bed
Committee in August 1971, provided :

t

In straits used for international navigation between one part of the high seas and another
part of the high seas or the territorial sea of a foreign state, all ships and aircraft in
transit shall enjoy the same freedom of navigation and overflight, for the purpose
of transit through and over such straits, as they have on the high seas. Coastal states
may designate corridors suitable for transit by all ships and aircraft through and over
such straits. In the case of straits where particular channels of navigation are customarily employed by ships in transit, the corridors so far as ships are concerned,
shall include such channels.

The vast majority of the states, it was said, were prepared to reach
agreement on a 12-mile limit for territorial waters. However, according to a study made by the US Navy, a change from three miles to
12 miles of territorial sea would affect 116 international straits which
would be included within territorial waters. It was very difficult, and
in fact frequently impossible, to navigate between seas without passing
through a strait of less than 24 miles' width. The presently accepted
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right of innocent passage through territorial waters was too circumscribed in its scope and subjected to too many different interpretations
to constitute an adequate substitute for the effective exercise of the
freedom of navigation on the high seas. Apart from the fact that the
right of warships to free passage through territorial waters was disputed,
overflights were not permitted, and submarines were obliged to travel
on the surface and fly the flag. 277 At present US ballistic missile
submarines run submerged during their entire patrol including passage
through international straits. Although most of the straits were of
practically little importance to the US nuclear submarine fleet, at
least some of them were of such vital importance that a 12-mile
territorial sea without some agreement about free transit would not be
in the best interests of the United States. 278
Introducing the draft articles on territorial waters before SubCommittee II of the Sea-bed Committee, Stevenson, the US Represent-'
ative, said that "in addition to the importance of sea navigation for
their international trade, many states depended upon air and sea
mobility in order to exercise their inherent right of individual and
c,ollective self-defence." He suggested that
The right to pass through straits should be regarded in law as what was in fact: an
inherent and inseparable adjunct of the freedoms of navigation and overflight on the
'high seas themselves. Without such right of transit, those high sea freedoms would
lose much of their meaning if the breadth of the territorial sea was to be increased to
twelve miles.

He made it absolutely clear that "the United States Government
would be unable to conceive of a' successful conference on the law of
the sea that did not accommodate" these freedoms. 279
It is assumed that the simultaneous acceptance of the parallel proposal
for a 12-mile limit for territorial waters, with an unfettered freedom
of passage for both vessels and aircraft through international straits, and
some adjustments on fisheries rights to accommodate coastal interests,
would provide a major and perhaps "sufficient degree of protection
against the problem of creeping jurisdiction."28o "Sovereign rights"
over the Continental Shelf, it is advised, "should.not be regarded as a
religion and it is something which we can give up in some measure for
the promotion of common interests."281 ,

277 Stevenson, n. 274, p. 17 and Oxman, n. 265, pp. 174-5.
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279 Stevenson (U.S.A.), Subcommittee II, Sea-bed Committee, UN Doc. No. A/AC.
13B/SC.- II SR. 8, 5 August 1971, pp. 2-3.
280 Richardson, n. 257, p. 456.
281 Leigh Ratiner's comments in Proceedings of the AmsricanSociety of International
Law, 1971.
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SURRENDER OF AMERICAN "HERITAGE" OPPOSED

Most of the arguments raised against acceptance of a narrow Continental Shelf and the 'intermediate zone' proposal of the US Marine
Science Commission, apply to the US draft treaty proposals of August
1970 as well. It is stressed that although there are a variety of other
important considerations involved in the matter of control and use of
the oceans, the United States should not give up its exclusive jurisdiction
over the continental margin and its resources which are of vital importance to its security and well-being for decades to cO?le. Just because a
few states have failed to respect the doctrine of the freedom of the seas,
there is no reason for the United States to propose a renunciation of its jurisdiction
rights in the mineral resources of its continental margin in return for the uncertain
status of 'international trustee' and the hope that somehow this will gain adherence
to that international doctrine. Important as that doctrine is, the way to achieve
respect for it would not appear to lie in an ill-defined and unrelated trade-off,28 2

If freedom of the seas is so important to the Department of Defense,
it is argued, they should not use American industry "as a guinea pig...
if they do want the right to move out and place sensoring equipment
next door to somebody's port, they should face this on a treaty basis
with the defence departments of the various nations. We don't think
we should be the guinea pigs."283 In any case, it is said, that "any
nation discontented with the planting of little black boxes on its continental margin is likely to dig them up on the general justification of
self-defence, undeterred by the declaration in Article 3" guaranteeing
international area open to uses by all the states. 284
If the US Navy cannot do without freedom of transit in straits
of the world, it is contended, "it is the subject of a treaty dealing with
the water column, not the sea-bed." Furthermore, "it is ludicrous to
suppose that we can obtain the acquiescence, say, of Indonesia, in the
withdrawal of her claims to a 12-mile territorial sea which would close
the Straits of Malacca, by offering her a deal whereby she also renounces
her mineral claims in waters deeper than 200 metres."285
If Latin American states are to be persuaded to consent to a less
than 200-rnile territorial sea in order to free American fishing boats from
harassment, one cannot hope to do so "by a proposal that they also
renounce their claims to the sea-bed. "286
282 Cecil J. Ohmstead, Panel Discussion, ibid.
283 T.S. Ary, Vice-President, Union Carbide Exploration Corp., on behalf of the
American Mining Congress. in Issues Related to Establishment of Seaward Boundary....
n. 205, p. 58.
284 Ely. ibid., p. 10.
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To renounce or cede its inherent sovereign rights of ownership
seaward of the 200-metre line to an uncertain international regime and
to receive back some sort of a qualified title designated as a 'trusteeship'
and some delegated powers was, according to this view, a revolutionary
change in the status of the United States. Under the new regime,
power would rest in a complicated structure, "a sort of floating Chinese
pagoda," over which the United States might have no control because
of the predominence of small, developing states. The United States
would have to administer the surrendered area as a trustee of a "heritage
of all mankind" under a contract that might be amended without its
consent. 287
Such a "proposal suggesting renunciation of the heart of our
sovereign rights," beyond the 200-metre isobath, the Senate Sub-committee on Outer Continental Shelf objected, "could cast a cloud on our
present title to the resources of our continental margin"; such renunciation "in no way guarantees the willingness of the international community to re-delegate functionally to us the same rights we would renounce";
and "to renounce these rights and to ask that they be returned in part
to us merely requests the international community to give us that which,
ipso facto and ab initio, is rightfully ours to begin with." Surrendering
one's rights to appease a few recalcitrant states violating the freedom of
the seas doctrine, may only encourage them to greater violation. "Our
sovereign rights to the mineral estate of our continental margin," it was
emphasized, "is the heritage of the American people. It should be
retainerl."288
The US Government and its supporters have repeatedly sought to
reassure critics by saying that the draft treaty is in the best interests not
only of the United States but of the whole international community; that
the United States by giving up seven or eight per cent of its continental
margin is really gaining 92 to 93 per cent of the world's continental
margins;289 that US companies would be better off under the proposed
secure and stable international regime;290 that the United States is not
helpless in international forums and is not at the mercy of international
majorities; and that the United States will not be without considerable
authority in any future international regime. The arguments, however, have failed to go home. The critics have rejected the view that
the United States, or any coastal state, should renounce its existing
rights over the continental margin.
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OTHER PROPOSALS ABOUT THE LIMITS
OF NATIONAL JURISDICTION

The criteria of 'exploitability' and 'adjacency', provided in ART. 1
of the 1958 Convention, having been found ambiguous, uncertain,
controversial, and, therefore, unacceptable, some other proposals about
the extent and methods of delimiting the outer edge of the Continental
Shelf have been suggested. None of these proposals, however, as we
shall see, is entirely satisfactory.
Criterion of Geology: Finding their support and comfort in the 'national
prolongation' theory, repeated in numerous declarations and endorsed by
the International Court of Justice, it is suggested that "the best natural
geomorphic feature on which to base any offshore boundary is the base of
the continental slope which approximately coincides with the separating
line between continents and ocean basins and is the most outstanding
feature of the ocean bottom."291 It is admitted, however, that considerable difficulty arises in finding the lower boundary of the slope. The
boundary between slope and rise may vary from 1,000 to 4,000 metres.
In some areas, as along the west coast of South America, it may even
descend to depths of 8,000 metres. Further, continental rise descends
very gently to merge with abyssal plains and may occur from 1,000 to
5,000 metres. Its width may be as great as five or six hundred miles,
but in some regions it is extremely narrow or wholly absent. Thus,
while supporting' 'continental margin' theory, Hollis D. Hedberg recognized that "distinctive as is the base of the slope, yet it is far from
having a sharp enough feature to serve as a political or economic
boundary. Moreover in some parts of the world, there is no welldeveloped slope, and some nations have no slope at all adjacent to their
coast_lines."292 Owing to all these variations, the NPC suggested that
since the base of this slope cannot be defined sharply enough to serve
as a precise political or economic boundary, it should be used only as
a 'guideline' to the boundary. The precise limits, when drawn, "should
be such as to assure a fair and reasonable approximation of the outer
edge of the submerged continent. This can only be done by making
certain that the boundary lies out sufficiently beyond the present base
of the continental slope to include the landward portion of the continental rise where it overlaps the slope." Precise demarcation, it suggested,
could be undertaken by a competent scientific or technical agency of
international composition. 293
But apart from the imprecision of the boundary drawn with reference
to the geological criterion, the difficulties inherent in its demarcation,
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and the possibility of its further extension in time to include all the
continental rise, there are certain drawbacks of a serious character.
For instance, the application of such a criterion would benefit only a
relatively few countries which have wide continental margins. Thus
some recent studies show that of the 141 independent countries, 112 are
located on the sea, and 29 are land-locked. Out of these 112 coastal
states, only 28 countries are said to have a broad shelf, 50 miles or more
of it up to the 200-metre isobath. Sixty-two countries have narrow
shelves, and 22 are shelf-locked states. 294
Cr.iterion oj Depth : In order to achieve a relative precision of boundaries
and in view of the fact that most maps and charts which form the basis for
much of the use of the oceans divide the sea according to depths, depth
has been suggested as a basis for delimiting the outer edge of the legallydefined shelf. Apart from the commonly suggested 200 metres, mentioned
in the 1958 Convention, several other depth-limits have been recommended
depending on the physical features of the sea-floor. Thus Senator Claiborne
Pell, in a resolution he submitted to the US Senate in 1969, suggested the
Continental Shelf jurisdiction to a depth of 550 metres (or to a distance of
50 miles), because the outer edge of the geological shelf does not occur
anywhere in the world at a depth greater than 550 metres. 29 S. It may be
recalled that a similar proposal had been made by India and Canada in
the 1958 conference. 296
The 'natural prolongation' theory, which seems to be gaining ground in
some countries and finding favour with several scholars and statesmen,
has led to several suggestions for the demarcation of the continental block
from the deep-ocean basin. Since the exact nature and location of the
boundary between the rocks of the continent and the rocks of the ocean
basin is very poorly known and may vary from 1,200 to 3,500 metres,
various depths have been suggested for acceptanc~ as a reasonable and
practical jurisdictional boundary. Emery has suggested 1,000 metres for
this purpose since "all presently exploited sea-floor resources and many
potential ones would be encompassed by bordering nations if the seaward
limit of sovereignty were put at 1,000-metre contour of the deep-sea. "297
Worzel has stated that the edge of the continent is located approximately
beneath the 2,000-metre isobath, hut Pecora suggests 2,500 metres. 298
29<
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Apart from the fact that the depth criterion is too complex for the daily
requirements of operators who need an easily ascertainable limit,. it is
pointed out that specific isobaths at considerable depths can be located
with an accuracy of only one per cent. 299
On the basis of the complex and imprecisely known sinuosities and
broken topography of the sea bottom, it is extremely difficult to define the
area of national jurisdiction. A depth of 200 metres, it is pointed out for
instance, plus or minus two metres, may exist for tens of miles.30o
Any depth, it is further pointed out, is in a sense "artificial; even the
2,500-metre figure is only a very rough approximation of the foot of the
slope and, as some geologists tell us, would fall beyond the base of slope
in some areas, and would lie halfway up the slope in others."301 Depths
are also said to be subject to change by deposition of sediment and by
mass movements. S02
Geological experts in fact suggest that "a depth could be a most inappropriate boundary parameter" and that "a boundary based upon depth
would raise more questions than it answers. "303
Extension of national jurisdiction beyond 2,500 metres would cover
wide areas of the sea, and the expansion would be by no means uniform.
The following Table prepared by Professor Alexander shows the approximate percentage of depth zones in the ocean :

Depth

Percentage oj All Oceans

200
550
1,000
2,000
2,500
3,000
4,000
5,000
6,000

7.6
9.5
11.9
J 6.1
19.5
22.9

42.5

75.5
98.8

Thus the increLlse of the legal shelf from 200 to 2,500 metres expands its
area by more than two-and-a-half times. While countries like Australia,
Canada, Greenland, Iceland, India, New Ze<J1and, Norway, South Africa,
the Soviet Union, Spain, the United Kingdom, and the United States and
most of the islands would gain tremendous increase in their sea-bed areas,
a vast majority of the states would stand to gain little or nothing out of it.

299
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301
302
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A regime based on depth alone, therefore, is not likely to be accepted by
a m~jority of countries.3M
Criterion of Distance: Unable to decide the basis on which the limits of
national jurisdiction should be defined, a well-known Professor of Geology,
H. W. Menard, suggested:
It should be obvious that there is no geographical or geophysical basis for defining
the limits of the Continental Shelf in a way that will be universally accepted. Two
hundred metres is logical boundary in many places, a thousand metres is logical
elsewhere. Preliminary estimates suggest that sea-floor terraces occur along 30 of the
continental slopes; they ocem at different depths at different places. The existence
of these terraces thus rules out a universal geographical definition which is not somehow arbitrary. My own feeling is that the diplomats ought to pick some arbitrary
distance from the shore and draw lines on the map'o.

Professor Henkin suggested in 1968 that "if the 200-metre isobath is
not retained and a new definition of the shelf is desired, I would urge a
definition in terms of miles from shore." "Once one abandons this traditional depth limit," he felt, "one abandons the principal reason for a definition in terms of depth of water- the link to the geological definition of
the shelf from which the law sprang and which was part of its justification." Furthermore,
depth-of-water has less and less to do with the reasons for the law of the shelf.
Economic and technological dependence on the coastal state now relates more to distance from its shore than to depth of waters. The reluctance of a state to have foreign
installation near its coasts is also a function of distance from shore, not of depth of
water. A distance from shore would seem a principal purpose of the exploitability
clause-to treat coastal nations equally regardless of geological idiosyncrasy. It would
also eliminate the ·problem of trenches and ridges. Distance from shore is also generally easier to measure than depth of sea in an ocean which is still very inadequately
mapped. 30o

Security, economic, technological, and practical rea~ons apart, coastal
stattS with narroW Continental Shelves (and most of the states have narrow
shelves) would seem to prefer the distance criterion as a 'compensation'
for their natural deficiency. Indeed, as we have seen, most Latin American states have been advocates of a wide 200-mile national jurisdiction
chiefly for this reason. The persuasiveness of their position has also been
accepted by most of the proposals ")'hich suggest an alternate depth/
distance criterion for delimiting Continental Shelf jurisdiction. This idea
was first advanced in 1950 by the French branch of the International Law
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Association, which suggested a minimum distance of 20 miles if the Continental Shelf at the 200-metre isobath was narrower than that. 307 Since
then, several other proposals have been made. Thus, Senator Pell's Resolution in the US Senate of January 1969, as we have noted earlier, suggested Continental Shelf jurisdiction at 550 metres or a distance of 50 miles
from the baseline from which the breadth of the territorial sea was measured, whichever results in the greater area of the shelf. sos The US Marine
Science Commission recommended the 200-metre/50 miles formula,soo
which was also endorsed by the Commission to Study the Organization of
Peace. SlO Byelorussia suggested, in July 1971, 200 metres/40 miles,Sll Iraq
suggested 40 miles,sl2 and Australia suggested 100 miles. sl3 Suggestions have
also been made for a much wider area, such as the 2,500-metre isobath/200
miles or only 200 miles from the baseline of the territorial sea. 314
Kenya suggested an 'economic zone' of 200 miles for the exclusive exploitation of both living and mineral resources by coastal states. 315 In a
somewhat modified form, as we shall see below, Ambassador Arvid Pardo
of Malta also suggested in the March 1971 meeting of the UN Sea-Bed
Committee an area of national jurisdiction covering 200 miles from the
coast. 3l6
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It is objected, however, that despite some apparent advantages of delimitation based on distance from shore, this criterion is as arbitrary as others.
The distance has no rational connection with the distribution of resources
in the sea-bed. It is really wrong to speak of an average breadth of the
Continental Shelf or margin because it variers so widely. In this sense, any
distance, 50 miles, or 100 miles, or even 200 miles, is arbitrary, and,
although suggested to accommodate certain interests and aspirations, no
real purpose is served. Thus, it is argued that "it is really a very small
compensation to a developing country which has no continental slope or
margin, or very little, to know that it's going to get some kind of abstract
figure in mileage which may well amount to much ado about nothing
compared with other areas of the world where a substantial margin and
shelf exist. "317
On the other hand, even the widest Continental Shelf proposed, namely
200 miles, would not cover all the areas within the 200-metre isobath,
already vested in the coastal states under the Geneva Convention. There
are some areas, such as the Arctic Coast of Eastern Siberia, or a few
scattered points in the Bering Sea off Alaska, off Cape Race, N ewfoundland, and southeast of Cape Blanco in southern Argentina, where the
geological shelves are wider than 200 miles. 318
The distance formula is also rejected on the ground that with the increasing use of straight baselines for measuring the breadth of territorial
waters not only along rugged or island-fringed coasts, expressly authorized
in Article 4 of the 1958 Convention on the Territorial Sea and Contiguous
Zone, but also to mark the outer limits of groups of islands and to close
off 'historic waters' ,319 it may lead to including vast areas of high seas
within national jurisdiction. Thus it is pointed out that the outer limits
of territorial waters asserted by the Philippines encloses at one point more
than 300 nautical miles from the nearest land. Indonesia has also joined
the outermost points of its archipelago by straight lines. Burma's straight
baseline across the Gulf of Martaban is said to be 225 miles in length. 320
Another extremely difficult problem associated with the distance
criterion is that of islands. According to ART. 10 of the 1958 Convention on Territorial Sea, any "naturally formed area of land, surrounded
by water, which is above water at high tide" is an island and has its own
territorial waters and the Continental Shelf jurisdiction. Thus, if a 50-mile
distance limit were established, an isolated midocean rock, extending
above water at high tide, would have a Continental Shelf area of 7,850
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square nautical miles. With a hundred mile limit, it would increase to
31,400 square nautical miles, and with a 200-mile limit, it would cOVer
125,000 square miles. It is also important to note that while many islands and rocks have geological shelves attached to them, there are
numerous volcanic peaks above the water surface which have little or no
physical shelves. 321 To meet this situation, Senator Pell suggested in his
draft treaty: "In no case ... shall the Continental Shelf...encompass an
area greater than the area (exclusive of territorial sea) of the state or island
to which it is adjacent."322
The Commission to Study the Organization of Peace also felt that "to
permit every island to control a shelf equal in size to that of a continent
would not be equitable." It recommended, therefore, that
(a) an island within the Continental Shelf as redefined and belonging to the adjacent
coastal state should extend that state's rights seaward to include an area adjacent to
such island, the perimeter of which should be the 200-metre or 50-mile line measured
from the baseline of said island, whichever is greater; and (b) any other island,
whether or not a part of a group, should acquire exploitation rights over resources of
the surrounding ocean bottom only to a depth of 200 metres, and would not benefit
from the 50-mile provision.'"

Although the Pell proposal seems to be a reasonable solution to the
problem of very small land areas (including rocks), it may be resisted
by 24 or so small independent island-countries like Nauru (eight
square miles), the Maldive Islands (115 square miles), :Malta (122 square
miles), Barbados (166 square miles), and Tonga Islands (270 square
miles).324 It may also be unacceptable to countries like France, Portugal
the United Kingdom, and the United States, which have sovereignty over
several territories and island possessions. 325 The suggestion of the Commission to Study the Organization of Peace may be considered discriminatory by the independent island-countries.
It is important to note that although the 200-mile distance criterion
w0l..lld more or" less cover all the continental slopes and a considerable
portion of the continental rise and give practically all the rights that coastal states now claim over the natural resources of the shelf, it would close
off within national limits nearly half the total sea~bed area. Even
a hundred-mile distance claim would Cover nearly one-quarter of the
world's sea-bed. Apart from Argentina, Canada, the Soviet Union, and
331

Oxman, in Alexander, n. 82, pp. 168-9.
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United States, countries with a 200-metre isobath which lies in part more
than a hundred miles from shore include Australia, China, France, and
the United Kingdom. Countries with a geological shelf extending to a
distance of more than. 50 miles, the most commonly suggested criterion,
include, in addition to the above-mentioned states, Brazil, India, Ireland,
Malaysia, Pakistan, South Africa, South Vietnam, and Uruguay. Since
most states have rather narrow shelves, a geological criterion is not likely
to be acceptable, and a distance criterion will have to be combined.
However, according to some scholars, any 'compensatory' distance beyond
one hundred miles would seem to be excessive since it would enclose
wide areas of the high seas. 326 According to an estimate made by the US
Center for Naval Analyses, of the approximate percentage of the world
sea-bed enclosed by distance/depth criteria, 200-metre/50 miles outer
limit would enclose 15 per cent, 550-metre/50 miles 16 per cent, and
2,500 metres/100 miles 28 per cent. 327

Most states-especially the newly independent, deVeloping countriesare still studying their interests and the international developments and
they have yet to make up their minds as to where their interests lie. They,
therefore, do not wish to be hurried into accepting limitations on their
sovereign rights for which they may have to feel sorry later on. In any
case, they want to keep their options open at least until the
1974 conference. On the other hand, certain states or groups of
states feel sure about their interests and insist upon their acceptance by
the international community.
LATIN AMERICAN STATES

NO METHOD ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY

Out of this conflicting and somewhat confusing discussion of different
criteria for the delimitation of area of national jurisdiction, it becomes
clear that no method of delimitation is entirely satisfactory and free from
some serious defects. As Hedberg said: "In my personal opinion, neither
a technological definition, nor a fixed water depth, nor a fixed distance
from shore, nor a geomorphologic boundary, will ever in itself provide a
satisfactorily precise boundary for coastal state jurisdiction. "328
Under these circumstances, any decision in this regard is to some extent
bound to be arbitrary and will be made only by difficult political
bargaining.
INTERNATIONAL REACTION

Partly because so little is known so far about the geography and geology
of most of the continental margins of the world, partly because most of
the countries are unaware of the extent of mineral wealth lying off their
shores, and partly because nations have not been able to assess all their
interests, most countries have responded very cautiously and hesitatingly
to the American and other proposals for the delimitation of the legal
Continental Shelf. In fact, the great diversity of opinions about the extent
and methods of delimiting the outer boundary of national jurisdication
and the strong advocacy of some partisan interests in the garb of altruistic
language has considerably confused several states.

320
Ibl71., pp. 46-47.•
'''Quoted, ibid., p, 48.
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Quoted by Roger Denrome, "The Seabed Limit of the Continental Shelf" , in
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The most eloquent and determined in defence of their national interests
are the Latiri American states. These counttis believe that the question of
limits of national sovereignty' over the sea-bed is indissolubly linked to the
boundaries of coastal states in the seas adjacent to their shores and
closely connected with such questions as security, fishing rights, and poIlution. 329 Convinced of this interconnection, as we have noted in the
previous chapter, soon after the Truman Declaration in 1945, most Latin
American statesdeclai-ed their sovereignty not only over the Continental
Shelf and its resources, but over the 'epicontinental sea' adjacent to
their shores, whatever its depth; so that, as the Chilean declaration said,
they might "reserve, protect, conserve, and utilize the natural resources
and wealth of whatever nature, found on, in, or under the seas." Several
of them, such as Peru (l947), Chile (1947), Ecuador (1945), Costa Rica
(1948), EI Salvador (1950), and Nicaragua (1948), claimed sovereignty
up to 200 miles. In a 'Declaration on the Maritime Zone' issued in
Santiago on 18 August 1952, Chile,. Ecuador, and Peru declared, inter
alia:
1. Owing to the geological and biological factors affecting the existence, conservation
and development of the marine fauna and flora of the waters adjacent to the coasts of
the declarant countries, the former extent of the territorial sea and contiguous zone is
insufficient to permit the conservation, development and use of those resources, to
which the coastal countries' are entitled.
II. The Governments of Chile, Ecuador and Peru therefore proclaim a~ a principle of
their international maritime policy that each of them possesses sole sovereignty and
jurisdiction over the area of the sea adjacent to the coast of its own country and
extending not less than 200 nautical miles from the said coast.

It was made specifically clear, however, that the "declaration shall not
be construed as disregarding the necessary restrictions on the exercise
of sovereignty and jurisdiction imposed by international law to permit

329
See statement by Thompson-Flores (Brazil). A/AC. 138/SC.I/SR.I.4, 25 June
1971, P. 17.
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the innocent and inoffensive passage of vessels of all nations through the
zone aforesaid. "330
It is suggested by the jurists of Latin America that this 200-mile maritime zone, claimed by the Latin American states, does not amount to
extension of territorial waters and is not identical with the territorial sea.
They point out that the latter term is not used in the Santiago Declaration, that the signatory countries did not annul the legal provisions
laying down the breadth of their territorial sea, and that the object of
the zone is expressly stated to be limited to specific purposes,
namely, the protection and conservation of natural resources which are
irreplaceable sources of their subsistence and of vital economic importance to them. It is, of course, more than a 'contiguous zone', because
it serves more purposes than 'merely conservation, but less than territorial
sea, although it coincides in some respects with the latter. It is said to
be an area of the sea sui generis of 'specialized competence' for exclusive
exploitation. 331
Be that as it may, some Latin American states have consistently and
persistently claimed rights over the 200-mile maritime zone and have
been successful in persuading others to join them. Thus in 1965 Nicaragua, in 1966 Argentina, in 1969 Uruguay, and in 1970 Brazil joined
their ranks.
It is argued that in the absence of any international rule universally
accepted by multilateral agreement, each state has the sovereign right to
establish the limits of its territorial waters. As the Inter-American
Council of Jurists declared in 1956: "Each state is competent to establish
its territorial waters- within reasonable limits, taking into account
geographical, geological, and biological factors, as well as the economic
needs of its population, and its security and defence. "332
These claims are sought to be stipported by the judgement of the
International Court of Justice in the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries case where
the Court said that "it is the land which confers upon the coastal state
a right to waters off its coasts," that "the act of delimitation is necessarily a unilateral act, because only the coastal state is competent to
undertake it," that "a state must be allowed the latitude nticessary in
order to be able to adopt its delimitation to practical needs and local
requirements," and that "there is one consideration not to be overlooked,
the scope of which extends beyond purely geographical factors: that of
certain economic interests peculiar to a region, the reality and importance
of which are clearly evidenced by a long usage. "333
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It must be recalled, however, that the Court also said that

delimitation of sea areas has always an international aspect; it cannot be dependent
merely upon the will of the coastal state as expressed in its municipal law. Although
it is true that the act of delimitation is necessarily a unilateral act, because only the
coastal state is competent to undertake it, the validity of the delimitation with regard
to other states depends upon international law. 334

But this does not dissuade these Latin American states from arguing
that the geographical, economic, political, and juridical factors make it
imperative for them. to have a 200-mile exclusive maritime zone and
that the international community should accept it. It does not mean,
of course, they say, that the limit of 200 miles should apply to all states.
There are areas where such a limit is inconceivable simply for geographical reasons, or where it is unnecessary because the countries concerned do not require such a wide extension. Indeed, in vi.ew of the diversities of realities and needs, "it would be inadequate and unjust to adopt
a single limit of national jurisdiction for all states, and there is no other
acceptable solution but to recognize a certain plurality of regimes, possibly on a regional basis, "335 according to the geographic realities and
needs and responsibilities derived from the different levels of development
obtaining among nations. Furthermore, their claims are without prejudice
to freedom of navigation and overflight and cannot be considered traditional territorial sea claims. Even fishing by foreigners is not absolutely prohibited. Apart from a few species which are needed to be developed,
the other species are allowed to be caught by foreigners with some regulatory measures taking into account the preferential rights of coastal states
and payment of modest sums for licences and fishing permits.336
Although it would indeed be an ideal solution to have an international
agreement, it is reminded that we are not living in an ideal world.
Those who object to unilateral declarations, it is pointed out, forget that
they themselves extended their national jurisdictions not long ago
through the same procedure. The critics of the Latin American position
lament, it is said, that the freedom of communications is imperilled,
although they know fully well that it is provided for and respected since
it is basically a question of resources, especially fishery resources. They
(the crities) unnecessarily cry chaos in the sea, and say that there will be
as many regimes as there are states, though in fact "states are inclined to
adopt similar limits to adapt to similar realities. "337
Ibid.
Statement by Ambassador Arias-Schreiber of Peru in the General Deb~te of the
First Session of the Preparatory Committee of the International Conference on the Law
of the Sea in Geneva on 15 March 1971, author's copy, pp. 6-7.
83.
Statement by Ambassador Arias-Schreiber on 24 March 1971 before the Preparatory Committee, p. 2.
331
Schreiber, n. 335, p. 4.
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Amador, n. 89, pp. 77-79.
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Resolution on "Principles of Mexico on the Juridical Regime of the Sea", in
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On 8 May 1970, nine Latin American states-Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Ecuador, EI Salvador, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru and Uruguay,
(the 'Montevideo Group')-all of whom had "extended their sovereignty
or exclusive rights of jurisdiction over the maritime area adjacent to
their coasts, its soil and its subsoil to a distance of 200 nautical miles"
(Preamble), adopted the "Montevideo Declaration on the Law of the
Sea" declaring as one of the six 'basic principles,' "the right to establish
the limits of their maritime sovereignty and jurisdiction in accordance
with their geographical and geological characteristics and with the
factors governing the existence of marine resources and the need for their
rational utilization. "
They also expressed "their intention to coordinate their future action
with a view to defending effectively the principles embodied in this declaration. "lIS8 Pursuant to this intention a meeting was called in August
1970. This meeting was attended by representatives of 20 Latin
American states, and by observers from Canada, Costa Rica, Iceland,
India, Senegal, South Korea, the United Arab Republic, and Yugoslavia.
During this meeting, Gtlatemala supported the Montevideo group and
stated that it was 'spiritually' with them. Colombia: also agreed to
co-operate with them "to elaborate a common Latin American thesis on
the legal regime of the sea." A "Declaration of Latin American countries on the Law of the Sea," (adopted at Lima by 14 votes to 3, with 1
abstention and two absentees) ,339 contained as one of the five 'common
principles'
The right: of the coastal state to establish the limits of its maritime sovereignty and
jurisdiction according to reasonable criteria, keeping in mind its geographical, geological, and biological characteristics as well as the necessities of the rational utilization of
its resources." o

It is interesting to note that the Subcommittee on the'Law of the Sea
of the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee at its twelfth session
in Colombo in January 1971,341 said in its Report that:

See text in the American Journal of International Law, vol. 64 (1970), pp. 1021-3.
Bolivia and Paraguay voted against the Declaration because it did not mention
the rights of non-coastal states to access to the sea. Venezuela voted against, maintaining
that some points of the document did not accord with its position. Trinidad-Tobago
abstained, and Jamaica and Barbados were absent.
840
The Declaration was signed by Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,
Peru. and Uruguay. See quoted in J.J. Santa-Pinter, "Latin American Countries Facing
the Problem of Territorial Waters", San Diego Law Review (San Diego, Calif.), vol. 8. no.
3, p. 616.
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The Colombo meeting of the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee was
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Some delegations proposed that states should abandon the depth plus exploitability
criterion for the limits of national jurisdiction and consider recognizing a limit of 200
miles from the coastal state's baseline as this, in their view, was the most equitable
criterion and hence most likely to command the support of the majority ofthc intel'natiOlial community. A number of members were inclined to view the proposal
favourably and considered it desirable to study the concept further .843
ARCHIPELAGO COUNTRIES

Another group ofstates determined in its efforts to have its claims
accepted by the international community is the group of archipelago
countries, especially the Philippines and Indonesia.
An archipelago is defined as a formation of two or more islands (islets
or rocks) which may geographically be considered as one unit. In some
archipelagos, the islands and islets are clustered together in a compact
group while others are spread out over great areas of water. Some of
them· consist of a string of islands, islets, or rocks forming a fence or
rampart for the mainland against the ocean. 343 But apart from these
coastal archipelagos, like, the Norwegian 'skjaergaard', the group of
islands off Finland, Greenland, Iceland, Sweden, and Yugoslavia, and
certain stretches on the coasts of Alaska and Canada, there are outlying
or mid-ocean groups of islands like the Fiji Islands, Galapagos, the
Hawaiian Islands, Indonesia, Japan, the Philippines, the Solomon Islands
and the Svalbard archipelago. Following the judgement of the International Court of Justice in the Anglo-Norwegian Fisheries case, it is now
accepted that so far as the coastal archipelagos are concerned, the belt
of territorial waters may follow the outer line of the islands and may be
measured by drawing straight baselines between certain selected points
on the islands. As ART. 4 of the 1958 Convention on Territorial Sea
provides:
In localities where the coastline is deeply indented and cut into, or if there is a fringe
of islands along the coast in its immediate vicinity, the method of straight baselines
joining appropriate points may be employed in drawing the baseline from which the
breadth of the territorial sea is measured,

Despite long-standing and historic claims by some
archipelagos to consider themselves to be one single unit
tion of territorial waters by drawing straight baselines
most points of the outermost islands of the archipelago,
sympathies of several jurists and professional bodies

of the outlying
for the delimitafrom the outerand despite the
for their views,

8,. "Report of the Sub-Committee on the Law of the Sea" of the Asian-African
Legal Consultative Committee, session 12, 18·27 January 1971.
818
See Jens Evensen, "Certain Legal Aspects Concerning the Delimitation of the
Territorial Waters of Archipelagos", in UN Conference on the Law of the Sea Official Records
(Geneva, 1958), vol. 1 (Preparatory Documents), p. 2110.
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no such rule has been accepted so far in international law. Both the 1930
Hague Codification Conference and the 1958 Geneva Conference failed to
reach an agreement on the subject. 3u In its 1956 draft on the Law of
the Sea, the International Law Commission refrained from drafting any
special provisions on groups of islands. After laying down that "every
island has its own territorial sea," it explained.
The Commission had intended to follow up this article with a provision concerning
groups of islands. Like the Hague Conference for the Codification of International
Law of 1930, the Commission was unable to overcome the difficulties involved. The
problem is similarly complicated by the different forms it takes in different archipelagos. The Commission was also prevented from stating an opinion, not only by
disagreement on the breadth of the territorial sea, but also by lack of technicalinformation on the subject. M •
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Similarly, in an 'Announcement on the Territorial Waters of the
Republic', Indonesia declared on 13 December 1957 :
Historically, the Indonesian archipelago consisting of 13,667 islands, has been an entity
since time immemorial.
In view of territorial entirety and of preserving the wealth of the Indonesian state, it is
deemed necessary to consider all waters between the islands an entire entity.
On the ground of above considerations, the Government states that all waters around,
between and connecting, the islands or parts of islands belonging to the Indonesian
archipelago irrespective of their width or dimension are' natural appurtenances of its
land territory and therefore an integral part of the inland or national waters subject to
the absolute sovereignty of Indonesia.
The peaceful passage of foreign vessels through these waters is guaranteed as long and
insofar as it is not contrary to the sovereignty of the Indonesian state or harmful to her
security.3<9

Undaunted by this lack of agreement among international lawyers and
the opposition of the big maritime states, Indonesia and the Philippines,
with whom Fiji joined in 1971,3t6 have been relentlessly struggling for
the acceptance of their claims. In their view, an archipelago country is
entitled to measure the breadth of its territorial sea from a baseline
which would guarantee the unity of the archipelago. The right of 'innocent passage' from one part of the high seas to another is guaranteed
through the waters of an archipelago country subject to any rules and
regulations it might enact in that regard. 347 In a note verbale addressed to
the International Law Commission in 1956, the Philippines stated.

This claim met with opposition and protests from Australia, France,
Japan, the Netherlands, the Scandinavian countries, the United Kingdom
and the United States. The extension of sovereignty over wide areas of
the sea between the islands, particularly the Java Sea between Java and
Borneo (which is about a hundred miles wide and covers important sea
routes), was considered a violation of the established principle of the
freedom of the seas.350
Both the Philippines and Indonesia have rejected these protests.
Following the lead ot their Latin American brethren, they argue that

All waters around, between and connecting different islands belonging to Philippines
Archipelago, irrespective of their width or dimension, are necessary appurtenances
of its land territory, forming an integral part of the national or inland waters, subject
to tl~e exclusive sovereignty of the Philippines. 3 <a
•

in the absence of any existing rule of international law (as the three-mile rule has long
been dead and buried), it is the inherent prerogative of every state, as a consequence of
sovereignty and the right to self-preservation, to determine the outer limits of its
jurisdiction as dictated by the requirements of national security, economic survival,
and other legitimate considerations. a61

This claim covers vast areas of the Western Pacific and of the South
China Sea as well as several lesser bodies of water more or less surrounded by these more than 7,000 islands. One such body of water claimed
as internal waters is the Sulu Sea with an area of 86,000 square miles.
The baselines within which all waters are considered internal connect
the. outermost points on any island or rock belonging to the Philippines,
and therefore includes whole seas, as well as some important straits, bays,
and lesser bodies of waters. Although innocent passage is not normally
permitted through internal waters, such a right is recognized in practice.

This practice of unilateral extensions is bound to continue, they insist,
until a new uniform rule is adopted. But no state can be expected to
give up its vital interests. Therefore, it would be practically impossible "to
establish a single standard of the limit of national jurisdiction.... This
would be like trying to cut the fingers of the hand to a uniform length."
It is more advisable, they say, to accept "diversity than obtain unity by
imposing unjust uniformity.' '352
Apart from this general sovereign right, the Philippines and Indonesian
archipelagos, they assert, constitute a necessary exception to any general

See Evensen, ibid., pp. 290-5.
Official Records of the General Assembly, session 11, supplement 9, A/3159, p. 17.
3U
See McLoughlin (observer for Fiji), UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SR. 62., 26 July 1971,
pp. 9-17.
347
J.J.G. Syatauw, Some Newly Established Asian States and the Development of Inter'
national Law (The Hague, 1961), pp.SO·81; and McLoughlin. ibid" p. 7.
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rear Book of the International Ltlw Commission, 1956, vol. 2, pp. 69·7 O.

See Whiteman, n. 3, p. 284.
Ibid., pp. 284-5. See also Max Sorensen, "The Territorial-Sea of Archipelagos",
in J,P.A.. Francois, Varia Juris Gentium, Liber Amicorum (Leyden, 1959), pp. 315 ff.
3.1 Opening statement by Arturo M. Tolentino, Chairman of the Philippines Delega'
tion, at the plenary session of the UN Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed in
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law of the sea. For one thing, their territorial waters lj.re 'historic
waters', since they constitute "historical nations, tracing their common
interests, their lives in common in their vast archip.elagos, far beyond
their reconquest of their independence, far beyond even their subjugation to the European and American colonial conquerors."3S3
But more important, according to them, is the fact that the claim is
based on the right of self-preservation, territorial integrity and security,
and livelihood of their people. Linked by race, geography, history, and
nationhood, they stress, "how could we be expected to tolerate the incursion and penetration of the heart of our country, nay, the whole of our
country, by all manner and shape of foreign vessels, at will and beyond
our authority ?"3S4 Most coastal states have only one shore· each to
protect, whereas the Philippines and Indonesia have thousands of shores
and thousands of territorial seas, which, they say, is just ab,mrd. 355 Both
the Philippines and Indonesia would be discontinuous states uIlless their
authority extends unimpeded across the waters connecting the islands.
Pointing to the problems of security and defence, the Indonesian
Government explained:
The air space over a territory with such a structure (i.e. of an archipelago) would
automatically not have a homogeneous character either. Pockets of high seas in the
midst of or in between the land-territories [islands] of Indonesia were putting functionaries in a difficult situation as they had to observe all the time whether they were
finding themselves in national waters or on the high sea, because their rights of taking
any step depended on their present position.
In the case of war between two parties, with their battle-fleets mOving to and fro on
the high seas between Indonesian islands, our unity would be threatened. 356
.

Commercial and fiscal matters, as well as economic considerations,
cannot be ignored. If they are peculiarly susceptible- to espionage, they
are also particularly susceptible to smuggling. They cannot control
these activities unless they have the means to restrain access from waters
at a considerable distance from their collective coasts. It is obvious that
command of the inter-island commerce would be facilitated by command
of the waters between those islands. Moreover, thee xclusive access to
marine resources and the need to avoid foreign exploitation of their
natural wealth demand that they should have wider jurisdiction. Both
countries with their expanding populations are dependent on fish for
protein. Though their waters are rich in fisheries, their fishermen and
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Statement by L.M. Guerrero, Leader of the Philippines Delegation to the Colombo
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fishing techniques are primitiv!,: compared, for instance, to the modern
fishing fleets of Japan, which often visit their waters. 3S7
The question of the limits of the territorial sea, they say, is a separate
matter and has nothing to do with their inland waters. The point that
they want to make is that their sovereign rights over their inland waters
are "absolute and exclusive, unlimited except for the privilege of innocent
passage, non-negotiable and beyond the scope of international law."358
At the Colombo meeting of the Asian~African Legal Consultative
Committee in January 1971, the Philippines and Indonesia urged the
other participants to recognize their "special interest in, and relation to,
the waters between and around those islands for historical, geographical,
ethnological, political and economic reasons, as well as for reasons of
national defence and security." According to the Report of the Subcommittee, they not only elicited appreciation for their views, but
'sympathetic consideration' and 'support' of several delegations for the
archipelago concept. 359
.
COUNTRIES WITH FISHERIES INTERESTS

Apart from the Latin American and archipelago countries, there are
several small countries for whom the problem of fisheries is the most
important problem involved in the whole debate, and fishing resources
the most important part of the natural resources of the adjacent sea.
The Representative of Iceland, Anderson, said for instance at the March
1971 session of the Sea-Bed Committee that claims for extensive limits
were neither selfish nor parochial. He pointed out that on the Iceland's
continental platform
were found invaluable fishing banks and spawning grounds upon whose preservation
the survival of Icelandic people depended. Iceland was itself barrell alld almost all
necessities had to be imP9rted and financed through the export of fisheries products.
It could truly be said that the coastal fishing grounds were the conditio sine qua non for
Icelandic people, since they made the country habitable. It was for .that reason that
the Icelandic Government considered itself entitled, and indeed bound, to take all
necessary steps on a unilateral basis to preserve those resources; and that was in fact
what it was doing.

It was really "unrealisitc", he argued, "that foreigners could be
prevented from pumping oil from the Continental Shelf, but that they
357
See Joseph W. Dellapenna, "The Phillipines Territorial Water Claim in International Law", Journal of Law and Economic Development, Vol.5, no. 1 (1970), p. 52. See
also statement by the Indonesian representative, Sharif, before the First Committee of the
General Assembly on 4 December 1970, UN Doc. A/C.I/PV. 1785.4 December 1970; pp.
3-6; and Syatauw, n. 347, pp. 166 if.
358
Guerrero, n. 302, p. 2.
350
See Report of the Subcommittee, n.293. Only one delegation (most pl'obabl'l
Japan) opposed the archipelago concept and for obvious reasons.
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could not in the same· manner be prevented from des'troying other
resources which were based on the same sea-bed." Iceland, of course,
did not believe that "the same rule should apply in all countries.... Each
case should be decided on its merits by the coastal state itself." It
should determine the necessary measures for the protection of its coastal
fisheries in the light of economic, geographic, biological, and other
relevant considerations. Sonie countries might find that a limit of 12
miles was adequate, while others might find it too narrow to protect their
vital interests. For Iceland, relevant local factors would "coincide with
the outer limit of the Continental Shelf or platform at a depth of 400
metres-which in some areas would take the limit to a distance of 60-70
miles." But others might decide that the protected zone should be even
.
wider. 360
The Danish delegation also adopted a similar approach and 'differen_
tiated solutions'. He said that "ifnations were willing to recognize that
the;e are countries and isolated areas of countries which are heavily
dependent \ upon the resources of the sea, it might be possible to find
differentiated solutions which in the long run would be to the benefit of
all countries."361
Unilateral measures by several countries for the protection of their
economic and other interests have not only been appreciated and
supported by several smaller countries which are concerned about their
own interests, but even by some other countries which do not have such
interests. Thus, the Yugoslav delegate at the Sea-Bed Committee,
Mojsov, said that
Scientific and technical progress had led to an exploitation which amounted to a
devastation of the living resources of the sea, to a growing deterioration of the environment, and to increased security risks for coastal states. Tlie traditional rules of the
law of the sea no longer afforded protection against all those threats and certain states,
which thought themselves more threatened than others, had felt obliged to take unilateral measures of protection against the abuses of modern technology. Although
his country had not taken such action itself, it realized that such unilateral measures
were not arbitrary but were justified because, without them, the vital economic and
political interests of the countries concerned would be in jeopardy~ Such unilateral
measures, which were not disproportionate to the dangers faced by the countries
concerned, were the only remedy at present available. They had become an
international reality which should be taken into account.

Uniform solutions, he believed, could not be applied to diverse
situations :

360
Anderson (Iceland) statement before the Sea-Bed Committee on 16 March 1971,
UN Doc. No. A/AC. IS8/SR. 49, p. 49, pp. 2~S (provisional).
au Statement by P. Fergo (Denmark) before the Sea-Bed Committee on 18. March
1971. UN Doc. A/AC. IS8/SR. 51, p. 71.
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Despite their attraction for lawyers, uniform solutions were not adequate in the
present instance. It was necessary to assess the economic problems of certain regions
which were dependent on resources situated beyond what might be regarded as the
reasonable limits of national jurisdiction, and seek appropriate solutions to enable the
countries concerned to live and develop. The importance of the unilateral measures
taken by certain countries was the-refore such that his delegation felt that it could not
request those countries even to discuss those measures, let alone renounce them, until
an international regime had at least been outlined which offered them equivalent
safeguards from the economic and security points ofview. 362

LAND-LOCKED AND SHELF-LOCKED STATES

While a number of coastal countries are consolidating their position
in the sea-bed beyond their shores and extending their national jurisdiction in the hope of finding natural wealth buried there, there are
several countries which have no coastline and no sea-bed. There are
some others which have a very limited sea-bed area since their geological Continental Shelves adjoin those of other ,countries, and little or no
area extends below the 200-metre isobath. They have, therefore, no
chance of extending their jurisdiction to areas beyond the 200-metre
depth to what other countries have, namely, continental slopes and rise.
According to a recent study, of the total 146 independent states, 31 are
landlocked, and at least 23 are what are called shelf-locked countr-ies. 363
In the midst of numerous and complex relations between the countries
of the world and the sea, the land-locked states complain that they are
just forgotten because they are, after all, far from the sea. Thus, in its
10 years of intensive study of the law of the sea, during which time it
analysed and codified all that up to that time was worthy of codification,
the International Law Commission completely ignored the land-locked
countries and their problems. It was only at its eleventh session in the
General Assembly that on the initiative of some land-locked countries,
the General Assembly passed a resolution-Resolution 1028 (XI) of 20
February 1957:'-inviting Member states:
to give full recognition to the needs of land-locked Member states in the matter of
transit trade and, therefore, to accord them adequate facilities in terms of international

362
Mojsov (Yugoslavia) statement before the Sea-Bed Committee on·22 March 1971,
UN. Doc. A/AC. 138, SR. 54, p. 110.
363
L.M. Alexander and E. W.S. Hull, The Law of the Sea: A Statistical SU1I!mary of
the Practice of States (Washington, D.C.• 1971).
The land-locked states are: Afgh~nistan. Austria, Bolivia. Botswana. Burundi, ByeloRussia, Central African Republic, Ch2d, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Laos, Lesotho, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Malawi. Mali, l'vlongolia, Nepal, Niger,Paraguay, Rwanda.
San Marino, Swaziland, Switzerland, Uganda, Upper Volta, Vatican, Zambia.
The shelf-locked states are : Belgium, Cambodia, Denmark. Ethiopia Finland,
Germany (East), Germany (West), Iran, Iraq, Jordan,Kuwait, Malaysia, The Netherlands, Poland. Saudi Arabia, Singapore. Sudan, Sweden, Thailand, Vietnam (North),
Yemen (Aden), Yemen (Sana), Yugoslavia.
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ends. The land-locked states are excluded from participation in the
exploitation of the natural resources of the sea, living or non-living,
not only in the territorial sea, but also in the adjacent waters beyond
that which are within the national jurisdictions of the coastal states.
They, therefore, decry every unilateral extension or national jurisdiction as a violation of their right of equality with other states on the high
seas and the sea-bed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. Unable t6
extend their own jurisdictions, they declare all unilateral extensions, in
the absence of an international agreement, as a violation of international
law.30s They defend the concept of 'common heritage of mankind' and
favour t,he establishment of a new international regime for the sea-bed
and ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction as quickly as
possible which may bring a new and just order to the broadest possible
area.369 It was because of these reasons and in order to serve the interests and aspirations of their people, that both Bolivia and Paraguay
voted against the Lima Declaration in 1970 shattering the Latin
American solidarity on the subject.37o

law and practice in this regard, bearing in mind the future requirements resulting
from theeconomic development of the land-locked countries.

A preliminary conference of the land-locked states was then called.
This conference met in Geneva for two weeks prior to the opening of
the main conference. The Geneva Convention on the High Sea adopted in 1958, provided, among other things, for freedom of the high
seas to all states, coastal and non-coastal, for free access to sea on a
basis of reciprocity, and for the settlement, by mutual agreement, of
"all matters relating to freedom of transit and equal treatment in ports."
It is important to not'e that although the problems of the land-locked
countries were recognized in the United Nations Conferences on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD) in 1964 and 1968, and the General Assembly discussed and supported their position, a Convention on Transit
Trade of Land-locked Countries, adopted in 1965, was ratified or acceded to only by 21 countries until March 1970. Nigeria alone of these
21 states is a transit state to land-locked developing countries.364
Similarly, it is pointed out, the interest of the land-locked states in
the sea-bed is being ignored. The incorporation of the Continental
Shelves into the national jurisdiction of coastal states has changed the
political, economic, .and strategic topography of the globe. While
some states have gained access to enormous riches and control over
vast areas, the land-locked states. and the shelf-locked states have to
that extent become poorer. 365 It is an old pqlitical maxim that some
nations become smaller and weaker by the mere ·fact that others grow
bigger and stronger. 366

BIG MARITIME POWERS

Although all of these countries are not in the same position- for
instance, Austria and Switzerland cannot be placed on the same
footing as others lying in the heart of Africa, Asi,!-, or Latin Americathere is no doubt that the interest of all land-locked and shelf-locked
countries "must lie in the greatest possible extension of the sea-bed and
ocean floor and the subsoil of the high seas beyond the limits of present national jurisdiction."367 The right of the land-locked countries to
exploit the riches of the sea begins where the control of coastal states
264
See Special Problems of the Land-locked Countries (Report of the Group of Experts
on the Special Problems involved in the trade a!1d economic development of the landlocked developing countries, UNCTAD Trade and Development Board. Tenth Session,
Geneva, 26 August 1970), UN Doc. TD/Bj308, 11 June 1970, pp. 1-2.
3" See statement by Hulinsky (Czechoslovakia) in the First Committee, UN Doc.
A/C. I/PV. 1785, 4 December 1970, p. 68.
3'0
See Vladimir Ibler, "The Interests of Shelf-Locked States and the Proposed
Development of the Law of the Sea", Indian ]ournal of International Law, Vol. It
(1971), p. 391.
307
Guerrera Arza (Bolivia), statement in the 'First Committee, UN Doc. A/C.I/ PV.
1783, 3 December 1910, p. 82; and Farhang (Afghanistan), Subcommittee I of Sea-Bed
Committee, 4 December 1971, pp. 2-3.
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It is not only the small, politically weak land-locked and shelrlocked states that are concerned about unilateral extensions. Even the
big and strong maritime Powers are opposed to this trend, which,
according to them, has led to 'confusion' and 'anarchy' since the validity of those extension.s "is a matter or international law." "Positive
law," it is asserted, "can no doubt be modified, but only through the
normal proCess of !nterIlationallaw, through agreement-that is-through
cooperation."371,."Qn,t he other,; hand, this course (of unilateral action),
it is pointed out, can only be described "as something giving rise to legal
doubts and instabiJity and as a slap in the face of international cooperation. "372
These unilateral claims, itis warned,
if they expand'and pl'~liTerate, would removefrcim any international regime vast areas
of these ocean beds that may welI contairi the most valuable, and certainly the most
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3,. Ibler, n. 366, p. 394; and statement by Anas (Afghanistan) in the First Committee,
UN Doc. A/C.1/PV. 1781,2 December 1970, p. 42.
3G9
Anas (Afghanistan), n. 368, p. 43; Hulinsky (Czechoslovakia), n. 35, p. 68; A.
Prohaska (Austria), statement before the Sea-Bed Committee, IS IVlarch 1971; UN Doc.
A/ AC. 13S/SR. 52, p. 8; Prohaska, statement before Subcommittee I of the Sea-Bed Committee, 2 August lpn, p. 3; Mr. Koh (Singapore), statement before the Sea-Bed Committee, 17 March 1971, UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SR. 50, p. 53; and Ibler, n. 366. pp. 11 ff.
379
Arza (Bolivia), no. 3~7, p. 82.
371, Koscinsko-Morizet (France), First
Committee, UN Doc. A/C.I/PV. 1778,
December 1970, p.26; and Ogiso (Japan), Sea-Bed Committe,., 19 March 1971, UN Doc.
AlAC. 138/SR. 53, p. 96.

372
Jamieson (Unite\i K~ngdom), First .ComI)1ittee, UN Doc. A/C.I/PV. 1775,27
November 1970. p. 31. See also Ogiso. n. 371.
.
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easily exploitable, sources of wealth. Worse, such claims of jurisdiction may well
extend to the sea the same conflicts that have attended the defence of jurisdictional
claims on land and have led so often to wars. This is clearly not a bold step forward,
and might well be a disastrous step backwards•.373

An earnest appeal is made to reach an early international agreement,
because
with every year that passes, unilateral actions will reduce our options and prejudge
our decisions until the opportunity will be lost to provide for the common benefit of
all. A few technologically advanced states will be wealthier. A few states with long
coastlines will take false comfort in the thousands of square miles they have claimed as
their OWn. But the international community, of which we are all an indivisible part.
will have a substantially reduced source of independent income.s74

Behind all these arguments, the real reason for the opposition of the
big maritime Powers to unilateral extensions is the desire of these
Powers to keep the widest possible area as part of the high seas and maintain the traditional freedoms of the seas and of the airspace above them,
especially the freedom of navigation. Thus, it is repeated time and
again that if the territorial sea is extended, it would affect several straits
which would become part of the territorial. waters of different states,
and that may intolerably affect the freedom of navigation through
them. 315
It is emphasized that the Geneva Conference of 1958 made an enormous contribution to the international community by codifying the customary rules of international law and establishing some new rules relating
to the sea. Much of what was accomplished remains valid, and that,
though new rules may be made by agreement, the old law should not be
discarded. 316

It is important to note that despite its cautious and vague stand towards the extent of national jurisdiction and other matters relating to
the law of the sea, the Soviet Union, in general, shares the anxieties and
views of other big maritime Powers. It denounced the unilateral approach
as "pregnant with dangers of inter-state disputes or even undesirable
conflicts," and emphasized the need for an international agreement.3??
It suggested that
3;3 Pell (United States), First Committee, UN Doc. A/C.l/PV. 1774,26 November
1970, pp. 7-8.
374 Ibid., p. 13. See also Stevenson, Sea-Bed Committee, 18 March 1971, UN Doc.
A/AC. 138/SR. 50, p. 76
375 See Kosciusko-Morizet, n. 371, p. 31; Jeannel (Franc~), statement before the SeaBed Committee, 22 March 1971, UN Doc. A/AC.138/SR. 54, p.10; Jamieson, n. 372, p.31.
37. Ogiso, n. 371.
371
Issraelyan (USSR), First Committee, UN Doc. A/C.I/PV.I777, 30 November
1970. p. 31. See also Grekov (Byelorussian SSR), ibid, UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. .1780,
2 December 1970, p. 46.
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The progressive development of the Internatiorial law of the sea must be carried out
not against, but in conformity with, the generally reeognized principles which came
into being as a result of lengthy historical development, which became part of the
everyday life of states and formed a sol id legal foundation for the activity of those states
on the oceans of the world. 37s

Further it said that
If the breadth of the territorial sea were extended to 12 miles by general agreement,
tbe number of straits composed exclusively of territorial sea would be greatly increased
and the necessity would arise of ensuring free passage through straits for international
navigation. 37 '

Indeed, it made it clear that an international conference could be successful only if its fundamental objective was "not to shake up the legal
foundation of the activities of states in the use of the oceans, but, on the
contrary, to strengthen that foundation in order further to develop
cooperation among states in this field. 380 Emphasizing the importance of
the freedom of the high seas, the Byelorussian delegate also said in the
First Committee: "VVe see no reason for changing the regime established
by the Geneva Conventions on the Law of the Sea in 1958"381
He suggested in July 1971 a narrow limit for the Continental Shelf
extending to 200 metres or 40 miles from the shore. 382
EXTENT OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF AND INTERNATIONAL REGIME

Several representatives of the smaller underdeveloped countries of the
third world have assured the big Powers, however, that they do not seek
change just for the sake of change and that they are not interested in
destroying but in building. As the Indian representative said in the SeaBed Committee:
We are not out to destroy everything that has been achieved by the international community so far. We do not claim for ourselves greater wisdom than our predecessors
had. But we have to address ourselves to the problems of today and tomorrow in a
constructive spirit. This IS our duty and privilege, and this should be our endeavour. 383

The law has to be considered "against the background of present-day
political and economic realities, scientific development and technolqgical
378 UN Doc. A/AC.l/PV. 1777,30 November 1970, p. 47.
37. Ibid, p. 32. See also Khlestov (USSR), Subcommittee II of Sea-Bed Committee,
30 July 1971, UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SC. II/SR. 6, 3 August 1971, pp.l0-16.
3'0 UN Doc. A/AC.I /PV. 1777,30 Novem'Jer 1970, p. 47.
381 Grekov, n. 377, p. 51. See also Datcou (Romania), statement before the Sea-Bed
Committee, 22 March 1971; and Klafkowski (Poland), First Committee. UN Doc. A/AC.
I/PV 1798, 15 December] 970, p. 13:
382 Grekov, n. 311, p. 3.
3'3
Krishnan (India), statement before the Sea-Bed Committee, 16 March 1971, UN
Doc. A/AC. 138/SR. 48, p. 3.5.
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advances, which have accentuated the need for a progressive development
of)he law ofthe sea in a framework of close international cooperation. "384
As regards the limits of the jurisdiction of the coastal states, it is pointed out that there is a vital connection between the nature of the international regime that will administer the area beyond national jurisdiction
and the boundary of national jurisdiction. As some delegates said at the
Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee in January 1971:
If agreement could be reached on a strong organization which offered a reasonable
prospect of provi'ding real benefits to the developing countries in accordance with a
scheme which would fairly take into account the needs of those countries, there might
be support for relatively narrow limits of national jurisdiction. On the other hand, if
the machinery contemplated were to lack comprehensive powers or were for ~ome other
reason unable to discharge such functions acceptably, then it might become necessary
to consider recognizing much wider limits of national jurisdiction so as to allow
coastal states themselves maximum opportunity for exploitation. SS5

The Ceylonese delegate on the Sea-Bed Committee expressed the feelings of several of his colleagues when he said that if a "viable international authority with comprehensive powers and acceptable decisionmaking processes" were established which
offered the prospect of real benefits to the international community and particularly to
the developing countries, his Govemment would be willing to consider relatively
narrow limits of natronal jurisdiction and would hope to be able to persuade the overwhelming majority of countries to (hat view, whatever their current claims. On the
other hand, if agreement could only be reached on machinery of limited scope-a
registry of claims, for example, which left the international area a prey to unrestrained
exploitation for selfish ends-Ceylon might also find itself compelled to espouse selfish
ends, to acquire the means of achieving them by private contract and to lay claim~ to
areas of national jurisdiction commensurate with its aspirations."s.

The connection and mutual dependence between the international
regime and the limits of national jurisdiction have been recognized and
emphasized by most of the states. 387 Many of them in fact insist that the
final decision on limits can be taken only after the essentials of the legal
regime have been articulated. 388
In any case, it is suggested that whatever the limit of the national
38'
385

Ibid.
Report of the Subcommittee, n. 342.

38.
Pinto (Ceylon), statement before Sea-Bed Committee, 15 March 1971, UN Doc.
A/AC. 1381SR. 47, p. 27. See to the same effect statement by Nihal Jayawickrama, AsianAfrican Legal Consultative Committee, session 12, Colombo, January 1971.
S8'
See Jeanne! (France), Sea-Bed Committee, 22 March 1971, UN Doc. A/AC. 138/
SR. 54 p. 103; and Ogiso (Japan), A/AC.138/SR. 53, 19 March 1971, p. 96.
388
See Koh (Singapore), statement before the Sea-Bed Committee, 17 March 1971.
UN Doc. A/AC. 1381SR. 50, p. 53; Solomon (Trinidad and Tobago), ibid., p. 59;
Shaharyar Iv1. Khan (Pakistan), Ibid., 22 March 1971, UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SR.54,
p. 112; Krishnan (India), ibid., 16 March 1971, UN Doc. AIAC. 138/SR. 48, p. 35; and
K.B. Scott (Jamaica), AlAe. IS8/SR. 52, 18 March 1971, p. 83,
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jurisdiction that is going to be established, it must be demonstrated to
have a rational basis, striking a balance between the exclusive interests
of coastal states and the inclusive interests of the international community,
Indeed, many countries claim to have an open mind on the subject. They
point out that they "need to be convinced of the equity of any given
solution" and should
not be expected' to accept for some mystical reason a number from another place
and another time, whether that number be 12 or 200, and whether it denotes depth or
distance. For centuries the international community has struggled to rationalise
magic numbers inherited, more or less without question, from other people's solutions
to their own special problems. Now we have granted ourselves a time of re-appraisal
and we should use it to break the spell. s89

In view of all these conflicting interests and diverse views, some expressed and some unexpressed, what limits of national jurisdiction
mhy be adopted in the 1974 conference is anybody's guess. It is
practically impossible to divide the various srates accurately in
different groups with respect to their national interests in the sea-bed.
I t is a very complex pro blem. Even if it is presumed that the countries
can be neatly divided into two groups-developed and developing countries-neither the deVeloped nor the developing countries have similar
interests. Geographic divisions cut across those of economic develop..
ment. Again, not all the 91 countries' facing the open sea have same
interests. Out of the 62 countries with narrow Continental Shelves, some
are concerned about their national security or environmental protection;
for others the living resources of the high seas seem to be more important
than the real or imagined riches of sea-bed and subsoil. Some would
prefer a narrow shelf with a strong international regime; others would like
to be 'compensated' in the form of legally-defined shelves offixed distances
offshore. Not all the 29 broad-shelf countries want the acceptance of a
wide legal shelf. As we have seen, the United States and some other
Powers would rather like to have a narrow shelf and wide freedom of
movement and exploitation of the resources Of the high seas. On the
other hand, some technologically underdeveloped countries would prefer
to keep their continental margins within their national jurisdictions, in the
hope of exploiting their natural resources with hired technology.
Practically all the 31 landlocked and 23 shelf-locked states would seem
to prefer as narrow a shelf as possible and a large international area and
international fund. They might also be joined by some six 'open sea'
states which have very small coastlines of say a hundred miles or less. 39o
But although they are numerically strong, they are politically weak and
subject to political pressures from all sides,
3S9
Pinto, statement before the Sea-Bed Committee, 24 March 1971, AIAC. 1381SR.
59, p. 210.
390
See Kalonji-Tshikala (Democratic Republic of the Congo), Subcommittee I of
the Sea-Bed Committee, 1 August 1971, p. 517.
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There are some blocs which may, however, have no bloc voting. Thus
the Soviet bloc consists of developed, developing, land-locked, shelf-locked,
and the 'open sea' states. There are also divisions of interests and
opinions in Arab bloc, and even Latin American bloc of countries. Further,more, it is pointed out that there is always the possibility, as became apparent in the Second Geneva Conference, "that at the time of a crucial vote,
,ou,tside political factors may be a determinant. An Israeli-Arab flare-up, a
diplomatic confrontation with Cuba or mainland China, a crisis in South
Africa-these or other developments could swing votes one way or
another, despite what a country's self-interest in the sea-'bed might ~eem
to dictate. "391
TREND TOWARDS EXTENSJONS OF NATIONAL JURISDICTIONS

But although the present limits of national jurisdiction are uncertain
and it is extremely difficult, if not altogether impossible, to predict what
limits, if any, may be adopted in the 1974 conference, one thing that is
certain is the present trend towards extensions of national jurisdictions.
The immediate reasons for these extensions may vary: it may be the
·need to exercise control over natural resources adjacent to the coast
in the interest of their conservation and prudent utilization; or to reserve
to the maximum possible extent the harvesting of living resources to
nationals faced with strong foreign competition; or the desire to avoid
marine pollution that might be caused by foreign navigation; or the
need to regulate navigation in some crowded areas dotted by drilling
platforms; or because of security considerations;, or in order to ensure
compliance with the police and health regulations of the coastal states.
The pressures are complex and interacting.
Further, coastal states take action in this regard rather haphazardly
according to the needs of the moment. Thus, some states set limits for
one part of ocean space le.g., territorial waters) but not for other parts (for
example, the legal Continental Shelf). Some delimit fishery zones; others
do not. The limits of jurisdictions adopted for various specific purposeB
vary so widely that there- is no common denominator. But in the midst
of all these uncertainties, the trend towards ever-wider claims of coastal
states is clearly discernible. 392
891 Lewis M. Alexander, "International Implications of the Proposed SeacBed Treaty"
(Paper presented at the Conference of the Marine Technology Society, 19 February 1971,
in Washington, D.C.), author's typed copy, p. 5. See, for some of perrimtations and combinations of voting on the limits of nat,ional jurisdiction in the proposed ] 973 conference,
ibid.,. pp. 1-5; E.D. Brown, "The, 1973 Conference on the Law of the Sea: The
Consequences of Failure to Agree" (Paper presented at the Sixth Annual Conferences of the
Law of the Sea Institute, University of Rhode Island, 21 June 1971), Lewis M. Alexander,
ed., The Law of the Sea: A New Geneva Conference, (Kingston, R.I., 1972), pp. 7-37.
892
Arvid Pardo (Malta), Sea-Bed Committee, 23 March 1971, UN Doc. A/AC. 138/
SR. 56, pp. 155 ff.
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Thus, as we have seen above, the Santiago Declaration of 19S2 (signed
by Chile, Ecuador, and Peru extending the sovereignty and jurisdiction
of these countries to a maritime zone of 201) miles) has been accepted by
Argentina, Brazil, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Panama, and Uruguay. In
1970, Canada extended its jurisdiction to a hundred miles in the Arctic
Archipel~go in order to control the dangers of pollution. It also established 'fishery closing lines' at the entrance to the various zones to reserve
the resources there for Canadian nationals. 393
There were just 13 states in 1960 cl~iming territorial waters up to 12
miles. There were 58 states making such a claim in 1973. Several of
these countries have extended their jurisdiction even beyond 12 miles for
certain purposes. Thus in Asia, six countries have taken such a step. The
Republic of Korea, in 1952,established an exclusive fishing zone between
20 and 200 miles; India, ill 19')6, established fisherie's conservation zone
of a hundred miles in additionto its territorial waters; Ceylon and Pakistan adopted similar measures in 1957 and 1966 respectively; and' Indo: nesia and Philippines adopted the archipelago concept.
In Africa, seven nations have extended national jurisdictions beyond
12 miles; Ghana, in 1963, fixed a hundred miles as a fishery conservation
zone; Guinea, in 196:1, extended its territorial waters to 130 miles; in
1967 Cameroon's Federal National Assembly authorized the extension of
its territorial sea to 18 nautical miles; Senegal, in 1968,established
an exclusive fishing zone of 18 miles; and Dahomey extended jurisdiction
over subsoil of its Continental Shelf to a hundred miles; Gabon, in 1970,
fixed the width of its territorial sea to 25 miles,394 and Nigeria, in 1971,
stretched its territorial waters from I Z to 30 nautical miles. 395
Considering this trend, it is doubtful if the traditional limits of national
jurisdiction can long be maintained whether in respect of territorial
waters, fisheries zone, or the Continental Shelf. International law on the
question of limits of the jurisdiction. of the coastal states is, therefore,
described as being in a state of either transition or disintegration. The
only certainty is that it is uncertain. 396 The old three-mile rule relating
to territorial sea i Emore or less dead. As many as 58 states now claim
territorial waters up to 12 miles, and another 14 states claim between
18 and. 200 miles. Although 28 states are still clinging to the
898
See FAO, Survey of the Present Limits and Status of the Territorial Sea, Exclusive
Fishing Zones, Fishery Conservation Zones and the Continental Shelf, with particular Riference to
Fish~ries. UN Doc. A/AC. 138/50,6 August 1971, p. 17.
394
See statements by Alfonso Arias Schreiber, (Peru), Sea-Bed Committee, A/AC.
138/SR. 46, 15 March 1971, p. 13 and by Engone (Gabon), Subcommittee II, Sea-Bed'
_Committee, 19 August 1~71, p. 12.. See also Survey of ;the Present Limits and Status of the
Territorial Sea..., .n.393,. pp. 3ff.
895
Arvid Pardo (Malta), Sea-Bed Committee, 23 ,March 1971, AlAe. 138/SR. 56,p.

155.
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Washington Post, 7 September 1971.
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three-mile limit-and these include most of the important maritime Powers
such as Australia, France, Japan, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom,
and the Unifed States-they seem prepared to accept a wider limit of 12
miles provided that a right of free (not innocent) passage through
international straits is permitted. 397 However, it will not be easy for these
Powers to persuade the smaller countries to accept the right of absolute
free transit through territorial waters or straits which come within these
extended limits. Thus, as the Spanish delegate said at the Sea-Bed Committee on 16 March 1971 :

-and naval craft, particularly submarineswhieh, according to existing international
law, had to travel on the surface when passing through territorial seas. The submerged transit of submarines through straits forming part of the territorial sea of one or
more states, particularly if the submarines in question were nuclear-powered or carried
nuclear weapons would leave the coastal states powerless in the face of a possible
accident. Such an accident could have a grave effect on the use of the waterway and
on the interests of all states. He had referred only to a possible 'accident', since
there was no need to dwell upon the foreseeable consequences in the case of an international armed conflict.
If a military aircraft overflew the waters of a narrow international strait at a high
altitude, it would be easy for it to carry out observations for military purposes of the
territory and installations of the coastal states. The latter would be helpless to prevent
such threals to their national security. In addition, of course, the territory of the
coastal states would also be at a serious risk in the case of an accident to such a military
aircraft.

While his delegation might consider increasing that limit (from the current six miles)
it could see no justification whatsoever for changing the traditional regime of the
territorial sea with regard to innocent passage through its waters... The traditional
rules on the subject, as set forth in the Geneva Convention in 1958 on the Territorial
Sea, constituted a minimum and indispensable safeguard. That traditional safeguard
of c'Oastal states had become more urgently necessary with the growing demonstrations
of naval power in certain waters and with technological development, since war-ships,
nuclear powered vessels, giant tankers, and ships carrying dangerous goods represented
a potential threat to the peace, good order and security of the coastal states. After all,
to go beyond the present regime would amount to requesting freedom of non-innocent
passage.

States bordering on international straits, he pointed out, did not
behave "like feudal lords and controlled for their own purposes transit
through the waters of such straits, incompatible with international
communications." Apart from a few isolated incidents, in areas of
warlike tension, he asserted, they "had always permitted, and continued
to permit, innocent passage by all ships, whether merchant ships or
battleships, irrespective of the state to which they belonged." There
were hardly any arbitrary closures of important straits or serious threats
to peaceful navigation to justify such unlimited freedoms. Coastal states
could not remain indifferent to the passage of nuclear-powered ships or
ships carrying poisonous and dangerous goods. To impose such
'abnormal' risks on the states bordering straits, he argued, 'entailed a
serious threat to their security' and was unreasonable 'all the more so
when such risks were in no way necessary for the sake of international
community as a whole, but, it would appear, served the interests of a
small group of states. '399
•
Rejecting any suggestions about a right of free transit through international straits or to 'provide corridor of high seas suitable for transit by
all ships and aircraft' through these international waterways, several
delegations at the Colombo meeting of the Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee in January 1971,

His delegation, therefore, considered it necessary to amplify rather than to reduce the
security measures recognized by international law. If it did otherwise, the Committee
would not be serving the cause of peace in the development of the rules of the law of
the sea, but would be helping to aggravate the existing tensions and conflicts in certain
areas. 3 • B

In the August 1971 meeting of the Sea·Bed Committee, he again emphasized:
If, as was generally recognized, the standard of the law of the sea gave sufficient protection to peaceful navigation while the law of the air ,gave major rights to civil
aviation, it was difficult to see why certain delegations held those standards to be inadequate and insufficient. What was the real justification, in the final analysis, for
those so-called freedoms of navigation and overflight? In the view of his delegation,
the only real jmtification could be strategic considerations which required the elimination of existing obstacles to the use of naval and air power. Nothing could be further
removed, or more opposed, to the idea of the peaceful use of the seas and oceans,

If these "pretended freedoms of navigation in and overflight over
international straits were adopted," he warned,

" .took the view that where a strait or part thereof consisted of the territorial sea of the
riparian ~tes, the latter must retain under all circumstances a special authority to
control navigation through or above that strait for economic or security purposes or
for purposes connected with preservation of the marine environment. For these
reasons, they would be unable to accept the 'corridor of high seas' concept. They

...the final result would be to establish indiscriminate transit through straits for the
benefit of a few Powers. Such indiscriminate transit would directly favour not civil
aircraft or merchant shipping but military aircraft-currently excluded from overflying

397
See text relating to n. 258, pp. 278-81 above. Statements by Stevenson of the _
United States in the Sea-Bed Committee, 18 March 1971, A/AC. 138/SR. 51, p. 76; and
by Jeannel (France), 22 March 1971, n.387.
3.B
Statement I;>y the Spanish delegate, Perez Hernandez, Sea-Bed Committee, 16
March 1971, UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SR. 48, pp. 42-7.
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were also unable to accept the definition of the' term international strait implied in
those suggestions. They were likewise unable to' accept a more recent suggestion
whereby all ships and aircraft in transit shall enjoy the same freedom of navigation and
overflight for the purpose of transit through and over such straits" as they have on the
high seas. 400

The Yugoslav delegation took a much more conciliatory attitude about
the freedom of passage through international straits at the March 1971
session of the Sea-Bed Committee. He said:
Great importance appeared to be attached to the question of the freedom of passage
through, and flight over, straits that lay within the limits of a territorial sea of 12
miles. The question had' been stressed by the United' States representative and was
also mentioned by the USSR delegation in the list submitted by it to Sub"Committee
II. To his delegation, that did not seem justified. Merchant ships already enjoyed the
right of innocent passage; the question would therefore seem to refer to warships and
submarines and it was doubtful whether any real justification could be adduced in ,that
respect. There were, of course, certain straits which formed the only link between
two expanses of high sea. In those cases, and only in those cases, would it be possible
to speak not of the freedom of navigation and overflight, but ,of a special regime which
would permit passage while at the same time safeguarding the security of the coastal
states. 401

In these circumstances, unless the big maritime Powers can persuade a
majority of the small countries to accept some compromise solution to
freedom of passage through important international straits, or unless they
are prepared to use their gunboats again, it will become increasingly
difficult for them to assert, as sometimes their spokesmen do, that
We do not recognize the 12-mile territorial sea, and it is doubtful that if we fail to
obtain the necessary protection through international straits at a conference, that we
could accept the I2-mile territorial sea. We would as a matter of high national
security priority have to maintain that we are only bound to recognize the three-mile
limit if we are unable to ob.tain the necessary protection through straits. 402

PARDO PROPOSAL
At the March 1971 session of the Sea-BedCommittee, Ambassador
Pardo of Malta suggested that "the various uses of the seas are becoming
increasingly interlocked and interdependent, and no longer involve exclusively one or other stratum of the oceans, ,but the oceans in all their
dimensions." Thus he pointed out that military activities had penetrated
from the surface to the sea-bed, that constructions, on the sea-bed had
Report of the Subcommittee, n. 342.
Mojsov (Yugoslavia), statement before the Sea-Bed Committee, 22 March 19i1,
UN Doc. AIAC. l3S/SR. 54, p, no.
402
US House of Representatives, Congress 91, session 1, Committee on Armed Services
Subcommittee ~n Seapower, Hearings, Territorial Sea Boundaries (Washington, D.C., 1970),
p. 9291. See also Ratiner in Proceedings rif the American Society rif International Law, 1971 ,
pp. 133-34.
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implications for navigation, as mineral e~ploitation had for fisheries, that
this revolution in the use of the marine environment had forced
...us to think of the seas and oceans in terms not of distinctions based on strata and
activities or of sectors divided by fictitious legal lines, but of ocean space as a whole,
comprising the surface water column, ocean floor and its subsoil, and to fit within this
gldbal concept the protection of the interests of the coastal state in their totality without attempting useless distinctions as to their nature. 403

Not only has it become "increasingly difficult and inconvenient to
legislate for different uses of the seas in separate international instruments," Pardo said, but a "multiplicity of regimes and limits to coasta1
state jurisdiction in ocean space is an obstacle to the national use and
development of the marine environment and is a source of confusion and,
legal argument. ",:04
He, therefore, proposed "a clear and precise definition of the outer

limits of coastal state jurisdiction in ocean space without present distinctions concerning the territorial sea, Continental She1j; etc.; general norms governing
'activities in the area beyond the outer limits of coastal state jurisdiction;
specific norms governing conservation of resourCes beyond coastal state
jurisdiction including norms for the equitable distribution of benefits and
provisions concerning scientific research and preservation of the marine
<tnvironment." He also recommended the creation of appropriate international institutions not merely for the sea-bed but for ocean space
beyond national jurisdiction. 405
There was no need,Pardo argued, to retain unq.er contemporary
conditions such concepts as. territorial sea, contiguous zones for customs,
fiscal, immigration, and sanitary regulations, fishery zone,or the legal
Continental Shelf. These concepts were unnecessary and confusing, and
their limits were subjects of heated international controversy. There was
"nothing sacred in existing legal eategories; they were created haphazardly, to meet in some way needs of coastal states that could no longer
be adequately satisfied under existing international law, a law that is
largely obsolescent and in part obsolete." The expanding interests of
coastal states in ocean space were so interlocked that they were no longer
easily separable. The time had, therefore, "come to consolidate the
multiplicity of limits of coastal state jurisdiction in ocean space into an
overall clearly defined outer limit· of national jurisdiction that recognizes.
and reasonably satisfies the totality of coastal state interests in the marine
environment. "406

400

401

403
Arvid Pardo (Malta), Sea-Bed Committee, 23 March 1971, UN Doc. AIAC.13S/
SR. 56, pp. 12-13 (Author's copy).
604
Ibid., pp. 26-27
405
Ibid., pp. 27-28.
406
Ibid., p. 45.
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After a survey of several limits, he suggested the establishment of a
distance of 200 miles from the nearest coast as the outer limit of coastal
state jurisdiction. He also proposed some general, and specific norms
limiting the free exercise of the jurisdiction of the coastal state within the
area subject to its control for pollution control and freedom of scientific
research. Right of 'innocent passage' through waters subject to the
jurisdiction of coastal states should be guaranteed. As regards straitfs, he
would distinguish betwecn straits that are the only or the main access
to internal seas or gulfs of particular importance for navigation or
international security, such as Tsushima (to the west of Kyushyu in
Japan), Gibraltar, the Sund (between Denmark and Sweden), Tiran
(Gulf of Aqaba), Bab-el-Mandeb (southern entrance to Red Sea), and
Hormuz (Persian Gulf) on the one hand, and other straits which
constitute only one of several entrances to marginal seas or which give
access to seas where navigation is hazardous because of climatic
conditions (such as those providing a number of access routes to the
Caribbean Sea and the China Sea). As the first category of straits
were important to the international community and the vital interests of
inland coastal states in that they gave them free access to the oceans,
Pardo wanted navigation to be free and regulated exclusively by the
international institutions he envisaged. For the second category of straits,
he suggested a status intermediate between freedom of innocent passage
and freedom guaranteed by 'international institutions. 407
He also proposed a division of the areas within national jurisdiction within four zones for the purpose of determining the amount of
financial contributions to be made by states to the international
community. In the zone up to 100 miles from the coast no financial
contribution would be required; in the zone between 100 and 150 miles,
25 _per cent of the revenue accruing from the exploitation of living and
non-living resources would be contributed by coastal states; between 150
and 175 miles, 50 per cent would be given; and between 175 and 200
miles, 75 per cent would be contributed. 408
Ambassador Pardo's proposal is only another example of the widening
claims of national jurisdictions. But while most states claim only a
comparatively narrow limit of 12 miles of territorial waters with
comprehensive jurisdiction, and demand wider areas of limited jurisdic,tion for the exploitation of natural resources or conservation of fisheries,
Pardo went much further and suggested acceptance of what might amount
to 'territorial waters' of 200 miles. If he was afraid of the
'creeping jurisdiction' in the Continental Shelf area,409 he should hardly

407
409
409

Ibid., pp. 65-66.
Ibid., p. 70.
Ibid., p. 19.
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expect that that phenomenon would not OCCur in this much wider area of
national jurisdiction. It would be not only resisted by the land-locked
and shelf-locked states, but also opposed by the big Powers and also by
some other countries interested in a ,strong international regime and
wider international area. By removing the well-recognized and wellunderstood zones of maritime jurisdiction, he would be introducing a
dubious regime dependent upon some future international institutions of
doubtful capacity which might prove to be as helpless and cumbersome
as SOille of the present international institutions, subject to all sorts of
political pressures and administrative delays.
FREEDOM OF THE SEAS

But while such wide limits of territorial waters with comprehensive
jurisdiction or sovereignty of coastal states would be unacceptable to
most states, since they would seriously impinge the freedom of navigation
and air transport by raising obstructions in the 'highways' of the world,
which it is in the interest of all states to keep open, the 'freedom of the
seas' doctrine as such cannot have much appeal for most of the states.
It is well known that Grotius, as attorney for the Dutch East India
Company, propounded the freedom-of-the-seas doctrine in his Mare
Liberum (published in 1608) to break the hegemony of Spain and Portugal
which were bent upon establishing dominion over the seas and lands
divided between them along a line close to that assigned to them by Pope
pious VI. Spain had been enforcing 'control by arms' over the Pacific
Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico while Portugal had dominated the whole
of the Atlantic south of Morocco and the Indian Ocean. 410 Grotius'
influence was great, and although he was vehemently criticized by other
publicists (like Selden in 1635, William Welwood in 1653" Pacius in 1619,
etc.)411 and opposed by many countries, time proved him victor. Inthe
age of the Industrial Revolution and European expansionism, freedom of
the seas became a necessity. Freedom of navigation was essential for
the colonization of Asia, Africa, and America, as it was for the
growing inter-state commerce. Selden's own nation repudiated his
stand during the eighteenth century, and Great Britain, as the greatest
colonial Power, became the strongest champion of the freedom of the
seas. 412
But along with this freedom developed the concept of territorial waters
for the protection of coastal states. As Elihu Root, the great American
jurist, explained :
no See Philip C. Jessup, The Law of Territorial Waters and Maritime Jurisdiction, (New
York. 1927), p. 4; and Oudendijk, Status and Extent of Adjacent Waters (Leyden, 1970),
p.15.
m See Oudendijk, n. 410, pp. 67 If.
412
Jessup, n. 410, p. 4.
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" .the new principle of freedom, when it approached the shore, met with another
principle, the principle of protection, not a residium of the old claim, but a new
independent basis and reason for modification, near the shore, of the principle of
freedom. The sovereign of the land washed by the sea asserted a new right to protect
his subjects and citizens against attack, against invasion, against interference and injury,
to protect them against attack threatening their peace, to peotect their revenues, to
protect health, to protect their industries. This is the basis and the sole basis on which
is established the territorial zone that is recognized in the international law of today.
Warships may not pass without consent into this zone, because they threaten. l\1erchant
ships may pass and repass because they do not threaten."o

Since the basis of the clilim of coastal states to a belt of sea was the
principle of protection, its extent was supposed to be measured
by the power of the littoral sovereign. Bynkershock translated
the idea into a maxim, and declared that the territorial dominion of a
state extended as far as projectiles could be fired from cannon on the
shore, i.e. as far as one marine league or three nautical miles at that
time. Thus emerged the 'cannon shot' rule. Although the range of
cannon extended much further through the years, the three-mile rule
came to be accepted and adopted by the big maritime Powers since it was
generally found to be a convenient compromise between the conflicting
interests of coastal states and the international community. But even
after a consensus had developed, in the words of Professors ]\1cDougal
and Burke, that
states were not to exercise continuing and comprehensive authority beyond a relatively
narrow belt of such waters, it was quickly discovered that the occasional exercise of
some coastal authority beyond this belt had necessarily to be honoured if the special
interests of coastal states were to be given adequate protection,414

However, apart from accommodating these limited interests of coastal
states in a narrow maritime belt for security purposes, and some contiguous zones for economic, custom, health, and other reasons, freedom
of the seas was insisted upon during the last three· centuries and enforced by the big Powers. Although theoretically based on Grotius' arguments of the inappropriability of the vast expansions of the ocean and
the inexhaustibility of its resources, it was really a product of the efforts
made by the European Powers to master the seas for the promotion of
their individual interests. In practice also, freedom of the seas meant
only freedom of exploitation of the seas by these and other big Powers
who had the resources needed to exploit them.
The legal definition of the high seas as an 'absence of sovereignty',
it is sometimes suggested, was quite inadequate. There was in fact a
de facto and permanent exercise of maritime power by the dominant naval
Powers. The result was that coastal states found themselves in the
us
'14
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position of being neighbours of dOlninant naval Powers, with which
their common frontier was determined by the outer' limit of their territorial waters. In other words, territorial waters was the only portion
of the adjacent sea which was subject to the sovereignty of coastal states
and which was not under the maritime control of the big naval Powers.
1n the light of this history, the present confrontation between the small
and medium-sized coastal states, which wish to extend their exclusive
sovereignty as far as possible into the high seas, and the big maritime
Powers, which seek to resist such attempts to reduce the area subject
to the so-called 'freedom of the high seas', acquires a new significance.
In the name of defending the inviolability of an international public
domain or protecting the common heritage of mankind, the big Powers
merely want to perpetuate their dominance lJl1d control over the high
seas and derive as much benefit as possible from its new-found resources.
On the other hanel, the efforts of the smaller states to extend their
national jurisdictions or to demand a strong international machinery
to control the high seas represent an attempt to achieve a redistribution
of powers and jurisdictions over large sea areas and get the bend!t of
the new riches in an equitable manner. 415
The smaller states also want to keep as fir from their shores as
possible several activities that take place in the high seas under the
'freedom of the seas' doctrine. Such activities are: naval military operations and manoeuvres; testing of rockets and missiles; testing of nuclear
weapons; using the high seas as dumping-ground, particularly for I'i1e1ioactive wastes; operations and stationing of submarines armed with nuclear
missiles; the so-called data-gathering by electronic proceclures along the
coasts of other states; and some other surreptitious activities. 416
It has been pointed out with considerable force tha,~ today only those
nations which have large navies and merchant marines benefit from this
doctrine. Nations with transoceanic airlines and strategic air power
capabilities benefit from the freedom of the seas. Nations whose modern,
highly mechanized fishing fleets are capable of sailing to dis! ant waters
insist on the freedom of seas. But nations which are confronted with other
nations' distant-whter fishing fleets catching millions of tons of fish right
under their nose just cannot. Nations which have capacity to lay submarine cables, do oceanographic research, and mine the deep-ocean floor
can enjoy the benefits of the 'freedom of the seas' doctrine. Nations
without advanced marine technology can hardly get anything out of it. It
is not, therefore, 'without a lot of reason that Senator Metcalf of the
United States pointed out that "under the freedom of the seas cloctrine
there is not much equity between developed and underdeveloped coastal
41.
See statement by Oribe (Uruguay), Subcommittee n, Sea-Bed Committee, UN
Doc. No. A/AC. 138/SC. II/SR.. 16,23 August 1971, pp. 5-6.
416 Oribe, in Alexander, n 197, p. 87.
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nations" and that "a less developed nation is a second class citizen."417
The freedom of the seas has, therefore, meant unequal freedom or
freedom just for the few. There is little wonder that only those few
great maritime Powers are champions of the freedom-of-the-seas doctrine
today and argue for its unquestioned acceptance.
Many other states argue, however, that freedom of the seas is a
functional doctrine, and while it can still continue to serve certain
important functions, it is not immutable in nature. Indeed, as the Canadian representative, Beesley, said, it is not and should not be moralized
"as if it were an eleventh commandIJ1ent." Unless such an attitude is
relinquished, he warned, "it will become a horrible yoke around our
neck."418
As early as 1950, Sir Hersch Lauterpacht argued that although the
force of the conception of the freedom of the seas "is far from spent,
there is no such immutability about it as to preclude investigation into
the possibilities of its adaptation to new circumstances and problems."
It "cannot be treated," he said, "as a rigid dogma incapable of adaptation to situations which were outside the realm of practical possibilities
in the period when that principle became part of international
law."419
As we have already seen, the freedom-of-the-seas doctrine was modified
to accommodate the security and other interests of coastal states
in the form of coastal .:urisdiction over territorial waters and contiguous
zones. Similarly, jurisdiction over the Continental Shelfwas recognized
after the Second World War, further impinging on the freedom of the
seas. In fact, as Lauterpacht pointed out, throughout the history of the
establishment and recognition of the freedom-of-the-seas doctrine during
the last three centuries, there are two clearly discernible para:Ilel streams.
The first can be seen as insisting, without any compromise, on the full
right of freedom from any kind of int,erference. Thus, whether it was
the right of visit and search by foreign warships in tiine of peace for the
enforcernent of generally accepted laws, such as prevention of trade in
slaves, or right of hot pursuit, or policing of fisheries, or enforcement
of custom laws, they were rigidly resisted. The other stream in the
practice of states can be seen as the phenomenon of unilateral action,
apparently or actually in conflict with the freedom of seas. Thus,
assumptions of protective jurisdictions for security, or customs and
revenue, for fisheries, or exploitation of mineral resources, have all been
420
made by unilateral actions which have later been tolerated.
These

<17
See Senator lVletcalf's remarks while presenting "Report on the Outer Continental
Shelf", Congressional Record (1971), p. S. 281.5.
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Beesley, Proceedings of the American Society of International Law, 19i1, 'p. 118
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Lauterpacht, n. 10, pp. 398 and 399.
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encroachments on the freedom of the seas have come to be accepted
because of their reas.lbableness. An examination of these two parallel
streams draws atterlion to the persistent problem of accommodation
of different interests on the basis of the ever-valid test of reasonableness.
Thus, whether we refer to the sea-bed, or the Continental Shelf, or the
territorial sea, we find the necessity of arriving at some accommodation
of divergent interests. Wiele extensions of territorial waters with
comprehensive jurisdiction may unreasonably encroach upon the freedom
of peaceful navigation, which is essential to- the network of commerce
and communications that constitute the economic and cultural lifeblood
of the countries of the world, and is in the interest of all members of
_the present interdependent, shrinking world society. That may not be
true about the freedom of fisheries or the right of exploitation of the
mineral resources adjacent to the shores of coastal states. Freedom
of the seas cannot be relied upon to curb the freedom of the weak
and small coastal states. Some of the most knowledgeable scholars
of the law of the sea, who once used to be champions of the freedom
of the seas, are now warning against the exaggerations of the 'tyranny'
of the traditional conception. Thus, Gidcl said: "The concept of the
freedom of the bigh seas bas now lost the absolute and tyrannical
character imposed upon it by its origin as a reaction against claims to
territorial sovereignty over the seas. "421
Sir Hersch Lauterpacht also stated thatif the freedom of the sea is interpreted so as to result either in a regime of waste or
disorder on the high seas-such as must follow from the absence of effective agreement
in the matter of protection of fisheries or of pollution of the sea-or in the stifling of
properly conceived interests of individual states, its authority will disappear and it will
he increasingly flouted by unilateral assertions of selfish and mOI);opolistic interests. 422

On the other hand, he continued, it may not be difficult to find an
answer "once we abandon a conception of freedom of the seas which is
both rigid and pedantic."423
Evaluation of conflicting interests and recognition of those which are
entitled to protection is a constant feature of law. While there is no
compelling reason to conjure up visions of unchecked nationalistic
expansion, the authority and continued usefulness of the 'freedom of the
seas' doctrine can be safeguarded only if it is interpreted in the light of
changing circumstances and acted upon on the basis of reasonableness.
Without being doctrinaire either about the freedom of the high seas
or about the assertion of exclusive interests of coastal states, it seems
that the 12-mile limit for territorial waters is the least that can be ex-
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pected today. Some accommodation for the freedom of transit, at least
through important international straits, as suggeste\ by some delegates,424
should of course be made, although it will not be an' easy task.
The Soviet delegate took a very reasonable and conciliatory attitude
in this connection. He said:
Only the main straits, which played an important part in international navigation;
should...be considered, and a list of such straits should be drawn up. The concerns
and interests of the coastal states should be taken into account in that connection.
What was wanted by countries like USSR, which had requested freedom of transit in
the territorial seas, was a reasonable, but not an absolute freedom of transit. He
suggested that the Sub-Committee might include in its draft articles provisions covering
the interests of the coastal states in that respect. H5

This seems to be the only solution out of the difficult impasse.
Furthermore, in this age of rising expectations, it would be unreasonable to expect most states to give up rights to much wider areas of
what has been described as 'the economic zones' for the exploitation
of fisheries and mineral resources and for the prevention and control of
marine pollution. What limits of such fishery zones, legal Continental
Shelf, or pollution control zones, are adopted will depend upon several
factors, not the least important of which will be the nature and powers
of the international regime, including international machinery for
administration of the area beyond national jurisdiction. A large number
of countries seem to be inclined to accept 200 miles of s'uch zones.
The answer to the so-called problem of the 'creeping jurisdiction'
in the economic and other zones of limited coastal state jurisdiction must
be sought in the enforcement of international law and inclusive rights of
the international community rather than in the abolition of the legitimate
rights of coastal states or in the reduction of the extent of their
jurisdiction. Even the indisputably overriding interest in freedom of
navigation should be adjusted to the vital interests of coastal states.

Sea-Bed Beyond
National Jurisdiction:
A Common Heritage
of Mankind

If the limits of national jurisdiction are uncertain and are a subject of
intense dispute, the law relating to the sea-bed and its exploitation beyond national jurisdiction is also not free from ambiguity and uncertainty.- Indeed, as Professor Henkin 'bluntly', bu(correctly, puts it: "no
one knows what the law is."1
.I'
Each coastal nation, as is well known, has the right of permanent,
exclusive access to all the living and non-living resources found in its
territorial waters, in the sea-bed under those· waters, and in their subsoil.
It also has 'sovereign rights' over the Continental Shelf, whatever its
limits, "for the purpose of exploring it and exploiting its natural resources", whatever these may include. But as one moves beyond these limits
of national jurisdiction, only general principles of international law
govern the exploration and exploitation of the mineral resources of the
sea-bed and subsoil of what has been considered as the high seas. Apart
from the recognition of the traditional freedoms of the high seas, which
are subsumed under the general title of 'freedom of the seas' and the exact
scope of which cannot precisely be determined, no nation has any a priori
rights in any part of the sea-bed or its resources. In fact, freedom to explore and exploit the mineral resources of the sea-bed and subsoil of the
submarine areas of the high seas is not even included in the 1958
Convention on the High Seas, which refers to other traditionalfreedoms. 2
Louis Henkin, Lawlor the Sea'~ Mineral Resources (New York, 1968), p.24.
Article 2 of the High Seas Convention refers to freedoms (1) of navigation,
(2) of fishing, (3) to lay, submarine cables and pipelines, (4) to fly over the high seas,
(5) and "others which are recognized by.the general principles of international law."
1
2

See statement by Pardo and the Yugoslav delegation above.
Khlestov (USSR), Subcommittee II, Sea-Bed Committee, UN poe. No. A/AC.
13S/SC. II/SR. 14, IS August 1971, p. 12. See; for a similar view, D' Andrea (Italy), UN.
Doc. No. A/AC. 13S/SC. II/SR. 15, 19 A\lgust 1971, p.9.
424
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Apart from. providing that these freedoms "shall be exercised by all states
with reasonable regard to the interests of other siates in their exercise of
the freedom of the high seas," the Convention specifically lays down that
"the high seas being open to all nations, no state may validly purport to
subject any part of them to its sovereignty." [ART'. 2J
Whether a state can acquire exclusive rights to any part of the sea-bed
and its resources has long been debated. While everyone agrees that the
high seas are open and cannot be approp~iated, some writers, as we have
noted in the previous chapter, have sought to make a distinction between
the waters of the high seas .(which are everybody's or res communis and
cannot be appropriated)' and the sea-bed or its subsoil (which are
nobody's or res nullius and. can be sub.ject to national appropriation and
sovereignty). In making this distinction they have relied on the generally
recognized claims of several countries over sedentary and pearl fisheries
off their territorial waters and have supported Continental Shelf claims
on the basis of occupation. 3 Others have rejected these views and questioned the right of states to occupy any part of the high seas. 4 Some
of them have denounced the whole debate on the basis of these little
understood Latin expressions. As Gidel said: "This controversy turns
on Latin expressions the proper meaning of which in Roman law has
incidentally been distorted and should be disregarded as entirely futile
and artificial."5
States, as distinguishe,d from writers, have hardly bothered to support
their claims to the Continental Shelf on the basis of these legal conceptualities. They have relied instead on practical, political, and geological
factors. The right of coastal states over the Continental Shelf has ultimately
been recognized on these more practical grounds, as we have seen above.
The controversy now relates to the deep. sea-bed beyond the legal
Continental Shelf and is accentuated by the fact that there is no agreement about the extent of this shelf. There is little doubt that the old
debate about the high seas being. res communis or res nullius is fruitless
and can serve no purpose. The old law was developed, or was left
undeveloped, under very different circumstances. The uses of the sea
were few and the uses that we think of today were unthinkable at that
3
See C. Hurst, "Whose is the Bed of the Sea ?", British Year Book of International
Law (London, Vol. 4,1923), pp. 40.42; P.R. Feith (Rapporteur), "Rights to the Seabed
and Its Subsoil," Report qf the Forty-jourth Conference of the International Law Association
Held at Copenhagen (Aug. 27-Sept. 2, 1950) (London, 1952), pp. 88-89;. C.H.M. Waldock,
"The Legal Basis of Claims to the Continental Shelf", Transactions of the Grotius Society
for the Year 1950 (London, 1951), pp. 115 fr.; and D.P. O'Connell, "Sedentary Fisheries
and the Australian Continental Shelf"; American Journal of International Law (Washington,
D. C.), Vol. 49 (1955), pp. 185 fr.
4
See De Lapradelle, quoted by Feith, n. 3, p. 91. See also Gidel, and Higgins and
Colombos, quoted by:Waldock, n. 3, pp. 115·17.
5. Memorandum on the Regime of th~ High Seas (commonly referred to as Gidel Memorandum) prepared by the UN Secretariat, UN Doc.AjCN.4!32, 14 July 1950, p. 10.
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As Professor Henkin correctly observes:

The debates are inconclusive, indeed they are largely sterile. For the most part they
are circular, with labels used to justify a predetermined result. Writers have attempted
to de duce law from general principles and by analogy, but the analogies are not compelling and the general principles are not axiomatic or self-evident. At best, such
law is academic and hypothetical, unsupported by practice and untested by controversy.... The answers given to the problems of navigation, or fishing, or even pearl
fishing or subsoil mining, do not dictate the answers that should apply to elaborate
operations for digging for manganese in mid-ocean."

The old law relating to the 'freedom of the seas' has come to be
modified. Some of the basic assumptions on which this doctrine was
based have proved to be incorrect. Thus, contrary to the former belief,
sea's resources-whether living or non-living-are not inexhaustible.
Moreover, unlike fish, mineral resources do not reproduce themselves
and may be more easily exhausted. Even so, it has been suggested
that even on the res communis view of the law, the mineral resources of
. the sea-bed "are-like swimming fish-open to anyone to take."
Digging, it is said, "is lawful if it does not interefere unreasonably with
navigation, and the digger is entitled to what he finds." Further, it
is pointed out that although permanent installations might be considered
as usurpations of the sea-bed and permanent interferences with navigation and might be challenged, no such objection can be raised "if minin
operations are conducted from a vessel or something approximating
one" and that "it would have the protection of the flag it bears."7
However, since the seas are open and free for everybody, it is admitted
that anybody exploiting an area of the sea-bed beyond national jurisdiction cannot be certain of his 'title' to this area. N or can he exploit it
unchallenged for long. He would' not be able to exclude "poachers,
that is,operators of other nations who wait until a discovery has been
made and then, having avoided the costs of exploration, move in and
work the deposit."8
Such an uncertain condition is hardly conducive to the exploitation
of the mineral resources of the sea-bed. No company or nation would
be prepared to spend millions of dollars and a great amount of industrial
effort on the exploration of the deep-ocean floor for petroleum and
minerals if they were not sure that they would get exclusive right to
exploit the resources, if found, for a fairly long period of time without
being disturbed by outsiders trying to obtain valuable data and set up
conflicting operations. Without such protection the company might
" Henkin, n. 1, p. 29. See also Hersch Lautedpacht, "Sovereignty over Submarine
Areas", British Year Book of International Law, Vol. 27'(1950), pp. 401-2.
•
7
Henkin, n. 1, p. 30 See also Our Nation and the Sea (Rep-ort of the Commission on
Marine Science, Engineering, and Resources) (Washington, D.C" 1969), p. 146.
8
Henkin, n. 1, p. 30, and Our Nation and the Sea, n. 7, p, 146.
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find its area of operations being encroached upon by international
poachers, with a subsequent loss of assets and possible hazards to its
personnel and equipment. It is interesting to note that on 2 February
1968, an American company, Crawford Marine Specialists, Inc., of
San Francisco, believing that the hot brines in the middle of the Red
Sea between the coasts of the Sudan and Saudi Arabia 9 contained
valuable dt:posits of iron, copper, manganese, zinc, lead, silver, gold,
and possibly magnesium, and uncertain as to the authority to which it
should apply for permission to explore the area "because of the lack
of jurisdiction of anyone country over the open ocean outside the territorial limits of that bordering country," applied to the United Nations
for "a protected and exclusive exploration licence covering 38.5 square
miles of international floor in the Red Sea", which could be changed
to a production permit for a negotiated period of time in the event of
the area being found to have mineable reserves of ore. lO They had
no illusions about the incompetence of United Nations to issue such a
licence, but they wanted to bring to the attention of the world the
serious lacuna in the law hindering the exploitation of the resoUfcesofthe
sea-bed. l l As could be expected, the United Nations merely informed
them that it was "not in a position to issue a licence of whatever nature
relating to the development of resources of the deep sea".12
All these uncertainties about the extent of national jurisdiction and
the legal regime of the deep sea-bed and the temptation on the part of
the advanced nations to find vast resources with the help of their everdeveloping technology point to the possibility of a serious international
conflict. As the US Commission on Marine Science, Engineering and
Resourees said in its report:

Sea-Bed Beyond National Jurisdiction

Under no circumstances must we ever allow the prospect of rich harvest and mineral
wealth to create a new form of colonial competition among the maritime nations. We
must be careful to avoid a race to grab and to hold the lands under the high seas. Wc
must ensure that the deep seas and the ocean bottoms are, and remain, the legacy of
all human beings. 14

I

MALTA'S 1967 PROPOSAL

In a note verbale dated 17 August 1967, the Permanent Mission of
Malta to the United Nations proposed to the UN Secretary-General,
that the following item be included in the agenda of the 22nd session
(1967) of the General Assembly: "Declaration and Treaty concerning
the reservation exclusively for peaceful purpose of the sea-bed and of the
ocean floor, underlying the seas beyond the limits of present national
jurisdiction, and the use of their resources in the interests of mankind."
In the accompanying memorandum, Malta pointed out that the sea-bed
and ocean floor beyond national jurisdiction had not so far been
appropriated because of their inaccessibility and because also of their
technological unfeasibility to be used for defence purposes or economic
exploitation of their resources. However, with the development of new
techniques by the technologically advanced countries, this position was
bound to change, and the sea-bed would progressively and competitively
be subject to national appropriation and use. This would "result in the
militarization of the accessible ocean floor through the establishment of
fixed military installations and in exploitation and depletion of resources'
of immense potential benefit to the world, for the national advantage of
technologically developed countries." The time had come, Malta felt, to
declare the sea-bed and ocean floor a "common heritage of mankind" and
suggested that immediate steps should be taken embodying, inter alia,
the following principles:

,~\

Unless a new international framework is devised which removes legal uncertainty from
mineral resources exploration and exploitation in every area of the sea-bed and its
subsoil, some venturesome governments and private entrepreneurs will act to create
faits accomplis that will be. difficult to undo, even though they adversely affect the
interests of the United States and the international communityY

(a) The sea-bed and the ocean floor, underlying the seas beyond the limits of present
national jurisdiction, are not subject to national appropriation in any manner whatsoever;
(b) The exploration of the sea-bed and ocean floor ...shall be undertaken in a manner
consistent with the Principles and Purposes of the Charter of the United Nations;
(c) The use of the sea-bed and ocean floor...and their economic exploitation shall
be undertaken with the aim of safeguarding the interests of mankind. The net financial
benefits derived from the use and exploitation of the sea-bed and of the ocean Hoor
shall be used primarily to promote the development of poor countries;
(d) The sea-bed and the ocean floor ...shall be reserved exclusively for peaceful purposes
in perpetuity.

This could repeat the old history of scramble for colonies among the
European Powers during the last three centuries and all its disastrous
consequences. Thus, President Johnson of the United States warned:
9
The areas covering 38.5 square miles was 57.5 nautical miles west of the Saudi
Arabian coast and 46.5 nautical miles east of'the Sudan coast, and lay in 7,000 feet (1,166
fathoms) of water.
10
See application by the Crawford Marine Specialists, Inc., to the UN SecretaryGeneral in US Senate, Congress 91, Session 1, Committee on Foreign Relations, SubCommittee on Ocean Space, Hearings, Senate Resolution 33 (Washington, D.C., 1969), p. 73.
11
See statement of John E. Crawford, President, Crawford Marine Specialists, Inc"
ibid., p. 72.
12
Ibid., p. 74. It may be mentioned that the Saudi Arabian Government later declared this area to be within their national jurisdiction. Ibid., p. 75.
13
Our Nation and the Sea, n. 7, p. 146.
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The proposed treaty was envisaged to create an international agency
which would assume jurisdiction over the sea-bed as a trustee of all
countries; regulate, supervise, and control all activities thereon; and

1&

Quoted, ibid., p. 141.
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enforce the principles and provisions of the treaty.15'
Speaking in support of this proposal. in the First Committee of the
General Assembly on 1 November 1967, Ambassador Pardo asserted
that "current international law encourages the appropriation of this vast
area by those who have the technical competence to exploit it." The
consequence of competitive scramble for sovereign rights over the seabed, he said, could
be very grave: at the very least a dramatic escalation of the arms race and sharply
increasing world tensions, caused also by the ,intolerable injustice that would reserve
the plurality of the world's resources for the exclusive benefit of less than a handful of
nations. The strong would get stronger, the rich richer, and among the rich themselves there would arise aT' increasing and insuperable differentiation between two or
three and the remainder. Between' the very few dominant Powers, suspicions and
tensions would reach unprecedented levels. Traditional activities on the high seas
would be curtailed and, at the same time, the world would face the growing danger of
permanent damage to the marine, environment through radio-active and other pollution : this is a virtually inevitable consequence of the present situation.1;;~/

He emphasized the need for creation of an effective international regime
for the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond a clearly defined national jurisdiction and acceptance of that area as a 'common heritage of mankind'
to be used and exploited for peaceful purpo~es and for the exclusive
benefit of mankind as a whole. 17
Some other voices were also raised for the establishment of an inter.
national regime for the sea-bed. Thus, the World Peace through Law
Conference, attended by over two thousand lawyers and judges from over
a hundred countries, declared in a resolution in July 1967 that the high
seas were the 'common heritage of all mankind' and recommended to the
General Assembly that it should issue a proclamation declaring "that
the non-fishery resources of the high seas, outside the territorial waters
of any state, and the bed of the sea beyond the Continental Shelf,
appertain to the United Nations and are subject to its jurisdiction and
control. "18
ORGANIZATION OF THE UN SEA-BED COMMITTEE

On 6 December 1966, the General Assembly, on the recommendation
of the Economic and Social Council, had passed a resolution on Resources of the Sea 2172 [(XXI)] requesting the Secretary-General
to make a survey of the present state of knowledge of these resources of the sea, beyond
the Continental Shelf, and of the techniques for exploiting those resources... [and] to

)

undertake...a, comprehensive survey ,of activities in marine science and technology,
including that relating to mineral resources development, undertaken by members of
the UN fami! y of organizations, various Member states and inte:governmental organizations concerned, and by universities, scientific and technological institutions and
other interested organizations.

In the light of these surveys, he was lq formulate proposals for "ensuring the most effective arrangements for an expanded programme of international co-operation to assist in a better under.standing of the' marine
environment. "
The survey and proposais were to be submitted to the' Advisory
Committee on the Application of Science and Technology to Developments for its comments, and then, together with the comments, to the
General Assembly at its 23rd session.
Despite this introduction of the ,sea-bed issues in the General Assembly
in 1966, members were taken by surprise by the prop~sal made by
Malta and their response to it was uncertain, hesitant, and cautious.
Several delegations, while emphasizing the importance of the subject
and the need to develop a legal regime for the sea-bed, recommended a
'go slow' approach. As Ambassador Goldberg of the United States
said:
.
While my delegation believes that it is too early to take any final decisions on proposals
for a comprehensive legal 'regime for the deep ocean floor, such 'as suggested by
Ambassador Pardo, we would participate energetically in the studies which will be
needed before such decisions can be made.tD

Eschauzier of the N etherlandsalso warned against 'any precipitate
action' .20 Otto Lyng of Norway pointed out that "the problem has many
aspects and implications which require careful study. "21 " It was, therefore, suggested by several members that a study group or a committee
hould be appointed to look into the problem from every angle. 22 In
accordance with this general feeling, the General Assembly unanimously
adopted a resolution [2340 (XXII)] on 18 December 1967 and created an
Ad Hoc Committee composed of 35 members to study the Peaceful Uses
of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National
Jurisdiction. The resolution recognized "the common interest of mankind
in the sea-bed and the ocean floor". It also recognized "that the exploration and use of the sea-bed and the ocean floor ...should be conducted
.. .in the interest of maintaining international' peace and security and for
the benefit of all mankind." In order, therefore, to foster "greater
See UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1524,8 November 1967, p. 22.
UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1525,10 November 1967, p. 27.
U
Ibid., p, 22.
91
See Shu (China), ibid:, pp. 33-35; Goldberg (USA), n. 19; Hassan, (Somalia),
n. 20, p. 43; and Palewski (France), A/C. I/PV. 1526, 13 November 1967, pp. 18~20.
19

1.
16
17

18

UN Doc. A/6695, 18 August 1971, pp. 1-2.
Arvid Pardo in Doc. A/C.I/PV. 1515, I November 1967, pp. 57-60.
Pardo in UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1516, I November 1967, p. 6.
Quoted by Pardo, ibid., p. 67.
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international co-operation and co-ordination in the further exploration
and use of the sea-bed and bcean floor," it requested the Ad Hoc
Committee to prepare for the 23rd session of the General Assembly a
study which would include:

)

(a) A survey of the past and present activities of the' United Nations, the specialized
agencies, the International Atomic Energy Agency and other intergovernmental bodies
with regard to the sea-bed and the ocean floor, and of existing international agreements
concerning these areas;
(b) An account of the scientific, technical, economic, legal and other aspects of this
item;
(c) An indication regarding practical means to promote international co-operation in
the exploration, conservation and use of the sea-bed and the ocean floor, and the
subsoil thereof, as contemplated in the title of the item, and other resources, having
regard to the views expressed and the suggestions put forward by Member states
during the consideration of this item at the 22nd session of the General Assembly.

The Ad Hoc Committee held three sessions during 1968 and established
two working groups, one concerned with economic and technical aspects
of the item and the other concerned with legal aspects. Its final report
reflected emerging conflicts of interests and a growing awareness of the
technical and legal problems connected with the exploration and exploitation of the deep Ocean floor. The report indicated the failure of the
Ad Hoc Committee to reach agreement on a statement ofprinciples with
respect to the sea-bed question:

This report was discussed in the First Committee at the 23rd
session of the General Assembly and revealed a wide disarray of views
and continued hesitation and reluctance by several important states,
especially the United States and the Soviet Union. The Soviet representative, Mendelevich, warned:

.. UN Doc. A/7230, Repqrt of the Ad Hq, Committee to Study the Peaceful.Uses of the
Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction, para 88. See also
"Report of the Legal Working Group", ibid."pp. 49-50.
U
UN. Doc..A/C. I/PV. 1592, 31 October lU68. pp. 3-5.
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It was generally agreed, however, that the problems relating to the
sea-bed should be more thoroughly studied and discussed before any
agreement could be arrived at. It was decided, therefore, to give the
Ad Hoc Committee permanent status. On the recommendation of the
First Committee, the General Assembly adopted, on 21 December
1968, four resolutions [2467A-D (XXIII)] dealing with various aspects
of the sea-bed issue.
(! Resolution 2467A, recognizing "the interest of mankind as a whole
, to favour the exploration and use of the sea-bed and ocean floor ... for
peaceful purposes," "convinced that such exploitation should be carried
out for the benefit of mankind as a whole, irrespective of the geographical location of states, [and] taking into account the special interests
,and needs of the developing countries" established a permanent Committee
on the Peaciful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits oj
National Jurisdiction, composed of. 42 member states. The committee
was instructed:
(a) To study the elaboration of the legal principles and norms which would promote
international co-operation in the exploration and use of the sea-bed and the ocean floor,
... and to ensure the exploitation of their resources for the benefit of mankind, and the
economic and other requirements which such a regime should satisfy in order to meet
the interests of humanity as a whole;
(b) To study the ways and means of promoting the' exploitation and use of the resources
of this area, and international co-operation to that end, taking into account the foreseeable development of technology and the economic implications of such exploitation and bearing in mind the fact that such exploitation should benefit mankind as a
whole;
(c) To review the studies carried out in the field of exploration and research in this
area and aimed at intensifying international co-operation and stimulating the exchange
and widest possible dissemination of scientific knowledge on the subject;
(d) To examine proposed measures of co-operation to be adopted by the international
community in order to prevent the marine pollution which may result from the exploration and exploitation of the resources of,this area.

In the course of the final session at Rio de Janeiro, consultations took place Blltween
the various groups in an effort to find an acceptable formulation which would command
unanimous support. The efforts persisted until the end of the session and considerable
progress was made, but final agreement could not be reached in time. 23

Undue haste could lead either to Some states imposing their will and their position on
other states Or to the adoption of hasty and insufficiently thought-out solutions whose
conseq uences might have a negative influence on the development of international
cooperation in the field of the exploration and use of the sea-bed, Both of those
situations, of course, would be undesirable, if not intolerable.u
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The Resolution 2467B dealt with the hazards of pollution that might
arise from an exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed and urged
member states to take appropriate action with respect thereto. The
Resolution 2467C requested the Secretary-General to undertake a study
on the question of establishing in due time appropriate international
machinery for the promotion of the exploration and exploitation of the
resources of the deep sea-bed, and the use of these resources in the interests of mankind. Resolution 2467D endorsed the concept of the International Decade of Ocean Exploration.
The Permanent Sea-bed Committeej..Qok up in right earnest the tasks
entrusted to it. It hoped to formulaH~·~:.·set of principles to serve as a
basis for regime for exploiting the resources of the sea~bed, an effort in
which the Ad Hoc Committee had failed. Like the Ad Hoc Committee, it

a

1
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established two subcommittees (the Legal Subcommittee and the Economic and Technical Subcommittee) and held three sessions during 1969.
In its report submitted to the General Assembly at the 24th session,
however, it reported its continuing inability to agree on a set of
principles, but suggested that it should be allowed to continue its efforts
in the same direction. 25 In the meantime, the Secretary-General had
completed his study of the possible 'international machinery'.26 This
served as a useful basis for deliberation for the Economic and Technica\
Subcommittee, though the latter also could not finalize its study in detail
of all the various aspects of the report of the Secretary-Genera1.27
The report of the Permanent Sea-Bed Committee was thoroughly discussed in the First Committee in 1969, and the latter recommended the
adoption of four resolutions by the General Assembly. However, the
resolutions adopted by the General Assembly in December 1969 proved
to be much more controversial than those adopted a year earlier, and there
arose a confrontation between the poor, developing countries expecting
and demanding a share of the new-found riches of the sea-bed on the one
hand and developed countries with real technological capacity to exploit
and acquire those riches on the other. The developing countries regarded
the sea-bed as a gold-mine. They were determined to take full benefit of
it in the hope that its wealth could provide them the resources desperately
needed by them for their development. It was in this context that they
insisted that the sea-bed should be used for the common benefit of all mankind "taking into particular consideration the interests and the need of
the developing countries."
It was not long, however, before these expectations began to fade. As
more facts about the extent and character of the resources of the sea-bed
became available, it became clear that there was no great treasure trove
under the sea ready to be picked up. The prospects of finding black gold
- petroleum - in the deep-ocean floor were found to be bleak, and it
also transpired that practically all the potential petroleum and natural gas
reserves existed fairly close to the coastlines and within the potential
limits of national jurisdiction. The only immediate prospects of exploitable wealth on the deep-ocean floor beyond the potential limits of national jurisdiction were the manganese nodules, which are rich in various
metals. But nobody had yet developed the technology to recover or smelt
them profitably. However, the only countries which had the capacity to
achieve the technological breakthrough were the highly industrialized
states. A fear, therefore, developed among the underdeVeloped countries
that the developed maritime states would soon develop the desired techUN Doc. A/7622, Report qf the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the
Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction, para 15.
26
Doc. AlAC. 138/12.
27
Sea-Bed Committee Report, n. 25, para 19.
15
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nology and then quickly exploit the wealth of the sea-bed leaving nothing
for the less developed nations. In fact, it was felt that the lot of the poor
countries, which largely depended on the export of unprocessed minerals
for their foreign-exchange earnings, would worsen if large quantities of
minerals were allowed to be extracted from the sea-bed. These fears
were further confirmed by the hesitation of most industrialized countries
to co-operate whole-heartedly in the formulation of rules about the exploration and exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed and the continued
development of their technologies in this field. This led to frustrations
among the developing countries, and to distrust and intense polarity between the industrialized maritime states and their poor, less-developed
brethren. There was naturally a sense of urgency among the developing ,
states to conclude a sea-bed treaty before all the wealth was taken away
leaving them high and dry.
A COMPREHENSIVE CONFERENCE

The proceedings of the 24th General Assembly and resolutions passed
in 1969 clearly indicate where the differences had arisen. Resolution
2574A said that "having regard for the fact that the problems relating
to the high seas, territorial waters, contiguous zones, the Continental Shelf,
the superjacent waters, and sea-bed and ocean floor beyond the limits of
national jurisdiction, are closely linked together," requested the SecretaryGeneral
o ascertain views of member states on the desirability of convening at an early date
a conference on the law of the sea to review the regimes of the high seas, the Continental
Shelf, the territorial sea and contiguous zone, fishing and conservation of the living
resources of the sea, particularly in order to arrive at a clear, precise, and internationally accepted definition of the area of the sea-bed and ocean floor which lies beyond
the limits of national jurisdiction, in the light of the international regime to be established for that area.

.,~

Most of the industrialized countries of the West and the Soviet Bloc
strongly opposed the resolution for recommending what they called an
'omnibus conference' which would take many years to prepare. As Ambassador Phillips of the United States explained in the First Committee:
We feel that the previous experience of the international community in endeavouring
to grapple with the enormously difficult issues of the law of the sea teaches the very
clear lesson that these issues must be divided into manageable packages if they are to
be dealt with any reasonable expeditiousness and a chance of success.18

The questions of the limits of the area within and without national jurisdiction and the establishment of a legally effective international regime

28

UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1709, 2 December 1969, pp. 23-25.
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votes to 7, with 6 abstentions, the General Assembly,
or the deep sea-bed, he pointed out, were the most important issues
which should be resolved.
The Soviet representative, M endelevich, said:
Packaging together all these matters pertaining to the sea-bed, including legal problems
of the sea-bed and ocean floor, would only result in slowing down the entire machinery
in arriving at a solution of these matters, in view of the unnecessary complications
thus created.

Further, he felt, this "could result in undermining existing standards
for the sea-bed and ocean floor" as provided in the existing Convention. 29
On the other hand, most developing states supported the suggestion for
a comprehensive conference made by Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Guyana,
India, Kuwait, Libya, Madagascar, Mauritania, Morocco, Sierra Leone,
the Sudan, Swaziland, and Tanzania by way of an amendment to the
Malta proposal for a limited conference to deal with the matter of limits
of national jurisdiction. Realizing that the present law of the sea only
helped the developed, industrialized states which had the capacity to
exploit the resources of the sea, several developing states insisted that a
delimitation of national jurisdiction could not "be conceived without
reference to all the legal problems of the marine environment, which ar~
closely and intimately interrelated." The problems relating to the high
seas, territorial waters, contiguous zones, the Continental Shelf, superjacent waters, they said, were all linked together juridically, and no one
"problem should be considered in vacuo - that is, to the exclusion of
others, however expedient it seems at the moment to do SO."30 This
would also give an opportunity to several new countries which had not
participated in the 1958 conference on the law of the sea to review the law
and participate in its codification.
The resolution was adopted in the First Committee by 58 votes to 13
with 40 abstentions, over the objections of the industrialized COUJ;ltries. 31
The replies to the inquiry of the Secretary-General made pursuant to
this resolution were favourable to the idea of convening a comprehensive
conference,32 and the General Assembly at its 25th session called for
the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea.
In a resolution [2750 (XXV)] adopted on 17 December 1970 by 108
UN Doc. AfC. IfPV. 1'108, 2 December 1969, p. 72.
Ballah (Trinidad and Tobago), ibid., pp. 26-27; Samuels (Guyana), ibid., pp.
.1-i5 ; and Zegers (Chile), ibid., p. 61.
31
UN Doc. AfC. IfPV. 1709, 2 December 1969, p. 46.
33
See UN Doc. A/7925, which contains replies to the Secretary-GenerAl's inquiry
from 44 Governments, including France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, and
the United States.
..
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Taking into account the results of the consultations undertaken by the Secretal'yGeneral... which indicate widespread support for the holding of a comprehensive
conference on the law of the sea,
Conscious that the problems of ocean space are closely interrelated and need to be
considered as a whole,
Having regard to the fact that many of the present states Members of the United
Nations did not take part in previous United Nations Confererces on the law of
the sea,
...Decides to convene in 1973...a Conference on the Law of the Sea which would deal
with the estatblishment of an equitable international regime-including an international machinery-for the area and the resources of the sea-bed and the ocean floor and
the subsoil thereof beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, a precise definition of
the area, and a broad range of related issues including those concerning the regimes of
the high seas, the Continental Shelf, the territorial sea (including the question of its
breadth and the question of international straits) and contiguous zones, fishing and
conservation of the living resources of the high Sl'as (including the question of the
preferential rights of coastal states) the preservation of the marine environment
(including, inter alia, the prevention of pollution) and scientific research.

It reserved the right to determine the precise agenda of the conference,

its definitive date, location, and duration, and related arrangements, and
declared that "if the General Assembly at its 27th session determines the
progress of the preparatory work of the Committee to be insufficient, it
may decide to postpone the Conference."
The General Assembly also decided to enlarge the Sea-Bed Committee
by 44 members, and instructed it to hold meetings in Geneva in
March and July-August 1971 to prepare for the proposed conference
a draft treaty embodying the international regime, including an international machinery for the deep sea-bed area, and a comprehensive list of
subjects and issues relating to the law of the sea which should be
dealt with by the conference, and to draft articles on such subjects and
issues.
The Committee was authorized to establish such subsidiary organs as
it deemed necessary for the efficient performance of its. functions, and
was requested to prepare, as appropriate, reports for the General
Assembly on the progress of its work.
As directed, the enlarged subcommittee met in March 1971 and decided
to form three subcommittees of the whole. Subcommittee I was entrusted
with the task of preparing the
draft treaty articles embodying the international regime-including an international
ma~hinery-for the area and the resources of the sea-bed and the ocean floor, and the
subsoil thereof, beyond the limits· of national jurisdiction, taking into account the
equitable sharing by all states in the benefits to be derived therefrom, bearing in mind
the special interests and needs of developing countries, whether coastal or land-locked,
on the basis of Declaration of Principles... , economic implications resulting from the
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and warned against 'artificially' isolating 'narrow and specific topics' and
running "the risk of confining the discussion to incomplete concepts. "40
They pointed out that "whether one liked it or not the problems of the
sea constituted an indivisible whole. "41 In accordance with this
approach, the Group of 77, which consists of most of the developing
countries of Latin America, Asia, and Africa, plus China, Iceland, Spain,
and Yugoslavia, introduced a very comprehensive list of subjects and
issues relating to the law of the sea to be submitted to the proposed conference on the law of the sea. 42 Some of the land-locked and shelf-locked
countries-such as, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Mali, and Zambia-were
not satisfied with the list on the ground that it failed to emphasize their
special problems. Italy, Japan, the Soviet Union, and the United
States, also submitted amendments to the list. 43 It is important to nott',
however, that no one objected any more to the comprehensiveness of the
list of subjects that might be discussed in the forthcoming conference.

exploitation of ·the resources of the area [Res. 2750A (XXV)] as well as the particular
needs and problems of land-locked countries [Res. 2750B (XXV)].

Subcommittee II was
to prepare a comprehensive list of sl:.bjects and issues relating to the law of the sea,
including those concerning the regimes of the high seas, the Continental Shelf, the
territorial sea (including the question of its breadth and the question of international
straits) and contiguous zone, fishing and conservation of the living resources of the
high seas, including the question of preferential rights of coastal states) and to prepare
draft treaty articles thereon. It is understood that the Subcommittee may decide to
draft articles before completing the comprehensive list of subjects and issues related to
the law of the sea.

Subcommittee III was "to deal with the preservation of marine
environment (including, inter alia, the prevention of pollution) and
scientific research and to prepare draft articles thereon."
It was understood, however, that the "treatment and allocation of all
the outstanding issues including, inter alia, (1) the precise definition of
the area of the sea-bed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, and
(2) peaceful uses of that area shall be left for determination by the
committee." Although the sub-committees might consider this question
in connexion with the matters allocated to them, "the matter of recommendations concerning the precise definition of the area" was realized to
be "a controversial issue on which the committee would pronounce."34·
The committee again emphasized that "problems of ocean space were
closely interrelated and needed to be considered as a whole."35 In
Subcommittee II, several proposals were submitted concerning the
preparation of a comprehensive list of subjects and issues relating to the
law of the sea,36 and the delegations realized "the complexity and interrelation of the different subjects" although no agreement could be reached
on a conference agenda. 37

FURTHER STUDIES

Resolution 2467B (XXIII) had urged the Sea-Bed Committee to
continue its work and try to prepare a comprehensive and balanced
statement of principles to govern the sea-bed regime and report back in
1970. The Resolution 2467C (XXIII) had requested the SecretaryGeneral "to prepare a further study on various types of mternational
machinery" to govern the exploitation of sea-bed resourct's. These innocent resolutions, having been passed unanimously, put pressure on the
Sea-Bed Committee to produce a set of legal principles and submit it to
the 1970 General Assembly.
MORATORIUM

On 21 December 1971, the UN General Assembly decided to take nve
more members to' the membership of the Sea-Bed Committee,3S which,
apart . from its present 91 members, may also be attended by other countries as observerS under paragraph 10 of Resolution 2750C (XXV).
At the March 1972 session of Sub-committee II, most developing
states again emphasized the need for a conference 'broad in scope'39,

The Soviet bloc voted against the resolution. Burma, Cuba, Mongolia, Romania,
Saudi Arabia, and Venezuela abstained.
34
See UN Doc. A/8421, Report of the Sea-Bed Committee, pp. 4-5.
35
Ibid., p. 9.
36, At .least nine such proposals containing comprehensive lists of subjects were submitted.See UN Doc. A/AG. 138/61, 26 August 1971, p. 30.
37
Ibid., p. 37.
38
See UN Monthly Chronicle (New Delhi), Vol. 9, no. 1, January 1972, p. 120.
39
Yaugo (Philippines) in UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SC. II/SR. 29, 31 March 1972, p. 3.
33
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The most controversial resolution passed by the General Assembly in
1968 was 2574D, the so-called 'moratorium resolution'. Adopted in the
face of the vigorous opposition of the principal technologically advanced
countries, it expressed the Assembly's conviction that the exploitation of
sea-bed resources should "be carried out under an international regime
including appropriate international machinery" and erpphasized the
"importance of preserving the sea-bed and the ocean floor ...from actions
and uses which might be detrimental to the common interests' of mankind." It declared that

Guerreiro (Brazil) in UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SC. II/SR. 28, March 1972, p.28.
Guerreiro, ibid.
42
UN Doc. A/AC. 138/66,24 March 1972.
43
See UN Docs. A/AC. 138/68; AlAC. 138/69; A/AC. 138/70; A/AC. 138/71;
A/AC. 138/72,29 March 1972.
40
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pending the establishment of the aforementioned regime:
(a) States and persons, physical or juridical, are bound to refrain from all activities of
exploitation of the resources of the area of the sea-bed and ocean floor, and the subsoil
thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction;
'(b) No claim to any part of that area or its resourc~s shall be recognized.

This resolution was merely a reflection of the misgiving of the developing states that by the time some agreement was reached on the legal
regime of the sea-bed, a large part of it would have been exploited and
appropriated by those who had the capacity to do so.
As the Swedish representative, Mrs. Myrdal, had stated as early as
14 November 1967 :
Mankind has become warned that while negotiations are going on, technological
developments are often accelerating and the opportunities to exploit them are grasped
with such alacrity by those who have the power to do so, that when we finally come
to the negotiating table, there may not be a great deal left open to negotiate about. 44

She had again pointed out in 1969 that "commercial interests are
clamouring vociferously for go-ahead signals ... Military interests seem to
be no less eager. Powerful techniques are already in the hands of a
few countries." They might not take long, therefore, to exploit the
sea-bed. 45
This 'Would indeed prejudice the joint interests of humanity and wo,uld
be a violation of the generally accepted principle of the deep sea-bed
beyond national jurisdiction being regarded as the common heritage
of mankind. "It would be ironic," said the Indian representative.
if the already opulent communities of the world were left with unchartered freedom to
exploit the riches of this new environment. This may tragically lead the economically backward majority of the world to discard the path of reasoned accommodation
as unsuccessful and to take to more aggressive measures. Therefore, it is of supreme
importance to take into account the interests, needs and aspirations of the developing
countries.
If man has a stake in the area, if the developing countries could benefit from its wealth,
then surely no exploitation of the area should take place which is not within the context of the new principles and norms to be developed, and which does not fall within
the ambit of a regime which would ensure an equitable management of the resources
of the sea-bed and the effective partici.pation of the developing countries in it. 4 '

The representative of Cameroon insisted that a moratorium on all activities in the area, pending the incorporation of an effective international
machinery was the only way "to avoid faits accomplis, which may well
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hamper the realization of our aspirations."47 "Failure ... to take this tentative, precautionary step to protect our common heritage from the grasp
of the technologically advanced," said the representative of Trinidad and
Tobago, "may well produce results inimical to the long-term interests of
mankind. "48
Anarchy and a scramble for possession and exploitation, it was warned,
could bring no good to any nation. "It would be the cause of conflict
and friction and would create new problems threatening our precarious
peace."49
STRONG OPPOSITION BY THE TECHNOLOGICAllY
ADVANCED COUNTRIES

The technologically advanced countries, however, were strongly opposed to any restnction on their complete freedom to explore and exploit
the. resources of the sea-bed. There was no rule of international law under
which they could be restrained so Thus, the US representative said that
the resolution proceeded on a premise which was unsound and selfdefeating. All mankind would benefit by the exploitaion of the resources
of the deep sea-bed. Technology had not developed so far, he pointed out,
that the developed maritime powers could monopolize the exploitation
and rush greedily to exhaust sea-bed resources before the international
community could establish a legal regime. But if the technology did not
move forward, there would be no exploitation and no benefit to anyone,
developed or developing, coastal or land-locked, east or west, north or
south.
Furthermore, he suggested, in practice this resolution would "encourage some states ... to move towards unjustifiably expansive claims of
national jurisdiction just in order to remove those activities of exploitation
from the scope of the prohibition contained in the ... resolution and thus
render them, in their view, legitimate.~' The objective of the Sea-Bed
Committee should be, he felt, not to prohibit sea-bed exploitation and
the development of sea-bed technology, which would be self-defeating,
but to ensure that such activities as did take place did not prejudice or
otherwise make more di fficult the solution of issues under consideration. 51
'1 he Belgian representative also said that any "moratorium might
prejudice the joint interests of humanity" by encouraging the coastal
states to extend the area of their national jurisdiction. 52 A race
Engo (Cameroon) in UN Doc. A/C.I/PV. 1675, 3 November 1969, p. 26.
UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1677,5 November 1969, p, 13.
4.
Rossides (Cyprus) in UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1676, 4 November 1969, p. 76.
50
ada (Japan) in UN Doc. A/AC. 138/8C. I/SR. 6, 19 March 1969, p. 53.
51
Phillips in UN Doc. A/P. V. 1833, 15 December 1969, pp. 6-11. Also see UN Doc.
A/C. I/PV 1709, 2 December, 1969, p. 26.
52
Denrome in UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1708, 2 December 1969, p. 52.
47

Mrs. Myrdal in UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1527, 14 November 1967, p. 56.
.. UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1680, 7 November 1969, pp. 23-25.,
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Sen (India) in UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1073, 31 October 1969, p. 28. See also
Saraiva Guerreiro (Brazil) in UN Doc. AIC.I/PV. 167J, 31 October 1969, pp. 11-12.
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could start, warned the French repre sentative, to expand the limits of
national jurisdiction, and this would constantly tt'nd to shrink the share
of the international community.53
The Japanese delegate said that if there was to be a moratorium, it
should be a moratorium on the claims over the area within national
jurisdiction. The present resolution begged the whole question in that
the limits of national jurisdiction were yet to be defined. 5i The representatives of the United Kingdom 55 and France asked how such a mora-.
torium could be effective if the limits to which it was to apply were Dot
agreed upon.
Some of the developing countries tried to explain the resolution by
saying that it only sought from the General Assembly "an endorse~ent
of the principle of exercising self-control" until an international. regime
had been established and an agreement reached on the limits of national
jurisdiction. They also said that the effect of the resolution was merely
psychological because it had "no legally binding effect whatsoever. ~'56
This could not, however, persuade the developed states from supporting
the resolution. They said that even a legally non-binding resolution of the
General Assembly might "be taken by some to raise a question of the
legitimacy of exploitation undertaken in certain areas of the sea-bed"
which in turn might "generate an unjustifiable expansive claim of nation::tl
jurisdiction as a precautionary protective measure. 57
The resolution was passed in the First Committee by 52 votes to 27,
with 35 abstentions. 58 The deVeloped states regretted that the United
Nations should be "willing to make fundamental decisions on sea~bed
issues through a politics of confrontation and paper majorities, "59 .and
declared that they were not bound by it. 60
The developing countries had hoped in vain that they would be able
to persuade the technologically advanced countries to refrain from developing their technology further until an agreement was reached about
the legal regime of the sea-bed. This was, to say the least, a naive

_._---Dejammet (France) in UN Doc. A/C. PV. 1709, p. 76.
&4
UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1709,2 December 1969, p. 31.
&5
Hildyard of the united Kingdom, ibid., pp. 38.40.
&a
Amersainghe (Ceylon) in UN Doc. A/C. P. V. 1708,2 December 1969, p. 46.
&7
Phillips of the United States in UN Doc. A/P. V. 1833,15 December 1969, pp. 7-10
53
UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1709,2 December 1969, pp. 67-70. In the General Assembly,
the resolution was adopted by 62 votes to 28, with 28 abstentions. See UN Doc. A/PV.
1833,15 December 1969, p. 18.
59
Phillips of the United States in UN Doc. A/PV. 1833, 15 December 1969, p. II
ao See "U. S. Explains Its Votes on Sea-Bed Resolutions", Department of Stdte Bulletin
(Washington, D. C,), Vol. 62 (1970), p. 89. See also testimony of Elliot L. Richardson,
Under Secretary of State, and John R. Stevenson, Legal Adviser to the Department of
State in the hearings before the Special Su bcommittee on Outer Continental Shelf of the
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, U.S. Senate Congress 91, Session 2, Issues
Related to Establishment of Seaward Boundary of
Outer Continental Shelf (Washington,
D.C., 1970). pp. 437, 448-9, and 458-9.
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move on their part to force the advanced countries to make every effort
to come to an early agreement on the future regime. Asserting that the
"sea.bed is the common heritage of mankind", they argued that its
wealth should be administered by all andfor all. In other words, they
wanted an assurance that they would receive fair share of the pot. They
did not want to remain dumb spectators. The moratorium resolution
was an effort to slow down the pace of technology and even it up with
the pace of diplomacy.
However, this was neither possible nor could be expected. Technology,
they were warned, could not stand still. The advancing tide of technology was inexorable and would not be stayed by words. The technologically advanced countries were not prepared to wait until the Sea-Bed
Committee could reach an agreement, if it ever did, on making the
best use of their technologies and exploiting the resources of the sea-bed.
Captains of industry in these countries were asking for an assurance from
their Governments that their interests would be protected in any future
international regime. Thus, T.S. Ary of the American Mining Congress,
in his testimony before a Senate Subcommittee, pointed out that the US
industry was close to being capable of exploiting sizable quantities of
hard minerals in the sea-bed beyond the continental margins and emphasized the need for domestic legislation "to assure security of investment
and the control of the ocean activities of the US citizens. "61 Most of the
witnesses before the US Senate Subcommittee on Outer Continental Shelf
referred to the non-binding nature of the moratorium resolution, aDd
suggested that the exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed should be
enGouraged rather than discouraged. 62 John R. Stevenson, Legal Adviser
to the Department of State, pointed out in a letter of 10 January 1970
to Senator Metcalf, Chairman of the Subcommittee, that although the
resolution of the General Assembly was not legally binding, the United
States was required to give 'good faith' consideration to the resolution in
determining its policies. He made it absolutely clear, however, that
The Department does not anticipate any efforts to discourage U.S. nationals from
continuing with their current exploration plans. In the event that U.S. nationals should
desire to engage in commercial exploitation prior to the establishment of an internatio'nally agreed regime, we would seek to assure that their activities -are conducted in
accordance with relevant principles of international law, including the freedom of the
seas and that the integrity of their investment receives due protection In any subsequent
international agreement. a3
61
US Senate, Congress 91, Session 2, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs,
Subcommittee on Minerals, Materials, and Fuels, Hearings, Issues Related to Establishment oj Seaward Boundary of u.s. Outer Continental Shelf, part 3, (Washington, D.C., 1970),
p.38.
." See US Senate, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Special Sub-Committee
on Outer Continental Shelf, Report (Washington, D.C., 1970), pp. 21-23.
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In an announcement on the US ocean policy on 23 May 1970, President
Nixon pointed out that the negotiation of a complex treaty on the legal
regime of the sea-bed was bound to take some time. He said, however,
that "I do not. .. believe it is either necessary or desirable to try to halt
exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed beyond a depth of 200 metres
during the negotiating process."
He accordingly suggested an interim policy according to which "aU
permits for exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed beyond 200 metres
be issued subject to the international regime to be agreed upon." The
regime that was accepted should "ipelude due protection for the integrity
of investments made in the interim period." He also suggested that "a
substantial portion of the revenues derived by a state from exploitation
beyond 200 metres during this interim period should be turned over to
an appropriate international development agency for assistance to developing countries. "64
The working paper submitted by the United States before the Sea-Bed
Committee at the twenty-fifth session-in 1970 on a draft UN Convention
on the International Sea-Bed Area provided for "due protection for the
integrity of investments made in the International Sea-Bed Area prior to
the coming into force of this Convention. "65
However, the continued insistence by the poor, developing states thilt
sea-beel areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction should be regarded
as a 'common heritage of mankind' and that its mineral wealth should
not be exploited except for the common benefit of all countries is disturbing the technologically developed countries. They are afraid that the
hostile international climate may affect their interests in deep-sea mining.
Thus, an observer group of the US Senate Committee (concerned with
the Ou tel' Continental Shelf) to the July-August 1971 session of the UN
Sea-Bed Committee, said in its report:
It seems to us that these developments call attentions to the growing threat to U.S.
mineral interests in the deep sea-bed. The deep ocean floor contains millions of tons of
manganese nodules, rich in copper, nickel and cobalt. With unilateral expropriation
of US mining investments on the upswing, as evidenced recently in Chile, the United
States would do well to make sure that our rights to the sea-bed are not lost to some of
the puerile developing nations. Some of the latter apparently believe that, because
they may have the majority of the votes in the U.N. Seabed Committee, they can
overturn international law merely by threats or by making demands.··
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After attending the session of March 1972, the Observer Group was
further convinced "that present US rights to mine the ocean floor are in
jeopardy due to the increasing militance of the Group of 77, the private
policy caucus of the developing countries of Africa, Asia, and Latin
America. "67
The Observer Group suggested to the committee that it should
consider legislation designed to reinforce U.S. rights to mine the deep sea-bed,
encourage U.S. leadership in deep sea technology and provide a climate conducive to
US ,investment in deep sea-bed exploration and exploitation. 68

,II

It wanted legislation "to encourage US nationals 10 proceed with
the orderly development of sea-bed resources" beyond the limits of
national jurisdiction, and assured the committee that "ample authority,
under well-established law, enables the United States to regulate the
activities of its nationals engaged in deep sea-bed mineral exploitation whereever upon the high seas they may be conducting such operation."69
It is contended by some scholars and by the spokesmen of private
enterprise in technologically developed countries "that while a state
<:annot by its activities on the ocean floor acquire sovereign rights, it can
by itsaclivities or those of its nationals acquire over a section of Area
(beyond national jurisdiction) rights, short of sovereign rights, against
all other states and their nationals." It is further suggested that
If anyone of the governments participating in the deep sea-bed mining should stake out
a section for its exclusive use and back this up with actual commercial mining activity
and should a signiiicant number of the seafaring states of the world acquiesce and
perhaps themselves stake out sections followed by commercial activity, it can be
anticipated that whatever international regime is eventually agreed upon will recognize
rights of priority by reason of these existing practices. 70

In these circumstances, said Laylin, Legal Adviser to the US Mining
Industry,
The United States policy for the interim period should ..,be to encourage practices that
will promote-not embarrass-the establishment of an international regime where every
state-seafaring or not-may have an equal opportunity to benefit from the recovery of

67
The Law of the Sca Crisis: An Intcnsifying Polarization (Staff Report on the UN
Sea-Bed Committee, Outer Continental Shelf and Marine Mineral Development Prepared
for Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs) (Washington, D.C., 1972), pt 2,

p.3.
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Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute, 27 June 1972) author's copy, p.2.
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the resources of the deep sea-bed. We must promote regulated exploitation-'-that is,
exploitation in accordance with rules anticipating those we believe should be adopteq
in the multilateral convention. This we cannot do by observing a moratorium whilst
others stake out their claims for special rights. We can set an example by participating
and by laying down and observing the niles we would want others to respect. l l

On 2 November 1971, Senator Metcalfintroduced in the Senate a bill
called the Sea-Bed Hard Mineral Resources Bill (S 2801) submitted by
the American Mining Congress "to provide incentive for the continued
exploration and exploitation of the minerals on our continental margins
and on the deep sea-bed beyond the limits of exclusive national jurisdiction. "72 The draft bill provided for the protection of the miners, as
well as for the conditions on which exploration and exploitation licences
might be issued by the Secretary of Interior. It also dealt with the"
question of insuring and protecting investments and exclusive rights in
the event of the adoption of an international regime. 73
In the meantime, as could be expected, deep-ocean-mining technology
and exploitation continued to be developed irrespective of the moratorium
resolution. In 1970 two operations to recover manganese nodules:-one
by the US Deep Sea Ventures, Inc., in the Atlantic and an engineering
test of Japanese design in the Pacific-resulted in a rapid increase in
deep-ocean-mining capability. It has been reported that nodule recovery
technology is being actively studied by many companies in several count.
ries and that commercial production of nodules might be possible before
1980. After nearly nine years of research and testing and an inve~t.
ment of the order of $28 million, the US firm, Deep Sea Ventures,
successfully evolved the airlift hydraulic dredge system in 760 to 915
metres of water in the Blake Plateau in the Atlantic Ocean. The company
has also put into operation in Virginia, on an experimental basis, a
small pilot plant for recovering metals from nodules with acceptable
efficiency, a breakthrough once regarded as lying far in the future. Two
other US companies-the Hughes Tool Company and Kennecott Copper
Corporation-are also said to be studying procedures for the exploitation
of deep-sea minerals. In addition, a consortium of 24 companies,
representing a number of industrially developed Western European
countries, intend to finance a programme to test on a large-scale the
continuous line-bucket-dredging system invented by Japan, a system
designed to recover nodules from the floor of the Pacific Ocean in depths
ranging up to 5,000 metres. Moreover, six Japanese and European
companies are studying manganese-oxide nodule technology. The
Lamont Doherty Geological Observatory has published and made availa.;
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ble maps showing a distribution of mangane.~e nodules in the oceans of
the world. It is reported that procedures for recovering valuable metals
from the nodules are likely to become economically profitable in the
near future, and there is reason to believe that it will be possiblc to
c:lI:ploit the minerals on the sea-bed commercially by 1980. 74
This uninterrupted activity, in violation of the moratiorium resolution
and the declaration of principles, has created a feeling of deep concern
and disquiet among the weaker members of the international community.
During the sessions of the Sea-Bed Committee of March and July-August
1972 they strongly protested that the solemnly adopted resolutions of
the General Assembly could not be ignored lightly on the ground that
they were not formally binding. 71i They were not satisfied with the
explanation offered by some of the technologically advanced countries
that activities in the extra-territorial sea-bed were only exploratory and
experimental activities which ought to be encouraged rather than discouraged and that no state had so far been exploiting minerals on a
commercial scale. 76 They felt that the experiments being made constituted the first part of the exploitation process and that this was clear
enough from the fact that large commercial companies were spending
huge sums of money. These companies would not spend so much money
just for the sake of theoretical knowledge, they argued. 77 They, therefore,
wanted formal assurances from all states connected with such activities
that no commercial exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed beyond
the limits of national jurisdiction would be undertaken before the establishment of an international regime. 78 Although the US Government
had not yet taken a decision on the bill introduced in the Congress on
the exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed, it was feared that its

,. See McKelvey of the United States in UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SC.1/SR. 37, 17
March 1972, p. 13. See also the Report of the Secretary-General, "Possible Impact on
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approval and the conclusion of ageements between the United States
and other developed countries would establish a system which would
exclude the developing countries and which would in fact mean the end
of the concept of the 'common heritage of mankind' solemnly enunciated
in various resolutions of the General Assembly. 79 Indeed, in the final
session of the main committee in March 1972, Kuwait, with ,the support
of 13 developing nations, sought to secure approval of a 'draft decision'
of the Sea-Bed Committee calling upon "all states engaged in activities
in the sea-bed area beyond national jurisdiction to cease and desist from
all commercial activities therein and to refrain from engaging directly
or through their nationals in any operations aimed at the commercial
exploitation of the area before the establishment of the regime."
Although approval of the resolution was temporarily blocked on
procedural grounds, the feelings of a vast majority of states on the issue
were clear and could not be ignored.
On 19 May 1972, UNCTAD III, recalling the General Assembly
1969 moratorium resolution and the General Principles adopted in 1970,
passed a resolution calling upon "all states engaged
activities in the
sea-bed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction...to cease and desist
fromaH activities aiming at commercial exploitation in the sea-bed
area and to refrain from engaging directly or through their nationals
in any operations aimed at the exploitation of the area before the est~
blishment of the international regime." It also affirmed "that prior to
the establishment of the international regime, no legal claims on any
part of the area or its resources based on past, present or future activities
will be recognized. "80

in:

GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR THE EXPLORATION
AND EXPLOITATION OF THE SEA-BED

In March 1970, the Sea-Bed Committee resumed work on the development of a set of legal principles in response to the request of the 24th
General Assembly. In its report in 1969 the Sea-Bed Committee had
spoken of a 'synthesis of view', 'area of agreement', and 'areas of
disagreement'.81 The General Assembly in its Resolution 2574B (XXIV)
noted with interest this synthesis of views, which, it, said, reflected the
extent of the work done in the formulation of principles,and asked the
Sea-Bed Committee to expedite its work of preparing a comprehensive
and balanced statement of these principles. The Legal Sub-Committee
of the Sea-Bed Committee held a series of formal and informal meetings
from March to August 1970, but unfortunately,no final agreement
could be reached on the principles. 82
Preito (Chile), tbid., p. 4.
UNCTAD Resolution 52 (UI). The resolution was adopted by 57 votes to 14,
with 17 abstentions.
81
See UN Doc. A/7622, pt. 2, paras 84-97, pp. 29-31,
88
See UN Doc. A/8021, pp. 3-4 and 25-36.
79

80
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Undaunted by these failures, however, intensive though informal
consultations were continued by the Chairman of the Sea-Bed Committee,
C.F. Amerasinghe of Ceylon, and through his strenuous efforts, an agreed
draft resolution was prepared and referred to the Sea-Bed Committee on
23 November.83
After a long and rather acrimonious debate, the first Committee, to
which the draft resolution was submitted, passed by a hundred votes to
eight with six abstentions,84 a resolution on general principles and
recommended it to the General Assembly.85 On 18 December 1970, the
General Assembly accepted this recommendation and unanimously86
adopted the Resolution 2749 (XXV) entitled "Declaration of Principles
Governing the Sea.Bed and the Ocean Floor, and the Subsoil thereof,
beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction." Affirming that the sea-bed
extends beyond the limits of the national jurisdiction although the precise
limits of it were not yet determined, and convinced that this area should
be reserved exclusively for peaceful purposes and 'exploited for the
benefit of mankind as a whole', the resolution 'solemnly' declared :
That the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction and its
resources are the common heritage of mankind.
That no nation may appropriate the area or exercise sovereignty or sovereign right~ over
it. 'That no state may acquire rights to the area or its resources incompatible with
the international regime to be established and the Principles of this Declaration.
That all activities in the area shall be governed by the said international regime and by
the applicable principles of international law.
That the exploration of the area and exploitation of its resources shall be carried out for
the benefit of mankind as a whole, and taking into particular consideration the
interests and needs of the developing countries.
That the area shall be reserved exclusively for peaceful purposes.
That a regime applying to the area, including international machinery, shall be
established by an international treaty of a universal character; The Regime shall
provide for the orderly and safe development and rational management of the area and
its resources and ensure equitable sharing by states in the benefits therefrom, taking
into particular consideration the interests and needs of the developing countries.
That states shall promote cooperation in scientific research exclusively for peaceful
purposes.
That states shall take .appropriate measures for and cooperate in the adoption and
implementation of international rules, standards and procedures for the prevention of
pollution and protection and conservation of natural resources of the area.
That in their activities in the area states shall pay due regard to the rights and legitimate interests of coastal states in' the region and that coastal states shall be consulted
with respect to exploration and exploitation activities with a view to avoiding infringement of their rights and interests.
See Amerasinghe, in UN Doc. A/C, l/PV. 1773,25 November 1970, pp. 17-20.
The Soviet bloc voted against the resolution. Belgium, Burma, Cuba, Japan,
Romania, and Venezuela abstained.
86
See UN Doc. A/8097, 16 December 1970, p. 25.
86 The vote was 108 to none, with 14 abstentions.
See UN Doc. A/PV. 1933, 18
December 1970, p. 96.
83.
84
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That the legal status of the superjacent waters or the air. space above them shall not be
affected; nor shall the rights of coastal states with respect to measures to prevent,
.mitigate or eliminate grave and imminent danger to' their coastline arising' from
. pollution or other activities in the area.
That there will be liability for damage caused by activities carried out in the area.
That disputes relating to activities in the area shall be resolved by measures set forth in
Article 33 of the United Nations Charter, or such procedu~'es as may be agreed upon
in the·future international regime.

This Declaration, as we have mentioned eadieI', was adopted after
a: great deal of haggling only as a compromise and reflected "the highest
degree of agreement attainable at the present time".B7 While this consensus laid down important principles on the basis of which a legal
regirne for the deep sea- bed was to be created, in the very nature of
things it was bound to be vague and non-controversial. Thus, although
it declared that there was an area of the sea-bed beyond n.ational jurisdiction, it pointed out that there was no agreement on the present limits
of this area. It declared the deep sea-bed area to be a common heritage
of mankind .' but failed to define that term. It said that the exploration
and exploitation of the deep sea-bed would be carried for the benefit of
mankind, but did not explain how this was to be done.
Even more important, it left several controversial things unsaid. Thus,
it did not mention the moratorium on the exploration or exploitation of
the sea-bed area beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. Nor did it
affirm the high-seas freedom to exploit the deep sea-bed.,
Despite all these weaknesses, the resolution' on the 'General Principles'
is not without its own merits and significance. Even in its vague and
uncertain language it lays down some clear and certain rules which
nobody can ignore in future. It·leaves no doubt that coastal state authority does not extend to mid· ocean, that there is an area beyond the limits
of national jurisdiction, that this area is not subject to appropriation, that
it is a 'common heritage of mankind', that it should be exploited for the
benefit of all the countries, especially the developing countries, that it
should be excluded from the arms race, and that special consideration
should be paid to the interests of the coastal states.
It is true that the resolutions of the General Assembly, except in the
constitutional or the internal .matters relating' to UN organizations, are
merely recommendatory and formally not binding. However, on account
of the support received by them either by an overwhelming majority or
unanimous vote, they do provide probative evidence of the belief of states
concerning the existence or otherwise of certain rulesoflaw. They
thus bt;come expressions of the political and juridical conscience of
nati9ns, or at least their majority,and wield a force which is much more

87
See UN Doc. AjC.I/L. 542:
I/PV. 1773,25 November 1970, p. 21.

See also Amerasinghe (Ceylon) in UN Doc. A/C.
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than recommendatory 88. In fact,the characterization of a norm as
formally binding is not very significantly connected with its functional
operation and acceptance as law.59 The International Court of Justice
confirmed in the Certain Expenses case that the resolutions of the General
Assembly, even in matters relating to international peace and security,
are not merely 'hortatory'.9o
Indeed,. the quasi-legislative role of the General Assembly is being increasingly recognized in the international field. The resolutions and decisions
of the General Assembly are certainly 'legislative facts' which the
authorized decision-makers may, and in fact, do, take into consideration
as expressive of the will of the international community.91 Expressing,
as a resolution does, the opinio juris communis of .states, the vital element
of a custom, a unanimously adopted resolution creates, according to some
jurists,' 'instant' international customary law. 92 Professor Bin Cheng
suggests that the resolutions of the General Assembly "serve as midwives
for the delivery of nascent rules of international customary law which
form within the United Nations," Although the resolutions do not in
themselves create binding legal obligations, says Professor Cheng, "Member states voting in favour of these resolutions of either law;'finding or a
fact-finding character may, on the prinCiple of good faith, be prevented
from denying the veracity of what is stated in the resolutions. "93
Samuel A. Bleicher goes a step ahead and feels that even states that
abstain from the ~ote on a resolution declaring a customary international
law are bound by the resolution. 94
81
See F.B. Solan, "The Binding Forc(l of a Recommendation of the General
Assembly of the United Nations," British Year Book of International Law, Vol. 25 (194,8),
pp. 1;'33; D,H.N. Johnson, "The Effect ~f Resolutions of the General Assembly of the
United Nations,'; ibid., Vol. 35 (1955-56), pp. 97-122; F.A. Vallat, "Competence of the
UN Gerii:ral Assembly," Recueil desCours (Leydon), Vol. 97 (1959-II), pp. 207.92; G.S.
Lande, "The Changing Effedtiv'eness of the General Assembly Resolutions." Proceedi"gs
of the American Society of International Law .(Washington, D.C.), 1964" pp. 162-70; Rosalyn
Higgins, The Development of International Law by the Political Organs of the United Nations
(London, 1963); idem, "The Development of International Law through the Political
Organs of the United Nations," Proceedings of the American Society of International Law,
1965, p. 121; Obed Y. Asamoah, The Lega(Significance of the Declarations of the General
ASSImblyofthe United Nations (The HagUl':, 1966); and, Jorge Castaneda, Legal Effects of
United Nations. Resolutions (New York, '1969).
a9
See Richard A. Falk, "On the Quasi-Legislature Competence of the General AIsembly," American Journal of Internationf,ll Law, Vol. 60 (1966) p. 783.
90. ICJ Reports, 1962, p. 163.
9r See Richard A. Falk, "The New States,and International Legal Order, "Reculil
des Cours, Vol. 118 (1966-II), p. 43.
".2 See Bin Cheng, "United Nations Resolutions on Outer Space: 'Instant' International
Customary Law," Indian Journal of International Law (New Delhi), Vol. 5 (1965), pp. 3li oft'.
91 Cheng, ibid., pp. 38-39.
.
U
'Samuel A. Bleicher,'''The Legal Significance of .Re-Citation of General Assembly
Resolutions," American Journal of International Law: Vol. 63 (1969), p. 451,·
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be said that it does provide certain basic principles, as outlined above,
which cannot be ignored even during the interim period.. Some states
very much underestimate the value and force of these principles when
they suggest that

Rosalyn Higgins says that a. resolution declaring general principles 0
law may not be 'binding' on states, "but estoppels may arise in relation
to votes in favour of it, the doctrine of acquiescence will operate in relation to it, and it has an undoubted place in the law-creating process."95
Expressed in different forms and for different purposes, the
resolutions of the General Assembly do not create, and are not always
expected to be creative of a new law. Sometimes they are mere interpretations of the Charter and other instruments; sometimes they are
declaratory or confirmatory of existing law; but sometimes they formulate
new principles which may eventually lead to international treaties or
new customs. A declaratory resolution, Professor Freidman points .out,
"may, to some extent, bridge the gap between a legal vacuum and the
full acceptance of a legal principle through treaty or custom. "96
In sum, there is little doubt that while the resolutions of the General
Assembly are not as authoritative or as binding as treaties, they do
embody a consensus outlining some of the new areas of international law.
It may also be asserted that despite some traditional persistence to insist
on sovereignty-oriented consent as the basis of obligation in international
law, "there is discernible a trend from consent to consensus as the basis
of international legal obligations. "97 Amerasinghe, the representative of
Ceylon and Chairman of the Sea-Bed Committee, was, therefore, right in
asserting the force of the Declaration of General Principles when he said :

, .. the Declaration of Principles represented a solemn undertaking on the part of
Member states to negotiate a treaty or treaties establishing an international regime. To
read more into the Declaration would be a mistake. Certainly it would be wrong to
regard the Declaration as enunciating general principles of international law in the
sense of Article 38 of the statute of the International COllrt of Justice. 101

Indeed, the Declaration provides a much more precise and much
more easily discernible source than the vague and imprecise source in
Article 31 (1) (C) of the Statute of the International Court. Although
it does not entirely restrict the scope or character of a future international
regime, it does lay down certain basic and fundamental principles and
rules "from which no departure would be allowed and whicn should be
faithfully reflected in the basic international treaty which will be the
constituent imtrument of the regime."102 Most of the countries would
not accept their amendment without close scrutinization and cannot
"treat them as mere guidelines."103
COMMON HERITAGE OF MANKIND

The most basic and important such principle declared that "the seabed and ocean floor ... beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, as well
as resources of the area, are the common· heri tage of mankind JJ
Since Ambassador Pardo of Malta suggested to the General Assembly
in 1967 that the deep sea-bed should be declared a 'common heritage of
mankind,' the world body has reiterated and repeated this principle in
numerous resolutions. This persistent reiteration of the phrase in
connexion with this area and repeated confirmation of the principle
indicates, to use the words of Bleicher, "that it embodies a view of the
community which has some continuity, rather than an ephemeral 'accident' of General Assembly politics. "101 There is little doubt that it has
gained wide notoriety in legal circles and cannot' be dismissed as
meaningless rhetoric or an empty phrase.
Although the principle is well recognized, there is a wide disagreement
about its real meaning and content, and there is bitter dispute about its
binding nature. Several Western scholars and statesmen believe

The Declaration cannot claim the binding force of a treaty internationally negotiated
and accepted, but it is a definite step in that direction and, no less than the other two
Declarations that have been adopted at this session, it has.... that fervent element of
model authority that is more binding than treaties""

Although some states insist that the Declaration cannot "impose legal
consequences on states," being merely of a recommendatory character,99
and others think that it offers nothing more than 'general guidelines for
the establishment of a regime for the sea-bed' and cannot provide a
'provisional regime' pending the conclusion of a final regime,lOo it must
• 95
Higgins, "The Development of International Law through the Political Organs of
the United Nations," n. 88, p. 122.
98
Preface to Asamoah's book, n. 88, p.v.
97
Falk, n. 89, pp. 784-5. Also idem, "The Adequacy of Contemporary Theories of
International Law-Gaps in Legal Thinking," Virginia Law Review (Charlottesville, Va),
Yo\. 50 (1964), pp. 246-7.
98
General Assembly, session 25, A/PV. 1933, 18 December 1970, p. 100.
99
See Issraelyan of the Soviet Union in UN Doc. AC. I/PV. 1798, 15 Decemb~r
1970, p.32, Kostov (Bulgaria), UN Doc. A/C. I/PV 1799,15 December 1970. pp. 23-~1I;
and Jameison of the United Kingdom, ibid., p. 6.
100
Ja,meison, ibid.; Galindo Polil (El Salvador) in UN Doc. AC. I/PV. 1781, ',2
December 1970, p. 12; McIntyre (Australia) in UN Doc: AC. I/PV. 1777, 30 Noverrtb~i'
1970, p. 27; Canada in UN Doc. A/C. I/PV.1779, 1 December 1970, p. 8; Norway in PN
Doc. AI-C. I/PV. 1774, 26 November 1970, pp. 18-20; and Peru in UN Doc. A/C. I/P\!.
1777, 30 November 1970, p.18.
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Debergh (Belgium) in UN Doc. A/C. 138/SC. I/SR. 39,17 March 1972, p. 12.
See Khanachet (Kuwait) in Doc. AlC.I/PV. 1780, 2 December 1970, p. 31; and
Sen (India) in UN Doc. A/C. 1/. I/PV.178l, 2 December 1970, pp.24-25.
103
Khanachet (Kuwait) in UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SC. I/SR. 38, 16 March 1972, p. 3.
1.' . Bleicher, n. 94, p. 453.
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that the concept of the common heritage of mankind is not a legal principle but
embodies rather agreed moral and political guidelines which the community of states
has undertaken as a moral commitment to follow in good faith i~'the elaboration of a
'legal regime for the area beyond the litnitsofnational jurisdiction. los

The Belgian delegate, Debergh, said in the Sea-Bed Committee that
he "doubted the usefulness of describing the area under consideration
by the Committee as the 'common heritage of mankind,' since the term
was, in fact, a neologism and meant different things to different delegation. "106 Beesley of Canada had 'reservations' about the use of the
phrase 'common heritage of mankind,' because the concept "had nolegal
content and was unknown in international law. Its inclusion .ina
declaration of principles could have far-reaching implications, whose
precise nature was as yet unknown." He, therefore, favoured the idea
of first formulating rules whh;h would comprise the regime of the sea-bed
and then deciding whether the concept suitably reflected them. 107
ada of Japan said that the inclusion of the concept of common heritage,
which was subject to various interpretations, "ina .statement of general
principles might give rise to unnecessary confusion in the establishment of
a legal regime applicable to the area, and would therefore be undesirable. "108 France objected to the inclusion of the concept "because it was
not clear what would be the exact legal implications" of it;109 Italy
pointed out that the lack of legal content could not be cured by putting
the concept in adeclaration. llo
The Soviet Union and other countries of the Soviet bloc also objected
to the establishment of a special legal status for the sea-bed beyond
national jurisdiction based on the concept of the common heritage of
mankind:
...because that concept ran counter.to existing norms and principles. It was incorrect
to say that international law was narrow and obsolete, since being founded on the
United Nations Charter, it provided the basis for relations among states in all spheres,
including outer spal;:e, the oceans and the atmosphere. To create a special legal. status
for the sea-bed would amount to acknowledging that a legal 'lacuna' existed and,that
the status of the sea-bed' and ocean floor should be different from that of the superjacent
waters of the high seas.
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The concept' of a common heritage, he said, "appeared to have been
evolved with a view to preventing the appropriation of the oc€an floor
by certain states, but it was neither realistic nor practical. On the other
hand, a practicable solution based on international law would be provi.
ded by applying the principle stated in Article 2 of the Convention on the
High Seas."lll '
The Byelorussian delegate said in the First Committee that he could
not support the concept that the deep sea-bed was the common heritage
of mankind :
...in other words, a kind of collective property of all countries. That concept docs not
take into account the objective realities of the contemporary world, in which there are
states having different social systems and different property regimes. Such a concept,
as was evident in the work of the Sea-Bed Committee, makes more difficult the working
out and adoption of legal principles consonantw ith the interests of all states,l12

According to the Bulgarian delegate, the concept ofcommon heritage
...represented a doctrine of civil law applied by analogy in an attempt to determine the
legal status of the sea-bed. Despite the good intentions and idealistic arguments of
those who advanced that theory, the concept of a common heritage could in practice
become a mere legal and institutional cover for powerful interests and was likely in any
case to lead to confusion,u'

On the other hand, most developing states supported the concept of
'common heritage', which, as the Indian representative said, "symbolizes
the hopes and needs of the developing countries, which can legitimately
expect to share in the benefits to be obtained from th« exploitation ofthe
resources. These benefits would help to dissipate the harsh inqualities
114
between the developed and the developing countries.>J
The Brazilian delegate said that "this key concept should provide the
cornerstone for a legal regime for the area and, in particular, fot; the
exploration, use and exploitation of its resources." Referring to. the
general criticism that it lacked 'legal content' and was not a 'selfe;x:planatory legal concept,' he referred to the report of the Legal Subcommittee where it had said that "before their adoption, all ' legal concepts are
devoid of legal content." The distinguished representative of Brazil
pointed out:

E.D. Brown, "The 1973 Conferencec;m the Law of the Sea: The Consequences
of Failure to Agree" Paper presented at the Sixth Annual Conference of the Law of the
Sea Institute, University of Rhode Island, on 21 June 1971) Proceedings, p. 18.
106
See UN Doc. No, A/AC, 138/SC. I/SR. 13, 13 August 1969, p. 16. See also Ogiso
(Japan) in UN, Doc. A/AC. 138/SC. I/SR. 38, 16 March 1972, p. 6.
107
UN Doc. No. A/AC. 138/SC.1/SR. 13; 13 August 19.69, p. 18.
108
See UN Doc. A/AC; 138/SC. liSR. 14-, U August 1969 p. 24.
10D
Ibid.,p. 30.
.
110 See UN Doc. A/AG. 138/SC. J/SR. 15, 15 August 1969, p. 40.
105

Legal concepts are not only theorizations of previous legal norms and practices, but
also creative concepts from which such norms and practices flow. If marikind ~ercto
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Smirnov (USSR) in Doc. A/AC. 138/SC. I/SR. 8, 21 March 1969 p ..80.
Mr. Grekov (Byelorussian SSR) in UN Doc. A/C. I/pV. 1780, 2 December 1970,

pp.41-80.
'
It' Yankov (Bulgaria) in UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SC.l/SR.9, 24 March 1969,p. 96.
See also Goralezyk(Poland) in UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SC.I,SR.15, 15 August; 1969" p. 38.
m
Sen (India) in UN Doc. A/C.l/PV. 1673, 31 October 1969, p. 28.' '
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In an eloquent and brilliant speech, the Norwegian Ambassador,
Hambro, very strongly supported the concept of 'common heritage of
mankind.' Referring to the criticism that it was not an established
term in the vocabulary of internationl law, he said:

restrict itself to always applying the legal concepts that already exist, legal systems
would not have developed and law would not have fulfilled its proper function in
social progress. 115
'

The principles on which the new legal regime was to be based, said
Ambassador Pardo of Malta,

That may be, but the problems with which we are confronted arc novel and the
solutions we must offer in this area in order to establish international justice and
maintain international peace can hardly be found in the bookshelves of international
law libraries. We must not be afraid of new concepts or of new terms to explain them.
New words are needed for new concepts.

could not be sought in traditional doctrines of international law; they must be'new,
equitable and moral.... The concept that any area was to be administered in common
for common good was somewhat alien to existing international law. Nevertheless, its
introduction as the basis of international law on the sea-bed and ocean floor was
essential, not only for the development of that, environment, but also for the peaceful
development of the world. uO

The deep-ocean floor, he insisted, "is not free for all where everybody
can do what he wants for various purposes." Basic principles of-law
govern those areas, "but those principles are so rudimentary in substance
and so general i~ form that they obviously must be further elaborated
and supplemented to suit the host of problems which the technical revolution has created and will continue to create in those areas." The term
'common heritage of mankind', he suggested,

The Chairman of the Sea-Bed. Committee, Amerasinghe of Ceylon,
stated:
There are, we realize, many who are alarmed by what they consider to be the formulation of a novel concept hitherto unknown, but the traditional legal concepts are not,
we feel, applicable to this unique area and its resources. If the area and its. resources
are to be saved from competitive exploitation restricted necessarily to those with
financial resources and the technological power to exploit them-it is necessary for us
to abandon those traditional concepts and evolve a new concept.

Traditional international law, especially customary law, he said,
.•. has in the past found its origin in the convenience and power of the few. It is the
duty of this Organization to see that the resulting inequalities are removed and that in
the future, international law is designed to serve the interests of all mankind, especially
the economically weaker sections of mankind. U ?

Ballah of Trinidad and Tobago called the concept a "useful rallying
cry, for it symbolized the interests, needs, hopes, desires and objectives
of aU peoples."118
Khanchet of Kuwait said that if the concept "has no legal content at
present, there is nothing to prevent us from imparting such a content to
it." He pointed out that "international law is in gestation, as it were;
it is in a constant state of flux; it evolves, since in international relations
there arise new and special circumstances for which provision must be
made in terms of new rules that would correspond to them." He called
this principle "the very backbone of the entire system that should in
future govern the exploitation of and exploration of the sea-bed and ocean
floor. "119
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Saraiva Guerreiro (Brazil) in UN Doc.A/C.l/PV. 1674, 31 October 1969, pp. 7-10.
Pardo (Malta) in UN Doc, A/AC. 135/WG. I/SR. 3; 6-14,3 September 1968, p. 52.
UN Doc. A/C.l/PV. 1673,31 October 1969, pp. 18-20.
UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SC. lISR. 12-29,6 November 1969, p. 47.
UN Doc. A/C. l/PV. 1675,3 November'IQ69, p. 51
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... points to something valuable, referring to the past as well as to the present and
future, emphasizing that those areas and the riches contained therein with their
possibilities and problems, have been passed on to the present international community
,as a heritage of mankind and for common benefit as a whole, not to any individual
nation or /lTOUP ofnations. 120

The Yugoslav delgate said that the entire matter should be looked upon
<"through a prism of new and political approach, and more precisely, of
creating a climate in which it would be possible to evolve international
relations founded upon equality of opportunity and providing a possibility
for the sharing in the benefits of all countries." The present internationallaw, he pointed out,
... is insufficient for that purpose as it reflects the prevailing inequalities and
situations which we would like to avoid being transplanted to relationships in this new
area. Accordingly, we need to formulate new legal principles and to adopt such
concepts as would prevent the sanctioning of the exploration, exploitation and use of
the sea-bed and its resources for the benefit of the richer and technologically more
advanced countries. 121

hi the Legal Subcommittee of the Sea-Bed Committee, the Yugoslav
representative insisted that "legal content would be given to that concept. .. through a common effort to formulate an international law that

120 UN Doc. A/C. I/PV. 1670,4 November 1969, pp. 27-28.
See also Venezuela in
UN Doc. A/C,I/PV. 1678,6 November 1969, pp. 63-65,
121
UN Doc. A/C.l/PV. 1677, 5 November 196\), p. 3. See also Solomon (Trinidad
and Tobago), ibid" p. 11. Schram (Iceland) in UN Doc. A/C,I/PV. 1678, 6 November
1969, p. 42.
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would reflect the interests of all countries.... An idea usually preceded
the process of elaborating upon it and rendering it precise." To the cri.
ticism that the concept was more political than legal, he answered that
"the law represented a measure of policy, that all efforts in the Committee were based, motivated and reflected in respective national policies
as well as in the desire to find such international legal instruments as
would reflect the common interests of all."
Referring to the argument that "the concept was based upon the tradi.
tional concept of 'heritage' from civil law" and that as such it could
not be implemented into the relations among states, he said that
.'.. a new international law was being created, together with new concepts and
institutions which reflected the present development of technology, the political,
economic and other realities of the present world as well as new problems, new needs
and interests so that one should not, through a formalistic approach, prevent the
creation of such an international law as would reflect ahd satisfy new and prevailin'g
realities. 122

If the principle of 'common heritage' or something that belonged to
mankind as a whole was not accepted, said the Mexican delegate, "we
would be better off to give up an undertaking which would be impossible without that principle since it is the very cornerstone of any legal
regime designed to guarantee the exploration, use and exploitation ofthe
resources of the area for the benefit ofmankind. "123
Zegers of Chile said that apart from expressing the juridical status of
the future regime, the 'common heritage' principle evinced a political wiIJ
which constituted the very essence of all the problem. "If we have tried
to avoid falling into the classical concepts of res nullius and .res communis,"
he pointed out, "it is because those two concepts characterize inter~
national egotism, the first by definition and the second because of the
interpretation that has been given it by those who contend that res communis
defines the status of the high seas." The 'common heritage' principle
avoided letting the resources ofthe sea-bed fall into the same category' as
fish, "where a few countries possessing techniques and capital have been
able to use that wealth to the prejudice of others and without considering
the welfare of mankind as a whole. 124
Mrs. Myrdal of Sweden regretted a tendency on the part of some industrialized countries to avoid expressing conviction in the 'supreme
principle' of the 'common heritage of mankind.' We were standing,
she said, at a "crucial crossroads," and "if different positions were taken
on this fundamental principle, it would amount to more of a parting of

ways than is generally accounted for" and "would entail differences on
practically all the remaining issues, however technical they have appeared
in the discussion. "126' On the other hand, if this principle was accepted as
a foundation, the Sea-Bed Committee could proceed with formulating "a
definite set of international legal precepts in order to save the sea-bad
area and resources from competitive exploitation. "126
MEANING AND CONTENT OF THE TERM "'COMMON HERITAGE OF
MANKIND"

Although some states had objected to the phrase common heritage of
mankind on the ground that it lacked precision and legal content, none of
them was opposed to the essential ideas it expressed. Thus the Belgian
delegate, Debergh, who was opposed to the concept of 'common heritage'
being included as a 'principle', admitted that it "had the special merit of
einbodying the spirit of all the other principles and might accordingly be
treated as the keystone ofthe statement of principles." He, therefore,
suggested its inclusion in the 'preamble' .1 27 This view was shared by
some others. 128
As explained by the Brazilian delegate, the principle of 'common heri·
tage' implied, in essence, two concepts, the first of which would amount
to a denial of rights and the second to an assertion of rights. According
to the first concept, 'corrmon heritage' would mean that the area could
not be subject either to sovereign claims in public law or to appropriation
in private law; according to the second concept, it would imply that all
states should participate in the administration and regulation of the
activities in the area, as well as in the benefits obtained from the exploration, use, and exploitation.of its resources. It was emphasized that
the concept of non-appropriation, although generally acceptable, was
inadequate and that it was not comprehensive enough to provide a
basis for a legal regime for the area. Non-appropriation was only a
new name for the old notion of res communis omnis and would not deter
an unqualified exercise of the freedom of exploration and exploitation
w!:).ich would beto the exclusive benefit of the technologically developed
countries. In renouncing any ass.ertion of sovereignty in the sea-bed,
it w'as suggested, the developed countries were really not sacrificing
anything' because the exploitation of the resources of the deep sea-bed,
particularly minerals, did not require more than some jurisdiction or
exclusive rights related directly to the needs of the operation.l 29
UN Doc. A/C.l/PV. 1680,7 November 1969, pp. 11-12.
Ibid., p. 17.
'27
UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SC. IjSR. 12-29, 6 November 196D, .p. 16.
128
Berman of the United Kingdom, ibid., p. 23; and Martin-Sane (France), ibid., p.30.
12.
Cabral de Mello (Brazil), ibid., p. 13. See also Saraiva Guerreiro (Brazil) in UN
Doc. A/C.lIPV.1674, 3~ October1969, pp. 7-11,
'125

'22
Pavicevic (Yugoslavia) in UN Doc. A/AC'/138/SC. I/SR 12-29, 6 November
1969, pp. 33-34.
123
UN Doc. A/C.l/PV. 1678, 6 November 1969, p. 26.
124
UN Doc. A/C.l/PV. 1679, 6 November 1969, pp. 17-20.
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Ambassador Pardo of Malta pointed out that "the principle ot
'common heritage' went beyond that of res communis and the internationally accepted test of 'reasonable use'. It implied something to
be administered in common and thus contained the notion of trust and
of trustees, although not necessarily that of property."
The concept of indivisibility, he felt, was inherent in the notion of a
'common heritage'. ,It also implied peaceful use, since a military use of
the marine environment would endanger the common property. It also
included "the principles of freedom of a ccess and use, as well as the
regulation of the use made of that heritage and the equitable distribution
of benefits among those with an interest in the common property, though
not participating directly in its exploitation. "130
All these principles of (a) inappropriability and indivisibility of the
sea-bed beyond national jurisdiction; ( b) international regulation of the
exploration and exploitation activities of this common property; (c) equitable distribution of benefits among all countries irrespective of the geographicallocation of states; (d) freedom of access, use, and navigation;
(e) use of the sea-bed only for peaceful purposes; and (f) international
co-operation, were supposed to be subsumed in the generic term 'common
heritage of mankind' and emphasized by most of the countries in different
words and with varying emphases. These were also the principles which
later came to be elaborated upon and accepted in the GA Resolution
2749 (XXV) of 18 December 1970, on 'General Principles'.
INTERNATIONAL MACHINERY FOR AREA BEYOND
NATIONAL JURISDICTION

Although it became possible, after extensive negotiations and diplomatic bargaining and with express reservations by several delegations,
to reach agreement on the 'general principles' "as a compromise, with
all its attendant inadequacies- warts and all,''131- and this was no mean
achievement-it did not solve the most difficult questions relating to the
deep sea-bed and its resources. It emphasized that the sea-bed arf'a
beyond national jurisdiction should be explored and exploited "for the
benefit of mankind as a whole", and that an 'international regime' and
an 'appropriate machinery' for the exploration and exploitation of the
area should be established. At the same time it postponed the difficult
problems about the nature of this machinery, its powers, and functions.
Unable to continue any longer without being challenged their almostunbridled exploitation of the natural wealth of the poor developing
counties of the third world, the rich industrialized countries are anxious
to retain control of the raw materials desperately needed for their
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Pardo (Malta), n. 115, p. 52,
Amerasinghe (Ceylon) in UN Doc.,AjC.l./PV. 1773, 25 November 1970, pp. 18-20.
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ever growing industries. Thus a recent report by the United States
Secretary of Interior bemoaned
Expropriations, confiscations, and forced modifications of agreements in forcign
countries already have severed the flow to the United States of some foreign materials
produced by lJnited States firms operating abroad and have made other materials morc
costly .13~

In hearings before a US Congressional Subcommittee on Oceanography
of the Comrnittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries, some expert
witnesses found it most disturbing to see "the growing politicizing of
raw materials." As C.H. Burgess said on 16 May 1972 :
Raw matcrials arc in fact political commodities and are the real base of world power.
W'e have seen the worldwide wave of nationalization of raw material production. We
have seen the creation of organization such as CIPEC for copper producing countries
which will be very troublesome for Western nations when it becomes able to operate as
effectively with copper as has bew the case with OPEC for crude petroleum. . •.
[AJ short time ago the Western industrialized Powers controlled about 80% of the thenknown copper resources. Over the past five years the situation has changed sharply
and today only 40% can be considcred effectively controlled by Wcstern industrial
countries. Thc prediction is that this will further decline to 30% with copper imports
becoming more and more politically and economically conditioned. u3

\
,
I:

,

It was pointed out that the
...United States imports 19% of its copper and is almost totally (h~pendent upon
imports for nickel at 84%, cobalt at 92% and manganese at 98%. We import these
metals. with the possible exception of nickel, mainly from developing countries which
are generally unresponsive to U.S. foreign policy or which are increasingly combining
among themselves to manipulate prices upward or to control production and distribution to further their economic and political goals. I3 '

In view of this grim picture and 'politicization' of raw materials, it is
strongly felt that
Hard mineral resources in the deep ocean represent an alternative to this picture. They
can be used to supplement our domestic supplies over the approaching decades and in
some cases provide raw materials which are not available demestically,135

I'

"

J
\

Sirice the industrialized countries of the West have both the resources
and the technology to exploit the mineral wealth of the sea-bed, they do '
not want to be hampered in their projects in this regard. It is insisted,
as we have mentioned earlier, that the sea's resources have always been
18~ "First Annual Report of the Secretary of Interior under the Mining and Metals
Policy Act ofl970," quoted by Laylin, n. 70, p. 2.
IS3
C. H. Burgess, quoted by Laylin, ibid., p.3.
134 J. Flipoe, quoted by L~ylin, ibid., p. 4.
133
Burgess, n. 133.
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'for the taking' and that there is no sound reason why those who can take
them should give up that right. Indeed" it is suggested that "all of
mankind will benefit if the sea's mineral resources are extracted as
quickly, as efficiently, as economically as possible." Law should encourage, rather than discourage, the exploration and exploitation of the seabed. It should impose few limitations on national initiative, it should
assure to enterprising nations the fruits of their labour, it should provide
them protection against encroachment and unfair competition. To achieve
these purposes, it is recommended, all that is necessary is to reaffirm
the traditional legal right in favour of those who proceed to dig against
any who might come later. The old law that protects sea-going vessels
can also be profitably adapted to give to any installations the protection
of the 'flag it flies' .136 It is suggested that
While the delegates of the many countries with their many
over the provisions of a multilateral convention, the countries
desirous of promoting orderly development of the law for the
of the deep sea-bed can promote by parallel legislation, the
international law for the deep sea-bed. 13 '

different interests debate
that are now ready and
recovery of the resources
emergence of customary

By enacting legislation prohibiting their nationals from interfering
with exploitation of the deep sea-bed being carried on under an exclusive
licence issued by their own state or any other reciprocating state, the
like-minded industrial Powers, it is advised, could bring into being a
workable regime even without any formal treaties or conventions.
These legislative actions by a few influential states, it is hopefully
projected, may lead to 'a general practice accepted as law'J38
.
There is hardly any need for an elaborate law, a complicated or strong
machinery, or an intricate procedure, according to this view, for the
exploration and exploitation of the deep sea-bed. We must know much
more about the problems of deep sea-mining and about other potential
uses of the sea before embarking on such a venture. It is said that "fear
that unregulated international competition might breed conflict is idle
when the seas are spacious, explQration is barely ready to begin, potential exploiters are and will remain few for many years." Long-winding
proposals for international control, participation of all states in the
exploration and exploitation of the deep sea-bed, and revenue-sharing
schemes are all premature at this stage. 139 It is pointed out that hope
of large revenues from sea-bed resources or the possibility of exploitation
See Louis Henkin, Lawfor the Sea's Mineral Resources (New York, 1968), p. 50.
John F. Laylin, "Past, Present and Future Development of the Oustomary International Law of the Sea and Deep Sea-Bed," International Lawyer (Washington, D.O.) Vol.
5, No.3, July 1971, p. 447.
13 8
Ibid., pp. 447-8.
130
See Henkin, n. 136, p. 50.
13.
18.
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of vast quantities of minerals in the near future is hopelessly unrealistic and
may remain so for a long time to come. All that is necessary at present
is to provide a few ground rules and simple machinery which may
encourge the speedy exploration and exploitation of the resources of the
deep sea- bed.
(
In line with this trend of thought, some of the technologically advanced
countries submitted drafts and working papers regarding proposals for
an international regime, including an international machinery, to the
Sea-Bed Committee during the 25th and the 26th sessions of the General
Assembly. Despite high-sounding phraseology used in these proposals
and the lofty ideals expressed in them, the schemes were meant really
to serve the interests of technologically advanced countries. No doubt
they accepted the area beyond national jurisdiction as a common heritage
of mankind and acknowledged the need for an equitable use and sharing
of the common heritage and its resources. They also said that it was
advisable to maximize the benefits that would accrue to the international
community and stressed the importance of the participation of all states
in the exploration and exploitation of the deep sea-bed. They even
spoke of enhancing 'the capability of the developing countries to participate directly in sea-bed resource development. Nevertheless, they all
sought without exception to establish a rather weak international machinery with authority to issue licences to different states or private companies
for the exploration and exploitation of the resources of the area. It was
important to avoid, they said, a cumbersome bureaucracy and heavy
administrative costs. They also wanted the regime and the machinery
to be structured in such a manner as to reflect 'realistically, the principal
interests of different groups of states and allow the technologically
advanced countries to exercise a dominant role.
UNITED STATES WORKING PAPER

Thus, the working paper submitted on behalf of the United States
to the Sea~Bed Committee on 3 August 1970140 suggested the establishment
of an International Sea-Bed Resource Authority consisting of an Assembly
of all states, each state having one vote, an Executive Council consisting
of 24 members, a tribunal having compulsory jurisdiction, and a Secretariat. The Executive Council was to be the most powerful body and
was to be responsible for appointing various commissions for framing the
rules, issuing licences, and delienating sea-bed boundaries. It was to
con'sist of representatives from six most industrially advanced countries
having the highest GNP and 18 additional countries. At least
12 of these' latter were to be developing countries elected by the
Assembly, taking into account the need for equitable geographical

140

Se' UN Doc. Aj8021, Annex V, pp. 130 fr.
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distribution for three years. At least two of the 24 members must
be land-locked or shelf-locked states. As the US Government
explained: "The regime and machinery should be structured in such
a manner that realistically reflects the principal interests of different
groups of states. "141
All exploration and exploitation of the mineral deposits of the deep
sea-bed was to be licensed on payment of fees by the Operations Commission to be appointed by the qouncil. A licence for the exploration arid
exploitation of minerals, might be obtained on payment of a fee by a
contracting party or contracting parties, or natural or juridical persons
under its or their authority or sponsorship. "To maximise benefits that
would accrue to all states," said the United States, "the regime should
encourage investment and efficiency."142
U.K. PROPOSAL FOR AN ITER NATIONAL REGIME

The working paper submitted to the Sea-Bed Committee on 3 August
1970 and to Subcommittee I on 3 August 1971 143 by the United Kingdom
provided for the exploration and exploitation of the deep sea-bed under
licences to be issued by a proposed international authority on payment of
a licence fee and later royalties on the production of minerals. A state
might itself carry out exploration or production, through a state agency or
a state-owned corporation, or issue SUb-licences to commercial enterprises
or public corporations. In order to provide a fair and equitable share of
licences to all the states, it suggested allocation to each state of a specified quota. Within the quota thus made available a state was to be free to
apply for licences in any part of the area irrespective of geographical
location. States could pool their quotas and combine together in making
their applications for licences and exploiting the resources of the area.
Under this:system, said the UK Government, the deVeloping countries
would get time to "build up their own capability for managing the
exploitation of the area or to join with others in building up such a capability." Moreover, all states "would be able to benefit not only receiving a
share of the revenues accruing to the international community as a whole,
but also by participating directly and in their own right in exploiting
the area. "144
The Authority was to comprise an Assembly consisting of all the parties,
a smaller Governing Council to be elected by the Assembly, and a
Secretariat. In the Council, which was to have the real power of issuing

See Report of the Sea-Bed Committee, General Assembly Offir;ial Records, 26th
Session, Supplement No. 21 (A/8421) (1971).
142
[bid., pp. 83 if.
1(3
[bid., p. 18.
lU
[bili., p. 88
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licences and fixing quotas, a limited number of industrialized countries
which had or might develop a substantial sea-bed technology were to be
designated members:
Just as it would be appropriate to give developing states a special position on any
institution of Authority which might be set up for the purpose of distributing sea· bed
benefits, it would be necessary to make special provision on the Council for those
states with an established sea-bed technology, who have a special contribution to make
in organizing sea-bed activity and without whose support no international regime in
this field would be viable. 1t5

FRENCH DRAFT

The French proposal for the establishment of an international regime'
introduced in the Sea-Bed Committee on 4 August 1970,146 rejected schemt's leading to (a) appropriation by states of extensive areas of the seabed and (b) take· over, pure and simple, of the sea-bed by an international organization invested with considerable powers for the exploration
and exploitation. The French proposal sought to make a distinction
between (a) minerals which could be explored (at the decisive stage) and
exploited with mobile equipment, such as manganese nodules scattered
over the ocean floor and recoverable by dredging; and (b) minerals which
would need the use of fixed installations, such as hydrocarbons, for their
exploration and exploitation. For the first kind of minerals, it recommended
a system of simple registration with an international organization, accompanied by a declaration of the areas to be explored or exploited, without
any exclusive rights; and for the second type of minerals, it provided
that certain areas of the sea· bed should be allotted to particular states
for specific periods of time, and that the concerned states should be
authorized to grant licences to companies for exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed according to certain international regulations to be
laid down by the organization. The organization was to consist of a
Permanent Board (to examine all applications and take decisions in
simple cases) arid a Conference of Plenipotentiaries (assisted by a Technical Committee, to decide difficult cases and to consider cases of violation). It further recommended that the machinery should be equitable and effective, i.e. "a regime that has no complex structure producing expenditure and delays but manages its resources rationally through
the administrator's impartiality and competence,"147
SOVIET DRAFT TREATY

The Soviet "prOVisional draft articles of a treaty on the use of the sea-
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Ibid., pp. 185 if:
Ibid., p. 19.
Ibid., pp. 67 if.
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bed for peaceful purposes, "148 submitted to the Sea-Bed Committee on
27 July 1971, provided for the industrial exploration and exploitation of
the sea-bed resources under licences to be issued by the proposed International Sea-ned Resources Agency consisting of a conference of states
whi'ch were members of the Agency, an Executive Board, and a Secretariat. The Conference of the Agency, having general powers about the
working of the agency, was to comprise all the member states. Each
member state was to have but one vote. The Conference of the Agency
was to decide substantive questions by a two-thirds majority and procedural questions by a simple majority of members present and voting. The
Executive Board, having all the important powers relating to the exploration and exploitation of the resourCes of the sea-bed and distribution of
benefits, was to consist of 30 states, including five states from each of the
following groups of countries: (a) Socialist countries, (b) Asian countries,
(c) African countries, (d) Latin American countries, and (e) Western
European and other countries. There was to be representation for one
land-locked country also from each of the aforementioned groups of
states.
The Executive Board was to take decisions on questions of substance
by agreement of all the members, and on procedural questions by a majority
of members present and voting. The Soviet delegate explained that
the application of the principle of consensus in the Executive Board conferring the right of veto on all its members, "was essential if the Board
was to be an organ of co-operation among states and not a means by which
some states could impose their will on others, forcing through resolutions
at variance with the vital interests of other states." The rule of consensus or agreement in the executive organ, he said, was the best way of
ensuring the effective implementation of any treaty establishing an international regime. "Any derogation from that principle in the direction
of majority decisions," he warned, "would threaten the legitimate
interests of states, obliging them to seek satisfaction outside the frame,work established by the treaty." Indeed, "the common heritage would
Cease to be common," according to him, "if decisions pertaining to it
could be taken by the executive organ, overriding the objections of states
or groups of states."
The Soviet delegate further said that the principle of consensus in the
executive organ would also be a guarantee for such states as might find
themselves in minority in the Assembly, where the two-thirds majority rule
was to be followed. Under this two-thirds majority rule a decision could
be taken by the Assembly over the objection of, say, 50 states. He, therefore, felt that "if the two-thirds majority rule was adopted both in the
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Assembly and in the Executive Board, the concept of common heritage
would be meaningless."
The principle of consensus, the Soviet representative pointed out, was
in any case "essential to ensure respect for the interests of states where a
socialist economy prevailed and socialist principles were followed in the
exploitation of natural resources."
It would be a mistake, the Soviet Ambassador suggested, "to identify
the principle of consensus with the concept of a veto. A veto meant that
no decision wastaken and the question remai.ned unsolved. Under the
consensus system, there might be objections to a certain course of action,
but that would not mean that the issue would be shelved. New ways
would be sought to find a solution acceptable to all concerned." The
principle of consensus would, therefore, be an important incentive to
find solutions for problems in a spirit of co-operation. Thus, in the final
analysis, he said, "the higher interests of international co-operation in
the exploration and exploitation of sea-bed resources" would prevai1.149
The principle of consensus in the executive organ of the proposed
international machinery was supported more or less by all members of
the Soviet bloc,150
POLAND'S SUGGESTIONS ON INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION

'In the working paper on an international organization151 that it submitted to the Sea-Bed Committee on 3 August 1971, Poland rccnmmendcd
t~e establishment of an organization concerned with the problems of th(~
exploration and exploitation of the mineral resources of the deep seabed. This organization was to consist of (1) an Assembly composed of
all 'members; (2) a Council composed of twenty-five states, five from each
geographical group; and (3) a Secretariat. In order to safeguard the
interests of all states and groups of states, there were to be various voting
procedures, such as various majorities of votes for different organs and
different matters and to take joint decisions in some matters by two
organs, one acting on the recommendation of the other. In the Assembly the 'one state, one vote t principle was to be adopted. In other
organs the feasibility of having group votes was to be considered. Irrespective of the majority voting principle, in the Council and its subsidiary
bodies, the principle of consensus was to be applied as generally as
possible.
Cf. Poland's draft below.
Ibid., pp. 76 ff.
151
See "Working Paper on International Sea-Bed Regime and Machinery" submitted
by Canada, n. 140, pp. 205 ff. Proposals'by Japan are to be found in UN Doc. A/AC.13B/
SC.I/SR. 3B, 16 March 1972, p. 6; and those of Denmark in Doc. A/AC.138/SC.I/SR.53,
lAugust 1972, p. 6.
149
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us See UN Doc. A/AC. 13B/SC.I/SR. 43, 27 March 1972, pp. 9-11. See also Rbstov
(Bulgaria) in UN Doc. A/AC. 13B/SC.I/SR. 45, 30 March 1972, p. lB.
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Poland further recommended that for a transitional period, depending
upon the progress of the exploration and exploitation of the deep sea-bed
area and until it becomes financially self-supporting the organs of the
organization should not be overdeveloped. Its Secretariat should be
small, and the competence of the organization should first and foremost
be of a co-ordinating nature confined to co-ordination of the activities of
states and the exchange of information. Later on, its functions might
comprise certain forms of supervision and regulations or activities concerning the exploration and exploitation of the mineral resources of the
international sea-bed area which might include licencing. But the organization itself should never deal with the extraction of minerals from sea
water. During the transitional period, under this arragement, the pro
posed international machinery was to be financed by contributions from
the member states.
SMALL COUNTRIES DEMAND A STRONG MACHINERY

These and some other proposals of the technologically advanced countries are totally unacceptable to the developing countries.I 62
Even if the advanced countries agree to give up part of their exploited
resources for the common benefit of manki~d, it is felt that under a weak
international machinery with an authority to give licences for exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed, the technologically big Powers would
get the lion's share. The other members of the international community
will get only crumbs of the common heritage thrown by the big
Powers.
During discussions on the Secretary-General's reports on International
Machinery153 submitted pursuant to General Assembly Resolutiom154 of
1968 and 1969, the underdeveloped countries off-hand rejected as utterly
inadequate any weak machinery meant only for dissemination of information or registration of claims of different states with respect to exploration or exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed. Most of them were
opposed even to a system of licencing. It was pointed out that licencing
on a 'first come, first served' basis, licencing by lottery, licencing on the
basis of the applicant's qualifications, and licencing on the basis of which
countries would make the highest bid, as also licences granted to private
companies, would in practice give an advantage to the technologically
advanced countries, create monopolies, and serve the interests of individual states and companies rather than those of mankind as a whole. In
any case, it was emphasized that any licence system with a weak machi~
See Chapter IV, ns. 385·8 and the text related to them.
See UN Doc. A/7622, Annex II; and A/8021, Annex III. pp. 61 ff.
161
G.A. Resolutions 2467C (XXIII) of21 December 1968; and 3574C (XXIV) of 10
December 1969.
162
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riery would endanger the interests of most states 105 and lead to a neocolonialist carving up of the sea_bed. l56 Some states would acquire a
number of important and virtually unsupervised rights in the international sea-bed area, particularly in connection with uses of the sea-bed not
directly rei at cd to exploration and exploitation. In the circumstances
it was to be feared that the future machineIy might find itself operating
under increasing restraints,157
As the vast majority of the countries are themselves unable to compete
with the advanced countries, and are in fact unable to exploit the resources of even their own respective legal Continental Shelves, they want the
proposed sea-bed authority to undertake exploitation of the resources of
the sea-bed and distribute them equitably among all the countries. As
the Spanish delegate, Ruiz-Morales, explained at the July-August 1971
session of the Sea-Bed Committee, there weIe two possibilities: either the
proposed regime could grant licences or concessions to states or public or
private bodies, or it could set up a system of direct or joint management,
or an enterprise responsible to it. A regime based on licences or concessions, he felt, 'would not be equitable' becausethe exploration and exploitation of manganese nodules was very expensive, which
meant that only well-financed enterprises of the developed countries would have the
means of engaging in such activities. Consequently, the industrialized countries
would be better treated at the expense of the developing countries. Further, the initial
cost of exploitation would necessitate the establishment of large inte1'llational consort ia
inevitably made up of the developed countries, and thereby entail a further d isad va ntage for the developing countries in that the industrialized countries would conI inlte 10
monopolize the technology and skilled personnel required to cxploit the resources. For
all these reasons, his delegation preferred a formula whereby exploitation would be the
responsibility of the international body, either acting on its own or in association with
other public 01' private bodies operating under its control. '5B

These views were shared by several other countries, especially by the
underdeveloped countries. 159 Relying on the principle of 'common heritage', they sought to reject any system of mere registration of claims or
licencing. As the Mexican de1~gate said:
The international community. as the owner of the ar..a and its resources, had the right
to share directly in their development until it acquired the technical and financial
means to exploit them by and for itself. There was nothing to justify a system of

155
See Report of the Sea-bed Committee, n. 153, p. 16. See also debate in Subcommittee I, Sea-Bed Committee, March "nd July-August 1972 sessions, p 46.'
156
Johnson (Jamaica) in UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SC.I/SR.44, 30 March i972, p. 11.
157
Pardo (Malta), ibid., p. 4.
H8
Ruiz-Morales (Spain) in UN Doc. A/AC.138/SC.I/SR.l4-, 4 August 1971, p. 8.
ISS
Lengani (Uruguay) in UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SC.1/SR.13,4 August 1971, pp.4-5;
Chao (Singapore), ibid., p. 11; Brazil in UN Doc. A/AC:138/SC.I/SR.3, 25 l\Iarch 1971,
p. 5.
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proposed international machinery might not be able to participate directly
in the exploration and exploitation of the deep sea-bed immediately, it .
could do so later once the skills had been developed and capital aCcumulated,166
The Kuwaiti delegate wanted the proposed international machinery
. to have "absolute jurisdiction over the international sea-bed area" and
to be empowered to "manage, administer, supervise, control, explore,
and exploit the resources it contained. "167
All activities, including exploration and exploitation of the sea~bed,
should be strictly controlled by the international machinery. The·machinery, the Kuwaiti delegate felt, should be empowered to grant licences to
Government enterprises, international consortia, joint ventures, or private
undertakings. I t should also have the power to 'inspect operators,'
16s
including the power to reject, suspend, or revoke their licences.
Peru favoured the proposed authority to. be "empowered to conduct
all types of activity itself, from scientific research and exploration to
production and marketing, as well as exploitation." In order to ensure
that the exploitation was eventually carried out by the authority itself,
he suggested that it "should retain control so as to build up the necessary
fixed assets and technology and the means to ensure orderly development
and sound administratIon of the area and its resources. "169
Not only did the developing countries demand a strong international
machinery with powers to explore and exploit the deep sea-bed area so
that the technologically advanced countries might not get most of the
benefits from this newly found treasure, but they did not want to lose
control over this machinery. The right of equality was sacred to the developing countries, and they made it absolutely clear during the 1971 and
1972 sessions of the Sea-Bed Committee that in any executive organ of the
proposed international machinery, they would not accept any· system of
preferential or weighted voting rights for the technologically advanced
countries. As the Ceylonese representative said in Subcommittee 1 of
the Sea-Bed Committee, "the principle of 'one state, one vote' should
apply in the deliberations" of the organs of the international machinery,
and "there should not be any veto system either open or disguised." He
realized that the technological capacity and financial assistance ofihe
developed countries would be essential for the success and viability of
the international machinery and that, therefore, it should get their
support. He did not feel, however, that the principle of 'one state,
170
one vote' should be sacrificed to achieve that purpose.

operating permits .which would assign to the legitimate owner the role of mere,
spectator. "0

The Ceylonese representative expressed his firm belief "that the ability
of the Authority to carry out exploration and exploitation activities represented the highest expression of its central role as the administrator of the
common heritage of mankind. "161
.
.
The delegate of Iraq said that "a purely mercantIlist laissez-faire system
of licensees could not be reconciled with" the concept of common heritage
of mankind. 162
The delegate of Peru said that the industrially advanced countries
"could not reconcile themsefves to the idea of giving ~p, even in part,
their monopoly of power, technology and capital, even in the case of resources which they themselves had agreed to consider as the co:t;ri.mon
heritage of mankind. "163
During the 1971 and 1972 sessions of the Sea-Bed Committee, almost
all the developing countries insisted on having an international sea-bed
authority with full international legal pers'onality and wide functions and
powers. Thus, the representative of Ceylon, for instance, wanted such
an authority to have
the power to authorize exploratien and exploitation activities in the international area,
and to perform such related functions as the registration and inspection of activities; to
carry out exploration and l'xploitation activities through its own resources or through
contractors; to act as a clearing-house for the collection and dissemination of information relating to sea-bed activities; to promote an organized training programme for
scientists from developing countries; to collect and share all monetary and other bendits
according to participating states· etc.164

The Brazilian delegate said that "the regime should apply to all kinds
of activities" and that "even the military use of the sea-bed could not be
ignored by the international machinery." While the organization might
not be able to engage directly in exploration and exploitation in its initial
stages, he felt that "it· should be able to carry out such activities effectively in the future. "165
The Indian representative suggested that "only through international
machinery with broad scope and functions could the provisions of the
Declaration, which embodied political decisions by the'. international community, be given effect." He also supported the view that although the
See UN Doc. AlAC.138/SC.I/SR.40, 25 March 1972, p. 8.
UN Doc. A/AC. 138/SC.I/SR,43, 27 March 1972, p. 14.
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Pinto (Ceylon) in UN Doc. A/AC.138/SC.L/SR.3, 25 March [971, pp. 9~10 See
also Jerlei (Libya) in UN Doc, A/AG.138jSC.J/SR.IO, 30 July 1971, p. 22.
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Krishnan (India), ibid., pp. 18-9
Khanachet (Kuwait), ibid., pp.30-31.
AI-Sabah (Kuwait) in UN Doc. A/AC.138/SC.1/SR.12, 3 August 1971, p. 17,
Deustua (Peru), ibid., 23 July 1971, p. 5. See also Zafera (Madagascar), ibid.,
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The Indian rep res entative made it clear that
For the decision-making processes within the international machint:ry to be politically
acceptable, all nations must be able to participate in them. It would be neither
desirable nor practicable to leave decision-making to the most developed or industriall y
advanced countries, while a system of weighted voting would violate. the principle of
the sovereign equality of nationsYl

The Kuwaiti delegate was strongly "opposed to the idea of any pre~
ferential rights" for the technologically advanced countriesp2
Chile said that the executive organ of the machinery should consist of
a reasonable number of states and that the main criterion of their election
"should be equitable geographical distribution; and the existence of
permanent members or overt or covert vetoes ... would of course be
unacceptable. "173 Cameroon agreed that "the machinery should, not
include any form of veto either in law or in fact. "174 Spain urged that
the decision-making rules or-the international machinery should be "in
accordance with the principle of the absolute equality of states"175 Any
other rule, said Uruguay, "would be contrary to the basic principles of
democrati,c organization. "176
They, therefore, rejected the Soviet draft, the US draft, and all other
drafts which had recommended voting procedures calculated to perpetuate
the rule of the most powerful. The Soviet draft sought to provide a veto
power to all states, which the developing countries were not prepared to
see extended beyond the Security Council.l 77
In accordance with these ideas, during the 1971 session of the Sea-Bed
Committee, several developing countries submitted proposals for a centralized, democratically structured international regime and an international
machinery with comprehensive powers for the exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed and its resources.
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Krishnan (India), ibid., p: 19.
Khanachet (Kuwait), ibid., p. 3t.
Zegers Santa.Cruz (Cbile) in UN Doc. A/AC.138/SC.I/SR.II, 2 August 1971,

equipment, and services or such as were acquired by it; (2) to issllelicences
to contracting parties, individually or in groups, brto persons, natural
or juridical, subject to such terms and conditions, including the payment
of appropriate fees and other charges" as the Authority might determine;
(3) to distribute equitably raw materials and other benefits; (4) to take
measures designed to minimize and eliminate fluctuation .of prices of
land minerals and raw materials; (5) to foster exchange of scientifIc alld
technical information; and (6) to promote and encourage the exchange
and training of scientists and experts.
,
The Authority was to comprise an Assembly, consisting of all the
members; a Council, consisting of 18 members elected for three- years
by the Assembly with due regard to geographical distribution (including
at least three land-locked states); and a Secretariat. The: Assembly,was
to adopt its own rules of procedure. The Council, having real powers,
was to take substantive decisions by a two-thirds majority of its members
and procedural decisions by a simple majority vote. 178

I
I

I
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,Another working paper on the Regime of the Sea-Bed submitted by
13 Latin American states179 provided for the establishment of a
strong international authority which would itself undertake theexplora.
tion and exploitation activities in the deep sea-bed area through an
enterprise to be created by the Authority. Article 15. ,of the proposed
draft further provided that the AuthQrity
may, however, avail itselffor this purpose of the services of persons, natural or juridical,
public or private, national or international, by a system of contracts or by the establishment of joint ventures. The Authority may also undet·take scientific research, It may
authorize other persons to, carry out Or undertake such 'research, pro'lidtdthatthe
Authority may supervise any research authorized by it.

It was explained that it would ,be more in consonance with theprincipIe of the common heritage for such a body to enter into joint ,. ventures,
production-sharing and profit-sharing arrangements with other entities
rather than to grant or issue licences to such entities. The con<;:ept of
a licencing or concession system was to these Latin American countries
inconsistent with the principle of common heritage. In the parlnership
system envisaged here, they said, ownership of the area and its resources
would remain vested in mankind. It was on behalf of mankind that the
international body was to exercise exclusive j~risdiction over the area and
its resources.I so
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Mendouga (Cameroon) in UN Doc. AIAC.138/SC.I/SR.12, 5 August 1971, p; 6.
Ruiz-Morales, n. 158, p, 9.
178 Legnani (Uruguay) in UN Doc. A/AC/138/SC,I/SR.13, 4 August 1971, p. 5,
See
also Tanzania in UN Doc. A/AC,13S/SC.I/SR.5, 20 July 1971, p. 6.
177 Espinosa (Colombia) UN Doc, A/AC.138/SC.I/SR.38, 17 March 1972.p. 7.
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LATIN, AMERICAN DRAFT

DRAFT CONVENTION BY TANZANIA

Thus, a draft Convention on an International Sea-Bed Authority submitted by Tanzania before Subcommittee I of the Sea-Bed Committee,
provided for a strong international machinery empowered, inter alia, (I)
to explore and exploit the sea-bed resources by means of its own facilities,
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The principal organs of the proposed Authority were (1) an Assembly,
consisting of all the members; (2) a Council, consisting of 35 members
elected for three years on the basis of the principle of equitable geographical representation; (3) an International Sea-Bed Ent~rprise (the structure and functions of which were to be decided later); and (4) a Secretariat. Both in the Assembly and in the functionally powerful body, the
Council, each state member was to have only one vote. The Assembly
was to take decisions by a majority of the members present and voting.
The Council was to decide substantive matters by a two-thirds majority
and procedural matters by a simple majority of the members present and
voting.

I
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MALTA PROPOSAL

A working paper on the Draft Ocean Space Treaty submitted by Malta
before the Sea-Bed Committee on 5 August 1971181 provided for a powerful international machinery for the whole of ocean &pace and not merely
for the sea-bed and ocean floor beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.
It also provided for exploration and exploitation of both the living and
non-living resources of the international ocean space (area beyond 200
miles from the cs>astline) through licences issued to states, or to private
companies under the supervision of states, on payment of certain fees.
The principal organs of the international machinery proposed were to be
(1) an Assembly; (2) a Council; (3) an International Maritime Court with
compulsory jurisdiction for the settlement of maritime disputes; and (4)
a Secretariat. The Assembly was to comprise an the member states and
was to be divided into three categories of membership: Category A,
Category B, and Category C. Category A was to include the coastal
states with a population exceeding 90 million, and other states fulfilling
at least six of the fonowing nine qualifications: (I) a population of 45
million or more; (2) a coastline exceeding 5,000 km.; (3) merchant shipping of more than a million gross tons; (4) ownership or operation of more
than 20 ships and submersibles for scientific and rescue purposes; (5) production of a million tons of fish annually during the previous three years;
(6) production of a million tons of hydrocarbons or other minerals from
the sea-bed during the previous three years; (7) ownership of submarine
pipelines or cables in international ocean space; (8) expenditure of more
than $20 million on scientific research in ocean space for the last three
years; and (9) contribution of at least $ 25 million to international institutions by way of revenue from sea-bed exploitation of minerals.
Category B was to include all coastal states which did not bekmg to
Category A.
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Ibid., Pp. 105 ff.

Category C was to consist of all non-coastal states.
Decisions of the Assembly must fulfil two conditions. They could be
made by (1) a majority of the members present and voting which should
include a majority of members present and voting belonging to category
A and a majority of one of the other two categories, or, in some cases; a
majority of the members in each of the three categories.
The Council was to consist of (1) all members belonging to category
A; (2) an equal number of members from category B; and (3) five members belonging to category C being elected by members of their respective categories for a term of four years. Each member would have one
vote. The decisions of the Council would require the affirmative vote of
a majority of its members which should include a majority of members
in category A and in one of the other two categories.
PROPOSALS FOR STRONG MACHINERY DECRIED

,

\

~

While the comprehensive and complicated machinery suggested by
Malta was more or less ignored, the other formal and informal proposals
of the underdeveloped states for a strong machinery with powers to explore and exploit the resources of the sea-bed on its own were decried
and declared as impracticable and unnecessary by the industrially big
Powers. It was said that the exploration and exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed would involve such large outlays and such great risks
as the United Nations or any other authority set up for that purpose
would not be able to afford. It was pointed out that economically viable
production at great depths could not be attempted on a small-scale experimental basis. To finance only one venture for the mining and pro.
cessing of manganese nodules at the rate of one venture tons a year-the
least viable of projects-would, according to a rough estimate, require a
capital outlay of nearly $ 200 million, which was more than the gross
budget outlay of all UN operations. It would not be easy to raise this
large initial capital outlay for such a risky business as mineral exploration
and mining, which might entail a good deal of fruitless labour and a series
of unsurmountable difficulties. 182
There are many risks in the exploration of the sea-bed. Apart from
the possibility of large sums of money being spent without a single deposit
being found suitable for commercial exploitation, there are the risks
inherent in the mining process itself. Natural forces like storms also
_might lead to costly losses. Further, an adverse development in the

IS'
Bernard H. Oxman (United States), Statement before Subcommittee I, Sea-Bed
Committee, 18 August HJ71, in US Senate, Congress 93, session 1, Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs The Law q{ the Sta Crisis (A Staff Report on the UN Sea-Bed Committee, the Outer Continental Sh'elf and Marine Mineral Development) (Washington,
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market may make it necessary to close down 0perations before the investment has paid off.
It wouldi not be realistic to suppose', it waq warned, that either the
international capital market or' the states parties to the convention would
be able or willing to subscribe these millions of dollars required by the
future authority. Even if they were, the servicing of that capital would
constitute a prior charge on future revenues, thus complicating and
postponing their distribution among the states parties to the conv.ention. 183
It was suggested that if the international authority undertook the exploration and exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed only in the second
phase~ when it would be in possession of sufficient revenue, it would
unnecessarily complicate matters. The main concern of most countries
was to receive a useful share of the revenues. However, "if the international authority was to set aside thousands of millions of dollars from' the
revenues it acquired from licencee states in order to amass the capital
for direct investment, the states parties could not expect a worthwhile
distribution of benefits for years to come." It would also prevent the
technologically backwards states from participating actively in the new
technology. Moreover, such a proposal would complicate negotiations
in regard to the establishment of a regal regime for the sea_bed.l 84
The poor countries were also told that sea-bed technology and off-shore
mining expertise were controlled by big private corporations already
engaged in such activities, that these corporations would have con,Ect
of interests with an international sea-bed authority empowered to exploit
the off-shore minerals, and that they would be extremely reluctant to give
any help to the international authority in this regard,185
It was indeed unnecessary, it was suggested, to make the proposed
machinery too cumbersome and build up overhead costs which might
never be warranted by returns. 18G The problem of ensuring equality
among the developed and developing states could be ensured by enforcing
a ceiling on the exclusive licences that could be issued to a state, or by
providing a system 'of quotas as proposed by the United Kingdom. It
would be wrong to imagine that the smaller countries would not be able
to take advantage of licencing system. First, they could develop the
necessary offshore technology in the future. Secondly, a large number
of developing countries, while lacking capital, techniques, and equip-

,.3 Simpson of the United Kingdom in UN Doc. A/AC.138/SC.I/SR.4J, 241'vIarch
1972, p. 6. St'e also "Working Paper on International Regim.-: and Machinery" submitted
by Canada to the Sea-B'cd Committee, in UN Doc. A/8421, n. 140, pp. 218-19.
.
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ment, had nevertheless been <J.ble ·to . exploit their mineral resourccs
successfully, both on land and in the Continental Shelf. They could in
the same way hire technology ,or issue sub-licel'lcessharing directly in
the administration and exploitation of the area, and they could thus gain
direct access to technology otherwise denied to them in joint ventures
between the international authority and major private companies of the
advanced countries. Thirdly, they would be free to pool their resources
and combine with others jointly for their share of licences. 187
DEMAND'S FOR STRONG MACHINERY REITERATED

The poor, underdeveloped countries of the third world refused to accept
these arguments against their proposals. They felt that these arguments
were meant only for the .purpose of reserving exploitation for the most
powerful developed countries.l 88 They were COllvinced that notwithstanding the ·difficulties in raising a large capital outlay, if the international
authority was empowered to conduct operations on its own, it would be
worth all the trouble. Even if the international authority could not
conduct operations wholly on its own at once and had to start joint
ventures with private companies in the beginning, it should be able, to
do so eventually, i.e. after it had collected enough resources. The smaller
countries were not persuaded by the argument that if the international
authority was to set aside the funds it received to amass the capital for
direct investment, it would take a very long time before the developing
countries received any revenue. The big Powers were told "that the
developing countries would willingly make the sacrifices of defer.ring
distribution of revenue in order to strengthen the common heritage in
which they had the major share. It was only through such a sacrifice
that the developing countries could ensure that the strong did not continue to appropriate for themselves what belonged to all." They said,
however, that "while they were prepared to make sacrifices in order to
establish and increase a collective capital fund, they were not prepared
to wait patiently for decades in order to benefit from a unilateral licence
scheme," which, they argued, violated the general principles adopted by
the General Assembly.189 Indeed, it was believed that the developing
countries would not be postponing receipt of profits but reinvesting
them, and that they would thus "set in motion the exploitation of resources, of which theY wer~ part owners under conditions of equality with
the strong, who 11itherto had taken the lion's share for themselves."19o
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Under any licencing system, the developing countries pointed out, they
would be at the mercy of the exploiting enterprises which were the only
ones that could supply them with the necessary means and technology
for the exploitation of the licensed areas. They knew from experience
how such private enterprises behaved. In fact it was only under a strong
international machinery with comprehensive powers, rather than in
collaboration with private companies, that they could hope to get
participation in the new technology. In such a machinery they would
not be in a position of inferiority vis-a-vis the developed countries: they
would act from a position of equality in the bodies governing the international authority.
The developing countries realized that an international authority would
require highly qualified engineering and management staff like any private
enterprise engaged in this business. It was obvious that the authority
would have to enter into joint enterprises in the beginning precisely for
this reason. Even if it was essential, therefore, that the proposed international authority should issue licences or engage in joint enterprises
during the early stages of operations, it was insisted by practically all
the developing countries that it should in no way compromise the
comprehensive powers of the authority and its right eventually to conduct
operations directly. Only such an international machinery would
guarantee satisfactory returns to the developing countries and thereby
make meaningful the concept of the common heritage of mankind. l91
Like the technologically developed countries, the developing countries
wanted to avoid the emergence of a new 'bureaucratic monster' and were
convinced that the machinery established to conduct exploration and
exploitation activities in the ocean on behalf of the international community should grow slowly as requirements dictated. In the first stage, it
might have a few subsidiary bodies and a small secretariat. In the second
phase, with the advance of commercial exploitation and improvement in
financial prospects, the machinery could be expanded. 192 There was no
reason, they insisted, why the regime should not be flexible enough to
permit the establishment of a machinery that would acquire greater
competence if found feasible and necessary as technology advanced and the
machinery collected its own funds.
APPRAISAL AND RECOMMENDATIONS

While discussions relating to the precise law to be applied to the seabed beyond national jurisdiction and the best method and machinery to
be used for the exploration and exploitation of its resources are going on
apace, it would no longer be proper to say that we are living in a legal
vacuum. It is true that the old law, customary as well as conventional,
101
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is bdllfo( dl1l1l1mged today. but it is alsd being replaced by new rules and
new law. Th(~ old notions of res nullius and res communis in regard to the sea
beyond IIHtional jurisdiction have become irrelevant, and the 'freedom of
the sea' doctrine has become outmoded in several respects, but these rules
(or lack of rules) have been replaced by the most fundamental principle of
the sea beyond national jurisdiction being accepted as the 'common
h~ritage of mankind' and other 'general principles' adopted by the
international community through the General, Assembly Resolution 2749
(XXV) of December 1970. Although the exact limits and scope of those
principles have not been fixed, they do provide general guidelines around
which law could be developed. Indeed, they provide more than guidelines: they lay down certain fundamental and peremptory norms which
cannot be violated. These expressions of political and juridical conscience
of nations cannot be dismissed merely as 'recommendatory'.
It is on this basis that the 'unholy haste' in rushing to the resources of
the 'common heritage' of mankind by several private companies in some
of the technologically advanced countries, in violation of the moratorium
and other general principles adopted by the General Assembly, can be
questioned and criticized. The poor and underdeveloped countries are
afraid that they might be presented by these activities with a fait accompli
and that unfortunate controversies on land might be carried to the
oceans with even greater intensity and tragic consequences. The rich
countries would exploit the resources of the sea-bed for their own benefit,
as they -have been exploiting the resources of the land, leaving the poor
countries in a precarious position. The underdeveloped countries are
naturally agitated over this issue, and they are watching the legislative and
other measures being adopted in the advanced countries with grea t
scepticism and suspicion. They do not want the 'common heritage of
mankind' to be exploited for the benefit of the few.
It is also for this reason that they do not want to accept any interim
regime as suggested by Canada and. other countries. The interim regime,
they suspect, might become permanent and that the privileges enjoyed by
the advanced Powers during this period might later be claimed as
rights.l 93
This accounts for the urgent need for the development of an appropriate legal framework and a machinery for the exploitation of the new
wealth before events are overtaken by technology. But this cannot be
achieved easily because of serious conflict of interests. While the technologically advanced countries want a weak, almost ineffective, machinery
that they might control, the smaller countries do not want to be left high
and dry in the whole business. The latter are not even satisfied with a
strong machinery: they want it to undertake exploration and exploitation
lOa
See Canada's "Working Paper", n. 141, pp. 223-25.
UN Doc. A/AC.138/SC.I/SR.35, 13 March 1972, p. 13.
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of the resources of the sea-bed on its own. Even if it is not possible for
the machinery to conduct operations directly in the beginning for want of
capital and technological know-how, there is no reason why it cannot do
so at a later stage. This, according to the developing countries, is the
best way to preserve the 'common heritage' for the benefit of everybody
and exploit its resources in the interests of all mankind.
There is hardly any doubt that the present 'confrontation' between the
developed and developing countries is not conducive to the development of
a healthy aNd universally acceptable international law for the exploration
and exploitation of the sea-bed and ocean floor. This cannot be achieved
by. the present activities of the technologically advanced countries in
defiance of the universally accepted principles and in disregard of world
public opinion. Nor can it be realized by the intransigent attitude which
the developing countries exhibit at times in refusing to accept the preeminent position of the technologically advanced Powers. Without the
help of the latter, the exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed and its
resources is a practical impossibility, and it ought to be recognized as
such. They must have a forceful voice in any future authority and its
working. Although the conferment of the right of veto on the big Powers
may not be acceptable to most of the smaller countries, the right of
permanent representation .of the advanced countries in any executive body
cannot be ignored. The right of absolute equality of states is a mere
fiction, an ideal which can hardly be realized in any society, national or
international. Despite verbal affirmations of the principle in the Charter
of the United Nations in Article 2 (1), it has not been accepted there, and
the Charter clearly violates the principle. 19,4 In all the financial agencies
and .trade organizations like the World Bank, the International Monetary
Fund, the International Finance Corporation, the International Development Association, etc., the principle of weighted voting has been accepted,
and unequal votes are assigned on the basis of the financial contributions
of the members ,or their industrial or trade potential. 195 It may be
necessary to give due weight to the votes of the technologically big
Powers in any body established for the exploration and exploitation of
the sea-bed. This can be done through several methods even without
giving them a right of veto, e.g. by providing that any decision of the
executive council must receive two-thirds or three-fourths of the votes of
the six or eight permanently represented members.
Any future machinery is bound to be a compromise and based on a lot
of give and take on both sides. Sacrifices will have to be made by all.
But,great works can be achieved by great sacrifices 'only.
19·j
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Inte,rests of the Develop·ing
Countries and the peveloping
La.w of the Sea-Bed
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RICH AND THE POOR COUNTRIES AND
IRON CURTAIN OF POVERTY

While the world society has been all too well aware and concerned about
the political and ideological divisions of the Communist and non-Communist worlds and the iron curtain that separates them, it has generally
tended to ign:ore and forget the other split in society and the iron curtain
of poverty that separates the 'haves' and the 'have-nots'. The increasing similarity of conditions of material life between the affluent and the
technologically advanced nations of the Atlantic Community and those
of the European Communist bloc is easily overlooked, and scores of
countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin America, containing hundreds of
millions of human beings living behind this iron curtain, are usually
forgotten. This Third World, this Commonwealth if Paver!.)!, is a world
of unimaginable scarcity, a world containing two-thirds of humanity
whose existence is "that of, at the best, half men, living poorly and
living briefly, living in the twilight world of the illiterate, living in
brutalising certainty that half of their children would perish of hunger
or preventable disease before adolescence."! Geographically and
economically. the white nations of the north, consisting of a small
minority group confined to the northern-most margins of the American
and Eurasian continental masses, are cut off' from' the impoverished
and coloured majority of mankind by the alienating influence of their
own affluence.
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The cold and impersonal language of statistics indicates how heavily
hunger weighs on the world's peoples. In more than half of the underdeveloped countries the average annual per capita income is less than
$ 100-in India it is as low as $ 73-01' less than many people in the
industrially advanced world would expect to earn in less than a week.
This is, it may be stressed, an average figure inflated by inclusion of the
incomes of the affluent few in these countries. This is indeed a standard
which defies numerical treatment and means existence at the borderline
of animal needs. While millions of Europeans and Americans are endangering their health by overeating, and millions of tons of unsaleable
foodgrains accumulate in some of the Western countries, hundreds of
millions of people in Asia, Africa, and Latin America are existing on .
diets which have made people describe their lives as consisting of one
'eternal compulsory fast'.. Famines have disappeared, but diets are
inadequate.
Housing standards are miserable. Underemployment
and unemployment are rampant. Education is generally poor in quality
and is at any rate not available at aU to large numbers of people who
could benefit from it. Disparities between the incomes of different groups
and regions are much greater than in the developed world. Above all,
they have a much more rapid population growth than most rich countries
have ever experienced.
WIDENING GAP

These miserably underdeveloped states are no doubt developing, but
their advance is much slower than that of the developed states. That
is why the gap between the rich and the poor is widening: the proportion
of the developing countries in world trade fell from 22 per cent in 1960
to 20 per cent in 1968. The annual growth of per capita income in these
countries varies between 1.5 per cent and 2.5 per cent; in the developed
countries it reaches an average of 3.6 per cent. In 1960, the net increase
in the miserably poor income of an Indian was just one dollar; the net
increase in the income of an already rich American was $ 53. With a few
notable exceptions, the so-caUed 'developing' countries are not developing fast enough whereas the rich Western countries are developing at a
much faster rate. Indeed, these developing countries are, by definition,
poor and underdeveloped countries and, frankly speaking, adrift.
DIVERSITY AND UNITY IN THE THIRD WORLD
,

As a geopolitical entity, the Third World demonstrates an inchoate quality. This is so not only because of the very large number of nation states
which it comprises but also because, inter alia, of the diversity of geographical factors and political regimes, the economic orientation of component states, the variety of conditions under which they attained their national status, and the susceptibility of these new states to outside pressures.
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The diversity between them is indeed enormous. They vary greatly
in size. They include India with 530 million people, and Gambia with
300,000. Some are extremely densely populated; others are relatively

J

/

empty.
In natural resources, while Gabon contains some of the richest mineral
deposits, nearby Chad is more or less barren. Yemen is largely arid
desert; much of Indonesia is rain-bedraggled forest.
Differences in industrial development are wide. Brazil is an important
industrial Power; Nepal has practically no industry. Income per head
in Argentina is almost ten times as high as that of Ethiopia.
Every form of political organization, from parliamentary democracy
to complete dictatorship, is represented in the developing world. Social
systems range from religious or tribal hierarchies to secular democracies.
Some countries retain close ties with former colonial Powers, or engage
in close strategic co-operation with the United States; others are non2
aligned, and are determined to go it alone, whatever the cost.
However, despite all these diversities "the bitter memory of past subordination, the bitter taste of a new political freedom rendered empty
and useless by continuing economic dependence, the bitter awareness of
the continuing deterioration of their living levels by comparison with
those of the affluent nations-these things, negative though they may be,
are among the strongest factors of unity in the Third World"3.
Fiercely jealous of their nominal independence, freshly acquired at a
period when only the large units have a chance of survival and progress,
the newly independent countries no longer want to be objects of world
diplomacy, but aspire to assume a positive role as active subjects on the
international scene. Although national egoism and competition between
themselves have never permitted them to act as a bloc and there is no
political or even economic solidarity between them, they realize the
effectiveness of concerted action. Reacting more as underdeveloped
countries rather than as members of an organized group, confronted by
socio-economic problems in the United Nations, the Asian, African, and
Latin American countries of the Third World have achieved a kind of
ad hoc unity. They have organized themselves into the so-called "Group
of 77", containing by now some 91 members. This is by no means a
homogeneous group, for it comprises states with varying degrees of
economic development and a variety of cultures, but it is perhaps the
most important association of states operating informally within th~ UN
family. As one of their representatives said recently:
After years of activity in the international arena those states seem to share the belief that
their combined political strength can secure for them far greater dividends in certain
2
See Partners in Development (Report of the Commission on International Development
with Lester B. Pearson as Chairman) (London, 1969), pp. 23-24.
3
Keith Buchanan, "The Third World and Beyond", in Mountjoy, n. 1, p. 50.
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fIelds than bilateral negotiations. While differences among them are many, similarity
ofhistorical backgrounds, situations and objectives seem to have established boncIs
that have stood the test of arguments and controversy within the group, as well as of
attacks from without by those whose own purposes would be served through destruction
of this unity. 4

CO.NTINUINGEXPLOITATION OF THE THIRD WORLD

o

Fuentes observes:
I
II

How Western colonialism and imperialism on its colonial and seml~
colonial dependencies resulted in the conversion of several 'pre-developed' countries into 'underdeveloped' societies 'need not be repeated
here. It is an incontrovertible fact, however, that the industrialized
countries treated their overseas territories generally as a means to their
own development by exporting maimfactured goods to them and taking
from them not only raw material but a]so the manpower needed :for their
economies and wars. Although the colonial era is drawing to a close,
many of the links forged during that era still exist today. Most of the
areas which came under the influence of the colonial and imperialist
Powers have more or less remained within the gravitational fields of those
Powers, if not politically, at least economically and culturally. Though
independent, they continue to live withi.n a cultural and technical framework which they have themselves had no hand in evolving. 5
As a legacy of the colonial age, during which the economies 0 f the dependent territories suffered lasting damage, more than one-half of the
population of the Third World is engaged in agriculture. In most of
Africa and South Asia the proportion of those engaged exclusively or primarily in agriculture is between 70 and no per cent. The economies of
the Third World are in such bad shape that a grossly itdlated agricultural sector is polarized between inefficient' and insufficient production of
food for local consumption and the prorluction of export crops for a world
market. As a result, as Keith Buchanan points out:
Export production takes the form of small islands of ma1~ket-.oriented production set in
the midst of a sea of stagnating ,peasant economies; it is, moreover, highly specialized
in terms of crops gl"Own-three"fifths of Ghana's exports consist of cocoa, nine-tenth of
Gambia's exports of gl'oundnuts, three-fifths of Malay's export of rubber. 6

The deplorable state of the economics 'of the Third World countries
stands out in bold relief when we consider how their export trade depends
on the sale of a very limited number of primary products. A high degree

of specialization and hence of vulnerability is especially typical of the oilproducing countries, such as Ira(l and Venezuela. This abnormal development of certain sectors of economy in these countries was intended to
help and complement the industrial economies of the 'Nest. As Carlos

I

)

A good part of the' Latin American economy is not serving its own development, but
is nothing more than an extension of foreign economies .... Iron and oil in Venezuela,
copper in Chile, Peruvian minerals ...are a possession of the American economy and
benefit only that economy.'

This 'colonial hangover' is sought to be perpetuated by agreement~
which tie the economies of the emergent countries to neo-capitalist groudings, such as the European Economic Community. Through these and
other trad.ing agreements, subtler nets "ace, being woven to enmesh the
newer countries."8
Further, corning relatively late on the international scene, the newly
emerging nations face the problem of establishing themselves withir- a
structure of trading relations (and a system of prices) created and controlled
by the affluent nations. The terms of economic exchange are, generally
speaking, unfavourable to the developing countries: the industrialized
countries take raw materials from them at unstable prices which are determined by the terr.porary needs of the rich countries, and sell back to
them manufactured goods at prices which are often higher than those
obtainable in the advanced countries, where competition causes dumping.
In the world market the rich nations exact an extra payment fi'om the
poor countries at both ends of the economic circuit.
The struct:lral differences work against those countries which depend
chiefly on mining and agriculture since the prices of primary products are
9
prone to fluctuate far more than the export prices of manufactures.
During the 1956-58 recession in the West, for instance, primary producers
round the world probably lost as much as three billion dollars in export
income.lC To take another example, the drop in coffee prices in Latin
America over thd last 10 years has cost the continent $ 10 billion which more than cancels out all aid received by these countriesY
It is also important to note that tl1e industrialized countries are reduc-

,

Fuentes, as quoted by Buchanan, ibid., p. 29.
See Buchanan, ibid.
9
It has been pointed out in a UN study that between 1876 and 1938, the average
. prices of primary goods fell by approximately a third in relation to those of manufactured
goods. ' See a UN publication entitled Relative Prices of Exports alld Imports of UnderdevelO/Jed Coulltries, quoted in Pierre Moussa, The Underdeveloped Nations (London, HH32),
8

4
C. W. Pinto (Legal Adviser, Ministry of Defence and Foreign Affairs, Sri Lanka).•
"Prob1<;ms of Developing States and their Effects on Decisions on the Law of the Sea"
(Paper presented at the 7th Annual Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute), Lewis
M. Alexander, ed., Needs and Intutsts of the Developing Countries, '(Kingston, R.T. 1973)
pp. 5-6. See also Arias-Schreiber (Peru), A/AC. 138/SR. 46, 15 March 1971, p. 13.
6
Jean-Marie Domenach, "Our Moral 1nvolvement,in Development" .(Paperpre·
pared for the UN Centre for Economic·ana Social Information) (New York, 1971), p. 5..
6
Buchanan. n. 1, p. 26.

pp. 3·4~
10 Barbara Wad, '''Economic Imperialism and Its Aftermath", in The Legacy of
Imperialism (London, 1960). pp. 10-11.'
11
See Buchanan, n. 1, p. 2G.
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ing their dependence on the perpheral countries. They no longer stand
in urgent need of raw materials and overseas products. They have
increased their own production of these materials and have increasingly
developed sophisticated synthetic materials as substitutes, such as artifi·
cial rubber, new fabrics for textiles, and petro-chemicals. 12
All these facts show "a progressive spoliation of the poorer nations, whose
primary products are being sold on increasingly unfavourable terms."18
1\10reover, the centrc>s of economic power, namely Euro-American
nations, know that they can maintain their dynamism "only by accentuating the 'depressed' character of the weaker zones to which they are
related. "14
GRAVE THREAT

It is being increasingly recognized that the steadily widening gap between the affluent and the needy, between the one-third who collectively
have so much and the two-thirds who have so little, in the ever-narrowing world is creating terrible tensions. It has been pointed out time and
again that "there is no greater threat to humanity, no greater danger to
peace than that from two-thirds of mankind remaining hungry, disillusioned, and desperate. l .5 The critical point at which men fear death
less than hunger and the continuing denial of their humanity is fast approaching in several parts of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. As a Senegalese writer said: "A girdle of fire is flickering through the length and
breadth of the tropics."16
AID DWINDLING

However, despite the realization of the explosiveness of the present
situation and the general acceptance, at least in principle, of the need
for co-operation in the development of the underdeveloped world,17 it is
a fact that the 'aid effort' is now slackening and has failed in recent
years to keep pace with the growth in the national incomes of the deveSee Barbara Ward. The Rich Nations and the Poor Nations (London, 1962), p. 30.
See Moussa, n. 9, p. 4. Emphasis in the Original.
14
See Buchanan, n. 3, p. 50.
!5
Lester B. Pearson" The Crisis oj Development (New York, 1970), p. 29.
16
Abdoulaye Ly, as quoted by Buchanan, n. 3, p. 51.
17
In 1960, the UN General Assembly declared this commitment and launched the
First UN Development Decade to give concrete substance to this solemn pledge. In 1970,
the General Assembly reiterated this commitment and adopted, inter alia, a document on
an International Development Strategy for the 19705. It proclaimed that the Second UN
Development Decade would begin on 1 January 1971. and set forth a comprehensive and
integrated programme of national and international action. See International Development
Strateg)'; Action Programmes oj the UN General Assembly jor the Second UN Development
Decade (New York, 1970). See also proceedings of the two UN conferences on trade and
development.
12
13
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loped countries. The terms of aid have hardened, and the conditions
have become more restrictive. Far {rom meeting the 'one per cent of the
GNP' target set by the General ~ssembly at the beginning of the First
Development Decade, Governmental aid has steadily fallen: it fell from
0.54 per cent of the GNP of the d~veloped countries in 1961 to 0.39 per
cent of it in 1968. In many cases,·; practically all of this 'aid' is tied to
the purchase of goods and services in the donor country, which brings
substantial returns to that country, though it might reduce the value of
the aid to as much as 20 per cenL IS . The Pearson Commission Report
points out that "the climate surrounding foreign aid programmes is heavy
with disillusion and distrusL"19
Indeed, despite exuberant general declarations in terms of international
solidarity and the 'commitments' by the rich developed nations to a
policy line of generosity towards the poor countries, according to Professor
Gunnar Myrdal, "in the Western developed countries there is an air of insincerity and even h)>jJocrisy in the discussion '!l their relations with underdeveloped

countries. "20 He adds:
It is a fact that, as yet, no vVe.rtern developed nation ha.r made OI~V real sacrifices ill shollldering aid obligatiolls to IInderdeveloped countries. Neither have Ih~y beer! prepared. on the whole.
to abstainjrom even minor trading advantages that can be showII not to be oj real long-term
interest to a developed country.2 L

DEVELOPMENT: A POLITICAL NECESSITY

Although the developing countries understand that "development is a
long, slogging, grinding effort by the people themselves of each country"
and that they should depend mainly on their own efforts, even the most
determined national effort for growth is likely, in the present conditions,
to be frustrated by shortages of capital, foreign exchange, technical
assistance and know-how, etc. Without help from others, more developed
than themselves, they cannot mobilize their own resources. 22 That is
where foreign aid becomes most essential and the bleak aid prospects
lead to a growing sense of frustration among the poor countries. Their
forward momentum is threatened, and they '''feel that their problems
are ignored and they see no sign of real commitment to help alleviate
their tremendous problems of poverty, social change, and economic
development. "23
I

18
19

20

See Pearson, n. 15, pp 50 and 51.
Partller.r in Development, n. 2, p. 4.
Gunnar Myrclal, The Challenge oJ World Poverty (London. 1970), p.311.

in the original.
21
Myrdal, ibid., p. 313.
22
Pearson, n. 15. pp. 48-49.
23
Partners in Development, n. 2, pp. 78-79.
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It should be remembered that development is for these poor countries
not so {nuch iln economic option as a political necessity. It is a part of
their unfinished revolution. Decolonization is understood merely as a
provisional end, and it is meaningless unless it leads to social, political,
and, most important, economic development. Somehow, with or without
help, the poor countries are determined to develop.24 Independence ancl
nationalism have fostered a new pride in them. They reject all that
they find humiliating. They do not wish to become objects of pity after
having been objects of conquest and exploitation. 25
NEW STATES' ATTEMPT TO INFLUENCE LAW

We shQuld remember this background of the developing countries
in order to understand properly their attitude towards the developing
law r,f' the sea. Tied by a common bond of poverty, imbued with the
spirit of nationalism, and driven by a strong urge to better their lot,
they are determined to play an active, even decisive, role in the international society. Among at least the elite'of the Third World, there is
a growing awareness of their potential strength. This awareness is not
entirely the product of an opportunism which has flourished in the genial
<ltmQSpllere provided by the Cold VVar among the two Power blocs, eaeh
striving to win friends and influence nations. As we have noted earlier,
it is based on more solid ground of common sufferings and common
interests and on their knowledge that if they can achieve anything it is
only through unity. Lacking the military might or economic strength
which the previous creators of international law possessed, they seek to
rely upon their numerical strength to modify the old law or create new
law. Diversity of interests among the developing co~ntries cannot and
should not be ignored. Thus, there are coastal states among them with
wide Continental Shelves and countries with little or no Continental
Shelf; there are landlocked and shelf-locked states; there are states
whose economies depend almost wholly on coastal fisheries, and there are
others \vhich are engaged in distant-water fishing; there are arr:hipelago
countries with a special interest in their territorial waters; and there are
small island states claiming much wider areas of the sea than their landholdings. Sometimes these different interests pull in different directions.
But despite these disruptive tendencies and the attempts of the powerful
countries to take advantage of them, it is significant to note the prevailing
system of informal group action within the United Nations as reflected
in the activities of the Asian Group or Non-Aligned Group, or the
"Group of 77."26

2·1

25
26

Pearson, n. 15, p. 57.
Domenach, n. 5, p. 7.
See, for these group actions and tendencies to weaken them, Pinto, n. 4, pp. 5.7.
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CLAIMS OF WIDER NATIONAL JURISDICTION

Besides serving as a vital link between states, the sea has always been
a source of wealth, power, and knowledge. The deep-ocean floor, hitherto remote and protected from man's depredations, provides the latest
challenge and perhaps the highest prize of the modern age. Determined
not to be left behind, as they have been for centuries when the sea was
exploited only by a very few powerful states for their own benefit, the
developing countries want to be 'partners in development' and to share
the benefits to be derived from the deep sea-bed. Indeed, to the poor
underdeveloped countries the sea-bed offers a new, unique opportunity
to augment their meagre economic resources from a new area. Claiming
a fairly wide area of the sea and the sea-bed within the limits of their
national jurisdiction th ey want to reserve its resources, both living and
non-living, for their exclusive benefit. Thus, beyond the limits of extended
territorial waters, most of the developing countries claim a much wider
area up to 200 miles of economic zone, q. zone from which they would
exclude the developed countries. If they do not have the technological
capacity to exploit its resources, they may employ contractors, enter into
joint ventures with foreign states or entities, or make other bilateral
arrangements for exploitation of this zone. But they should have the
exclusive right to regulate resource exploitation activities in this area.
As the representative of Kenya explained:
The exclusive economic zone concept is an attempt at creating a framework to resolve
the conflict of interests between the developed and developing countries in the utilization of the sea. It is an attempt to formulate a new jurisdictional basis which will
ensure a fair balance between the coastal states and other users of the neighbouring
waters."

The developing countries hope "that sooner or later it would be recognized that the welfare of people took priority over the excessive profits
of private enterprise."28
It is felt that the implementation of measures to conserve the resources
of the sea by coastal states in areas adjacent to their coasts will "ultimately benefit mankind, which possesses in the oceans a major source
of means for its subsistence and development. "29
Referring to the persistent criticism against these extensions of national
jurisdiction which, it is alleged, depict 'obstructionist' and 'stubborn'
attitudes of the poor countries in defence of 'extravagant and obsolete

27
Njenga (Kenya), Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee, Report of the 13th
session held in Lagos, 18-25 January 1972, p. 24.
28
Arias-Schreiber, A/AC. 138/SR. 46, 15 March 1971, p. 21.
29
"Montevideo Declaration on the Law of the Sea", in UN Doc. A/AC. 138/34, 30
April 1971, p. 3.
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parochialism', the weaker countries sometimes wonder as to who is really
'obstructing': those starving peoples whose alleged crime is that they
are trying to defend their inalienable right to the full utilization of their
natural resources, or the ones who do "not hesitate to resort to threats,
reprisals and even the freezing of international credits against the 'helpless countries'. "30
It is explained that the present trend to extend national jurisdiction,
including territorial waters, by the developing countries is not 'parochialism' inspired by any 'considerations of national pride' but a product of
the anxiety "to meet the growing economic needs of the peoples of the
world. "31
The developing countries cannot, it is said, "restrict their
maritime sovereignty or sacrifice their national interests in the expectancy
of benefits that might be derived from the resources of the sea under a
regime whose powers have yet to be defined."32
But while claiming wide economic or resource jurisdiction, the developing countries do not want the colonialist Powers to gain from it. Thus,
it has been suggested several times during recent discussions that isolated
islands under colonial domination, frequently uninhabited and several
thousands of miles from an administering metropolitan Power, should
not be recognized as entitled to any zone of exclusive economic jurisdiction. Similar views have been expressed regarding Continental Shelf
areas still under colonial rule, which, it is said, should not be
exploited without any benefit to the poor helpless peoples of those
colonies. 33
Beyond this, as-yet-undefined area of national jurisdiction, there are vast
areas of ocean they own in common with others. They want to share
its resources with none of the unpleasant implications and strings of
'economic aid'. The declaration of the sea-bed beyond national
jurisdiction as a 'common heritage of mankind', as we have seen earlier,
symbolizes their interests, needs, hopes, and aspirations. They have
stood solidly behind it and consider it as the most basic principle of the
future law governing the exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed and
ocean floor.
But it would not be possible to reverse the trend towards very broad
areas of national jurisdiction on the ground that they reduced 'common
heritage' area unless there was agreement for a strong machinery for the
proper utilization of the 'common heritage.' The developing countries
insist that "the common heritage concept must not be advanced solely for

Arias-Schreiber, ibid., p. 19.
See AlJouane (Algeria), A/AC. l381SR. 54, 22 March 1971, p.
32
See EI Hussein (Sudan), A/AC. 138/SR. 55, 22 March 1971, p.
33
Pinto. ibid., p. 8; see also Njenga (Kenya), Subcommittee II,
SR. 29, 31 March 1972, p.7; and Rebagliata (Argentina), A/AG.
3 April 1972, p. 6.
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the purpose of consolidating the long established advantages of the present
industrial and maritime Powers."34
REVISION OF OLD LAW

While participating in the development of a common law lor the explOration and exploitation of the deep sea-bed and its resources, the developing countries also want to revise the old maritime law which was developed by a few maritime Powers in a very different age and which had so
often 'been found to be outmoded and out of date. Thus, they are no
longer prepared to accept narrow limits of territorial waters, and are
generally against the traditional freedom-of-the-seas doctrine, which, they
believe, confers an undue advantage on'states with technological and
financial capacity to exploit and often abuse that freedom. Some of them
. have criticized several aspects of the traditional law of the sea and even
the 19138 Geneva Conventions on the subject, which, they think, have put
their economic development in jeopardy.
The practical application of the four 1958 Conventions had brought to
light their faults, gaps, and imprecisions. Although "it would be a serious mistake to wipe the slate clean and start again from the beginning,"
the smaller developing countries feel that these conventions "should not
be considered as sacrosanct either." The law, they suggest, "should
control and guide events rather than lag b~hind them. "35'
Thus, they point out that the freedom of the high seas had been transformed into a licence to overfish and pollute. Nobody can still
be unaware of the dangers of continuing laissez-faire on the high
seas.
Justifying their right to extend their sovereignty and jurisdiction to the
extent necessary to conserve, develop, and exploit the natural resources of the maritime area adjacent to their coasts, its soil, and its subsoil, the Latin American states represented at the Montevideo
meeting on the La~ of the Sea in May 1970 pointed out in a Declaration that
scientific and technological advances in the exploitation of the natural wealth of the
.sea have brought in their train the danger of plundering its living resources through
injudicious or abusive harvesting practices or through the disturbance of ecological conditions, a fact which supports the right of coastal states to take the necessary measures
to protect those resources within areas of jurisdiction more extensive than has traditionally been the case and regulate within such areas any fishing or aquatic hunting,
carried out by vessels operating under the national or a foreign flag, subject to national
legislation and to agreements concluded with other states .3.
.

30
3J

114.
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AIAC. 1381SC. III
138/SC. II/SR. 32,
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See Espinosa (Colombia), A/AC. 138/SR. 64, 12 August 1971, p. 46.
Espinosa (Colombia). A/AC. 138/SR. 59,24 March 1971, p.207.
Montevideo Declaration, n. llll, p. 2.
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The representative of Kenya pointed out in Subcommittee II of the
Sea-Bed Committee that "in 1970 the developed countries with less than
one-third of the world's population, had taken 60 per cent of the world
catch of fish, while only 40 per cent had gone to the developing countries."
"A system which permitted such inequality," he said, "was clearly imbalanced and should be changed."37
Criticizing the concepts of 'maximum sustainable yield' or 'optimum
catch', accepted in ART. 20fthe Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources, as scientifically inaccurate, the delegate of
Guyana said:
Viewed dispassionately, the concepts of maximum sustainable yield and optimum
utilization of world's fisheries res;urces were specious rationalizations for the continued
rape of the world's oceans for the benefit of a few privileged members of tbe international community.as

/

The representative of Chile suggested that the "freedom of fishing
should not have been placed on the sarrie footing as freedom of navigation, freedom to lay submarine cables and pipelines and freedom to fly
over the high seas" inthe 1958 Convention of the High Seas. He pointed out that "since declaring exclusive sovereignty over a 200-mile area
in 1947, Chile had increased its annual catch from 50,000 tons to one million. Peru had made even more notable progress and many other
examples could be cited." Freedom of fishing, he contended, could not be
accepted as a 'general practice accepted as law'. Far from being a general practice, distant-water fishing" was a practice peculiar to some six or
seven fishing Powers which possessed the necessary advanced equipment
and means." Ivlost coastal states fished only in adjacent waters. Freedom to fish in foreign waters had been permitted only 'because of the
tolerance of coastal states.' However, as soon as these states became
aware of their rights, "that tolerance had changed to opposition and
protest, and many countries had now proclaimed their exclusive jurisdiction or sovereignty over the resources of the sea adjacent to their
coasts. "39
Furthermore, it is said that the security of coastal states, especially
"the small and weak states, is intimately bound up with the peaceful uses
of the sea and should not be ignored. The freedom of the seas has long
been interpreted by the technologically advanced and powerful military
states as giving them a right to threaten smaller states or to subjugate
and colonize other peoples. The ingenious doctrine of the flag state
jurisdiction is an example of the 'tyranny' of the traditional concept of
the freedom of the seas. In a fu"ture law of the sea conference, they

3,
33
39

UN Doc. A/AC./138/SC. II/SR. 29, 31 March 1972, p. 6.
Ibid., A/AC./138/SC. II/SR. 30, 31 March 1972, p. 3.
A/AC. 138/SC. II/SR. 31, 3 April 1972, pp. 20~30.
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suggest, the so-called freedom of the seas will have to be regulated and
balanced against the need of states to safeguard their national security and
sovereignty. Freedom of the seas can no longer be permitted to impair
the even more fundamental principle of the national sovereignty and the
inherent right of self-preservation. Suggestions in regard to denuclearization of certain oceans are practical suggestions for the protection of the
security interests of smaller states. 40
Rejecting the right of 'free passage' instead of 'innocent passage' through straits which would become part of the extended territorial waters,
the small countries point out that by "championing the cause of superficial freedom" of navigation, the Big Powers are really seeking an authority to "interfere in the domestic affairs of states situated thousands of
miles away from their shores." "Such a freedom," the Egyptain delegate
said, "which allows submerged submarines, nuclear or otherwise, to pass
unseen cannot be called anything other than licensing for the spread
of terror. "41
It may be pointed out, however, that today the maritime jurisdiction
of states is not determined by the criterion of military defence. In an
era of inter-continental missiles a three-mile cannon-shot rule as the limit
of territorial sea is nothing more than a cruel joke. Even a six-mile or
12-mile jurisdiction cannot help much in the security of states, except perhaps psychologically. But the Great Powers, which own huge mechanized fishing fleets capable of sailing round the world, want the narrowest
possible territorial sea because, it is felt, "fish are most plentiful in the
areas adjacent to the coast of Asia, Africa and Latin America." The
countries of the Third World, however, are determined to protect their
natural resources because the very lives of their peoples are at
stake. 42
Although the Geneva Conventions do not specifically provide for denunciation, Senegal went to the extent of denouncing these conventions ~arly
in 1972. Its representative told the Preparatory Committee that the
ships of the "rich and powerful industrialized states" had begun to deplete the fishing resources off the coast of Senegal. While these activities
enriched foreigners, he said, they impoverished the Senegalese by destroying their local resources. Senegal hoped in vain that an international
agreement would be concluded which would ensure the necessary protection of coastal states and guarantee preservation of their fisheries resources.

I
'i

40
See the Lusaka Declaration of the Third Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned Countries. September 1970, in UN Doc. A/AC. 138/34, 30 April
1971, p. 5; and the December 1971 Resolution of the General Assem.bly on the question
of denuclearization of the Indian Ocean.
41
Delegate of Egypt, Asian African Legal Consultative Committee, Report of the
13th session held at Lagos, 18-25 January 1972, n. 27, p. 320.
42
See Alcivar (Ecuador), A/AC.138/SR,56, 23 March 1971, p. 143.
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To the overwhelming majority of states, the status quo is unsatisfactory. Whether it is called 'the spirit of paper majorities' or 'tactics
of confrontation,'48 the developing countries are bound to employ them
to cha,nge the law which has so far been 'titled' against them. To be
able to muster a majority of votes in the UN General Assembly or at any
future conference on the law of the sea may not be sufficient to achieve
their objectives. 49 But they will do anything to achieve them. They
are no longer prepared to accept the view that their inferiotity is a sort
of hereditary taint for which there is no remedy. They consider the
situation an injustice against which it is their duty to struggle by every.
possible means. They do not fail to remind the technologically advanced
countries "that 95 of the current 132 members of the United Nations"
are developing countries and "that international law was now intended
to defend the developing world and not, as formerly, the imperialist
Powers."50 The major Powers, they argue, "should admit that the
time in which they used to behave as owners and masters of the seas is
past. And they should agree to and co-operate honestly for the establish.
ment of a new international order that will be adequate to present

Since no such agreement had been concluded, ~enegal had no alternative
but to denounce the Geneva Convention. 43 .
Claims of wide patrimonial sea by the Latin Amercian states, and extended national waters by the archipelago countries are some of the other
examples of open revolt against the old law.
The pressing and legitimate claims of the developing countries for
progress and well-being demand, it is said, that they should secure for
themselves the full utilization of their natural riches, including marine
resources in the case of coastal states. It is natural that these countries
tend to enlarge their national jurisdiction to protect the resources of the
seas adjacent to their coasts to exploit them according to their needs and
expectations. "To oppose that trend," it is argued, "is to oppose the
right to develop, and to ignore an irreversible process of affirmation of
economic independence as a means to ensure political independence and
social justice, which in the long run will benefit the entire world." It is
suggested that "the major Powers should understand this in a spirit of
equity and realism. "44
Through their tireless efforts in the UN Sea-Bed Committee and other
forums, the developing countries "have won for themselves the right to
review the whole international law of the sea at a 'comprehensive
conference' to analyze, question and remould, destroy if need be, and
create a new equitable, and rational regime for the world's oceans and
the deep ocean floor. "45 Thus, presenting a list of subjects on behalf of
the developing countries, the representative of Kenya said in Subcommittee II of the Sea-Bed Committee on 31 March 1972:
The existing law of the sea had been designed specifically to favour the strong
countries over weak countries, the industrialized countries over the poor and the
developed over the developing. The developing countries were, therefore, united
in. their determination to achieve a more balanced and equitable regime, and that
determination was reflected in the list under consideration. The sponsors were
convinced that the list affords a framework in which all delegations could raise any
subject of importance to them at the conference.«6

He said at another place that "if we go to the 1973 conference steeped
in the old concepts of the law of the sea, we are bound to fail. We must
find new concepts to resolve existing conflicts of interests in the sea, so
that fair and equitable framework for the exploitation of the seas is
created. "47

realities."
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Quoted in Pinto, n. 4, p. 9.
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They stress that :

Any attempt to impose obsolete rules and narrow limits of national jurisdiction, and
to extend the areas of supremacy and exploitation by a small group of maritime
powers, curtailing the rights of other coastal states. is doomed to rejection by other
coastal states, which cannot accept, nor will accept either the maintenance of an
61
unfair or arbitrary system, 01' the sacrifice of the vital interests of their peoplcs.

EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS TO BE DERIVED
FROM THE EXPLOITATION OF THE SEA-BED BEYOND THE
LIMITS OF NATIONAL JURISDICTION

~_
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The fundamental objective of the developing countries is, of course, to
get as large a share in the resources of the sea-bed as possible. They
have been not only emphasizing the need for an equitable distribution
of benefits to be derived from the sea-bed activities, but trying to persuade
the international community to commit itself to give special consideration
to their interests. Thus, the General Assembly has declared in several
resolutions that the sea-bed must be explored and exploited "for the
benefit of mankind as a whole, and taking into particular consideration
the interests and needs of the developing countries."52 Indeed, not a
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single declaration or even draft submitted during the last few sessions
before the Sea-Bed Committee or its subcommittees has failed to repeat
these words of the General Assembly and accept the obligation to give
special consideration to the interests and needs of the develping cOl,llltries.
But the developing countries believe that the stage of declarations is
over; now it is time to adopt appropriate regulations. It is time to
convert these declarations al;,\d accepted principles into legal obligations.
Although it is almost impossible "to transform the present inequitable
distribution of land reSources and the law and economic practices to
justify and protect them," it is suggested, it seems "rational and still
possible to devise and establish a system of laws and practices for the
sea and its resources which would serve the present and future generations."63 Most countries of the Third World want and demand a
distribution of benefits that would reflect the international desire and
'commitment' to bridge the gap between the inordinately rich and
the desperately poor countries and promote universal peace and wellbeing. 54 As the Tanzanian delegate, expressing the views of many poor
countries, said:

,

See Warioba (Tanzania), Subcommittee I, Sea-Bed Committee A/AC.138/SC.1/
SR.5, 20 July 1971, p. 5.
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Zafera (Madagascar), A/AC. 138/SC. l/SR. 8, 29 July 1971, p. 9.
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Johnspn (Ja;m~ica), A/AC.138/SC.1/SR.6, 21 July 1971,p. 3; and Scott (Jamaica),
A/AC.138/~R.52, i8 March 1971, p. 82.
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6' Paul B. Engo (Cameroon) A/AC. 138/SC.I/L.10, 20 March 1972, p.6.
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commitment to the exploitation of the advent of new opportunities
offered by the seas and ocean floor, to build history's most significant
bridge to the quality of peace upon which man's survival on this planet
depends.... We cannot afford to be indolent or complacent."5B
FINANCIAL BENEFITS

It is suggested that one way of distributing the financial benefits of the
international authority (i.e. revenues minus expenditures) in the spirit of
the General Assembly directive would be to relate the sharing of benefits
to the needs of the countries concerned on the basis of an agreed scale
whereby the least developed might receive the most and the most developed might receive the least. 59 Taking into account this basic premise,
the Secretary-General in a report suggested several criteria for such a
distribution of benefits. 60
During the initial period, when there is no possibility of a large net
income for the international machinery, direct distribution of financial
benefits might result in a fragmentation of resources. The SecretaryGeneral, therefore, suggested in his report that it might be more advantageous to concentrate the available proceeds in some high-priority
programmes, such as the promotion of development in the least developed
countries. Such allocation or proceeds of the international machinery
to certain programmes of the developing countries, the Secretary-General
made it clear, could not be termed "aid and must not be thought of as
a substitute for existing foreign aid arrangements. "61

I

i

i

The present division of the world in a few 'have' and many 'have-not' nations was
intolerable and current system tended to perpetuate disparities rather than overcome
them. A new and determined effort must therefore be made to dcvise a morc just
and human system for sharing thc world's resourccs and pooling knowledge and
technology. 56

The international regime and machinery, declared the representative
of J~maica, must "be sensitive and responsive to the social development
forces and objectives of the developing countries. Social justice in the
distribution of benefits resulting from the exploration and exploitation of
the marine environment was essential. The world could not afford
to repeat the errors of the past." Adequate provisions need to be built
into the regime, he suggested, "to compensate for the existing technological imbalance and meet the interests of the developing countries."56
While devising a new law of the sea, Paul Bamel Engo of Cameroon,
Chairman of the First Sub-committee of the Sea-bed Committee, advised
the delegates to keep constantly in mind "the need to bridge the gap
between the developed and the developing countries."57 "The effort we
are making," he said at another place, "must demonstrate an irretrievable
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NON-FINANCIAL BENEFITS: TECHNOLOGICAL HELP
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It must be pointed out that the benefits from the sea-bed activities
that the underdeveloped countries need, want and demand are not
confined to the monetary profits that may be collected by the sea-bed
authority. Since they cannot expect much financial benefits from the
sea-bed authority in the foreseeable future, most countries are in fact
more interested in non-financial benefits that are likely to accrue from
the establishment of an international regime. In the current state of
technology, for some time to come only the advanced industrial countries
are expected to benefit from the exploitation of sea-bed. Only they can
68
Paul Engo, Banquct address delivered on 29 June 1912 at the Seventh Annual
Conference of the Law of the Sea Institute. n. 4; p. 202.
69
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See Report by the Secretary-General, "Possible Methods and Criteria for the
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Exploitation of the Resources of the Arca beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction",
A/AC. 138{38, 15 Junc 1971, pp. 14 ff.
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afford the highly sophisticated requirements of deep-sea mining; only
they possess the needed capital and the advanced technical and scientific
knowledge and equipment. Today, marine technology, whether connected with fishing, ship-building, weather prediction, or exploitation
of the deep ocean floor, remains in the hands of the highly industrialized
states of North America, Europe, and Japan. The technological and
engineering industries in these countries will get a further boost from the
exploration and exploitation activities in the sea-bed.
Moreover, since the technologically advanced countries-and only
they-would be able to provide the processing facilities for minerals
produced in the deep-sea area at least for some time to come, they would
remain major importers of these raw materials. They would not only
gain in the further development of their mineral processing industries, but
also benefit from the handling of physical output, which would in its turn
encourage their ocean transportation industries. 62
In view of these facts and their own weaknesses, the developing countries want first to accumulate their own expertise and develop their own
technology in order to avoid being pushed to a permanently inferior
position in the use and enjoyment of mankind's common heritage. So
long as they have to purchase technological services in the exploration
and exploitation of the sea-bed, the technologically advanced countries
would have undisputed mastery over the common heritage. The wide
and widening 'technological gap' between the rich and the poor countries affects the approach of the poor countries to the issues of the law
of the sea in no uncertain degree. They realize that without technological
help, they would remain merely inheritors of a 'common heritage' without being able to use it.
In the meantime, however, if they cannot get benefit from their share
now, they want to save it until they possess the technological capability
to do so. They do not want to lose this inheritance to those who are
capable of exploiting it immediately.63 In insisting on a moratorium,
they do not mean to be 'provocative.'64 They are genuinely concerned
about the protection of the 'common heritage.' They want the exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed resources to be permitted only to
the extent that they benefited mankind as a whole. In particular, they
should not result in an inordinate increase in the economic disparity
between the developed and the developing countries.65
The time has come, they insist, "to put an end to distrust" and, to "the
exploitation of the many by the few," and to prohibit activities that are
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'contrary to the general interests. '66 Whatever the previous customary
law might have been, they believe that the moratorium resolution has
established more or less a 'rule of positive law' and that the states arc
bound to abstain from the exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction until an international regime
is established.
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

I

11;1

Ii

It is also because of this reason that, although they are not against
scientific research as such, they do not favour unlimited freedom in this
respect. It is difficult to distinguish between 'scientific research' and
'industrial research.' They want certain specific restrictions to be
imposed on 'industrial' research or 'prospecting', especially near their
shores. They, therefore, insist that where scientific research takes place
in the vicinity of a developing coastal state the latter should be permitted
to participate in that research and should be kept fully informed, of all
scientific findings. 67
In order to be able to take full benefit of the new.found riches, the
underdeveloped countries insist on international co-operation in scientific
research, active and maximum participation of their nationals in various
stages of the exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed resources, publication of research programme, dissemination of the re'sults of such research
through international channels, and, most important, rapid and effective
transfer of sea-bed technology. It is for this reason that several countries
have been suggesting, during discussion in the Sea-Bed Committee, the
establishment of a special international fund for the training of experts
from the developing countries in the various aspects of sea-bed technology.68
Speaking for most of the underdeveloped countries at the March 1971
session of the Sea-Bed Committee, the representative of Ceylon suggested
that the proposed international machinery for the exploration and exploitation of the deep sea-bed should "have a vital role to play in the collection, early publication and dissemination of information and in serving
as an intermediary for effecting the transfer of technology." He added:
The Authority would be expected to sponsor or assist joint programmes; to ensure the
placement of personnel from developing countries in national and international
exploration and exploitation operations; to sponsor the placement of scientists from
developed countries in developing countries with a view to training the latter's
personnel; and in every other way possible to reduce and ultimately eliminate the
developing countries' dependence on the developed countries for sea-bed technology.·~
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that the price might drop from 90 cents per unit to 50 cents per unit;
the price of cobalt might drop from $1.50 per pound to $1.00 per pound
and that of nickel from 70 cents to 65 cents."71 Further, since the ratio
of different minerals in the manganese nodules is not in proportion to
their demand in the world market, nodules mined for copper content,
for instance, might produce so much nickel and cobalt that they would
flood the market and reduce their prices. Such a glut in the world
market of a few primary commodities might have serious impact on the
economies of several developing countries. Thus Zambia and Chile, which
depend upon copper for their export earnings, would be in serious trouble
if copper is produced on a large scale from the manganese nodules. No
amount of foreign aid or doles by an international agency could repair

Such fervent hopes have been expressed by delegates· from many other
countries as well in these debates relating to the sea-bed. 70
STRONG MACHINERY

The developing countries are unable to exploit the resources of the
sea-bed on their own. At the same time they are suspicious of the intentions of the developed countries. This is the major reason why they want
a moratorium on the present sea-bed activities. :For the same reason they
want a strong international machinery with comprehensive powers, including the power to explore and exploit the deep sea:..bed and its resources.
There is a wide spread feeling among them that the concept of the international sea-bed area as the common heritage of mankind necessarily
involves institutional arrangements for the protection, management, and
exploitation of that common heritage-arrangements which will provide
not only for an equitable distribution of benefits but also for an equitable
participation in the system of management a~d exploitation to be adopted. They know the difficulties and risks involved in such a venture.
And yet, regardless of the strong opposition put up by the technologically
advanced countries, they demand a strong international sea-bed authority.
This is because they are convinced that without such an authority their
interests cannot be protected.
Furthermore, realizing the helplessness and ineffectiveness of the United
Nations, where the Great Powers have the right of veto, they do not
want the proposed sea-bed authority to be controlled by the Big Powers.
They want it to be a domocratic body where they have an effective, if
not decisive, voice.
They are, therefore, against any system of
weighted voting or veto, and want the principle of 'one state, one vote'
accepted.

the national loss that they might suffer.
The immense mineral resources lying in or beneath the sea-bed, if
exploited selfishly and without giving regard to the interests of the developing countries, might bring benefit to a few prosperous nations, but
they might almost spell the ruin of many of the poor underdeveloped
countries. As a result, the developing countries might lose more than
they would gain from the production of these resources which are
supposed to be the common heritage of mankind. It was in response to
these fears of the poor countries ofJthe Third World that the Declaration
on General Principles urged a rational exploitation of the sea-bed and
declared that
the development and use of the area (beyond the limits of national jurisdiction) and its
resources shall be undertaken in such a manner as to foster healthy development of the
world economy and balanced growth of international trade, and to minimize any
adverse economic effects caused by fluctuation of prices of raw materials resulting from
such activities.

In another resolution [Res. 2750A (XXV)], the General Assembly
requested the Secretary-General to :

POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF SEA-BED MINERAL EXPLORATION
AND REMEDIES THEREOF

Being weaker members ofthe international community, the underdeveloped countries not only need assistance for exploitation of the resources
of the sea-bed, but seek protection from being exploited as a result of
the exploitation of these resources. Since practically all of these countries
heavily depend upon the export of raw materials and minerals, they
have been concerned that production of large quantities of minerals from
the sea-bed might upset the world market in these few basic commodities.
. Thus, "it has been estimated that at medium levels of output, the amount
of manganese thrown on the market by a single firm would be so large
70
See for instance Tukuru (Nigeria), A/AC. 13S/SC.I/SR. 10, 3 August 1971, p. 24;
Thompson-Flores (Brazil), A/AC. 13S/SC.1/SR. 3, 25 March 1971, p. 16; and Mendonga
(Cameroon), A/AC. 13S/SC.1/SR. 12,3 August 1971, p. 7.
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(a) Identify the problems arising from the production of certain minerals from the
area beyond the limits of national jurisdiction and examine the impact they will have
on the economic well-being of the developing countries, in particular, on prices of

q
J

mineral exports on world market;
(b) Study these problems in the light of the scale of possible exploitation of the seabed taking into account the world demand for raw materials and the evolution of costs
and prices;
(c) Propose effective solution for dealing with these problems.

The Secretary-General was also requested, in co-operation with the
UNCTAD and other specialized agencies of the United Nations, to keep
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this matter under constant review so as to submit supplementary information annually or whenever necessary, and to recommend additional measures in the light of economic, scientific, and technological developments.
In a preliminary assessment of the whole situation, the Secretary-Gene_
ral in his report came to the conclusion that "the impact of sea-bed production is likely to be of minor consequence" during the next two or
three decades for the two most important commodities, viz. hydrocarbons
and copper. On the other hand, manganese nodule mining might affect the
manganese market and, at a subsequent stage, the cobalt and nickel
markets. He, therefore, suggested some possible international arrangements to preserve the interests of the developing countries. 72 The report
recommended "a levy per ton of metal produced from the sea~bed" and
some "compensatory financing by the international machinery to mini
mize the effect of possible declines in export reVenues on the economy of
the few developing countries which might be affected. "73
The Secretary-General also pointed 9ut that since the existing market.
ing methods of petroleum favoured large-scale buyers, transactions with
the developed market economy countries were often at discounted prices.
Consequently, most developing countries paid substantially higher prices
for petroleum than the industrialized countries importing large quantities
of oil. The Secretary-General, therefore, suggested the setting up of a
new system under which the developing countries could purchase at least
a part of their import needs from producers in the area beyond national
jurisdiction under arrangements with the proposed international machinery at the best prices offered to European or American countries or to
Japan. This, he said, would help them in saving an important fraction of
their petroleum import bills. 74
The advanced countries generally felt that "in view of the projections
of the world demand for minerals, it seem~d unlikely that the exploitation
of sea-bed resources would have any significant adverse impact on land
exploitation." An international system of production or price. controls
would be very difficult to achieve, they warned, because processing and
marketing problems were highly complex and it would have to cover land
production also. They felt, however, that it was all unnecessary. 75 They
believed that the Secretary-General's report might be misleading in this
regard. Many believed that minerals from the sea-bed were likely to
72
Sce.Report of the Secretary-General, "Possible Impact of Sea-Bcd Mineral Production in the Area beyond National Jurisdiction on ''''orld Markets with Special Reference
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meet only a part of the expected increase in demand. In their opinion
the report contained errors of fact, and in some cases the authors had used
data from certain published sources of questionable reliability. 76..
The deVeloping countrit>s are frankly unable to accept this hopeful
assessment about the effect of production of the resources of the sea-bed
on the prices of raw materials. They are also not sure that the measures
suggested by the Secretary-General would be adopted in the event of the
prices of raw materials being affected in a few cases. They, therefore,
feel that the only certain way to avoid price fluctuation would be to ensure that the exploitation of the resources of the sea-bed is conducted by
the United Nations itself in joint ventures with states or other entities
where the Organization would have effective control over such production
and where the terms of each transaction could be separately negotiated
and agreed upon. 71 The Organization could also create some kind of a
stabilization machinery with extensive powers in the control, management, and regulation of activities in the area and of marketing and use
of raw meterials. By a rational exploitation of the sea-bed area, the
machinery could prevent abuse, waste, and mismanagement. It is felt
that the proposed international machinery should establish an order of
priority for exploitation based on the requirements of world development,
taking into account the special situation of the developing countries
which produce minerals of a non-renewable character. It should prevent a glut on the market. It could conclude international commodity
agreements or set a ceiling for the production of those minerals which are
easily and abundantly available in the world markets. 78
PRESERVATION OF HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

The developing countries are deeply concerned about the growing
menace of increasing pollution of the .human environment, including
marine environment and are anxious to preserve it from further deterioration. They are convinced that the problem has been made more acute
by the developed countries through their policies of commercial expediency and industrial neglect. The industrialized countries are, therefore,
largely responsible, and the whole world may have to pay dearly for their
sins. Accidents of giant oil tankers can affect not only marine fauna and
flora but also tourist amenities. Even greater hazards have been created
by' the development of nuclear-powered vessels. The possible consequences of the dumping into sea of radioactive waste are as yet unknown.
7.
See Draft Report of Subcommittee I, A/AC. 138/SC.J/L. 18, Add. 1, 10 August
1972, p. 12.
77
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The worst problem is perhaps that of pollution through disposal of industrial waste. Some of the seas like the Caspian and the Mediterranean,
lakes li~e Erie, and rivers like the Rhine, are fast becoming unfit to sustainlife.
The internationl community cannot and should not remain inactive in
the face of these developm,ents. The future international regime should
make it an essential duty for states to refrain from polluting the marine
environment, and it should insist that a state causing damage to other
states or to the international community by pollution of the sea shall be
answerable to the international community for the damage it has caused. 79
Some countries seek to extend their national jurisdiction to prevent and
control marine pollution near their shores. Of course freedom of navigation
is the overriding interest in the uses of the sea, for it is essentail to the·
network of commerce and communications, but it should not be allowed
to be exercised in a manner prejudicial to the purity of the marine environment. Since coastal states suffer most in the event of any marine pollution damage, their overriding right to protect themselves cannot and
should not be ignored in any future legal regime. 80
In striving to secure international acceptance of rules and standards for
combating this new menace, the poor underdeveloped countries insist that,
since the industrialized developed countries are mainly responsible for
the degradation of human environment, they should bear the main
burden in the task of controlling it. The developing countries may, of
course, not be able to avoid this expense being added on the cost of the
finished products they are obliged to buy from the developed countries.
However, they see their environmental problems from a totally different
standpoint. Poverty, according to them, is the greatest source of pollution. To overcome poverty they should look to economic development.
There is no future in zero growth for them. As India's Prime Minister,
Mrs. Indira Gandhi, told the United Nations Conference on Human
Environment in Stockholm on 14 June 1972:
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rivers and the air clean when their own lives are contaminated at the source? Environment cannot be improved in conditions of poverty. Nor can poverty be eradicated
without the use of science and technology.Bl

The 'disinherited majority' of the world needs scientific and technological development to make any use of the 'common heritage.' They
do not want ecology and conservation to work against their interests.
They cannot even afford to buy technology for their development. How
can they introduce the high-cost technologies required for recycling and
pollution control ?
However, the developing countries hope that the growing awareness of
'one earth and one environment' will lead to the realization of the concept of one humanity and that the problem of their accelerated development will be accepted as a common problem of all the countries. They
do not want the pollution scare to be used as a pretext for denying technology to the less developed nations. As Mrs. Gandhi pointed out, withholding technology from the disinherited people of the earth would .deprive them of vast resources of energy and knowledge. This is not feasible.
'Nor will it be acceptable.'82
.
STRENGTH OF THE WEAK

Economic development is for the less developed countries, we may reernphasize, a matter of survival, an issue which is more important than
any other question. The sea-bed is the only area of the earth which has
so far not been exploited by the industrialized Powers to their sole advantage, and LDCs are determined to protect it. Even if weak and underdeveloped, the developing countries have their own strength and influence. It is no use telling them, as they are sometimes told rather bluntly,
that
With respect to the exploitation of the mineral resources of the deep sea-bed, it is in
the areas of the high seas and the deep ocean floor that the developed nations have the
greatest strength; a freedom of the seas tradition, ships, technology, capital and the
option· to refuse to ratify-without effective developing nation counter-actions-a
regime for the deep sea. B3

The rich countries may look upon development as the cause of environmental destruction, but to us it is one of the primary means of improving the environment of living,
of providing food, water, sanitation and shelter, of making the deserts green and the
mountains habitable.

They are fairly familiar with these kinds of threats and are not bothered by the fact that in the absence of an agreement "on balance it would
appear that developing states have more to lose."8i They cannot hope

"We do not wish to impoverish environment any further," she assured
the delegates, but told them that "we cannot forget the grim poverty of
large numbers of people." She added:

Mrs. Indira Gandhi's address, The Times of India (New Delhi), 15 June 1972.
Mrs. Gandhi, Ibid.
B3 David P. Stang, Counsel to the US Senate Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, Remarks on Deep-Sea Mining before the American Branch of the International
Law Association, author's copy. p.17. Stang. "The Donnybrook Fair of the Oceans."
San Diego Law Review, Vol. 9, n. 3, p. 594.
84
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When they themselves feel deprived how can we urge the preservation of animals?
How can we speak to those who live in villages and in slums about keeping the oceans,
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7. See Casteneda (Mexico), A/AC. 138/SR. 58,24 March 1971, p. 190.
BO Beesly (Canada), Ibid., pp, 195-97.
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to gain much in the· present conditions any way and would not let the
technologically advanced countries benefit either. Thomas Hobbes once
said that while any person's potentialities to do good were· severely limited, everyone's opportunity to do damage was always immense. The
dissatisfied members of the .world community have available blackmailing
powers which they may increasingly learn to use to their advantage and
'make themselves a nuisance of one sort or another.- Rabindranath Tagore
once said:

"the problems inherent in the meterial gap are explosive and incalculable
and there will be neither security nor stability in the world if they are
not solved." The situation becomes all the more dangerous when they
can be exploited in the Cold War by one side Or the other. 88
The only way to have a stable and peaceful world is to reverse the
present trend and help the p00r countries in their development. This is
beginning to be realized as the appeal of enlightened and constructive selfinterest. National interest can no longer be interpreted in a narrow
and restricted senSe. As the Pearson Commission in its report pointed
out:

Power has to be made more secure not only against power, but also against weakness;
for there lies the peril of its.1osirig balance. The weak are as great a danger for the
strong as quicksand for the elephant. They do not assist progress because they do not
resist, they only drag down. B5

The' acceleration of· history, which is largely the result of the bewildering impact of
modern technology, has changed the whole concept of national interest. Who can
now ask where his country will be in a few decades without askiI!g where the world
will be ? If we wish that world to be secure and prosperous, we ~ust show a common
concern for the common problems of all peoples. 89

The threats by the technologically advanced countries convince the underdeVeloped states ,more than ever that the 'haves' do not want to let
them into the twentieth century and that they (advanced countl'ies) "are
veritable octopi whose tentacles are drawing ever tighter on the develo~
ping world."86 They are afraid that "the territorial sea.s and Continental
Shelves of the countries of the Third World" are "being eyed greedily,
just as their land had been in past centuries."87
The so-called 'obstructionist' attitude of some of the developing countries in the negotiations on the formulation of the law of the sea and their
protracted arguments on procedural or peripheral issues merely indicate
their frustrations in failing to persuade the advanced countries to give
heed to their interests.
This feeling of diffidence on the part of the deVeloping countries and
lack of understanding and sympathy on the part of the developed count. ries may affect the timing of the Third Conference on the Law of the
Sea.

It emphasized again that:
Concern with the needs of other and poorer nations is the expression ofa new and
fundamental aspect of the modern age-the awareness that we live in a village world,
that we belong tOll. world community.80

II

85 Quoted by.Mrs. Indira. Gandhi in UNGTAD-II (New York, 196Q), p. 411.
8,8 President Boumedienne of Algeria, as quoted in Arnaud de Borchgrave, "Scandal
of the Century: Rich and Poor," Newsweek, 30 October 1967, p. 26.
87 Alloune (Algeria), A/AC.138/SR.1i4, 22 March 1971, p.113,

Unless the paradox of the common destiny of mankind and the inescapable proximity of all nations on the one hand, and the growing social
and economic disparity between the rich and the poor people on the other,
are understood as facts warns Barbara Ward,
We may well face in the next decade or so a series of explosive social situations .which
will resemble the French Revolution, the Russian Revolution and the Chinese Revolu'tion rolled into One. lll

PRESENT SITUATION DANGEROUS

The policy of using threats of military sanet-ions to coerce the poor
nations to respect the interests of the rich countries is a hopeless policy.
In the atomic age and the present interdependent society, this mode of
behaviour'is rapidly losing all its appeal. People even in the rich countries realize the dangers of unleashing a third world war, and are indeed
weary enough of small wars too. The widening of the gap between the
rich and the poor may not seem to endanger the world immediately with
the menace of a nuclear war, but it is being increasingly recognized that
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'PARTNERS IN DEV ELOPMENT'
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As we have. already seen,the developing countries know and realize
that they should depend mainly. upon themselves for their development.
For one thing there are the growing vagaries of fOreign aid.. Secondly any
aid which makes them dependent and subservient and does not let them
stand on their own feet and reach self~sustaining growth is more harmful
than beneficial to them. It is because of this reason that they would like
tobe partners in development, a partnership based on mutual interest
and mutual understanding. Again, it isbecallse of this reason that they
88
09
00

Pearson,n. 15,/p. 55.
Pearson Commission Report, n. 2,
Ibid.• p. 8.

i:>. 9.

91
Barbara Ward, "The United Nations and the Decade of Development" in Andrew
W. Cordier and Wildor Foote, eds, The Questfor Peace (New York), 1965, p. 24,8.
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short-term interests. They should help and co-operate in the formulation
of new standards and new rules for the achievement of the paramount
objective of the inter national society.

want to do away with the narrow, one-sided donor-receiver relationship.
Taking advantage of the new.found, as-yet-unexploited, riches of the seabed, they want to establish a new relationship of co-operation for orderly
and progressive world development in which all will share equally and
equitably.
It cannot be over-stressed that if the poor cquntries develop, all will
gain. Their failure will be everybody's failure and may well mean
catastrophe. The stronger the poor nations become, the more stable
the world situation will be. Their loyalty to the community and to the
world public order will grow as they acquire economic strength, assurance,
and a sense of belonging. It was, therefore, with a lot of reason that
Pope Paul VI in hi~ encyclical 'Populorum Progressis' declared that
"development is the new name for peace."

INTERNATIONAL LAW OF CO-OPERATION
AND DEVELOPMENT

NEED FOR A GLOBAL STRATEGY

What is needed, as the Pearson Commission emphasized, is a global
strategy for development, an integrated programme of international
co-operation which recognizes that development is a common problem
which involves common responsibilities, and the adoption of a series of
measures by countries as a part of, or within the framework of, a world
strategy. The strategy calls for international co-operation and concerted
action by the industrialized and the developing countries. The Pearson
Commission suggested:
This concept of world community is itself a rna jor reason for international co-operation
for development. It is an assertion of faith in the future, as \\ ell as of the conviction
of the need to act now.""

In the context of exploiting the resources of the ~ea-bed, as in other
activities, it means, "the obligation of every government to play its
part in co-operation with all others to ensure that all people have a
reasonable chance to share in the resources of the world, which should
be developed for the benefit of all."93 It is not a question of charity of
benevolence, but a question of enlightened self-interest of both the developed and the developing countries. It is little realized how much it is
in the interest of the industrially advanced countries to see that the
developing countries really develop. Apart from fulfilling a political
objective of creating stability and reducing tension in the present tensionridden world, it will serve their economic interests and create large
market~ for their vastly increasing expanding economies. But in the
common endeavour of development, it is up to the developed states to
take the first steps, because only they can, and to sacrifice their temporary

i
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The traditional law of nations has strong individualistic features. Thc
prime function of this law is to reconcile the freedom of one state with the
freedom of the other states. The problem during the eighteenth and nine, teenth centuries, when this law was developed, was one of ensuring peace
between states which had no real need of each other in order to survive
and which evolved their policies within the framework of traditional
diplomacy. Now, however, the technological revolution that has taken
place has transformed the international society into a world community
which is absolutely interdependent not only in war but in peace as well.
Moreover, the new poor nations, which comprise the majority of the
world community, are unable to depend upon themselves: they want both
protection and assistance. The alteration that has taken place in the
political, economic, and sociological structure of the comity of
nations should now be followed by an alteration in law. o4 International
law is a living discipline, evolving continuously in the light of new
situations.
It is clear that nations cannot p.uticipate in international law today
except in certain economic and social conditions, involving on the one
hand the utilization of their resources, both land and sea, and on the
other an increase in the volume of trade. International law can have
no basis or practical application except in relationships leading to the
development of all states. If the disparities between nations increase
further, it will lead to a further hardening of economic and trade relations
between the industrialized countries and the developing states, creating
more tension between them. If one part of the world retreats into wealthy
isolation and others stagnate in poverty, there will be no fruitful communication. Soon there will not be even a common language between
them. They would become "strangers to each other, more objects of
curiosity, envy or hostility. "95 Already, in the light of the activities
of the technologically advanced countries on the sea-bed, the developing
countries are suspicious of their intentions.
Such a condition of latent war will hardly be conducive to peace. A
world order within the context of classical diplomacy is no longer
imaginable: the establishment of peace no longer means simply creating
political conditions in which states can conclude trade agreements. The

U
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Pearson Commis;ion Report, n. 2, p. 10.
Ibid.
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security, of each state can no longer dep~nd on a peaceful balance of
power, or the, respect by "each of the rights of others. It implies now a
positive relationship and mutual assistance.' Peace is no, longer a
negative demand of no-war, but a positive demand for development
resulting from the harmonization of the' ambitions ", of the vari?us states.
It entails setting up the structures and providing th~ 'means which will
allow states,.-and in the first instance the most bac;kward of states-to
intensify the utilization of their resources with'the help of other state~.
Peace in future will. depend less and less on diplomatic groupings and
more and more on. dynamic association aimed at mutual dev,elopment.
It has been rightly pointed out that "development is IlOt a policy, but a
preliminary, condition of any international policy in the same way as it
is now a condition for ·the establishment of international law . "96
The adoption and acceptance of a, 'global strategy' for the development of the sea-bed and its resources in the interests of all the countries
will be
big step in the direction of establishing harmonious relations
between states. But in order ~o achieve this,c;ount:r;ies shoul<i. be
prepared to forego their short-term interests ofexploiting the resources of
the sea-bed before an agreement is reached. It also ep.tails techno.logical
help to the developing countries to make them equal partners. States
are already cOIIlmit ted to a policy of co-operation ill numer0!ls re!lolutio:p.s
of the General Assembly. Thus, proclaiming the 1970s as the Second
United Nations Development Dec~de, the Gep.eraIAssembly.declared
that

Development Law of the Sea-Bed

This pledge should be translated into practical policies in the development
of the sea-bed and its resources. The United Nations .law, already wellrecognized and universally accepted, should now be converted into
treaties and conventions of the international community. The world has
so far been fumbling towards international co-operation. The testing
time of recognition is now upon us.

a

.In ,the eonviction that development is the essential path to peace .and justice, Governments reaffirm their common and unswerving resolve to .seek a better and more
effective system of international' co-operation whereby the prevailing' disparities in the
world may be banished and prosperity secured for ail:

It added. that "economic and ,social' progress' is the, common ',' and
shared responsibility of the entire internatiomil'community. "97
As we have seen above, it has also declared time and aga.in t:4atthe
sea-bed should be exploited inthe interests of all m;;mkind and "taking
into particular coilsidenition the interests and needs of the developing
countries."
A duty of international co-operation in the develormient 'process is also
prescribed in the UN Charter. It embodies' a pledge of mutual cooperation in the promotion of higher standardsofliving, fullemploym~nt,
and conditio~sof economic and soci~lprogressand development;98

Domenach, n. 5, p 13. Also, ibid., pp. 10-11.
Resoh,ltion adopted OJ:l 24 October, 1970 ,on "Internatiopal Development Strategy", International DevelDpment Strategy (New York, 1970), pp. %-3,
'
'"
98 Articles 55 and 56 of the UN Charter provide as follows: .
96

97.
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Conclusion

A NEW RICH WORLD

Always living by the sea, it is indeed curious why man has learnt so
little about it. Sometimes/ hostile and sometimes g~nerous in its moods,
the sea has always offered its abundant resources through the ages. It is,
however, only recently that man has begun to perceive its true potential.
Until a few short years ago, man's need of the ocean was for the most
part confined to food, commerce, and communications, and occasionally
it extended to military conquests. The main Concern of coastal states
was their security, protection of their near-shore areas for their food sup-;
ply, and their commercial fleets. Vast areas of ocean were kept open
and free for all, subject to minimal rules to maintain a minimum public
order in the high seas. The sea-bed and ocean floor were virtually unknown, and their potential resources unheard of.
The widening horizons of scientific inquiry and phenomenal developments in marine technology have revealed a new world under the Sea
with a 'landscape' not very much unlike man's known world on land.
It has valleys and mountain ranges,. sea-mounts and deep-sea trenches,
and a continental margin extending from land to the abyssal depths, all
complete with plant and animal life. Man has also come to know the
presence of natural resources in quantities beyond anyone's imagination,
not only in the water of the sea but also on the ocean floor and in the underlying layers. Although it will require considerably more technological know-how than is available today to obtain these resources, it is not
going to be long before this treasure is exploited.
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society at various times during the last three centuries. But international
society and its needs. have changed more in our times than throughout
the whole of our previous recorded history. One of the most important
changes during the last few years has been the vast expansion of the international society. With the emergence and participation of numerous new
nations in Asia and Africa, which have so far had no voice and no status,
as full-fledged members of the international society, the old exclusive
club of European and Christian Powers as the active community of states
has been broken up. The needs and aspirations of these new states, comprising a vast majority of the world community today, are bound to be
different from those of the Western, technologically advanced <;ountries of
Europe and North America.
Further, with the tremendous scientific and technological developments
the world has started expanding. Man has been exploring outer space
for about a· decade now, and he has also started probing the depths of
the world ocean. Although the benefits which outer space may offer are
stilllarge1y unknown, even a superficial exploration of the sea has indicated its vast potentialities. The sea offers today an unbounded opportunity. Never before did man have so many resources at his disposal to
transform the life of all mankind in a short span of time and remove the
miseries of his fellow men. The sea also poses a great danger if not exploited in a proper and orderly manner.
Law must respond to these changes and to the needs of the international society. It is not possible to bottle up· this process of change in legal
formulae devoid of the breath of life. In order to remain effective law
must constantly justify itself and readjust itself according to the needs of
the changing society.
LAW OF SEA INADEQUATE

In an age of unprecedented change it is not surprising that the law
relating to the sea-bed, codified as recently as 1958, should have been
found inadequate and even outmoded in some respects. It should be
reconsidered and, if necessary, revised. Thus, although the legal Continental Shelf can now be stretched under the flexible definition adopted
in the 1958 Convention to mid ocean, it is now generally recognized tj;}at
this was never the intention of the drafters of the Convention. In any
case, such an unreasonable interpretation would be unacceptable today,
and it has, moreover, been totally and decisively rejected by the international community through numerous General Assembly resolutions, adopted either unanimously or by overwhelming majorities.

LAW IN A CHANGING SOCIETY
LIMITS OF NATIONAL JURISDICTION

Law always develops according to the needs of the society. Traditional international law developed according to the needs of the internatio nal

Where exactly then is the limit of the legal Continental Shelf, as defined in ART. I? The question has been variously answered by different
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military aircraft. The more the Big Powers, including both the United
States and the Soviet Union, insist on free passage as essential to their security, the more the smaller states become suspicious oftheir true intentions

scholars depending on their ulterior motives. It is significant to note,
however, that in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases' the International
Court of Justice, iri the light of the declarations made by several states,
referred to the Continental Shelf as the 'natural prolongation' of the land
territory of the coastal state'! This may be reasonaQly interpreted to in.
clude the whole of the continental margin because it is there that the
natural prolongation of the continent .ends and the real ocean
begins.
In any case, no one can deny the need for clear and precise limits of
national jurisdiction. Where should these limits be drawn has, of course,
been answered differently by different individuals and states depending on
the interests which they are seeking to protect. Although countries in
their international affairs do not always act logically and are prone to
diverse pressures, generally speaking there has been a marked inclination
to keep the limits of national jurisdiction as narrow as possible on the
part of the landlocked states, which do not have ,access to sea; shelflocked states, which cannot extend their jurisdiction beyond a limited
area; the technologically advanced states, which have the capability to
exploit the natural resources of the sea-bed right now; lind militarily Big
Powers, which have other interests as important as the resources ofthe
sea-bed. On the other hand, the smaller, underdeveloped coastal states
want to protect as large an area as possible near their shores from continued exploitation by the Big Powers. No w~nder there has been a clear
trend towards an extension of national jurisdiction during the last few
years. Thus, in the beginning less than half a d~zen Latin American
countries used to claim 200 miles of sea as falling within their respective
national jurisdictions, if not exactly territorial waters. Now a good
number of other, developing countries-Latin American as well as Asian
and African-have started doing so. Whether iUs called patrimonial sea
or exclusive economic zone, most developing countries now support sovereign riglj.ts of states over 200 miles of maritime zone.
Indeed, most underdeveloped states have also taken this opportunity to
extend their territorial waters, fisheries zone, or other protective zones to
protect their specialized interests. Thus, a very large majority of
states now claim 12 miles or more of territorial waters. Only 28
states, including most of the important maritime Powers, still insist on
the outmoded and discredited three-mile limit and threaten not to change
unless their right of free pr,zssage rather than the usually recognized innocent
passage through international straits, which would be covered by the ex·,
tended territorial waters, is accepteq. They want tcihave the unquestioned
and uninterrupted right of submerged transit of their submarines, even
nuclear submarines, and right of overflight of their aircraft,including

and afraid of their own national security.
OLD, LAW OUESTIONED

Determined to gtt rid of the oid law, the smaller, newly independent,
and underdeveloped countries are taking full benefit of this opportunity
to question some parts of the traditional system, and challenge some
of the old practices which, they believe,have become obsolete. Thus,
they seriously question the value of the 'freedom of the seas' doctrine
which might have served a useful purpose at a particular period of history
buthasnow become outmodedand tyrannical. Similarly, they believe that
the so-called freedom of fishing could no longer be accepted as a general
practice accepted as law and should not be placed on the same footing
as freedom of ~avigation and other freedoms over the high seas. Indeed,
there is nothing sacred about the existing international law" including
the Geneva yonventions of 1958, which have been accepted only by
a minority of states~ Most of this law must be reviewed; a vast majority
of the countries how feel, in the light of the changed circumstances and
the interests of the present international community. In any case, they
feel that the problems of the' ()cean space are closely interlinked and in·
terdependent and they must be reviewed if we haveto make new law in
regard to the sea-bed and its exploitation. It is not, therefore, surprising
that the developing countries should" insist on a' comprehensivl': conference
not only to make new law in the newfields but also to challenge old law
a.nd remould it according to the changed circumstances. In the proposed
conference on the law of sea next year, it is now agreed, almost any question can be discussed and the whole law reviewed.
LEGAL VACUUM IN AREA BEYOND NATIONAL
JURISDICTION AND ATTEMPTS TO FILL IT
j
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BeYQnd man's, reach or even imagination, the sea-bed area beyond
nationaL jurisdiction has beencorppletely ignored so far, and this virgin
area has beenan area of no law. Although this uncertainty and lack of
law, might seem to help ,the powerful" wealthy, and technologically
advanced countries initially because they~~nd only they,-are able now
_t~ take benefit .of the, resources of the sea-bed without any legal:encumb.
rances,it isgenerall,y admitted, that this legal va()uum might lead to
serious conflicts and a scramble for colonies under the sea with seri()us
consequences. Such a situation, in any case, would be intolerable for the
large number of poor, newly independent, ,underdeveloped states .which
have come to acquire a new influenc~ in i~ternation~l affairs and wh~se
interests can no longer ,be ignored~ Gone are the days when law could
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be made largely by thejzat of a few powerful states. This would not be
accepted or tolerated now. Indeed, it is today largely on the initiative ofli
smaller, poorer, and until recently inconsequential states, and on their
insistence, that the law that is to govern and co-ordinate tomorrow's
varied, increasing, and yet uncomprehended uses of the sea is being developed. Thus, on IS December 1970 the UN General Assembly unanimously adopted a "Declaration of Principles Governing the Sea-Bed and
Ocean Floor" in which it reiterated the oft-repeated principles that the
sea-bed "beyond the limits of national jurisdiction and its resources are
the common heritage of mankind" and that they must be exploited "for
the benefit of mankind as a whole, and taking into particular consideration the interests and needs of the developing countries." These principles, there is no doubt, represent the hopes and needs of the developing
countries.
Whatever may be the formal legal position of the resolutions of the
General Assembly, there is no doubt that these principles embody a consensus of the international community in this new area of international
law and cannot be ignored. Vague and imprecise though these principles are, there is no longer a legal vacuum in this area. These principles
provide certain basic and fundamental rules from which no departure can
be permitted.
It is on this ground that the indecent haste in rushing to the resources
of the deep sea-bed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction by a few
private companies. in some of the advanced countries, in violation of
these principles and in contravention of the clear prohibition contained
in the moratorium resolution adopted by the General Assembly in 1968,'
can be, and has been, questioned and criticized. The protective legislations introduced in some of the industrialized countries, offering protection to these private companies and giving incentive to such activities,
have further exasperated the poor countries and made them doubtful
about the true intentions of these industrially advanced Powers. Apart
from other problems that might be created by the exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed according to the chaotic play of selfish interests, it
might further widen the intolerable gap between the richer and the
poorer countries, increasing further tension between them. Vast unCORtrolled availability of some of the primary products of the sea may also
mean ruin for several developing countries which are at present heavily
dependent upon these commodities. Needless to add that this 'confrontation' between the rich and the poor countries does not augur well
for the development of a healthy and universally acceptable international
law on the subject at an early date.
INTERDEPENDENCE OF VARIOUS ISSUES

What kind of legal regime and machinery for the exploration and exp-
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loitati.'on of the deep sea-bed beyond the limits of national jurisdiction is
ultimately adopted-whether weak or strong, with limited functions or
comprehensive powers-will depend on numerous factors, not the least
important of which is going to be the limits of national jurisdiction. Indeed, we may re-emphasize that most of the issues relating to the extent
of territorial waters or the legal Continental Shelf, fisheries limits or pollution control zones, international navigation or status of straits, are so
interdependent that if a solution is found to these problems it is bound to
be some sort of a 'package deal.' This will, of course, require a lot of
political wisdom and hard bargaining, and it is certain to entail some sacrifices for all the parties concerned. However, in view of the uncertainties with which the whole subject is ridden at present, whatever solutions
are adopted should be, as far as possible, simple, clear, and flexible.
The opportunity to make new, universally acceptable law should not be
lost.
It may, of course, not be possible to make a comprehensive regime of
the sea-bed all at once. It will have to be achieved slowly and perhaps
piecemeal. But we must begin with the acceptance of certain basic rules
and limits of national jurisdictions.
NEED FOR TRUST AND CO. OPERATION AMONG STATES

But as we begin this most difficult task, we must have our perspectives
clear. Mankind has found today a new frontier and a new source of untold wealth. Political interests and attitudes have not been finally formed
so far. No commercial exploitation has been made in this area, and no
interests are vested there until now. It is still possible to avoid national
rivalries in this new area and break new ground towards international
co-operation. Indeed, it is still possible to dedicate the resources of the
sea-bed to meet the greatest challenge of the world today-the challenge
of poverty.
Let there be no doubt that progress can be achieved only through the
co-operation of all states. It is no use feeling sorry for the emergence of
the new states or decrying their growing influence. Even if weak and
underdeveloped, their interests can nO longer be ignored. Nothing will be
achieved by treating them as 'incompetent, reckless eternal mendicants.'2
Nor, it must be said, can the developing countries dare to ignore the interests of the developed countries or their powerful influence in the international society. Their pre-eminence, if not predominance, must be recognized in any future international regime and machinery. Indeed, neither group can ignore the other. It will require the co. operation of all
2
C.W. Pinto, "Problems of Developing Countries and Their Effects on Decisions on
the Law of the Sea" (Paper presented in the Seventh Annual Conference of the Law of

the Sea Institute, 26 June 1972), proceedings p. 13.
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the states-big or small, rich or poor, coastal or landlocked-to make!j
any system work. An international regime must, therefore, be developed]
with patience and understanding of each other's problems. It is only
through such understanding, faith, and trust in each other that we can
hope to progress and succeed.
It may be added that international law must develop beyond the old
concept of co-existence to a new law of co-operation. The traditional
law, whose main concern was to reconcile the freedom of one state with
the freedom of the other, is no longer adequate for an integrated, interdependent world community. It is, of course, not easy to discard our
intellectual habits and predilections, even if they are no longer valid in
today's world. But it is only by discarding our old prejudices that we can
survive the challenge of the present and enjoy the boundless promise of
the future. Only by mutual understanding, and through contributions
to the development of a new law of co-operation in this new field, can we
hope to build up a happy and healthy international society.
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APPENDIX I
COUNTRIES WITH EXTENSIVE OCEAN AREA AT DEPTHS
LESS THAN 1,000 FATHOMS

Country

Approximate
coastline
(nautical
miles) *

Approximate area (square nautical
miles) at less than
100
500-1,000
100·500
fros
fms
fms

,------_._.Argentina
Australia (incl. New Guinea)
(Indian Ocean Islands]
Bahamas (U.K.)
Brazil
Burma
Canada
China
Faeroe Island (Denmark)
France
(Indian Ocean Islands)
(Pacific Ocean Islands)
Greenland (Denmark)
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Ireland
Malaysia
Mexico
New Zealand
Norway
Portugal Dependancies
South Africa
(South West Africa)
South Vietnam
Spain
(Atlantic Dependancies)
Thailand
U.S,S.R.
United Kingdom
(Falkland Island & Dep.)
(Indian Ocean Islands)
(Pacific Ocean Islands)
United States
Venezuela

2,100
17,500

-

1,400
3,700

1,~30

11,000 (ext)
3,500
155
1,375

-

5,000 (ext)
1,080
2,750
20,000
660
1,850
5,000
2,770
1,650 (ext)

-

1,430
780
865
1,500

-

1,300
23,000
2,800

-

11.650
1,000

250,000
6:15,000
2,000
37,000
200,000
63,000
>700,000
200,000
6,000
41,000
18,000
29,000
60,000
22,000
80,000
380,000
36,000
125,000
100,000
60,000
30,000
60,000
46,000
20,000
84,000
20,000
24,000
75,000
>1,000,000
40,000
30,000
48,000
17,000
650,000
27,000

25,000
170,000
20,000
5,000
33,000
10,000
>200,000
20,000
30,000
5,000
43,000
40,000
200,000
40,000
20,000

-

HI,OOO
25,000
225,000
80,000
45,000
44,000
35,000
17,000
23,000
11,000
15,000
>400,000
25,000
65,000
20,000
17,000
>150,000
10,000

15,000
250,000
65,000
14,000
35,000
10,000
>100,000
10,000
15,500
4,000
~3,OOO

75,000
50,000
>75,000
30,000

7,000
-

25,000
175,000
35,000
95,000
33,000
10,000
25.000
23,000
15,000

-

>300,000
50,000
40,000
35,000
35,000
>150.000
20,000

"'Coastlines from U.S. Department of State Geographic Bulletin No.3, April1965•.
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APPENDIX II

ARTICLE 5

CONVENTION ON THE CONTINENTAL SHELF

The States, parties to this Convention, have agreed as follows:
ARTICLE 1

For the purpose of these articles, the term "Continental Shelf" is
used as referring (a) to the sea-bed and subsoil of the sub.narine areas
adjacent to the coast but outside the area of the territorial sea, to a depth
of 200 metres or, beyond that limit, to where the depth of the superjacent
waters admits of the exploitation of the natural resources of the said
areas; (b) to the seabed and subsoil of similar submarine areas adjacen't
to the coasts of islands.
ARTICLE 2

1. The coastal State exercises over the Continental Shelf sovereign
rights for the purpose of exploring it and exploiting its natural resources.
2. The rights referred to in paragraph I of this article are exclusive in
the sense that if the coastal State does not explore the Continental Shelf
or exploit its natural resources, no one may undertake these activities,
or make a claim to the Continental Shelf, without the express consent of
the coastal State.
3. The rights of the coastal State over the Continental Shelf do not
depend on occupation, effective or notional, or on any express proclamation.

4. The natural resources referred to in these articles consist of the
mineral and other non-living resources of the sea-bed and subsoil together
with living organisms belonging to sedentary species, that is to say,
organisms which, at the harvestable stage, either are immobile on or
under the sea-bed, or are unable to move except in constant physical
contact with the sea-bed or the subsoil.

I
f;

1

ARTICLE 3

The rights of the coastal State over the Continental Shelf do not affect
the legal status of the superjacent waters as high seas, or that of the
airspace above those waters.

I

ARTICLE 4

Subject to its right to take reasonable measures for the exploration of
the continental shelf and the exploitation of its natural resources, the
coastal State may not impede the laying or maintenance of submarine
cables or pipelines on the Continental Shelf.
"Adopted Apr. 26 (U.N. doc. A/CcJNF. 13(L 55).
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I. The exploration of the Continental Shelf and the exploitation of its
natural resources must not result in any unjustifiable interference with
navigation, fishing or the conservation of the living resources of the sea,
nor result in any interference with fundamental oceanographic or other
scientific research carried out with the intention of open publication.
2. Subject to the provisions of paragraphs I and 6 of this article, the
coastal State is entitled to construct and maintain or operate on the
continental shelf installations and other devices necessary for its exploration and the exploitation of its natural resources, and to establish safety
zones around such installations and devices and to take in those zones
measures necessary for their protection.
3. The safety zones referred to in paragraph 2 of this article may extend to a distanc~ of 500 metres around the installations and other devices
which have been erected, measured from each point of their outer edge.
Ships of all nationalities much respect these safety zones.
4. Such installations and devices, though under the jurisdiction of
the coastal State, do not possess the status of islands. They have no
territorial sea of their own, and their presence does not affect the delimitation of the territorial sea of the coastal State.
G. Due notice must be given of the construction of any such installations, and' permanent means for giving warning of their presence must
be maintained. Any installations which are abandoned or disused must
be entirely removed.
6. Neither the installations or devices, nor the safety zones around
them, may be established where interference may be caused to the use of
recognized sea lanes essential to international navigation.
7. The coastal State is obliged to undertake, in the safety zones, all
appropriate measures for the protection of the living resources of the sea
from harmful agents
8. The consent of the coastal State shall be obtained in respect of
any research concerning the Continental Shelf and undertaken there.
Nevertheless, the coastal State shall not normally withhold its consent if
the request is submitted by a qualified institution with a view to purely
scientific research into the physical or biological characteristics of the
continental shelf, subject to the proviso that the coastal State shall have the
right, if it so desires, t) partiCIpate or to be represented in the research,
and that in any event the results shall be published.
ARTICLE 6

1. Where the same continental shelf is adjacent to the territories
of two or more States whose coasts are opposite each o,ther, the boundary of the continental shelf appertaining to such State~ shall be deter_
mined by agreement between them~ In the absence of agreement, and
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unless another boundary line is justified by special circumstances, the
boundary is the median line, every point of which is equidistant from
the nearest points of the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea of the each State is measured.
2. Where the same Continental Shelf is adjacent to the territories of
two adjacent States, the boundary of the continental shelf shalI be determined by agreement between them. In the absence of agreement, and
unless another boundary line is justified by special circumstances, the
boundary shall be determined by application of the principle of equid istance from the nearest points of the baselines from which the breadth of
the territorial sea of each State is measured.
3. In delimiting the boun laries of the Continental Shelf, any lines
which are drawn in accordance with the principles set out in paragraphs
I and 2 of this article should be defined with reference to charts and
geographical features as they exist at a particular date, and reference
should be made to fixed permanent identifiable points on the land.
ARTICLE 7

The provisions of these articles shall not prejudice the right of the
coastal State to exploit the subsoil by means Of tunnelling irrespective
of the depth of water above the subsoil.
ARTICLE 8

This Convention shall, until31 October 1968, be open for signature
by alI States Members of the United Nations or of any of the specialized
agencies, and by any other State invited by the General Assembly to
become a party to the Convention.
ARTICLE 9

This Convention is subject to ratification. The instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.
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deposit of the twenty-second instrument of ratification or accession, the
Convention shall enter into force on the thirtieth day after deposit by
such State .of its instruments of ratification or accession.
ARTICLE 12

1. At the time of signature, ratification or accession, any State may
make reservations to articles of the Convention other than to articles
1 to 3 inclusive.
2. Any Contracting State making a reservation in accordance with
the preceding paragraph may at any time withdraw the reservation by a
communication to that effect addressed to the Secretary-General of the
United Nations.
ARTICLE 13

1. After the expiration of a period of five years from the date on
which this Convention ~hall enter into force, a request for the revision
of this Convention may be made at any time by any Contracting Party
by means of a notification in writing addressed to the Secretary-General.
2. The General Assembly of the United Nations shall decide upon
the steps, if any, to be taken in respect of sllch request.
ARTICLE 14

The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall inform all States
Members of the United Nations and the other States referred to in
article 8:
(a) Of signatures to this Convention and of the deposit of instruments
of ratification or accession, in accordance with articles 8, {) and 10.
(b) Of the date on which this Convention will come into force, in
accordance with article I J.
(c) Of requests for revision in accordance with article 13.
(d) Of reservations to this Convention, in accordance with article 12.
ARTICLE 15

ARTICLE 10

This Convention shall be open for accession by any States b::Ionging
to any of the categories mentioned in article 8. The instruments of
accession shall be deposited with tilt: Secretary-General of the United
Nations.
ARTICLE 11

1. This Convention shalI come into force on the thidieth day following the date of deposit of the twenty-second instrument of ratification or
accession with the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
2. For each State ratifying or acceding to the Convention after the

The original of this Convention, of which the Chinese, English, French,
Russian and Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall be deposited with
the Secretary General of the United Nations, who shall send certified
copies thereof to all States referred to in article 8.
In witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries, being duly
authorized thereto by their respective Governments, have signed this
Convention.
Done at Geneva, this twenty-ninth day of April, one thousand nine
hundred and fifty-eight.
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